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More Scope for
your Money

Exclusive

on parts
and labour

Here's an all new scope at
a new low price. The model
0S255 is the first in a new family
of Gould/Advance scopes
incorporating more features
per dollar than previous scopes.

With the 15 MHz, dual trace
model 0S255 you get two PB12
probes at no extra cost, sum and
difference capability, channel 2
inversion, and improved trigger
features. Plus the
0S255 is packaged
in a new tubular
housing configura-
tion designed for
rugged field use
and ease
of servicing.
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f

OS255
$ 859*

'Canadian price. Includes two P612 probes.
Duty and federal sales tax included.

FOB shipping point. Pr)yinciai taxes extra
where applicable Subject to change

without notice.

FEATURES

 15MHz, dual trace,
2mV/cm sensitivity

 100ns/cm to 0.5 sec/cm
time base speeds

 Variable sensitivity
and sweep speed

 Excellent overall trigger
performance includes
A.C., D.C. or T.V. trigger.

Algebraic sum
and difference
of channels
1 and 2

 X -Y display on a new
improved 8 x 10 cm CRT

 Reliability, serviceability
and portability

 Includes two PB12
(X1, X10) probes

F. #

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
For immediate availability from

stock visit the ACA Electronic Centre
nearest you in Toronto, Montreal,
Calgary and Vancouver. Shop in
person or by mail. Master Charge
and Chargex-Visa accepted.

FREE
CATALOG
Write or phone
for your free
ACA Electronic
Centre catalog.

ELECTRONIC
CENTRES

Allan Crawford
Associates Ltd.
Toronto 416/678-1500. Montreal 514/731-8564
Vancouver 604/294-1326 Ottawa 613/829-9651,
Calgary 403/230-1341, Halifax 902/469-7865

Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card.
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Weidner Communications Model 100 Translator. Comprehensive editing facilities aredesigned to aid the human translator, not replace him. The device is aimed at small compa-
nies which do large amounts of business in two languages.

English/French Translation
System
Weidner Communications has recently
demonstrated a computerized
language conversion system that
instantly translates written documents
from English to French and French to
English in this country.

The translation system has been
developed and is now being marketed
by Weidner Communications Inc. of La
Jolla, Calif.

The Weidner system, introduced in
New York last fall with an
English/Spanish capability, supple-
ments rather than replaces the work of
the human translator, enabling him to
function as an editor, devoting his time
and attention to thefew wordsthat need
refinement.

The Weidner 100, as the
English/French system is called, is
designed to be cost effective for any
firm that has as few as two translators
on staff. The system can translate raw
data from a source language to a target
language at a speed of 20,000 words an
hour.

The Weidner system reserves the
human translator's skills for the
refinement of the raw text that the
system rapidly translates and projects
on the CRT screen. A computerized
word finder provides a selection of
words at the top of the screen when a

word being translated could have more
than one meaning in the output
language. The translator selects the
appropriate word and pushes a button
to insert it into the translation. He can
also rearrange the sentence as desired.
Once he is finished with this refinement
process, the translation comes out of
the system via the printer in camera-
ready form.

The idea of using computers in
translation is not new. A variety of
experiments in this field have been
made for almost 30 years, but none has
proved commercially feasible.

Error -Proof Data System For
Milk Tankers
A new electronic data collection system
built specifically for bulk milk tank
trucks is claimed to virtually eliminate
errors in recording the quantities of
milk picked up from local farms and
processing plants.

Already test marketed under adverse
conditions, the new "RMO Data
System" produced by Enraf Nonius
N.V. of the Netherlands, will be
introduced soon in North America. By
using the well-known Hamming Code,
the system unscrambles and corrects
errors caused in the machine itself.

The heart of the system is a mobile
unit mounted on a tanker. This unit
supervises the loading and discharging

procedure and checks the data
collected. A keyboard is not required
for data input. Rather, part of the data is
preprinted, such as the supplier's
number, on magnetized code cards,
and part is fed in automatically, as for
example, the volume and temperature
of the milk intake.

After electronic checking, the data
are stored in a plug-in type of data
carrier which has a solid-state memory
and does not require batteries.
Consequently, the chance of
accidental memory loss is eliminated.

The mobile unit on the tanker may
contain a printer so that the information
in storage can be printed for each milk
supplier, with or without a copy for a
milk sample.

The RMO System complies with
standards laid down by weights and
measures authorities in the
Netherlands. Modular design of the unit
makes it possible to fulfill specific
requirements of individual customers.

For further details, please write to the
Royal Netherlands Embassy, ConGill
Building, 275 Slater Street, Ottawa KIP
5H9, Ontario, Canada.

MEM

   o o I

RMO Data System provides a means of accu-
rately measuring quantities of milk.
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Computer Catalog Feedback
Dan O'Hara of CompuShop Canada in
Alberta sends along some corrections
for our Apple write-up in June '79 ETI.
Specifically that Integer BASIC
requires 7K bytes and that Apple Soft
need ten and a half. Also all unitssold in
the last year have six colours in high
resolution instead of four.

He also noted that prices quoted were
20% higher than those in Alberta. A 16K
Apple II is priced at $1775 as opposed to
the $2200 we quoted.

For more information, write to
CompuShop Canada Ltd., #107 Atrium
Square, 4014 Macleod Trail South,
Calgary, Alberta T2N OW2. Tell them
ETI sent you.
Austin Hook of The Computer Shop
also sends along some information/
corrections. First, the first phone
number listed should be 403-265-1911.
They also have a new store at 330 Ninth
Ave. S.W., Calgary, Alta. Both shops are
located in Calgary.

Scanner Club
Formed less than a year ago, the
Scanner Association of North America
(SCAN) reports that it now has a
membership approaching 20,000. The
club, which is sponsored as a public
service by Electra Company, the
manufacturer of Bearcat scanners, is
the first national organization of its
kind. Among the membership services
is an informative quarterly magazine,
"Scanning Today", which features
technical tips, stories on exciting new
listening activities and information on
professional public safety organiza-
tions.

More information about Scanner
Association of North America is
available by writing directly to: SCAN,
Suite 1212, 111 East Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois, USA, 60601.

Expose Yourself
News digest is a regular feature of ETI
Magazine. Manufacturers, dealers,
clubs and government agencies are
invited to submit news releases for
possible inclusion. Submissions, or
questions about material, should be
sent to: News Oldest, c/o ETI Magazine
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto,
Ontario, M4H 1B1.

Audio products news will be directed
to Audio Today's product department,
and similarly Shortwave news will
appear in Shortwave World. Sorry,
submissions cannot be returned.

More Info For Readers:

ETI Introduces Reader Service Cards

The advertisers in this magazine are
interested in talking to you about their
products o- services. That is, of course,
why they are advertising. But they
can't necessarily say all they would like,
and besides, they can't anticipate
all your questions. So you may be
left wanting more information.

Now ETI Magazine has a convenient
way for you to get that information,
and from more than one advertiser at a
time. For those advertisers who re-
quested it, a Reader Service Number
appears below their ad. Circle this
number on the card, mail it to us, and

more information will be on its way to
you.

The Reader Service Card will also
provide advertisers with useful infor-
mation about what products interest
readers, and how best to present their
advertisements. The end result is a

better response to customer desires, and
better business.

Finally, the card will help keep
us in touch with our readers, and

thus help us to serve and interest
you best.

More details on page 54!

our Amplifier Modules
so reliable they carry 5 Year warranty*

BLilt-in heatsink
for cool reliable
operation

Amplifier
circuitry
encapsulated
in epoxy for
excellent
thermal
stability

MODEL HY200
120 watts into 8 ohms

$79.50
TRUE HIGH
FIDELITY
SPECIFICATIONS:
Typical distortion -

0.05% at 1kHz
Frequency response -

10 -45 kHz
Signal/noise ratio -

up to 96 db

simple
connections

Only 5

ILP is the original line of audio amplifier modules, and the oni ones with a five-year
warranty. Choose from 4 models, conservatively rated 30 120 and 200 watts.
Matching preamp module also available. Fully short/open circuit protected. ILP alone
offers performance, value, reliability backed up by a five year warranty. In short, ILP
is the only choice for the discerning audiophile

*to original owner when used with recommended power supply.

ILP MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN: MONTREAL- Addison TV Parts. TORONTO:
Dominion Radio, Genera Electronics, Gladstone Electronics. MISSISSAUGA: Atwater
Electronics. OTTAWA: kris Electronics. KITCHENER: Orion Electronics. LONDON:
Provincial Electronics. NOVA SCOTIA: F.Rhodenizer (Bridgeport)

Dealer/distributor 1736 Avenue Rd., Suite B ,
enquiries welcome. audiex ELECTRONICS Toronto, Ont. (416)787-7367
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NEWS DIGEST
Saudi Telecom System
RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA, July 5, 1979
- Saudi Arabia's new telecommunica-
tions system has set another world
cutover record - the second in a time
span of six months. A total of 97,000
local lines and 17,200 new long
distance circuits have been placed into
service within the last three weeks in 16
switching centres and 11 cities across
the Kingdom.

"Bell Canada's role in this expansion
is multi -faceted", explains D. W.
Delaney, the company's vice-president
(International), "but most important is
our job of managing the operation and
maintenance of the entire system,
especially after all new equipment is
installed and operating."

"The addition of 3,500 new long
distance circuits and seven new and
upgraded switches, in association with
the microwave, coaxial cable and
satellite systems, will provide a national
long distance network infra -structure
base for the Kingdom's telecom-
munications needs for years to come,"
Mr. Delaney explained. "Along with
additional trunk circuits, this improved
national long distance network will
mean improved long distance service
and better access to international
circuits for Saudi Telephone
subscribers," he said.

"This sophisticated technology is
helping the Kingdom on its way to
another "first" scheduled for 1981,
when Saudi Arabia will become the first
nation in the world to have an all -
electronic telephone system."

The final additions to the system
during this cutover cover the entire
Kingdom. Riyadh gets 40,000 switching
lines and 1,600 trunk lines; Jeddah -
13,000 and 6,600; Mecca - 20,000 and
4,000; Dammam - 14,000 and 3,000;
Medina - 9,000 and 2,000; and Qasim
- 1,000.
Graphics Printer
Now available from Webster
Instruments Limited, Mississauga is
Gulton's new GAP -101M fixed head
digital thermal printer mechanism. It
utilizes a printhead with a single row of
101 thick film dot elements to
simultaneously print graphics, grid
patterns and alphanumerics (10
columns 7x9 or 14 columns 5x7) on a
moving tape. The ability to print grid
patterns means that preprinted graph
paper is not required. Printing rate is up
to 30 dot lines per second and life
expectancy is 100 million dot lines
MTBF.

The fixed head approach to thermal

HP Light Bars are intended to provide high reliability lighting at low cost. The larger one is
roughly the size of a 14 pin DIP package.

LEBs (Light Emitting Bars)
A new family of light emitting diode
light bar modules designed for use as
backlighting sources for display panels
for electronic instruments, computers
and office equipment and automobiles
was introduced today by Hewlett-
Packard.

The new light bar modules provide
large, bright, uniform light emitting
surfaces, are suitable for multiplex
operation, and mount easily on P.C.
boards or sockets. They are X -Y
stackable and may be mounted flush.

The rugged devices come in two sizes
(8.89 mm x 3.81 mm and 19.05mm x 3.81
mm) and three colours; red, yellow and

green. They provide the largest
continuous illuminated surfaces using
LED technology ever offered by HP.

The modules are expected to find
application in illuminated legends,
indicators, bar graphs and lighted
switches.

The new lamps are priced at $1.49
and $2.27 CDN in quantities of 1000, for
each respective package size. They are
available through HP franchised
component distributors.

Readers inquiries will be assured by
mailing them to Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Limited,
6877 Goreway Drive, Mississauga,
Ontario L4V 1M8.

printing produces essentially noiseless
printing, while providing the reliability
of solid state switching. There is only
one moving part -the papertape drive.
Complete independence from ink
supplies and ribbon mechanisms is
achieved by the Gulton printing
technique.

Applications are diverse, and include
printing of gas and liquid
chromatograph patterns, oscilloscope
wave forms, spectrographic analyses,
and many other variables. In medical
use, the GAP -101M records EKG,
patient number, pulse rate, blood
pressure, and other patient data.

For more information, please contact
Mr. Roger Webster, Webster
Instruments Limited, P.O. Box 427, Port
Credit P.S., Mississauga, Ontario L5G
4M1.

New Distributors
Dynalogic Corp. has appointed
Webster Instruments as exclusive
distributors for Canada for Laboratory
Microcomputer System and related
products. Write to Webster Instruments
Ltd., P 0 Box 427, Port Credit P.S.,
Mississauga, Ontario L5G 4M1.
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pH Controller Recorder
A new line of economical, accurate pH
Controller -Recorder Units has been
introduced by A.I.S. in Mississauga,
Ontario. Designed to monitor and
maintain acceptable pH levels of waste
liquids containing acids, alkalis and
organic solvents entering sewer
systems or reservoirs, the compact
units sense pH levels and activate
neutralizing solutions automatically if
normal levels are exceeded.

Sensitive electrodes monitor pH at
the input source and if levelsexceed the
pre-set high/low limits, they will
automatically signal solenoid -
activated pumps to increase or reduce
neutralizing solutions.

An additional electrode monitors and
automatically records pH on a

continuous printout tape, with a

capacity up to 30 days providing
processors with evidence their waste
water has been regularly maintained

More Cases
Just after we put the August issue away,
Harry Davies Molding, Chicago
announced their new line of Phenolic
Instrument Cases and Covers.

Available in 5 different sizes and over
twelve styles these new instrument
cases and lids are ideal for hobbyists
and engineers alike.

The cases range in size from Model
220 (4 x 3 x 2) to Model 280 (8 x 7 x 3).
Complimentary Lids are available.

Harry Davies Molding is represented
in Canada by Atlas Electronics Limited,
Toronto, Canada. 50 Wingold Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario M6B 1P7, New
telephone (416) 789-7761.

ARRL Publication
The ARRL ANTENNA ANTHOLOGY
has just been released by the American
Radio Relay League. This book is a
compilation of antenna construction
articles directed toward the beginner
and experienced radio amateur
interested in maximum performance
for minimum expense. With the aid of
clear, precise photographs and
diagrams, it conveys, in layman's terms,
all the necessary information for
building, tuning, and installing over 2
dozen antennas. There is also a section
of the construction of related
equipment: bridges, transmatches and
VU meters.

All antennas covered have been
installed and tested by radio amateurs
known for their technical expertise.

For more information contact Lorry
Evans, Publication Sales, 225 Main,
Newington, CT 06111.

within legally -acceptable safe limits.
The A.I.S. Controller -Recorder units

combine off measurement, control
functions and printout recording in a
single cabinet. The units also have a
safety alarm connected to a run -out
timer whicin audibly signals if pH levels
are not corrected within a given time.

A free, 12 -page booklet, "pH Control
is Easy" together with literature and
prices is available by writing Analytical
Services Limited, 1601 Matheson Blvd.,
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1 H9.

Lectra Saver
Lectra Saver is a uniquely designed
system that utilizes the rejected heat
from the air conditioning system to heat
water for residential, commercial, or
industrial use.

Not only does Lectra Saver conserve
energy normally used to heat water, it

also increases the efficiency of the
refrigeration unit by reducing the
power usage by 8% or betted This is
accomplished by an 18 to 20 PSI
reduction of compressor head
pressures which improves the
efficiency of the refrigeration system.

Lectra Saver is a refined heat
exchanger that utilizes the waste heat
from the super heated gas of the
refrigeration system with a double wall
construction which protects the
warranty of theai rconditioning system.

A residence with a three ton air
conditioner could expect from 15 to 25
gallons of hot water to be raised from
70°F to 140°F every hour the air
conditioner is running. With a five ton
air conditioner, a possible 25 to 40
gallons could be recovered during the
summer months when the air
conditioner is running fairly constantly.
As the outdoor temperature decreases,

Continuer/ on page 8.

The Sinclair PDM35
personal digital multimeter.

THE INDUSTRY'S
TOP VALUE!

ONLY

Dealer/distributor audiex
enquiries welcome. ELECTRONICS

* 3 1/2 digit
resolution

* Sharp, bright LED
display reading to
1.999

* Auto polarity
selection

* Operation from
9 dolt battery, or
AC adapter.

* Resistance measu-
rements to 20
megohm

* 1% or greater
accuracy

* One year
warranty.

SIX FUNCTIONS,
TWENTY-SIX RANGES.
DC Volts: lmV to 1000V
AC Volts lmV to 750V
DC Current:luA to 1A
AC Current:luA to 1A
Resistance: 1 to 20 Mohm
Diode test:0,1ua to 1 mA

SINCLAIR DMM's /-AVAILABLE IN:
MONTREAL -Addison TV, Microtron Elect-
ronique, Visiontronique TORONTO
Duncan Instruments, Dominion Radio, Glad-
stone Electronics, Radio Trade Supply. MISS-
ISSAUGA- Atwater Electronics. LONDON -
Provincial Electronics. OTTAWA- Kris Elect-
ronics, Wackid Radio. WATERLOO- Water-
loo Electronics. KITCHENER- Orion Elect-
ronics. GUELPH- Neutron Electronics. HAM-
ILTON- Canadian Admiral. WINDSOR- Light-
house Electronics.

1736 Avenue Rd., Suite B ,
Toronto, Ont. (4:16)787-7367
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NEWS DIGEST
Continued from page 7.

the air conditioner will run less, making
less hot water available. With a heat
pump, hot water from the heat recovery
system is available during thewinter, as
well as the summer months.

Even greater savings can be realized
in some types of commercial
establishments where the hot water
requirements are heavy and there is
high internal heat gain from lights and
people in the public area which causes
the air conditioner to run during the
winter months. For example, some
restaurants have been able to obtain up
to fifty percent of their hot water
annually from this heat recovery
system.

The Lectra Saver is available in
Canada from Findlay Comfort Systems
who are the licensee of Lectra Saver for
the British Commonwealth countries.
Findlay Comfort Systems are at 60
Otonabee Drive, Kitchener, Ontario
N2C 1L6. Telephone: (519) 893-6531.

OSI's Home Computer
Ohio Scientific unveiled 'The Home
Computer Of The Future', (the C8P DF)
at the Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show announcing it as the world's first
true home computer.

The C8P DF includes a full keyboard,

BASIC language, video display of 2048
characters, up to 16 colors, high
resolution graphics, sound output, a
D/A converter for voice and music,
joystick interfaces and a large library of
software for entertainment, education
and personal finance.

This Home Computer Of The Future
utilizes two 8 inch floppies and has an
AC control interface to inject control
signals on the AC power linesof a home
to control remotely placed switches
and dimmers.

At a press conference, the computer
demonstrated its abilityto turn lightson
and off, interface with wireless home
security systems involving smoke
detectors, door contact switches, an
automobile burglar alarm and auxiliary
devices.

This Home Computer Of The Future
will have a suggested starting retail
price of $2,597 US. The computer
system is based on mainframe
architecture which has open slots for
additional expansion as OhioScientific
creates more capabilities to add to the
home computer.
Move News
As of May 30 Cominco Ltd. will have
moved to 130-7330 Fisher St. S.E.,
Calgary, Alta. T2H 2H8.

mansTonE-,

PDM35 3 1/2 digit
multimeter

$89.50
* 6 functions, 26
ranges * operates
from 9V battery
* 10 day money -
back trial offer

SINCLAIR TEST EQUIPMENT
IN STOCK:
DM235. 3 1/2 digit multimeter .$149.95
DM350. 3 1/2 digit multimeter,
accuracy 0.1%, 34 ranges 239.95
DM450. 4 1/2 digit multimeter,
accuracy 0.05%. 34 ranges. . . 339.95

Audio Amplifiers
*5 -year warranty.

HY50 30 watts RMS $28.95
HY120 60 watts RMS $57.50
HY200 120 watts RMS $79.50
HY400 240 watts RMS (4ohms) $99.50
HY5 mono preamplifier $21.95

GRAND OPENING SCARBOROUGH,
ONT.: Gladstone's new branch at 2936
Eglinton Ave. E, Scarborough, opens
September 4, 1979. Check both stores
for opening specials!

LECTROIIICS
G PHILIPS

DeFOREST _Quality
'Loudspeakers

AD15240/W8 15" Woofer (150W)$74.95
AD12240/W8 12" Woofer (120W)$74.95
AD10240/W8 10" Woofer (120W)$69.95
AD0211/SQ8 (or 4) 5" dome mid $32.95
AD5060/SQ8 (or 8) 5" cone mid $21.95
AD0162/63/T4,8, or 15. dome

tweeter $14.95
AD3WXSP. 200 watt 3 way xover $42.50
AD3WXA 60 watt 3 -way crossover$ 17.95
AD2WXA 60 watt 2 -way crossover$ 10.25

FREE CABINET PLANS

GNOME
$117.00

Electronic music mini -synthesizer. Glad -
stone's carry the complete PAIA line of
synthesizers and computer products.

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS and
MAIN STORE:
1736 Avenue Rd.,Toronto. Ont., M5M 3Y7
Phone order line: (416)787 1448.
Use your Chargex Visa or Mastercharge.
Ont. residents add 7% P.S.T.
Both locations open Tues-Sat 9:30-6,
till 9 Thurs and Fri.

RF Load Resistor
Bird Electronic Corporation, of
Cleveland, Ohio, has announced a new
TERMALINE® RF Load Resistorforuse
with low power transmitters. Featuring
a rugged, highly efficient thermal
design, the new Series 8860 will
terminate 1000 watt AM transmitters
under full modulation in high ambient
temperature or otherwise hostile
environments, or can act as a load for
1500 -watt CW or FM transmissions.

The new rhombic shape permits size
and material savings which are passed
on to the end user. Models in this series
are available with 1-5/8" or 3-1/8"
flanged or unflanged input or with any
of Bird's two dozen Quick -Change QC
cable connectors. VSWR is a low 1.1
from dc to 1000 MHz.

Complete technical and price
information is available from the
exclusive Canadian representative and
distributor, National Electrolab Ltd.,
Toronto and Vancouver.

For further information, please
contact National Electrolab Ltd., 1536
Columbia Street, North Vancouver,
B.C. V7J 1A4.

New Distributor News
The Compar® Division of Weber
Electronics Inc., appoints Electronic
Packaging Systems Kingston,
Ontario, as an authorized distributor for
Compar edge connector products.

For further information please
contact Compar Div. of Weber
Electronics Inc., 105 Brisbane Rd.,
Downsview, Ontario.

News Release
Weber Electronics Inc., representatives
for Robinson Nugent Inc., have also
appointed Semad Electronics Ltd. as
their stockingilistributor.

Semad Electronics will carry
inventory in Montreal, Toronto, and
Ottawa, in thefull line of ICsockets, IDC
connectors, and interconnecting
systems.

For further information contact
Weber Electronics Inc., 105 Brisbane
Rd., Downsview, Ontario M3J 2K6.

Rental Electronic Ltd.
Rental Electronics Ltd. has moved its
Eastern Canada Rental Office to a new
location. They can now be reached at
the following address, Rental
Electronics Ltd., 5855 Bessette, Ville St -
Laurent, P.Q. H4S 1 P1.

An inventory of the latest in
electronic test equipment, desk top
computers, and terminals will be
available for immediate delivery on
short or long term rent from this facility.

Circle No. 16 on Reader Service Card.
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MOST PEOPLE, including many
engineers, are inclined to consider
signal handling ability only with regard
to high level signal and power amplifier
stages. Low level stages and pre-
amplifiers are paid little attention
beyond ensuring adequate signal-to-
noise ratio. Indeed, many designers
seem so unconcerned that they think
nothing of sacrificing signal handling
ability for the sake of an adequately and
even unnecessarily low noise figure.

Much of this goes back to tube days,
when it was fairly easy to obtain at least
moderate signal outputs from a tube
stage while optimizing operating
conditions for minimum noise, yet
having to fight for the last volt of output
to drive a power output stage. For
example, a type 6550A Beam Pentode
operating in Ultra -linear mode requires
nearly 50 V of drive to achieve full
output. With fixed bias the maximum
grid resistance is 50 k ohms. If drive was
supplied by a 12AU7A (a fairly common
choice) operated in the common
cathode mode, the driver would start to
clip above 38V peak. Yet a 12AX7A, a
higher gain tube with similar output
capabilities can still deliver at least 5V
under very low load and voltage
conditions and is still used in tube -type
pre -amps. (We're dealing here with
supply voltagesof around 300V down to
90V, and using standard tube manual
data.)

Remember, amplifiers do not create
voltage and current into a load, they
merely deliver it from the powersupply.
Just as no amplifier stage can deliver
more current to a load than the power
supply can provide, so it is impossible
to develop a peak signal voltage greater
than the supply voltage to the stage,
and in fact it is often considerably
lower.

Consider the rather common type of
phono pre -amp shown in Fig. 1. This is

Audio
Today
Developments in audio reviewed by Wally Parsons

fairly representative of many low to
medium priced units, can be found in
any number of collections of basic
circuits, either in this form or some
variation of it, as well as in marry
commercial amplifiers and receivers.
Ideally it is possible to drive the output
stage, 02 such that collector voltage
swings from a maximum equal to
supply voltage when the base is cut off,
down to a value close to zero at some
value of base drive determined mainly
by the load resistance. This is the peak -
to -peak output voltage, and if the stage
is biased such that the collector voltage
under zero signal conditions is half way
between the two extremes, the peak
signal output is exactly half the peak -
to -peak output, and the RMS output
equals Eo peak Nrf or .707 times the
peak output. If the idling voltage is not
centred maximum output will be equal
to either the supply voltage minus idling
voltage, or idling voltage minus the
lowest voltage which can be obtained

Fig. 1 A common type of phono preamplifier.

E RIAA EQUALIZER

:ender base drive conditions. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows a
typical family of curves for a signal
tt-. -1sistor, along which has been
p ted a load line.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT
The purpose of this discussion is to

consider, not the design of output
stages for maximum output, but rather
to consider the implications of the
limitations which are imposed by the
design.

Suppose that the circuit in Fig. 1 is
powered by a supply of 10V. Suppose
further that output current can be
swung high enough to swing the output
voltage down to +1V. Let us further
assume that the bias is such as to
produce a collector voltage, under zero
signal, of 5.5V. Under these conditions
output can swing from 5.5V to 10V, a
swing of 4.5V, and from 5.5V to 1 V, also
a swing of 4.5V, for a total of 9V,p-p. An
output of 4.5V peak equals 3.18V rms. If

Ecc
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gain at 1000 Hz is 40 dB, this output will
be achieved with an input of 45 mV
peak, or 31.8 mV rms. Most good
phonograph pickups have an output
rating of around 2 mV to 5 mV, so this
should give plenty of headroom, right?

Wrong!

PICKUP OUTPUT
The trouble with pickup output

ratings is that they are so meaningless
as to be useless. The blameforthis must
be laid right on the doorstep of the
manufacturers and/or their
representatives. For example, one
directory, in common with many
others, list output level in "mV/cm/sec".
So what do we see listed? Although
such listings as Stanton and AKG show
entries such as .9 and .7, and .82, many
others show ratings of 5, 6.2, even 8.
Surely this is not output in millivolts per
centimeters per second stylus velocity.
No, it is an output level at some
unspecified value of velocity.

However, we must start somewhere,
so we will limit our discussion to
situations in which we know the actual
output of a pickup in mV/cm/sec.

As it happens, several pickups deliver
an output of 1 mv/cm/sec, which makes
life convenient for us. RIAA standards
attempt to limit mid -range velocities to
about 25 cm/sec, which would result in
an output from our reference pickup of
25 mV, and if connected to the preamp
of Fig. 1 with 40 dB gain, the output
would be 2.5 V. Since we've established
that our preamp can deliver a peak
output of 4.5V we still have an extra 5dB
of headroom.

REAL WORLD
If groove velocities are so low, how

come many pickups have run into
tracing problems, and Shure Bros make
such a big deal of some of their models'
ability to trace velocities of over 40
cm/sec.? Simple; groove velocities
aren't held to such low velocities.
-Research published by the nice people
at Shure Bros have indicated velocities
as high as 80 cm/sec at 4500 Hz. This
translates to an output from our Fig. 1
preamp of 8 V, which is 5dB above the
maximum undistorted output
capability.

But if a pickup is limited to tracing
velocities of 40 cm/sec, how does it
manage to trace a velocity twice as
great? Simple. It doesn't. But just
because the stylus doesn't maintain
intimate contact with the groove wall
we cannot assume that it doesn't at least
describe something vaguely
resembling the groove path. Of course
it does, and as a result of mis-tracking
distortion components are generated
which can indeed result in very high

input voltages, and output overload.

EFFECT OF EQUALIZATION
Readers interested in pursuing

further the subject of groove velocities
would not be misled in studying Shure's
current brochure dealing with the V-15
Type IV pickup. Distribution by
frequency of peak velocities dovetails
nicely with the RIAA curve. Thus, where
we indicated that 80 cm/sec would
overload our Fig. 1 preamp, this does
not take into account the fact that
equalization reduces gain by about 6
dB at 4500 Hz, so output is reduced by
the same amount, which leaves 1 dB
headroom. This isn't much, but it's
something.

This is of even less value if we decide
that we need even more mid -band gain.
Assuming the same pickup, doubling
the gain to 46 dB results in doubling the
peak output capability required at all
frequencies. The only way to do that is
to increase the supply voltage.

POWER SUPPLY
Good design practice dictates that an

amplifier should have at least 10 dB
headroom above the maximum output
which it is intended to deliver.
Returning then to our pickup with an
output of 1mV/cm/sec, and a preamp
with 40 dB gain at 1000Hz which with
RIAA equalization results in a gain of
32.2 dB at 4500 Hz., an input of 80 mV at
4500 Hz would result in an output of 3.25
V. An additional 10 dB would require an
output capability of slightly over 10 V.
To achieve this with Fig 1 requires a
peak -to -peak capability of 20V, and
since we're not really likely to be able to
swing the collectorvoltage below about
2V, then our minimum supply
requirement is for 22V. Using standard
components, then, we would likely
design for a 24 V supply.

If we wish to have twice as much gain
for use with the same pick-up, then all
the above voltages must be doubled.
Similarly if we wish to use a pick-upwith
twice as much output. But if we are
using an IC such as an LM381A or a
uA739, we are limited by the maximum
ratings of the devices, that is 40 V and 36
V respectively.

This should quite clearly show the
folly of expecting to use one preamp
with a wide variety of pickups.

PREAMP INPUT RATINGS
Obviously, it's most unlikely that an

input stage itself will overload; after all,
it's no great trick to arrange input biasto
handle a couple of hundred millivolts.
However, low noise design often
dictates very high gain for the input
stage coupled with a low supply
voltage. Under feedback conditions the

Fig. 2 Typical transistor charac-
teristic curves.

input voltage is in fact reduced by an
amount determined by the feedback,
but under transient conditions it is
possible for the input stage to be driven
beyond its output capabilities. The
result is a phenomenon often referred
to as Transient Intermodulation
Distortion (T.I.D.), a term which gets
the idea across, but not with the
greatest precision. It's only mentioned
here in passing as a teaser, because it
will be dealt with separately at a later
date.

What is misleading about most
preamp input overload specifications is
that the wrong specification is given. It
would be more accurate to specify the
input level vs. frequency which will
produce output overload. Even more
useful would be the practice of
designing preamps in such a manner
that the actual gain can be adjusted
over some reasonable range so that
they may be matched to individual
pickups.

SOME TENTATIVE
CONCLUSIONS

A remarkably large number of what
should be first rate pickups seem to
deliver performance quality lower than
anticipated when connected to
preamps which can reasonably be
expected to be first rate. Much of this
can be attributed to output stage
overload and is not at all difficult to
avoid. I expect to return to this over the
next few months from a slightly
different point of view, with a dissection
of a couple of circuits familiar to
readers. Also to be presented will be a
circuit which I am presently using
which solves all of the above mentioned
problems, as well as a few others.
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Audio Today

Audio Today Letters
Want to express your views or report on news? Write to Audio Today,
ETI Magazine, Unit Six, 25 Overlea Blvd., Torcnto, Ont. M4H 1 B1.

TIME COMPENSATION
I am a recent reader of ETI magazine,
and before I get into the subject of my
letter, I would like to commend you on
your excellent magazine.

It was only several months ago that I
discovered that ETI existed. How
unfortunate for me, when I think of all

the great issues I have missed.
Your projects are useful and

entertaining, and your features and
columns interesting and informative.
You can be sure I will look forward to
every new issue with anticipation and

enthusiasm.
Getting on to the subject of my letter, I

am another who enjoys building my
own speaker systems. (I also enjoy
saving lots of $ in the process). I have
built several systems, all using Philips
Deforest speaker components and
crossovers. I am ready to sell again and
build a bigger and better system, again
using Philips drivers.

Lately, there has been a lot of talk
about "time compensated" speaker
systems, where the acoustic centre of
each driver is aligned, resulting in the
drivers being mounted in different
vertical planes. It is said, by allowing the
sounds from each of the drivers to reach
your ear simultaneously, it is claimed
that this design gives better depth,
better stereo imaging, and improved
transient response. I would appreciate
any information, thoughts, comments,
etc., as to the relevence and
performance of this design. (Is it worth
the extra trouble to construct this type
of speaker system?)

I am also yet another, requesting a
column on the topic of speaker
systems. This is an area where almost
anyone can get involved in, and provide
one with a rewarding project, and save
money too, over manufactured
systems.

Again, I commend you on an
excellent magazine, of which your
column is one of the better parts. Keep
up the good work, and thanks for your
trouble.

J.C. Toronto

Is it ,worth the trouble? My big
transmission lines are time aligned by
means of drive placement and cross-
over design. In addition, the phase
response of the electronics is carefully

controlled and matched between
channels, right back to and including
the phono pre -amp. Yes I do consider it
to be worthwhile. What I don't consider
worthwhile is fussing around with time
alignment and ignoring ail the other
anomalies such as distortion,
bandwidth, frequency contour,
dispersion, efficiency, power handling,
dynamic linearity, secondary radiation
effects, etc. The benefits of time
alignment vary considerably from one
programme source to another.
Recording in which little care has gone
into preserving phase accuracy will not
benefit, nor will broadcasts from most
FM stations, who seem to have enough
trouble keeping styli clean. But with
good material the results can be
stunning.

I must say I've heard some pretty
terrible speakers, many of them
boasting time -alignment.

MORE TUNER
In December I saw your ETI tuner

offer and bought it. In March I learned
more about it and that will be very
helpful. You know the tuner is still in my
wardrobe in its first package. I am able
to build that project, I have a D.E.C. in
electronics and I built a preamp, a tone
control, a power amplifier. My last
project, active filters work very well.
Now you talked about a frequency
counter (digital meter). Since I saw the
new Radio Shack receiver with the
frequency counter, I think that would be
a better project than connecting my
tuner watching it without any dial, only
a knob tight on the variable capacitor.

So we are in Juneand you didn't talk any
more about that circuit. So if you have
some news (a perfect stabilized circuit
and diagram to connect it, pieces
available on market) I would appreciate
it, if not say at what time it will appear in
ETI.

L.G. Montreal

A project for a digital readout for this
tuner will appear in ETI as soon as
somebody develops one. Maybe you or
some other reader with a D.E.C. in
electronics would care to submit such a
project. All I said was that a digital
readout would be a good idea, but the
layout doesn't allow convenient access
to the tuner section. In the meantime,
why not try building your own slide dial
mechanism, or use a suitable vernier.
Several appear in the Electro Sonic
catalogue (e.g. Pages 197 and 1125). Or
you can get the Radio Shack unit. It'll
cost a bit more.

BITUMINOUS WHAT?
I am having trouble finding what are

called "BITUMINOUS FELT PADS".
These are hardened felt pads used
mainly by British Speaker manufac-
turers to deaden panel resonances in
speaker systems. Some of these
manufacturers include Splendor and
Fogers. Do you know where I can get
these? Is there a brand name for these
things? I have been told they are used to
reduce vibrations in car doors, etc., but
no auto dealer seems to knowwhatthey
are. Could you please help. Thanks

M.H. Ottawa, Ont.

Jensen Triaxial® 3 -Way Speakers
Quite simply, the most advanced car stereo speaker ever.

For the best sound ever in your car. The first car stereo
speaker with a woofer, a tweeter and a midrange.

Icentical in principle to the best home stereo speakers.
JenSen's midrange picks up a whole range of tones
lost to any other car speaker.

Write today for Free catalogues and the name of
your nearest Jensen Dealer -

len finkler limited
25 Toro Road, Downsview Ontario M3J 2A6
Telephone 1416) 630 9103 Telex 065 24010
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Bitumen is a solid or semi -solid
substance the best known form of
which is asphalt. ltoccurs naturally, but
is usually distilled from coal tar or
petroleum, and is commonly used for
road surfacing, impregnated into a
fibre, as in tar -paper, and is the basis of
roofing tiles and automotive
undercoating, among other things. I'm
familiar with the speakers to which you
refer, and should point out that this
technique is most useful when applied
to small speakers.

I don't know of a specific source of
these pads, but would suugest an
automotive body shop supply house or
someone who specializes in
customizing or in materials for
customizing. Some of this material is
also used in the hood for the same
purpose, but I believe that glass fibre or
asbestos is used as the fibre material
due to the high temperatures.

I accomplish the same thing with
automotive undercoating, available in
gallon cans or in spray form. It has the
disadvantage of requiring about a week
to dry and it smells of petroleum during
this period. Try your nearest Canadian
Tire store. You might also try roofer's

"When times get tough we all pidg-eon." Gaylord,

patching compound. You have to use a
brush in a trowel -like fashion, because
of its consistency, and you can clean up
with petroleum distillate, such as
Varsol.

WP's typist.

You can also use this guck as an
adhesive for felt or sisal padding, and
then coat over the padding.

By the way, have you ever thought of
using lead foil?

You've heard Oaktron...

... more than you've heard of Oaktron
Over the past 25 years, you may have heard
more Oaktron speakers than any other single
brand-without knowing it.
It you've added a custom sound system to your
car, you may be hearing Oaktron every time you
drive. Oaktron has made speakers for most of the
well-known U.S. manufacturers and installers of
audio products. You've heard Oaktron in cors,
living rooms, airports, and theaters-and you've
liked what you heard.

®AKTRON
Ask for
Oaktron's
latest catalog.
Represented
in Canada
by.

omnitonix ltd.

\/
12 Circle No. 12 on Reader Service Card.

Oaktron's
popular
5 1/4 CO-az
CABF53H2

1/2 PRICE
STUDENT SPECIALS

We carry one of the largest selections of
calculators in Canada. The following are
one of the best student calculator values
we have ever offered.

Unitrex Model UC 55 full
scientific, including

trigs, logs, square
root, recip., constant,

notations, all basic
functions and more.

NOW ONLY $14.95
with case

A/C adapter $5.95 extra
National Semiconductor

Model 4650
rechargeable full

scientific with
trigs, logs, powers,

roots, recip.,
scientific notation,
all basic functions

and much more.
NOW ONLY $24.95

With case, rechargeable batteries and
charger. Full manufacturer warranty.
MAIL ORDER:
Please send cheque, or charge card
information (Chargex, Master Charge,
Ax) Including 7% Sales Tax (Ont. res.)
Plus $3.50 for certified insured shipping
to:

MARKETRON CORP. LTD.
1240 Bay Street Mall (at Bloor)

Toronto. Ontario M5R 2A7
Pnone: 416/923-1917

Store Hours: 10-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 10-7.
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ETI Project

Field Strength
Power Meter
Versatile unit indicates transmitter tune-up.

TWO PIECES OF equipment which are
almost essential to the CB'er, novice, or
amateur alike, are a field strength meter
and a power meter. This design com-
bines the two in a simple easy to con-
struct circuit comparable to equipment
many times its cost.

Measurement of field strength is
useful for antenna tuning, especially
where an antenna tuning unit is used, or
for checking the radiation pattern of a
directional antenna. If the meter is left
in a fixed position well away from but
at the same height as the antenna, and
the antenna rotated, a circular plot of
the antenna radiation pattern can be
drawn up. When tuning an antenna the
meter should be placed in a convenient
position where it can be seen and the
tuning adjusted for maximum reading.

The power meter is used to tune the
output of a transmitter, or can be left in
the transmission line as a monitor of
power output. The reading on the meter
will only be accurate if the antenna has
low VSWR. For accurate power
measurement, and for transmitter
tuning, a dummy load should be con-
nected to one of the power sockets. If
only the 20 watt range is used a small
CB dummy load is suitable, a larger load
of course being necessary for the 200
watt range. Table 1 gives the power
calibration for both ranges for a 50µA
meter .

CONSTRUCTION
Figure 2 shows the wiring layout for
the unit. This layout should be strictly
adhered to, otherwise performance may

POWER

iii

ALINOW-IP

POWER FIELD STRENGTH

SENSITIVITY

FIELD
STRENGTH

200W

20W

ETI 719 FIELD STRENGTH/POWER METER
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ETI Project

R1
10k

R2
3k9

POWER INPUT/OUTPUT

c)) SKI SK2

D1

FIELD STRENGTH
ANTENNA

SK3

D2

03 AlIk
C2

R3 470k

C1
1n

200W cal

R4 150k
W

20W cal

Fig. 1. Circuit of the Field Strength/Power meter.

be affected. All leads, especially the
ground leads, should be kept short.

Components for the power meter are
assembled on a small piece of perf
board, which is then held in place by
the meter terminal screws.

The meter should be built in a met-
al enclosure. Our prototype measured
75x100x50 mm deep.

A whip antenna for the field strength
meter was made by soldering a length of
brazing rod into a PL259 UHF plug and
filling the space with epoxy. The sen-
sitivity of the meter will increase with
the length of the antenna.

RV1
10k lin

sensitivity

FS

O
200W

/20W
5012A

HOW IT WORKS

Let's look at the field strength meter first.
Some signal is picked up by the whip

antenna and is detected by D2 and C2. The
capacitor, C2, charges to a voltage propor-
tional to the field strength of the signal. A
return path for the charging of C2 is pro-
vided by D3. The sensitivity control, RV1,
varies the current fed from C2 to the
meter, via the function switch SW1. The
meter will give a reading proportional to
the field strength of the signal. The diodes
D4 and D5 provide meter overload pro-
tection by conducting when the voltage
across the meter terminals exceeds about
0.7 volts.

The power meter is similar in operation
to the field strength meter, but instead of
taking the signal from the antenna it

D4 D5

V

measures the voltage on a 50 ohm trans-
mission line. RI and R2 form a voltage
divider to reduce the voltage to be measur-
ed and to provide isolation between the
measuring circuit and the transmission
line. The RF signal is then detected by DI
and Cl, the voltage across the capacitor
being proportional to the voltage on the
transmission line. The power in the line
is then proportional, to the square of
this voltage (P = VL/R and R = 502).
This voltage is measured by a dual range
peak reading voltmeter formed by R3,

R4 and MI. The meter is calibrated for 20
watts and can also be used for the 200
watt range. The voltmeter gives an accurate
reading for both carrier power (AM), and
peak envelope power (PEP).

METER CALIBRATION

Power Scale
0.5 8 9 33.5
1 11 10 35
2 16 11 37
3 19 12 38.5
4 22 14 42
5 25 16 44.5
6 27.5 18 47.5
7 29.5 20 50
8 31.5
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Field Strength. Power Meter

SW1

SK2 SK 1

Cl

R3 R2

Fig. 2. Wiring layout of the unit. Perf board is used to mount the components for the
power meter.

SOLDER LUG CHASSIS SOLDER LUG

e if'
-_ye -..t

The completed meter. All leads, especially the ground leads, should be kept as short as
possible.

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS all Y.W 5% except Al

R1 10k 5%'/%W
R2 3k9
R3 470k
R4 150k

POTENTIOMETERS

RV1 10k lin.pot.

CAPACITORS
CI, 2 1n ceramic

DIODES
DI -D5 1N914

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1 DPDT Toggle Switch
SK1 - SK3 . . . S0239 UHF socket
MI 50 ma 50 mm meter

Accessories
50ohm CB load
PL259 UHF
C2 1000u 25VW electro
SW1 SPDT min. toggle
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A breadboard as
big as your ideas.

Instant hookup for all types of
components, with push-in/pull-out ease.

Adaptable for all types of com-
ponents ... DIP -compatible ...conform
to 0.1" grid; jumpers are #22-30 solid
hookup wire.

Mix and match large and small
chips in the same circuit. Use 300 -series
sockets for smaller DIPs; 600 -series with
0.6" center channel for full fan -out with
larger chips.

Infinite flexibility lets you ex-
pand and modify circuits vertically and
horizontally, simply by snapping sockets
together.

Easy mounting using 4-40
screws from front or 6-32F self -tapping
screws from rear. Vinyl -insulated backing
lets you fasten to any surface.

EXPERIMENTOR 325 $4.20*
22 five -point terminals plus two 10 -point
bus strips. 0.3" centers; 1.9 x 2.1 x .4" (43
x 53 x 10mm).

EXPERIMENTOR 600
S16.59* 94 five -point terminals plus
two 40 -point bus strips. as" centers;
6.0 x 2.4 x .4" (152 x 61 x 10mm).

EXPERIMENTOR 350 $8.35*
46 five -point terminals plus two 20 -point
bus strips. 0.3" centers; 3.6 x 2.1 x .4" (91
x 53 x 10mm).

Marked tie- points simplify
translation from breadboards to'PC
boards or wiring tables.

Ruggedly built of abrasion -re-
sistant materials that withstand 100°C.

It's hard to believe how much faster and easier
building circuits can be ... until you try CSC
ExperimentorTM solderless breadboarding sock-
ets. From the largest DIP to the smallest resistor,
components plug in and out instantly, without
special hardware or jumper cables. So you save
time and money by eliminating soldering and
component damage. Start small and expand in

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION=0= r Mn

EXPERIMENTOR 650 59.50*
46 five -point terminals plus two 20 -point

!bus strips. 0.6" centers; 3.6 x 2.4 x .4" (91
x 61 x 10mm).

EXPERIMENTOR QUAD BUS
STRIP $6.05* Four 40 -point bus strips.
6.0 x 1.0 x .4" (152 x 25 x 10mm).

4

EXPERIMENTOR 300 $15.05'
94 five -point terminals plus two 40 -point
bus strips. 0.3" centers; 6.0 x 2.1 x .4"
(152 x 53 x 10mm).

Quick construction of micro-
processors and other circuits -each
EXP-4B gives you four bus lines, with 8-,
12-, and 16 -line address and data buses
easily created by combining Bus Strips.

any direction your thinking takes you, by snap-
ping sockets together vertically or horizontally.
With no limit to your ideas. Get started today, for
as little as $4.20*!
NEED MORE INFORMATION?

'Manufacturer's suggested list.

i 25 Toro Road, Down sview,
Ontario M3J 2A6

Telephone (416) 630-9103
4 ,, s,,,Jggx 065-24010
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CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES
CORPORATION

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

NOVA SCOTIA
 Amphion Electronics Limited,

2411 Agricola Street,
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia, B3K 4C1

 Cam Gard Supply Limited,
3065 Robie Street,
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia B3K 4P6

QUEBEC
 Centre Electronique Heathkit,

795 Est Rue Legendre,
MONTREAL, Quebec, H2M 1H1

 Cite Electronique,
3185 Rue Hochelaga,
MONTREAL, Quebec, H1W 1G4.

 Crobel Ltee,
2297 Rue Leon-Harmet,
DUBERGER, Quebec, GOA 1J0

 Payette Radio Limited,
730 St. James Street,
MONTREAL, Quebec, H3C 1G2.

ONTARIO
 Duncan Instruments,

122 Millwick Drive, Unit 3,
WESTON, Ontario, M9L 1Y6.

 Electro Sonic Incorporated,
1100 Gordon Baker Road,
WILLOWDALE, Ontario, M2H 3B3.

 Orion Electronics,
40 Lancaster St. W.,
KITCHENER, Ontario, N2H 4S9,

 L.A. Varah Limited,
505 Kenora Avenue,
HAMILTON, Ontario, L8E 3P2.

 Wackid Radio & TV Labs Limited,
312 Parkdale Avenue,
OTTAWA, Ontario, K1Y 1G3

PRAIRIES
 Bowtek Electric Company

10573 - 114th Street,
EDMONTON, Alberta, T5H 3J6

 Cam Gard Supply Limited,
1777 Ellice Avenue,
WINNIPEG, Manitoba, R3H OW5

 Cam Gard Supply Limited,
64042nd Avenue S E ,
CALGARY, Alberta, T2G 1Y6.

 Cam Gard Supply Ltd.
10505 - 111th Street,
EDMONTON, Alberta, T5H 3E8.

 Canadian Electronics Ltd.,
16120 - 114th Avenue,
EDMONTON, Alberta, T5M 223

 Radio Supply & Service (1977) Limited
3033 South Railway Street,
REGINA, Saskatchewan, S4T 1H5

 L.A. Varah Limited,
4742 - 14th Street N E
CALGARY, Alberta, T2E 6L7.

 W.E.S. Limited,
288 Princess Street,
WINNIPEG, Manitoba, R3B 1M3.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
 Cam Gard Supply Limited,

2055 Boundary Road South,
VANCOUVER, British Columbia, V5M 7Z2.

 Randall Paret Electronics Limited,
2048 West 4th Avenue,
VANCOUVER, British Columbia, V6J 1M9.

 L.A. Varah Limited,
2077 Alberta Street,
VANCOUVER, British Columbia, V5Y 1C4.

len finkler ltd
25 Toro Road. Downsview,

Ontario M3J 2A6
Telephone (4161630-9103

Telex 065-24010
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Road
Runner

Road Runner

Sound effects from outer space to put in your car, desk, brief case

ODDLY ENOUGH, most electronic
hobbyists are unable to produce odd
electronic sounds on demand. Anybody
can produce an oscillator or 0 gated
multivibrator, but what about sirens,
horns or those 'weird space type' sounds
you hear on Star Trek?

While our Road Runner is not as ver-
satile as most music synthesizers, it is a
relatively simple circuit that will deliver
good results.

This circuit was originally intended
for automotive use and to this end you
will require an additional power horn
and amplifier (such as the one in
Mar '77 ETI Tech Tips). The Road
Runner wi I work quite happily on
12 Volts.

Additional sound effects can be
achieved by various modifications to the
basic circuit. Try joining points A & B

wish a 330n capacitor. Alternatively,
use a 330n capacitor to join point A
to pins 1,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, & 14
on the IC, or point B to pins 1,2,3,6,8,
11, & 13. Some connections will only
produce a change in pitch, while others
will produce a distinctive warble or
other variation of the modulation.

To simplify assembly, we recom-
mend you use the pc pattern shown,
but Veroboard or perforated board
work just as well. It is also advisable
to use a socket for the IC to prevent
heat damage during soldering.

All parts can be assembled using
the component overlay given.
Needless to say, you should check
the orientation of the IC, transistors
and any other polarized components
before applying power to the circuit.
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Before we even get started on the
circuit itself, it's important to under-
stand how the "op amps" in the
LM3900 work. They are not ordinary
op amps in that the input signals are
currents rather than voltages. This is
shown in Fig. H1. There, we see the
amp as it appears from the outside. The
inputs look like diodes connected to
the negative (or ground) supply. The
output voltage is : Vo= A(i+ - i_),
where A is very large. In otherwords,
if Vo is to be any reasonable value
(between the two supply voltages) the
two currents must be about equal.
Which leads us to the revelation that
this amp is almost always used with
feedback circuitry such that the output
voltage adjusts to the point where the
feedback makes the currents equal, or ,
as with regular op amps, the feedback
circuit is really what determines the
overall circuit action. The other way of
operating this circuit is as a "compara-
tor", that is to say, if i+ is more than
i_ the output is high (+ Supply -0.8V),
and vice versa: output "low" (-Supply
+0.2V).

Finally, since most people are
unfamiliar with currents as signals,
it's convenient to use voltages as inputs
by putting a resistor in series with the
inputs. This may seem a little hard to
grasp at first, but you can see that (Fig.
H2) the input currents will be propor-
tional to the input voltages (less 0.6V).

SOUND EFFECTS
Starting with an overview of the

circuit we have something like Fig.H3.
The voltage controlled oscillator (Q2
and T1) produces the basic tone you
hear, and it is frequency modulated
by the input voltage from the wander -

HOW IT WORKS
ing voltage generator (IC1b,c) which in
turn is varied by the low frequency
oscillator I C1a.

Looking at IC1a, C1 will initially be
discharged, hence current will not be
flowing into pin 3, but only into pin 2.
This means pin 4 will be "up", in turn
attempting to charge C1. Consequently,
the voltage across R1 will rise, increas-
ing the current into pin 3. Even-
tually , it will rise to equal or excede the
current into pin 2, at which point the
output (pin 6) will go low. (Note that
as this happens R4 previously contribu-
ting current to pin 2 is now diverting
it away. This action makes the transi-
tions quick and sharp. It is positive
feedback, and is an example of
"hysteresis".) Now it will be seen that
the opposite happens, R2 discharging
C1 and so forth. So we have an approx-
imately square wave generator, with
output swing of about 8V.

IC2b acts as an "integrator". The
easiest way to think of this is to say
that the difference in input currents
ends up in C2, so that the output
voltage is Vo= (i+-i_) t/C2. Obvious-
ly this can't go on for ever, as after a
certain length of "t" Vo would try to
excede the power supply voltage,
hence the purpose of IC1 c.

Initially, suppose the output of IC1b
is high, IC1c output will be low and
thus Q1 will be off. Also assume that
IC1a output is high. Current thus
passes from IC1a through both R5
and R6, into + and - inputs of IC1b.
Since R6 is half the value of R5, twice
the current flows into the - input, and
the output of IC1b will ramp down
until it reaches the point where IC1c
output goes high. Now Q1 turns on
diverting the current which was going

to pin 11. Thus IC1b will start to ramp
up, and so on.

The amplitude at the output of IC1b
is obviously determined by the turn on
and off points of IC1c. The appropriate
current values at the + input to IC1c
are (with 9V supply) 8.4V/1M and
8.4V/1M + 7.6V/510k which are:
8.4uA and 23.3uA (note the hysteresis
action again!). These will be provided
through R8 (330k) when the voltage at
pin 10 is 2.8V and 7.7V.

The actual output waveform from
IC1b is a ramp when IC1a is high, and
"hold" (flat) when IC1a is low (no
input current to IC1b). IC1a has
to go high about five times to take
IC1b from one threshold point to
the other. So, overall, the output
from IC1b looks like a series of ramp
and holds up, then another series down
etc, with repetition every second or so.

This voltage is buffered by IC1d,
and then used to control the base
current of Q2. Q2 is an oscillator with
feedback via the "top" half of T1,
C4, C3, and R14. Frequency is con-
trolled by the base current. Finally,
the speaker is driven from the secondary
of Ti.

Many strange sounds can be made by
this device by connecting wires, capac;-
tors, resistors or fingers between varous
points in the circuit. The basic action
is to alter the shape of voltage
"sequence" which controls the frequen-
cy. (Care should be taken not to
directly connect IC outputs to either
supply line, each other or to the IC
inputs, and IC inputs must not be dir-
ectly connected to the + supply.

Fig. Ht. How the LM3900 type op -amp looks to the outside world.

Vo

Fig. H2. Input resistors turn input voltages to input currents.
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Road Runner

+9V

R3
2M2

R4
1M5

B

R1
150k

R2
30k

CI
4u7

R5
1M

e-SAAA,

Fig. 1. Main circuit diagram.

LOW FRED
OSCILL-
ATOR ICU

WANDERING
VOLTAGE
GENERATOR

,fit

son

INTEGRATOR
IC1b

up/down

COPRA -
RATON

ICU

R6
510k

UP

IC1d

12

D1 11

VOLTAGE
VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR

02
Ti
etc

10
IC1b

C2
100n

Fig. H3. Block diagram showing functional sections of circuit.

PARTS LIST
ROAD RUNNER
PARTS LIST

RESISTORS
R1 150k 1/4W

R2,7 30k 1/4W

R3 2M2 1/4W

R4 1M5 IM 0/
R5,10,11,12 1M mon/

R6,9 510k 1/4W

R8 330k 1/4W

R13 47k I/4W
R14 4k7 1/4W

CAPACITORS
Cl 4u7 16V electrolytic
C2 100n mylar
C3 10n
C4 22n

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI LM3900
Q1,2 2N3707

MISCELLANEOUS
T1 audio transformer

500R CT pri. to 8R sec
case, solder, wire, earplugs, etc.

8 ohm speaker.

R9

This project Is available
as part of the Jana line
of kits. See page 67 for
details.

+9V

RIO
1M

2of

0
0

330k

L

R12
1M

NOTE: ICI is 3900
Pin 7 is ground
Pin 14 is +9V.

500 ohm et/ 8 ohm

02
R13 W 2N3707
47k

Component layout

BATTERY TERMINALS
C4 Cl I 02 1 R1 R2 R4 R9

C3 R14 R13
01

8 ohms
Epssko

I R10

R3

1C2

IRS

-C:0-. 0 Re

R7 R8 R12

Printed circuit board foil pattern.
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CHESS

ANYONE?
It's you against the computer. Can you
beat Boris or Chess Challenger? Several
models of these popular chess computers
are now available in Canada. Whether
you are a beginner or advanced player
one of these models can be your tireless
partner anywhere, day or night.

BORIS HAS
ARRIVED!

BORIS DIPLOMAT
ONLY $199.95
Plays virtually infinite levels of chess;
simply select time frame for desired
level. Compact enough to fit into brief-
case. May be operated from
batteries or A/C.

SAVE 50% OR MORE!
ON POPULAR CHESS

CHALLENGERS

Model Two
plays three
levels of chess
reg. $299.95
NOW $149.95.

For beginners
or advanced players.

The Powerful Chess Challenger 7

is now here: one of the most chall-
enging chess computers available. Only

$199.95

Purchase outright, or inquire about
our rental program with option to
purchase. Special discounts to recog-
nised chess clubs. Available at our store
or by

MAIL ORDER:
Please send cheque or complete charge
card information (Chargex, Master
Charge, Ax) Including 7% (Ont.res.) sales
tax plus $5.00 for certified, insured
shipping, to:

MARKETRON CORP. LTD.
1240 Bay Street Mall (at Bloor)

Toronto, Ontario
M5R 2A7

Phone: 416/923-1917
Store Hours: 10-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 10-7.

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card.

SEMICONDUCTORS
PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS?

LOOKING FOR SPECIAL
SOLID STATE DEVICES?

Hard to Find Replacements
for Unknown Custom Parts Number
Standard Electronics has the answer

World's Largest Supplier of
Original Japanese Semiconductors

Outside of Japan.
One source for more than 50 semi-
conductors brands including;
Motorola, National, ITT, Sprague,
G.E., Litronix,Siemens,AGS/ATES,
Mfg. of the new "MES" line of semi-
conductors replacements, (exact
equivalent to Sylvania's ECG) but at
lower prices.
For complete Catalogue and Price
List send a Money Order of $2.25
(includes postage).
C.O.D. Orders are Welcomed
(Minimum $25.00)
You can obtain a free catalogue with
your name &address printed on your
own letter head.

STANDARD ELECTRONICS

8327 now Pn. IX, Montreal, Que.
1el 327 3578

327 5958 Telex 05 828838

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card.

POWER CONTROL
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For Dealers and Serious Hobbyists...

FREE CATALOG
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE,
HIGH QUALITY
TV AND FM RECEPTION PRODUCTS

BY WINEGARD CO.
Winegard is one of the most respected names in the U.S. for its
fine line of TV and FM antennas, preamplifiers and master TV
systems equipment. We now stock these products in Canada
and want you to learn more about them. Let us send you a
complimentary copy of Winegard's new 48 -page catalog.

Mail Today

TO: OMNITRONIX, LTD./WINEGARD CO.
2056 S. SERVICE ROAD
DORVAL, P.O. H9P 2N4

Please send FREE Winegard Catalog to:

Name
Address

`am a 0 Dealer 0 Hobbyist
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ETI Project Wind Meter
-- HOW IT WORKS -

Wind
Meter
Stay indoors and play "Wind Roulette".

WIND METER

TRADITIONALLY, THE FOUR
primary elements are fire, earth, water
and air. At ETI, we've designed projects
concerned with the first three
(temperature meters, soil moisture
indicators, rain alarm), but not much

for the last. The major property of the
air, apart from the fact that it is

necessary to support life, is the
movement of the air - wind. Light
winds generally aren't of terribly much
significance except to meteorologists,
but stronger winds can be useful as a
source of power; for traditional milling,
for electricity generation or as a means

of propulsion for sailing yachts.
Stronger winds such as hurricanes, can
be destrt.ctive, causing damage to life
or property.

So for all the private pilots,
yachtsmen, amateur meteorologists and
general weather watchers who read
ETI, here is a device which will tell you
the wind's speed and direction, with a
remote indication of both quantities.
Our design is, we'd like to think, both
stylish and unusual, but there are
simpler methods of mechanical
construction which you can follow if
you wish.

Wind Direction
Wind direction is indicated by a series of
16 equally spaced LEDs around a circle.
These represent the main points on the
compass. These are controlled by IC2 and
1C4 which are in turn controlled by the
direction sensor head.

The sensor head, which is described in
fig. 3, consists of a disc which has four
optical tracks and four lights and photo -
transistors. The phototransistors sense
either a clear disc (logical "1") or a black
disc (logical "0") and thus control 1C2 and
IC4. The code used is a special one called
a "grey" code and is special in that only
one bit is changed at each location elimin-
ating gross errors which occur with the
binary code if the heads are not perfectly
aligned. An example of this is going from
location 7 (0111) to location 8 (1000). If
this is not done simultaneously almost any
location can be specified. With the grey
code the same change is from 0100 to
1100. Here there can be no ambiguity as
only one bit is changed. Remember these
bits are not weighted similarly to binary
and a lookup table must be used to decide
what number(decimal)a particular code is.

The decoder, IC2, is an eight output
analogue demultiplexer with the common
line joined to the +5v line. When a parti-
cular 3 bit code is presented to its control
inputs one of the eight outputs will be
joined to the +6v line. The fourth output
from the sensor head controls IC4 which
gives two, inverted, outputs to drive either
bank of LEDs. The complete four bit
code therefore specifies a particular LED
to be lit. By placing the LEDs correctly
around the circle the grey code is decoded.

Wind Speed
This is a simple frequency counter measur-
ing pulses from the sensor head. The head
consists of a disc with eight holes which
breaks a light beam to its associated photo -
transistor. The output of this phototran-
sistor is squared up by a schmitt trigger
formed by IC5 c, d.

The counting is done by IC8a and IC8b
(a dual decade counter) with IC6 and IC7
providing the store and LED drivers
necessary to drive the seven segment
display. Time base is provided by IC3
which gives a 7 ms wide negative pulse
about every one second. We say about as
it is adjustable by RV1 as individual heads
will have different responses and calibration
will be necessary.

This negative pulse opens the store to
allow the number reached by the counters
to be displayed while simultaneously
stopping any further counting by disabling
the schmitt trigger. On the completion of
the 7 ms pulse IC5 a, b generate a 50µs
wide pulse which resets the counter ICs to
recommence the sequence.

Power Supply
This is simply a full wave rectified supply
with ICI giving a regulated +6v output.
This regulation is needed to ensure that
the time base (IC3) remains accurate).
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ETI Project Wind Meter

1 20V
INPUT

Ca

1N4004

T1
120v/18VCT
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1M
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+11V
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1000

COT
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02 \ 03
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10k < 1

R0k
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R9
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100k
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+6V

S

IC4b
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3
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1C2
2

10 4051
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RR3 4

10k 10k 14

6 13-.e-- 7

8 V V z..

8
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IC 4d

9 13

R5
680R

IC4a R6
680R

IC4c

IC4, 5 ARE 4011
PIN 14 IS +6V
PIN 7 IS OV
IC6, 7 ARE 4511
PIN 16,3,4 ARE +6V
PIN 8 IS OV
01-05 ARE MAD 148
OR 2N5777

11
470k

10

13

IC5d
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9

k

P

IC5c
12

+6V

R12
100k

C5

3
820p

6

I C5b

11

MRD 146 OR
2N5 777

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the wind meter.

SPECIFICATIONS

40.-/VVVN

LED9 16

OV

a

DISPLAY
SEL

b c

1

521

de

Cain

f 9

Com

DISPLAY 2
SEL 521

R13
680R

R26

13 12 11 10 9 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 15 14

5 IC6
4511 5

IC7
4511

7 1 2 6

1
2 3 4 5 11 12 13 14

IC8a
4518

C8b
10 4518 16

-6V

1 9 8 15

i
OV

OV

Wind speed

Speed range 0 - 99 km/h, knots or mph

Resolution 1 km/h, knot or mph

Display 2 digit LED

Direction

Resolution 221/2°

Display 16 LEDs

Power supply 120VAC or 8 to 14VDC
at 350mA
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Build your own microcomputer
as you learn

computer technology at home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes
the computer world and microcomputers
appear almost everywhere, NRI brings you
a new, convenient, and effective way to
keep up with this expanding technology
It's NRI's Computer lechnology Course,
created and designed exclusively
for learning at home in your
spare time.

Featuring NRI's
Exclusive Dual

Language
Microcomputer
NRI goes beyond book

learning to give you practical,
"hands-on" experience in de-
signing circuitry, interfacing
components, programming,
and troubleshooting. As you
learn, you actually assemble
NRI's designed -for -learning
microcomputer, incorporating the
latest advances in the state of the
art. It looks and operates like the finest of
its kind, actually does more than many
commercial units. But NRI engineers have
designed components and planned assembly
so it demonstrates important principles,
gives you working experience in detecting
and correcting problems. And it's yours

to keep, put to work in your own home
or business.

You also build and keep your own test
instruments, including a transistorized volt -
ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency
counter. And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens
your horizons with specialized experiments
and theory demonstrations.

No Experience Needed
You don't need prior training in elec-

tronics or computers to take this exciting
new course. NRI starts you with the basics,
gives you a firm foundation to build on. And
your NRI instructor/counselor is always
available, ready to help whenever you
have questions or need advice.

Proven Way to Learn at Home
No need to worry with travel, classes,

or time lost from work when you learn the
NRI way. As we have for over 65 years of
teaching technical subjects to more than a
million students, NRI brings the material to
you. You study in your spare time, at your
convenience, using "bite -size" lessons that
program material into logical segments for

easier assimilation. You get practical experi-
ence that reinforces theory by performing
experiments and building equipment using
kits that we supply.

Send for Free Catalog
Get the details on these exciting

new courses in NRI's free, 100 -page cata-
log. Shows all kits and equipment, lesson
outlines, and full information, including
facts on other electronics courses. Mail the
postage -paid card today and we'll rush your
catalog. Keep up with the latest technology
as you learn on your own computer. If card
has been removed, write to:

R
NRI
McGrakwh-HillisContinuing

Education Center

I I 330 Progress Avenue
e-.11: Scarborough, Ontario M1P 2Z5
I HI or telephone 4lb-203-1911



ETI Project

Fig. 2. The component overlay for the pc board.

LED4

1t(:)

kOLED3

LEDS

ko

TO TRANSFORMER

AC

LED9

TO Q3

TO Q2-46 IF-TO Q4

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS all 1/2W, 5%
R1-R4 10k
R5,6 680R
R7 100k
R8,9 10k
R10 100k
R11 470k
R12 100k
R13-R26 680R

POTENTIOMETERS
RV1 1M trim, type VTP

CAPACITORS
C1 1000A 16V electrolytic
C2 10µ 25V
C3 1µ025V
C4,5 820p ceramic
C6 10u 25V electrolytic

RV1

CT

C1

k _

0
LED10

n co

DSP 1

LEDS

C3

C5

k

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 7806 regulator
IC2 4051 multiplexer
IC3 555 timer
IC4,5 4011 NAND gates
IC6,7 4511 decoder -driver
IC8 4518 dual counter

01-05 2N5777

D1,2 . . . 1N4004
LED1-LED16 . Red LEDs

Disp. 1,2 SEL521

MISCELLANEOUS
PC board ETI 556
four minature 12V light bulbs
120V/18V CT transformer
head assembly
front panel and box

pk
LED11

6 C4

0
IC1

Ill
LED12 C2

0 k 0 OV

t4 +6V
111.-.- TO C15

r.LED14

ED15

k

sii 1T3

O
LED13

For pcbs for this project please contact:
Spectrum Electronics, 38 Audubon St. S.,
Hamilton Ont. L8J 1J7, or B & R Elec-
tronics, P. 0. Box 6326F, Hamilton,
Ont. L9C 6L9.

Fig. 3. The connection of the bulbs and
phototransistors in the head.
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Wind Meter

,
,:.+Joattel

Photo showing the top disc (direction) removed showing the
globes and the holes to pass light to the transistor.

The head complete except for the covers.

washers to give
space for discs

bulb holder

direction transistors
holder

retaining screw shpotertransistor

\NA

vertical shaft

Fig. 4. The cross section of the head that we used. Note that
the bulb illuminating Q3 also illuminates Q5.

THE HEAD
The drawings along with the photos will
give the general design that we used.
The actual dimensions have to be left to
the individual constructor as

components such as the ball races and
light bulbs may vary in size.

While we used a single head for both
speed and direction, it may be simpler
to use separate heads.

The discs we used were 1.5mm thick
clear plastic with a piece of photographic
film glued onto it. It may be easier to
make it out of thin aluminum and cut
out :he slots. For the speed disc simply
drilling holes will suffice.

The most important part of the
' design, apart from ensuring that the

discs rotate with a minimum of friction,
is the shielding of the light and
preventing light scatter striking a
transistor which should be dark. As can
be seen from the photos and diagram
the globes and transistors are imbedded
in aluminum blocks' with small holes
providing a passage for the light beam.

Tile wiring of the head is shown in
fig. 3. Note that the base lead is not
used and can be cut off close to the
body. Insulate the joints onto the
transistors to ensure that they do not
short on the aluminum blocks. The
bulbs may touch the block with their
outer connection but this is the 0 volt
line and does no harm. In fact it provides
some electrical shielding for the leads.
The eights we used were 12V but they
were bright enough on 6V giving a
much longer life.

rudder for
direction

ballrace holder
upper

direction disc

retaining screw

top cover

speed disc "0 -lower cover

ballrace holder
lower half balls for

ballraces rotation
(4 off)
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ETI Project

DESIGN FEATURES
When we started design on this project
it was to have a digital readout of wind
direction with a resolution of either one
or two degrees. This would also make it
useful in a sailing boat to tell the wind
direction relative to the heading.

Difficulties however soon became
apparent The first of these was the
sensor head. The only accurate method
is a digital head, probably optical. Two
methods could have been used, one using
a disc with a .ingle optica: track of 360
slots and an updown counter arid the
second using eight or nine tracks in a
grey code. The first is simpler in head
design but the second is less prone to
error. The problem, and the reason for
rejecting both, is that with such resolu-
tion, the reading would move around so
much when the wind is gusty to be

unreadable. What is needed is an averag-
ing circuit which unfortunately becomes
difficult when the wind is changing from
just west of north to just east of north,
i.e. 355 to 005. How do you average
these (use a microprocessor?).

As this was intended to be a simple
project we relaxed our original specifi-
cation, deleting the use in a boat (we
may get back to this problem. A four
track 'Grey' scale allows the wind to be
given to within 11° of its true heading,
without the complexity of a nine track
one, and the use of LEDs to give
direction solves the problem of
averaging as the variations can be seen
and averaged by the brain.

CONSTRUCTION
The electronics is relatively simple pro-
vided the pc board described is used.

Due to a height limitation C1 should be
mounted on the rear of the board. The
LEDs should be mounted about 7 mm
from the board with care being taken
not to damage them as the leads have to
be bent out slightly. The regulator also
has to lie down to give clearance.

We mounted the unit behind an
aluminium front panel with the LEDs
protruding through holes. If this is to
be done it is preferable not to solder the
LEDs until after alignment with the
front panel.

The head is more difficult as some
mechanical ability is necessary to ensure
good results. The requirements are
basically simple. A disc is to be allowed
to rotate, either continuously with the
wind or aligning it to the wind, with
lights on one side and phototransistors
on the other.
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Wind Meter

The method used by us is shown in
fig 4 with the aluminium blocks provid-
ing the shielding necessary to give
accurate results. As the unit will be
exposed to the weather it must be made
waterproof otherwise the ball races will
corrode. The races used will normally
have to be washed out to give low enough
friction with a light spray of WD40 or
similar to give some protection.

While our housing is a little ornate, it
did work but the more usual half ping
pong balls may be more suitable.

CALIBRATION
Wind Speed.
The easiest method for wind speed cali-
bration is to provide the unit with a dc
supply (via the common and one of the
ac inputs) and to take a drive in the car
with the unit supported above the
vehicle. Providing there is no wind the
potentiometer should be adjusted until
the reading corresponds to the speedo.

Direction alignment is simply a matter
of aligning the vertical rod so that it gives
the correct results.

Fig. 5. The direction disc used shown full size.
Note that this is the top surface of the disc.

Fig. 6. The wind speed disc shown full size,

111111111MM

These are the pcb patterns for the Up/Down
Counter on page 56.
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051 Super board
Review
Another ETI Computer Review. This time Ohio Scientific's much talked about
Superboard/Callenger is under scrutiny.

IT WAS WITH great excitement that we
drooled over the first press release on
Ohio Scientific's Superboard II, which
appeared in our November 78 issue.
Quickly we contacted OSI's PR people
and asked for a unit to borrow. "As
soon as we have one available" they
said. Well, we haven't heard from
them since. And that's about all most
people know about this product, that
it's probably exciting, and it's very hard
to get. In fact, because it's so unavail-
able nobody really knows much about
the machine, so they don't know how
exciting it really is, or isn't.

It just so happened though
know somebody at OSI's Canadian
representatives (Omega Computing)
who sneaked us one, so we've finally
played with the rea thing. (Omega
apparently don't realize that to have
magazines review their products is good
business.)

THE FAMILY
First let's talk about what's what in

the Superboard-based family. There's
the "Superboard II" which is a pc
board holding the keyboard, BASIC -
in -ROM, 4K or 8K of RAM, cassette
I/O and video output. This is also
known as the "600" board. Then,
there's the Challenger 1 P, which is

a Superboard-in-a-cabinet, With power
supply. After that comes the 610
expansion board which mounts above
or below the Superboard, and will fit
into the Challenger box. This board
incorporates up to 24K additional
RAM, real time clock, controller for
two mini -floppy disk drives, and finally
an expansion interface to the 620.
What's a 620? Just a piece of pcb
(with no active components) and a

ribbon cable to interface the Challenger
to the OSI "standard" 48 line BUS.
The 610 can run directly from the
Challenger power supply, but if popu-
lated with lots of RAM chips, some
fudging around may be required, ie
adding an on -board regulator circuit in

Fig. 1. Challenger 1P, with converted TV
used for display

the space provided.
Needless to say, dual min -floppy

disks are the next touch to the system,
in cabinets which neatly attach on
top of the Challenger. Remember
when a calculator didn't make it unless
if was pocket size? Well, OSI claim
that the small size of Challenger + dual
mini -floppies make it a 'Truly portable
under one arm' computer system".

PRICE?!
Normally, we don't discuss price

before features, but in this case it's one
of the features so we'll talk about it
first. Unfortunately, we can't say too
much about the Canadian price, since
very few of these machines have
actually been sold here. Currently ad-
vertised Canadian prices are: 4K Super -
board II at $420; 4K Challenger 1P at
$520. It is with these low prices in mind
that one can better weigh up the merits
of this computer series.
ENCOUNTER WITH
CHALLENGER

OK, we got our hands on a

Challenger IP 4K model, and then of
course we needed a monitor, modula-
tor, or converted TV to get the vi-
deo signal from the computer onto a
screen. (It's not clear exactly why a

modulator is not provided, but they
are only $10 to $20 if you don't have a
monitor, and don't wish to butcher
your TV.) Our friend at Omega came to
the rescue again and so we were all set.

Aside from this, setting up the
Challenger was very easy. One line
cord each for monitor and computer,
and one cable from computer to moni-
tor. If you are using a cassette recorder,
then you've got two more cables to
connect.

Switching the machine on usually
presents a screen full of interesting (but
meaningless) characters. Pushing
"BREAK" resets the machine. At this
point you have to learn about the
"SHIFT LOCK" key. It doesn't have
anything much to do with the SHIFT
key. To operate the computer nor-
mally the SHIFT LOCK key is clicked
down. Then the keyboard will give you
upper case letters and numbers, or if
you hold the SHIFT key down you
get the upper case punctuation, etc.
If the SHIFT LOCK key is up, the key-
board acts as a regular typewriter key-
board to give you lower and upper case
letters and punctuation. This is useful
for entering text. As previously stated,
since computer programs and com-
mands must be upper case, the SHIFT
LOCK key is normally in the down
position. So, think of the SHIFT
LOCK key as a "mode switch".

BREAK....
After operating the BREAK key,

the computer gives you the choices:
D/C/W/M which are to select Disk, Cold
start, Warm start, Machine code
Monitor. For normal BASIC operation
select C, which clears the memory and
asks you two "setting up" questions:
the available terminal display width
(normally 24 characters) and how much
memory the user wishes to reserve for
machine code (ie: instead of for BASIC)
use. For successive restarts, pressing W
will skip the questions and maintain
whatever is in memory. (Believe us, you
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Fig. 2. What's what on the Superboard board.
OSI Super board Review
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need this option! It's far too easy
to push the BREAK key by mistake; it's
next to the RETURN Key. If you don't
want to become frustrated put a shield
over the key, or disconnect it and put a
break button around the back some-
where.)

Figure 3 gives a comprehensive
summary of the functions and com-
mands available in this pleasingly
sophisticated version of BASIC (written
of course by Microsoft!). Execution
speed appears very (by micro standards)
fast for the 6Y2 digit precision BASIC.
A prospective buyer of a small com-
puter would do well to compare a

typical program they might have in
mind on this machine and other poten-
tial purchases. It might make the diffe-
rence for useable real time graphics, or
satisfactory response times, (This is

particularly the case with math -inten-
sive programs.) Additionally, we have
heard that some Challengers and Super -
boards are supplied with 2 MHz "A"

version 6502 microprocessors, yet have
their clocks set to just 1 MHz, allow-
ing obvious room for "souping up".

There is ONE beef that we have with
OSI on convenience of use, and that's
the TERRIBLE effort required to delete
a mistakenly typed character. There's
no backstep feature to allow moving the
cursor back over the boo-boo, you
have to type a SHIFT-O, which appears
as an underline character, the same as
the cursor. That's not too bad for
disposing of one character, but for a
whole string it's very poor. (Fig. 4)

While we realize that it's not realistic
to expect full line editing capabilities in
this size of machine, this one short-

coming makes typing a pain rather than
a pleasure, especially with the multi-
function (multi -mistake possibilities!)
keyboard.

DISPLAY
Again and again we return to the

theme of compromise as we look at the
1P. OSI has packed alot of capability
in, at the expense of allowing some
not -so -nice behaviour. A prize example
is the display. The program listing in
Fig. 5. illustrates the hard -to -read, close-
ly packed lines, and also the closeness
to the edge of the screen.

The reason that the lines appear
closely packed is because each character

100 GOTO 126_ (Mistake, wanted 226)
100 GOTO 126____ (Three deletes and the cursor)
100 GOTO 126___226 (Return) (The final appearance of the line)

Fig. 4. Typo disposal made difficult.

Fig. 3. A couple of pages from the supplied Basic -in -ROM manual.

Commands

CONT UST NEW

Statements

CLEAR DATA

GOTO GOSUB

NEXT ON...GOTO

REM RESTORE

Expmulom

Operators

Variables

DEF

IF...GOTO

ON...GOSUB

RETURN

NULL

DIM

IF...THEN

POKE

STOP

RANGE 1032 to 10+32

A. B, C..... Z and two letter variables
The above can all be subscripted when used in an array
String variables use above names plus 5, eg. AS

Functions

ABS(X) ATN(X)

LOG(X) PEEK(I)

SPC(I) SQ13(X)

String Functions

ASC(XS) CHRSO)

RIGHTS(X5,I)

COS(X)

PCIS(1)

TAB(I)

FRE(XS)

SIRS(%)

EXP(X)

RND(X)

TAN(X)

RUN

END

INPUT

PRINT

FRE(X) INT(X)

SGN(X) SIN(X)

USR(I)

FOR

LET

READ

LEFTS(XLI) LEN(XS) MIDS(X$.1.1)

VAL(X$)

Basic commands, statements etc. In some ways the real thing's nor
quite like this, but it's pretty close.

CODE DEFINITION

DD D.,,,o Double Dimension: Variable dimensioned twice.
Remember subscripted variables default to
dimension 10.

FC F .0'. Function Call error: Parameter passed to
function out of range.

ID I 00. Illegal Direct: Input or DEFIN statements can
not be used in direct mode.

NF 11... NEXT without FOR:

OD 0 ,... Out of Data: More reads than DATA

OM 0 -1 Out of Memory: Program too big or too many
GOSUBs, FOR NEXT loops or variables

OV 0 kil Overflow: Result of calculation too large
for BASIC:

SN S -.1 Snytax error: Typo, etc.
RG R 's, RETURN without GOSUB

US U lad Undefined Statement: Attempt to jump to
non-existent line number

/0 / A Division by Zero

CN C J Continue errors: attempt to inappropriately
continue from BREAK or STOP

LS L el Long String: String longer than 255 characters
OS 0 led Out of String Space: Same as OM

ST S siii String Temporaries: String expression too
complex.

TM T 1 Type Mismatch: String variable mismatched
to numeric variable

OF U .., Undefined Function

Error messages: some of the codes are unpronounceable.
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ARKON SDSTAND ALONE
VIDEO

TERMINAL I(IT HAS
SPECIFICATIONS

DISPLAY: 64 char per line x 16 line per fram
of 5x7 dot matrix, 64 ASCII char

VERT SYNC: 60 Hz XTAL controlled

HOR SYNC: 15.840 KHz XTAL controlled

VIDEO 0/P: IV P -P composite video

I/O: Parallel port to ASCII keyboard
+ 20ma current loop +RS232 10

BAUD RATE:110 to 9600 Baud remote sel

MISC: Full/half duplex, break, display all
(transparency) mode

POWER: 5v 1A DC + +12VDC for RS232
(power supply option does not sup-
ply +12)

RE6416 $169.95
OWER CASE POWER SUPPLY

IPTION . . . $16.95 OPTION . . $16.95

WIRED and TESTED $239.00

OTE: The manual, parts list and schematic of
he RE6416 are available for $5.00 which is
efundable upon purchase of an RE6416.

sealer inquiries invited.

ARKON CP-IO
The ARKON CP/I0-1 is an S-100 card that ha
all the CPU, Disc control and 10 capabilit
needed to construct a disc based microproces
sor system for business, hobby or scientific
system. Features are:

 2 Mhz 8080-A, fully buffered S-100.
EIA-RS232 port, 110 to 76,000 baud.
*Fully vectored interrupt (T MS -5501).
5 Interrupt controlled timers.
 EIA port for printer up to 9600 baud.
Disc controller on board (1771).
*Shugart 400, 800, Memorex 550, plus.
On board digital data separator.
2K bytes EPROM.
24 fully handshaked 10 lines.
Dual mapped 10.
MWRITE generation on board.
Software driven cassete interface.

ARKON CP10 8650.00

SYSTEMS
MOVED EXPANDORAM

TO A NEW LARGER STORE LOCATED AT
409 QUEEN :TREET WEST [NEXT TO
STEVE'S MUSIC iTORE] NEAR SPACINA.
THE NEW STORE IS TWICE AS BIG AS THE
OLD ONE WITH GREAT LAYOUT ANC A
BRAND NEW COMPUTER STORE RIGHT
NEXT DOOR. C )ME ON OVER.

81( STATIC RAM
Ms  sect tat r lie -max

;a* our it 'ars r ;,arr 7

'1 AW row vver -am. ;1

e II 1St h n

I MI III t

Fully socketed 3nc buffered, phantom jurepe
selectable to p n 67. 4..7805 regs on board.
S-100, fully stat c, uses 21L02 RAMs.

NS $150.

NS $160.00

NS ST7.5.00

50 NS $180.00

MEMOREX 550
N ow you can bit] a full sized 8" disc driva lull
IBM compatible at a reasonable price In Can-
da. Ask for a data sheet as there is not eicugh
pace here to dc justice to this high qualiti unit.

MEMOREX 59 DRIVE . . . . 8650 00

16K U
GPRADE

1 290 0

- ARI(ON

ASCII ELECTRONICS

KEYBOARD 409 QUEEN ST W

KIT TORONTO ONT.
(416) 868-1315The ARKON KB -1 keyboard has been devel

oped for use with many popular microproces
sors using the standard ASCII code.
TTUDTL/MOS Comp Odd/even parit
2 Key rollover N Key lockou

Debounced Plus/minus logi.
The kit is easy to build, uses tested prime part -
and fits a Hammond box.

COMPLETE KIT & DATA 09.95
PS -1 POWER SUPPLY 814.95

II orders processed promptly, add t% fo
hipping. Mate sure you include complete

aster Charge or Chargex numbers and eviry
ate, minimum order $5.00 Ont. Res. add 7%.

master charge CHARG EX

KIT
he EXPANDORAM is available

n versions from 16< up to 64K, so
cr a rrinimum investnent you
an hive a memory system that
ill grow with your needs. This is
dynamic memory with the In-

isAble do -board refresh, and IT
ORM!
Bank Selectable
Phartom

Powar 8VDC, ± 13VDC, 5 Watts
Lowest Cost Per Bit

ses Popular 4116 RAMS
'C 3oard is doubled solder
masted and hes silk-screen
parts layout.

 Extensive documentation clear-
ly written

 Complete E t includes all
Sockets for E4K

 Memory access tine: 375ns,
Cycle time: 530ns.

 No wait states requi
 16K boundries and Protection

via Dip Switcses
 Designed to work with Z-80,

8080, 8085 CPJ's.

16K $360.00

32K $450.00

48K 5540.00

64K ..... . . $625.00

Z80 STARTER I(IT
esic ned for hobby, amateur radio, and industrial Antrol applications.

This leads all others in cost effectiveness.

2 Epsom sockets
KCS irterface
2 S-1)0 sockets

Eprom programmer *Accepts S-100 boards

Z bug monitor Wil e wrap area
*On board readout *On toard Hex

keyboard

SBC-100
*Z80 3DU 1K RAM
*4 Pren sockets S-100

4 Channel CTC
*1 sar, 2 la- ports

VERSAFLOPPY
05 or 8" S-100 *Uses 1771 IC

Z-LI) STARTER KIT.. $325.00 A&T
SB 7.100 KIT $359.00 A&T $449.00

VERSAFLOPP' KIT $199.00 A&T $279.00

ART -13
he tamous Collins autotune military aircraft traesmittei. 100W -AM
801 -CW. Compete overhauled in carton with schematic and conver-
ion references.

ART -13 . . . . $45.00 FREIGHT COLLECT

FORT 80
FORT//80. is here at an affordable price. A fast, rasident Fortran corn
piler. Produces directly executable, highly condensed machine code fo
he 8080, (will run on Z80 and 8085). Runs on any C PM system.
Diract IU to 80&) ports *Accepts embedded ii -line code
*Fortran interrupt control ANSI FORTWAN IV subset
*Single, double precision *Custom 10 dr wars

Merrory mapped 10 Made in Canaria
enc now for a fill data sheet and sample program.

Copyright Aricon Electronics, Digital Research of Cal.
FORT//80 $99.00

MANUAL ONLV [APPLIES TO BUY] $20.00

DMA SHEET AND SAMPLE PGM
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is based on an 8 by 8 dot pattern, with
no space between lines. Most characters
are 7 dots high, so there is one dot
worth of space, still not very good for
readability.

OSI did this, however, in order to
produce beautiful pictures such as in
Fig. 8. Some of the "characters" are
small lines and blocks which can be
placed next to one another to make
drawings of quite striking detail.

In addition, the individual 8 by 8
squares have been made as large as possi-
ble in order to make an individual
character a useful picture, such as a

tank, arrow, house or race car. (Some

of the diagraming and picture characters
are shown in Fig. 7.) This strategy
however, brings the text area
unfortunately close to the edge of the
screen. In our case, it results in the
text being a little too close, primarily
due to this overscan on the inexpen-
sive modified TV used for diplay. That
is to say, the picture width appearing on
the screen is only say 80% of the full
picture available. This is done because
it's difficult to make the edges
of the picture on the TV undistorted.

Therefore, this problem could be
avoided if an expensive video monitor
was used. However, it seems more

; ; ; / r / -p E (4 t4 E 1- El E- rq r4 0 / 0I -1 E: M!; I "0 F.) F!. I F4 ir " A T FA E: Fl ir I CI;
. fEl E C. FA 0 C) E THEir y P EEpi 0 FA C) kJ C) Li L. I) I I< El

1

!7.1.

i

FaF.) P. I F4 -r c) C) I< 0 FA .,) i) FE 1- F4 FE C) I._ L. C) 14 I F4 C; C.; I-0 S "0 FP P. I FA " 1 t:..4 ID I 1- 0 F4 " F
14;: tl 1- " 1,1 E3 1- R. if4 -r Li F4 F) R. I 1--r ) pi 0 L. I- I FP T L.: ir I C) V4 "
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Fig. 5. Appearance of screen with progra I displayed.
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Fig. 6. This is an example of lower case, and double spaced text.

Fig. 7. Examples of characters.

N NEE EN
O NNE EN MEE

RO
1111

NEII
MNE EI

N MEN ES
NOMINEES

72,

SE EEO
000 SEEN
MEN INNEN
EME
ENE WENN
MOO MONO
SE EEO
EMEENSIM

$ 4e 73 S49
Upper case letters.

MOW
UNMOOR

m
Nam

a
uns

m MOM MO
II MUM MN
 MEE SIN
SINENEENO

io 12..
Lower case letters.

25a $FL. zs3 t_Ep

1

Tank is available at various angles.

ci tit Race car.

_14 tr._ _15_
Assorted immovable objects.

NINW MI MINMUUMUU
ENE ENE

EMIR
mom

simmaimea

...._9_ I9 10 $ it%

Star Trek anyone?
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MoreValue,Versatility
and Performance than

anyother 31 Digit hand-
held DMM... trust it.

Data Precision
Model 935

HANDY -easy to hold, to carry, $198;*
to use, to read . . .

ACCURATE - basic 0.1% DC accuracy -
rq

better than that of many bench/lab DMM's

TOUGH - built to take rough every-
day field usage and electrical over

bow
-

load . . . yet maintain its calibration.

VERSATILE - all the functions
and ranges and need . _29 in
all: volts & amps, AC & DC,
Switchable Hi & Lo Ohms.

VISIBLE -big, clear, high -
contrast 31/2 -digit LCD dis-
play, readable anywhere ...
a full 0.5" high.

EXPANDABLE - uses stan-
dard DMM accessories bo
extend ranges even further.

VALUABLE - lowest cost
of any high-performance
hand-held DMM.

* Duty paid,
Fed. and Prov.
taxes extra.

WEBSTER
instruments ltd.

2446 Cawthra Roac , Mississauga, Ont
L5A 3K6 416/275-2270 / SHIP TO: NAME
Ottawa 613/725-1931

Montreal 5- 4/747-9747 / ADDRESS

E CITY

1
Please

ser d me

Data Precision
Model 935

1
@ $ 198 $

F.S.T. 911i3 $
Prov. sale 3

0.0 tax (Ont. 7%;
Quebec 8%;

B.C. 5%) $
Shipping and handlin3 $ 2.00

Total enclose I $

MAIL ORDER
e Payment: Certified Cheque O ChargeK/Visa 

Money Order  Mesta, Charge El
Carl Number ElEICIDEEI0011100000

Expires

Card Holder Signature

PROV POSTAL CODE

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card.



reasonable that the buyer of an inexpen-
sive computer will also use an inexpen-
sive display.

We feel that both of these problems
could be eliminated by the user fami-
liar with the circuits involved, so that
screen format could be switchable bet-
ween graphics and program listing
modes, appropriate to whatever dis-
play is to be used. (Full schematics of
the computer are included, by the way.)

As can be seen from Fig. 6. lower
case letters are available and look quite
nice. These cheat a little bit, since in
accommodating the "descenders" on
letters such as "y", "g", etc, the body
of the letter is raised higher than
normal. This trick has actually been
frequently used in the past and detracts
very little from readability.

The display memory is a part of the
addressable memory of the 1P. Hence,
characters are put "onto" the screen
by using the POKE statement, giving
location and character number. The
screen is set up as about 25 by 32
"slots" although only about 20 by 25
are visible. The screen memory can
also be PEEKED to see what's at a

specific location.
The chief advantage of this "screen -

in -memory" type system is to allow
quick screen changing, for real-time
graphics. BASIC can change the entire
screen very quickly, around two sec-
onds, while a machine code program
will do the job almost instantly. A
blanking circuit minimizes the visual
disruption when any character(s) are
changed. (That is, while it is the com-
puter that is accessing screen memory
rather than the video circuits..

TAPE I/O
The ability to be able to record and

recall programs is a very important
feature, without which no one would do
much programming. All personal
computers we have looked at include
this feature, and always the first storage
medium is the cassette tape. Ideally,
storing or retrieving programs should
be instant, unfortunately, thus has yet
to be achieved. The floppy disk system
gets close, but is a relatively expensive
piece of machinery. So the cassette
tape is "everyman's" storage unit.

The Challenger / Superboard Tape
I/O standard is the well known "Kansas
City" system, running at 300 baud.
Since no clock signal is recorded on the
tape with the data, replaying a previous-
ly recorded program from the tape relies
upon both the tape recorder and the
computer's interface circuitry running
at the same speed as before. While

Fig. 8. Nice picture!

the computer's interface (a 6850 ACIA)
is crystal controlled, one must ensure
that the recorder is of high enough
quality to maintain fairly constant
speed, and to record and replay data
with reasonable fidelity.

Using a cassette recorder is very
simple. First, 2 cables must be attached
between computer and recorder. Then
for saving a program, start the recorder,
type SAVE and hit the return key.
When the computer has finished, it
lets you know. To retrieve a program,
type LOAD, hit the return, and start
the cassette. As the program plays in
it appears on the video screen, just as
though someone with very fast fingers
was typing it in. In fact this feature
has a number of implications.

It's great -for seeing where you are
on the tape, no codes are required by
this computer to start inputing, and so
it'll display on the screen whatever is
coming off the tape. Thus, you can
easily locate the program, on even
program segment you want.

On the other hand there appears to
be no protection against errors if the
recorded or replayed signal gets messed
up. Some other computers work out a
"checksum" and thus, know at the end
of a LOAD if the program went in error
free. This one can't tell. This empha-
sizes the need for reasonable qua-
lity recorder and tape. Our $14 special
did not work very well, but our $27.95
job did excellent work. At best you
should use a recorder with volume and
tone controls. Then observe the ranges
on these controls over which error -free
replay results. (This is easy since sense,
or nonsense, is immediately visible on
the screen.) Set them to the middle of
these ranges and weld them in place!

HARDWARE HOOK-UPS
When we saw the original news

release on the Superboard we immedia-
tely thought that here at last was a nifty
bare -bones controller board, but with
the sophistication and convenience of
full keyboard, video, and BASIC. Well,
controller it's not really, but you can
add on hardware devices.

If you really want to get into alot of
interfacing with model trains, industrial
machines, the dishwasher and the porch
lights, (oh yes, and D/A and A/D con-
vertors!) then you are supposed to buy
the appropriate interface boards in
OSI's line, and the adaptor board
(620) to put the whole set up on the
OSI 48 line "BUS", however, there
are a few tricks you can do without
that.

First, since the keyboard is just
an array of switches that are "polled"
by software using an 8 -line -output, 8 -
line -input matrix, you can use these
some lines for your own use. Twelve
of the positions on the matrix are not
even used for the keyboard, so right
away you can use these for switches
which won't even interfere with nor-
mal keyboard operation. Alterna-
tively, you can add more switches in
parallel with keyboard switches, if
the application you have in mind
doesn't need use of those particular
keys.

Logic inputs can be input using
4066 switches as interfaces, instead of
the above mentioned switches.

Outputs can be connected directly
to the keyboard scan output lines
(up to 8 connections) but of course
your add-ons will be activated every
time the keyboard is scanned, not a
problem if your program doesn't need
to look at the keyboard.
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All the above mentioned schemes are
easily implemented through the con-
nector near the keyboard, which was
presumably intended for adding more
keyboards in parallel, and perhaps
a joystick.

Somewhat more elegant would be
the possibility of adding one or more
6820 Parallel Interface Adaptors. These
provide 16 I/O lines and require very
little more hardware then simply
same ribbon cable and a plug to couple
onto the 40 pin interface IC socket.
(Some advantage can be taken of the
address decoding that has already been
done on -board.) Out with the Vero -
board and soldering iron, or wire
wrap or ...!

MACHINE CODE MONITOR
The computer allows you the capabi-

lity to program directly in "machine
language" if you wish. This is tedious,
but it can result in very fast programs
for special purposes such as loading
the screen, or particular routines that
you use repeatedly in your Basic pro-
gramming. Additionally, it is very
educational in seeing how a micro-
processor, or indeed any computer,
works. Finally, if you are contemplat-
ing hardware look -ups, manipulation of
input and output data is often easier in
machine code. This is done via the
"monitor", simply a program already in
the computer which helps you by taking
your keystrokes, putting them in
memory and displaying them on screen.

On screen you see six hexadecimal
digits, four give the memory address
and the last two tell the memory con-
tents. (8 bits= 2 hex digits). So you
can look, and if desired you can change
those contents, thus, making your
own program. Finally, you can tell the
machine to start at a certain location
and execute all those "statements",
ie run your program.

The monitor is not very sophisti-
cated, just enough to get you by. For
example, you can only see one address
and contents at a time, instead of a
whole screen -height -full which would be
convenient for easy reading and ref-
erence.

But, at least there's something there,
and it's useable, how many other of the
machines you might consider actually
come with a machine code monitor?

MANUAL
Our demo unit came with four main

booklets of documentation: "Super -
board II Challenger 1P User's Manual",
"Challenger 1P Technical Report",
"The Challenger Character Graphics

Commands

Address Node Commands:
/ - Change to Data Node
G - Go -- Jump to location seen on screen and execute program found there.
L - Transfer control to audio cassette.

Data Mode Commands:
- Change to Address Mode

RETURN - Open next address. In other words, increment location pointer by 1.

If
to
XX

the 65V is in address mode, typing 0 - 9 or A - F will cause that number
be rotated into the LSD of the location pointer. Typing a 4 causes 0123
to become 1234 XX.

Fig. 9. Summary of machine code monitor features.

Reference Manual", " The 8K Basic -
In -ROM Reference Manual". Together
they provide most of the information
you would need to know about this
machine if you were stuck on a desert
island with it. (With electricity etc.).
They are by no means learners' manuals
on Basic or computers, just as a typical
car owner's manual will not teach you
how to drive, nor combustion engine
principles. That is not to say a rela-
tive beginner will not enjoy this mac-
hine simply that other books may be
found useful additions.

Beware however! Not all is contain-
ed in manual! Some very useful bits are
omitted, such as how exactly to use
LIST, so keep in touch with your
dealer if you have questions.

See if you can get a read of these
manuals before you buy.

CONCLUSIONS
Superboard or Challenger, either is

a very interesting piece of electronics.

They offer a combination of features
and price at least different from all
other current machines. Advanced
features have been incorporated at some
expense to convenience, and this must
be borne in mind. But, if it offers the
capabilities you're looking for, and you
can accept the minor shortcomings,
then these products are to be recom-
mended, as products.

We had good fun using the 1P's
lower case and graphics in such memor-
able programs as: "Automatic Cheap
Paperback Passionate Scene Writer" (got
naughtier as the night progressed, the
randomer the better!), "Tank Remodels
Downtown Calgary" (Rampaging tank
blows up buildings to make way for
cars), and "Rats Try To Find Way Out
of Rosedale". (Well, did you ever get
lost there?) (There aren't really any rat
characters, but you can make the fat
arrows look and act like them.)

One thing we haven't mentioned
is warranty and service, something we
leave to the reader to investigate in his
own area of the country.

"Of course, it may not look pocket-size now, but when you buy one we include
a size 456 pair of pants absolutely free."
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OSI Super board
AVAILABILITY

As we go to press the availability pro-
blem has not been solved. But there are
indications that by the time you read
this you will be able to walk into a local
computer shop and at least play with
one, (For example, deliveries to the UK
are in good shape, it appears).

There's a good possibility that 1Ps
will be held up while it's CSA approved
(it's got a built in power supply) and
that if you want a unit quickly, you
should go for a Superboard and stick
on your own box and supply. (We
wonder whether US manufacturers are
actually using lock of CSA approval as
an excuse not to deliver when they have
short supply of machines. A similar
hold up occured for both PET and TRS
80. Not that the manufacturers are all
to blame, there is a worldwide shortage
of critical parts, like LS chips with
deliveries quoted in numbers such as 40
or 50 weeks!)

A number of dealers have contacted
us, saying they will have the Super-
board/Challenger, but we have yet
to see this happen. Instead, if you want
to know your nearest dealer, write to
OSI's Canadian representative: Omega
Computing, PO Box 220, Station P,
Toronto, M5S 2S7, phone (416) 491-
4317.

The mini floppy disk (system shown) has
39 tracks of 2K each, although a small part
of this is needed for "housekeeping". There
is some merit to having even an additional
drive, since it allows copying parts of one disk
to the other, without the exchanging of
disks in the drive.

The publications applying to the Disk
Basic and the disk operating system are:
"Ohio Scientific Disk Basic Reference
Manual", and "OS65D V3.0 User's Manual".
The potential user should be forewarned that
the use of this, or any disk is not as straight-
forward as a cassette but once the concepts
are understood it's a heck of a sight more fun.

AFTER YOU'VE USED a disk with a micro,
you'll wonder why you ever used a cassette.
"Instant" access to large areas of memory -
9 digit "Disk Basic" (8K) and associated
software loads in around 5 seconds.

We were only able to have a play with this
machine for a very short while, (it was
probably the only one of this type in Canada
at the time) but it was impressive for around
C$1.5k (12K memory) which includes all but
the monitor or other display. By the way,
Disk Basic has proper backstepping of the
cursor for mistakes, and is extended in many
ways primarily of course related to the disk.

NOW AVAILABLE

$419* 1St

OSI SUPERBOARD II
. 8K Microsoft BASIC - in - ROM
. 4K RAM on board expandable

to 8K
. Full 53 - Key keyboard with

upper/lower case and user prog-
rammability

. Audio cassette interface

. Graphics and gaming characters
Fully assembled and tested. Re-
quires +5V at 3 amps and a video
monitor or modified TV set.

CHALLENGER 1P also available,
$519*

* These prices include import
duties, federal sales tax & 90
day full warranty service by D.C.B.
ELECTRONICS. Ontario residents
add 7% Sales Tax. Prices subject
to change without notice. Master -
charge or Visa accepted. 4% hand-
ling charge (does not apply to cash
or certified cheque orders). Shipped
collect by any method you specify.

D.C.B.E LECTR ON ICS
333 Denison St. Unit 3, Markham,
Ontario L3R 2Z4 (416) 495-1599

C
S

OMPUTER
PECIALISTS

a division of comspec communications inc.

PET -8K from $975
SORCERER -8K from$1295
APPLE -16K from $1637
SDSystems call for quote
KIM -1 $249

**VISIT OUR STORE**

WE ALSO HAVE

-Books
-Supplies
-Information
-Technicians
-Experienced Staff
-Consultants

Send orders with cheque, Money Order,
Chargex or Master Charge. Include
expiry date. COO orders must include
25% of order, Allow for bank clearance.
All shipping collect. Ont. Res. add 7%
PST.

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
944 Wilson Ave.

Downsview, Ontario M3K 1E7
(416) 638-4477

INTERACT
MICROCOMPUTER

REPEAT OFFER
16K RAM

$795.00

Software bonus offer $300.00
value for only $50.00

For more detail on this
popular microcomputer see
ETI June issue, page 41, or
call 416/923-1917.

MAR KETRON CORP. LTD.
1240 Bay Street Mall (at Bloor)

Toronto, Ontario
M5R 2A7

Phone: 416/923-1917
Store Hours: 10-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 10-7.
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am Between the 5 Band Audic Equalizer project, and
the Shortwave Receiver Survey, next month's issue
promises to be pretty exciting.

In addition, there are other projects, including a III

Windshield Wiper Control Unit -- just in time for
autumn rain. You can use the Up/Down Counter
presented this month to add a digital readout to
your radio.

We also take an in-depth look into the concepts
of ultra high-fidelity, and tie different approaches
taken to achieve it.

Integrated Injection Logic, II L, has been w th us
for some time now, but it hasn't made much noise
for itself. It's in a lot of products, and it's going to
be in a lot more -- here's how it works.

 *

Features and projects mentioned here are in an advanced state of
preparation. Circumstances may, however, require change of
contents.

COMO has
dapple compute.:

PERSONAL COMPUTER
APPLE II will charge the way you think about
computers. Designed to handle day-to-day tasks

in education, financ-al planning, scientific
calculation and entertainment, it brings to
personal computing a new level of simplicit'v. It
is fun to use because of advanced built-in
features. APPLE II has an internal memory
capacity of 48K 3ytes of RAM, 12K bytes
o' ROM giving big system performance in a s-nall
package. BASIC language makes programning
easy. Fifteen colour graphics. Loudspeaker and
sound capability. Four hand control inputs for
games. Eight accessory expansion slots. Con sect
up to your colour TV. And it's ready to run. A
wide range of printers, nterfaces, disk drives and
accessories available

APPLE II 16K bytes RAM ..Only $1695.00

MICROCOMPUTER CATALOGUE

Ask for your FREE copy of CESCO
Microcomputer catclogue which gives full details
on all APPLE II products and peripherals plus
many other exciting products in

microcomputing.

DROP IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION

ectronics ltd.
MONTREAL 4050 JEAN TALON ST. W. (514) 735-5511

QUEBEC 909 0, BLVD. CHAREST (418) 587-4231

OTTAWA 1300CAR LING AVE. (613 )729-5118

TORONTO 24 MARTIN ROSS AVE (416)661.0220
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WHAT'S
ON

This month Steve Rimmer discusses the finer points of video cameras
and how to buy one.

AS MENTIONED IN the VCR survey in
the July issue, all of the new home video
recorders are capable of accepting
video signals from an external source.
There are quite a number of things
around these days which can emit
video, when properly stimulated,
including pattern generators, Pong
games and micro computers. However,
the entertainment value in a cross
hatch, even an uninterrupted, four hour
display of one, may not quite be up to
that of live TV ...although it would be a
considerable improvement over "Mork
and Mindy". No, if you're really bent on
destroying your mind with your own
programmes, instead of using
somebody else's, what's called for here
is a television camera.

Realizing, perhaps, that a bit of Fellini
would live on in every mad soul with a
video machine if, in fact, Fellini were
dead, the VCR manufacturers have all
recently put the machinery in motion to
come up with their own home cameras.
With the, the intrepid film maker can
sally forth, or Wanda or Bertha forth, as
the case may be, and create beautiful
vistas of spectacular living colour on
the living room screen to be enjoyed for
years to come. Or, he can just take
pictures of the kid's birthday party. If
this does not satisfy the creative urges,
it should be noted that most of the
cameras to be discussed herein are
capable of focussing in at distances
less than the length of the average
human ulna, permitting them to be held
at arm's length and directed toward the
owner/cameraman/filmstar, creating
beautiful vistas of said film maker...the
last word in electronic narcissism.

Unlike the VCRs themselves, which
are, by and large, all about the same,
there is a bit more variety to choose
from amongst the current crop of
cameras. Many are versatile and well
designed. There are a few that fit into
the same category as the modern box
Brownie and the Jiffy Quik home atom
smasher, to be sure . . . guaranteed to
work first time and then never again ...
but, in the discussion to follow, the
footprints of said beasties should
become clear to you, and you should be
able to fend them off, should a salesman
spring one upon you.

THE BASIC THING
Let us begin with the basic black and

white camera. Several manufacturers
have variations on the monochrome
"cheapie", including RCA, Toshiba and
Zenith. In the simplest version of this
type of system, the lens focuses, but has
no iris, by which the light falling on the
camera pick up tube may be controlled
for proper exposure. Instead, the target
current of the vidicon tube, which
translates the light image into an
electrical signal, is used to operate an
Automatic Level Control circuit, so
that, in effect, as the illumination on a
scene gets brighter, the sensitivity of
the camera drops off correspondingly,
so that a proper level of exposure is
maintained. This system, while cheap
and simple to use, has two inherent
problems.

The first is the same hassle that
plagues 35mm cameras with certain
types of through the lens metering. For
example, if the camera is aimed at a
subject, behind which is a bright, sunny

sky, the camera will adjust itself to
correctly expose the sky. The subject
will show up as a black sihouette. This
is only really useful if the subject is
either, in fact, a black silhouette, or is
extremely ugly.

The second difficulty in this system is
the lack of depth of field thatgoesalong
with a lens that is always wide open.
This means a lot of re -focusing, even in
brightly lit situations.

The viewfinder on the average black
and white home camera is usually a
telescope -like affair, with one or more
little boxes printed on the eyepiece to
give the camera operator some idea of
what will be in the camera's field. On
some models, a strategically placed
LED is visible while one is peering
through the finder to indicate when the
VCR associated with the camera is
recording. This is actuated by a button
in the hand grip, which also turns the
machine's "Pause" control on and off.

Most of the monochrome cameras
have built-in microphones of some sort
protruding from above the lens.

While the lenses on most of the black
and white cameras are pretty dismal, it
should be kept in mind that they are
simply C mount movie camera lenses,
and can be replaced at any time with
something a bit more versatile,
including a full range zoom, should
such insanity move you.

The simple black and white cameras
have one major advantage over their
more elaborate, and expensive, full
colour relations. They are considerably
more sensitive to light, which lets one
use them in considerably murkier
surroundings.
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535 YONGE STREET
TORONTO. ONTARIO

M4Y 1Y5

AUTOMOTIVE

GRAPHIC

EQUALIZER/

BOOSTER

AUDIO REFLEX

Melt the miles with an
Audio Reflex CEQ-101

25 WATTS/CHANNEL

4 OR 8 OHMS

7 BANDS

Mono for
Guitar
$39.95

CCD PHASER

PHASOR 1000 uses the latest electronic
technology to give you the finest sound
effect.

The speed control gives you a wide range
of "phase -shifting" effects like the sounds
from a revolving speaker.

The On/Off switch lets you cut in and
out of the effect instantaneously. Operates
on 9 Volt battery.

Tested & prewired Stereo Phasor
Circuit Board only

$44.95
With Manual

IC's

BULBS

PLUGS

JACKS

CABLES

RESISTORS

CAPACITORS

TRANSISTORS

LOUDSPEAKERS

STEF EO SYSTEMS

TEST EQUIPMENT

VIDEC CASSETTES

AMPLIFIER MODULES

CROSSOVERS, SWITCHES

CHEMICALS CASSETTES

CONTROLS, SOLDERING IRCNS

Stereo Phasor
$69.95

DOMINION RADIO
& ELECTRONICS COMPANY

A Division of Dreeco Electronics Ltd.

No. CEO 101

$129.95

CROSSOVER COILS

PHILIPS, FUJI, JANA, ELNA

MICRO, UNGAR UL-RAFLEX

PEERLESS, CHEMTRONICS

DYNATRONICS, SPECTRO

METROSOUND, SINCLAIR

ULTRAFLEX, TENCO

W NEGARD, ILP

INJECTORALL

JBT, C&K

LEADER

CERES

.33 Henry

$3.95
.5 Henry

$4.35
1 Henry

$4.85
1.5 Henry

$5.25
2.5 Henry BASF

$6.95 AGS

Included in Electronics Today Magazine,
September, 1979 Issue.

Index on page 2.



SEMICONDUCTOR
SPECIALS

1N4005 DIODE

224
1 AMP 600 PIV

1N5000 DIODE

39c
3 AMP 600 PIV

C 106B SCR

2.2A 200 PIV

W2

69C
1.5 Amp

200 PIV

99c

TRIAC

3.95 SC146B

10 AMP 200 PIV

ZENER DIODES

YOUR CHOICE

.49 ea.
IN757A 9.1V
14-516-33 22V
IN4623 4.3V
IN751A 5.1V
IN4734A 5.6V
14-515-04 6.2V
514-35 6.8V
3E216D5 14V
1N966 16V
IN4751A 30V
IN4764A 100V
IN55938 183V
IN5045 56V

50UMW
500MW
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
1W
5W

BUY 10 OF ANY 1 TYPE
AND GET 1 FREE

BRIDGES
F01

5 Amp
100 PIV

J01

$350
/0 Amp
100 PIV

OUTLINE

WO J

NPN

2N3055

Power Transistors

10 3

o
Metal can 1 cE

SA:\ E
POWER TRANSISTORS

95cea

PNP

MJ2955

$159

NPN TIP 31

15

60
Amp

Volt s

Bargain Transistors

2N2221
2N2222
2N3565
2N3703
2N3704
2N3707

2N3708
2N3900
2N3904
2N4058
2N5172
2N5526

95C

PLASTIC TIP 32 PNP

INDEX
Antennas 12, 40, 47
Audio Accessories .Cover,39,45,46
Audio Tape 48,49,50
Automotive... Cover, 37, 39, 45

59, 60, 61
Books 34
Bulbs 17, 37
CB Accessories . .37, 39, 40, 41
Cabinets 12, 25, 26, 27
Cables 43
Capacitors 8, 9, 10, 11
Chemicals 29, 30
Coils Cover, 11
Connectors 37, 38, 42, 43
Controls 12, 13
Electrical 38
Fuses 24
I LP Power Amplifiers 6, 7
Kits 6, 32, 33, 35
Meters 20
Order Form 62
PC Boards 31
PC Drafting Aids 28, 31
PC Kits 30
Resistors 12, 13
Semiconductors. . .2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 37
Soldering Equipment 19
Speakers ...51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56

57, 58, 59, 60
Speaker Grilles 60
Stereo 63, 64
Switches 14, 15
TV Accessories . . . .12, 16, 36, 46
Telephone Accessories 12, 44
Terminal Strips 6
Test Equipment.20, 21, 22, 23, 24
Tools 18
Transformers 36
Video Tape 51
Wire 16

ORDER FORM 62

Dominion Radio and Electronics
Company, A Division of Dreeco
Electronics Ltd., 535 Yonge Street,
Toronto Ontario M4Y i Y5.
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LED PRODUCTS
AUTOMOTIVE CLOCK MODULE

HOURS
SET

SWITCH

MINUTES
SET

SWITCH

FEATURES
 Ideal for automotive applications
 Operates from 12 VDC supply
 Internal crystal timebase

 t 0.5 secorkl/day accuracy
 Complete-just add switches
 Low standby power consumption

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

SPECIAL PRODUCT

MLEV 80

6 GROUND

5 NC

4 PARK LIGHTS

3 BATTERY

2 DASH LAMPS

I IGNITION

MA1003

RECORD -LEVEL INDICATOR
FIELD STRENGTH METER

DISPLAYS

5 GREEN AND 3 RED SEGMENTS

Multiple cavities
Multiple color combination
High Intensity
Common cathode/anode
Wide viewing angle

$3.95

MA1002 LED display digital electronic clock module

features
m Bright 4 -digit 05" LED display

 Complete - add only t.anstormer and sw. fiches

 Alarm clock and clock -echo verso.

12 or 24 noun dtsoay brmat

 50 or 60 H/ operation

 Power failure indication

Br qhtness control capatgl ty

'Sleet," a. -snoo/e" tin ens

 Alarm ''on" and PM indicator,

Direct drive - no BFI

Fast and slow set C011,,,,I,

 Low cost. extremely compact design

$14.95

MLA 12

MULTIPLE SEGMENT BAR LED LADDER

Rec epoxy encapsulated
Hign brightness

10 X 40 ratl segment bar
Wice Cowing angle
0.1 inch pitch connection pin

$4.95

Tol al Inch

to

J.211.

011

LADDER LED

INDICATOR
I

II I I I I I I I I I Irwrririrwriirrn----
W111111111

$3.95

M I D 162 series RED LED
SINGLE DIGIT DISPLAY

Nine Segment ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

0.6 inch character height
High contrast
Common cathode/anode direct drive
Continuous uniform segments
Wide viewing angle

MIL 50 series

MIL 504 RED 5 29
MIL 50G GREEN 5.39
MIL 50Y YELLOW 5.39
MIC 50 MOUNTING 5.12

HARDWARE

QUANTITY PRICING
40-100 s -10%
100 up Pc' -20%

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

RED LED LAMP

The "MIL 50" series lamps are KaAsP solid state LEDs encapsulated in a plastic package. They are electrically identical
but optically different owing tc, different ens designs These devices are panel mountable with plastic PoPm clip

MIC 50 Fliey Jre ,rg,ot timid -nountahle and have vnre wrappahle leads, see physical di nensions drawing A.B

I MP 463
SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY

SEVEN SEGMENTS
High efficiency red GaAsP
0.6 inch character height
High contrast
Wide viewing angle
0.1 inch pitch edge-connemor
or connection pin compatible

$6.95

FOUR DIGIT
MULTIPLEX DISPLAY

MIL 309 RED 5.29
MIL 30G GREEN 5.39
MIL 30Y YELLOW S.39
MIC 30 MOUNTING 5.15

HARDWARE

QUANTITY PRICING
40-1011 PCS -10%
100 up -20%

MIL 30 I
RED LED LAMP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The "MIL 30" series lamps arc GaAsP solid state LEDs anmpeulated in a plastic package They are electrically idenLiCkl
but optically different owing to different lens designs. These Onion are penal mountable with plastic adaptor cllp
MIG30 They are circuit.boaril mountable and have wire wrappable leads, me physical dimensions drawing.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Page D3



New Products. From:
camori

SOS-ATES SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

VoHake regulators IC $295 CONNECTION DIAGRAM 6:4.

TDA2002
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L 129

L 130
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15
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T0-12611) $ 1.95
TO 126 11) 1.95
TO 126 (1) 1.95

Type
Vs max (V)
Voltage Gain (dB)
Po (W)@
Distortion (%) and
RL (ohms) and
Vs (V)
Output Current (A)
Package
Notes
Price

TDA2010
+/-
100
12 (9)
1 (10)
4 (8)
+/-
3.5
DIP
Fully

$8.95

18

14

C

Protected

TDA2002
18
-
8 (9)
10
2 (3.2)
14.4
3

Pentwatt
Thermally

$2.95

et

Protected

TDA2020
+/- 22
100
20 (16.5)
1 (10)
4 (2)
+/- 18
3.5
DIP C
Fully Protected

$9.95

...,C

L200 AVJUSTAB E MONOLITHIC
VOLTAGE & CURRENT REGULATOR
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 3-30 VOLTS
OUTPUT CURRENT 1.8 AMPS 4.95
PACKAGE Prntawatt .9

M 253 29.75
RHYTHM GENERATOR
M 253 8144 fo1 standard music rnntent
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MICRO ELECTRONICS LTD.

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

HIGH SPEED SWITCHING TRANSISTORS

TYPE

Maximum Ratings Electrical Characteristics @ TA=25°C

TYPE

Maximum Ratings Electrical Characteristics @ TA 25°C

NO. PD @ hFE ton toff PRICE NO. PD @ hFE ton toff PRICE

NPN TA.25°C IC mm/max max CASE EA. PNP TA.25°C IC min/max max CASE EA

2N2221A 500mW 500mA 40V 40/120 35ns 285nsT0-18 $.29 2N3905 310mW 200mA 40V 50/150 7Ons 260ns TO -92A 33

2N2222A 500mW 500mA 40V 100/300 35ns 285ns TO -18 32 2N3906 310mW 200mA 40V 100/300 7Ons 300ns TO -92A 36

2N3904 310mW 200mA 40V 100/300 7Ons 250ns TO -92A 25
2N3136 400mW 600mA 35V 100/300 75ns 100ns TO -18 29
2N4403 310mW 60mA 40V 100/300 35ns 255ns TO -92A 37

SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTORS

Maximum Ratings' Electrical Characteristics @ TA=25°C
TYPE
NO.

515-
@ 25°C IC

LV
CEO

HFE 1

T NF PRICE

NPN min/max min max CASE EA

2N2482 360mW 50mA 60V 100/150 60MHz 3dB TO -18 5.38

2N3565 200mW 25V 150/600 40MHz TO -106 25

2N3707 250mW 30mA 30V 100/400 TO -92B 25

2N3825 250mW 100mA 15V 20/- 800MHz TO -92B 28

2N5172 200mW 25V 100/500 TO -106 25

BC107 300m W 200mA 45V 125/500 300MHz 10dB TO -18 29

BC 182LB 375mW 200mA 50V 200/450 150MHz 10dB TO -92B 32

GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSISTORS

TYPE
NO
PNP

Maximum Ratings
PD

CN

IC

Electrical Characteristics @ TA 25' C
LV hFE IT

min/max min max CASE EA

BC557B
MA0462

BC251

500mW

300m0
300mW

200mA
40V
200mA
100m A

45V

50V
45V

220/475
100/300
200/400
125/900

150MHz
500MHz
200MHz
130MHz

4dB

10d8
10dB

TO -92F
TO -18
TO -92B
TO -92F

$.25
32
32
25

2N3019 800mW 1A 80V 100/300 100MHz
2N3706 350mW 800mA 20V 30/600 100MHz
BC337-25 500mW 500mA 45V 160/400 70MHz

BC547B 500m W 100mA 45V 200/450 300MHz 10dB

BC548 500mW 100mA 20V 110/800 300MHz 10dB

MH8213 2.5W 2A 80V 100/240 50MHz

DARLINGTON AMPLIFIERS

TO -39
TO -92B
TO -92F
TO -92F
TO -92F
TO -2208

$.59
29
29

.25
25
75

2N3703 300mW 500mA 30.' 30/150 100MHz TO -92B

2N4033 800mW 1A 80V 100/300 150MHz TO -39

8C327-25 625mW 500mA 45V 160/400 100MHz TO -92F

$.24
59
29

2N5308 600mW 300mA 30V 30000/- 60MHz
MPSA13 500mW 300mA 30V 10000/- I 125MHz 2dB

BC517 500mW 300mA 30V 30000/- - 15dB

TO -92F
TO -92A
TO -92F

50
33
45

BC516 1 500mW

GENERAL PURPOSE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS-

300mA 130V I 30000 - I - 115dBITO-92F

SWITCH AND CHOPPER

46

TYPE
NO

BVGSS

mm

IOSS

min/max

Y

1s

min/max

VGS
(off)
max

PRICE
EA.

TYPE
NO.

BV
GSS
min

IDES

minimax

rds
(ON)
max

ID

(OFF)
max

ton t off PRICE
EA.

MEF 3819
HEF 4341

25kf
50V

2.0/20.0mA
3.0/9.0mA

2000/6500
2000/4000

8.0V
6.0V

$.45
52

MEF 4391
HEF 4393

40V
40V

50.150mA
5."30mA

30 ohms
100 ohms

0.10nA
0.1nA

2Ons
2Ons

35ns
8Ons

$.65
60

PROGRAMMABLE UNIJUNCT'ONAL TRANSISTORS RED LED PRICE EA.

TYPE IA BV KAD VT IP iv PRICE V MIL50. 30 $ 29

NO max min max max max EA __
Hardware

MIC 51 08
2N6027 20mA 40V 1.6V 200nA 70uA $ 75

2N6028 20mA 40V 0.6V 1500nA 25JA 80 MIL 90 MIL 30 MIC 31 10

PACKAGES

TO -92 / TO -5 TO -39
TO -18 TO -106

RECTIF ERS
1.0 AMP SILICON RECTIFIER DIODE

TYPE VRRM IFSM 10 PACKAGE PRICE TYPE VRRM IFSM IC PACKAGE PRICE

NO Volts Amps Amps EA. NO Volts Amps Amps EA

IN4002 100 35 1 0@75°C $ 15 IN5401 100 200 3.0@50°C * $ 29

IN4003 200 35 1.0@75°C ,. -_.rA , ,_, .16 IN5402 200 200 3.0@50°C ,_.....3)=.. 31

IN4004 400 35 1.0@75°C 20 IN5404 400 200 3.0@50°C 36

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

TYPE
NO

V

RR M
Volts

V

rms
Volts

I

FRM
Amps

10
r Load
Amps

PRICE
EA.

OUTLINE

WO 02 200 140 15 1.5 $ .82 F

WO 04 400 140 15 1.5 95 WO .
. .......

K

.. -F 01
F 02

100
200

70
140

40
40

5.0
5.0

$1.95
2.15

' ..1f,'''
-

.
r

K 01 100 70 60 25 $7.50 ._ .A.
.

K 02 200 140 60 25 8.95
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POWER SUPPLY KITS
FOR ILP AMPLIFIERS

ALL POWER SUPPLIES ARE FOR
STEREO APPLICATIONS EXCEPT
THE HY-120K.

THE HY-5 PRE -AMP WILL WORK
WITH ALL POWER SUPPLIES.

USE

FOR

POWER
TRANSFORMER

FILTER
CAPACITOR

OF

BRIDGE
RECTIFIER

COMPLETE
KIT

HY 50

HY 120

NY SOT la"
34VCT 34

MY 1201

1895SOVCT 2A

2 x 7000 495
50V

2 x 7000 495
50V

1R341 1953A 100V

SR 341 1953A 100V

HYSOK
2685

HY120K

2585

HY 200

HY400

NY 200T

64VCI 44

2 x 7000 4.95
50v

IIR 4A1
44 100V

595 HY200K 39.95
HY4007

64VCTO

2 x 7000 4.95
50V

IR 441
SA 100V

795 HY400K 54.95

a 5% DISCOUNT ON ALL COMPLETE MONO SYSTEMS
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS

Integrated Circuits
TTL IC'S

SN7400 .69
SN7401 .69
SN7402 .30
SN7403 .69
SN7404 .69
SN7405 .69
SN7406 .89
SN7407 .89
SN7408 .89
SN7409 .89
SN7411 .89
SN7412 .99
SN7413 .99
SN7420 .69

SN7423 .69
SN7425 1.39
SN7426 .69

SN7427 .69
SN7430 .69

SN7442 2.99
SN7446 1.99
SN7447 1.99
SN7448 1.79
SN7460 .69
SN7472 .40
SN7474 1.50
SN7475 .89
SN7476 1.60
SN7486 .89
SN7490 2.30
SN7491 .89
SN7492 .99
SN7493 .89
SN74100 2.99
SN74121 .45
SN74125 1.20
SN74141 1.99
SN74150 1.79
SN74151 2.95
SN74154 2.95
SN74160 1.49
SN74164 1.49
SN74177 3.95
SN74190 1.50
SN74193 1.40

LINEAR

LM301
LM311
LM339
LM555
LM556
LM741
LM747
LM748
LM709
LM1458
LM4136
LM3900

1.10
1.95
2.25

.79
1.89

.79
1.95
1.69
1.50
2.25
2.50
2.25

CMOS IC'S
(PRIME. STOCK)

CD4000 .45
CD4001 1.00
CD4002 .70
CD4006 1.95
CD4007 .45
CD4008 3.95
CD4011 1.15
CD4013 1.79
CD4014 2.95
CD4015 2.25
CD4016 .65
C1)4017 3.95
CD4018 2.95
CD4020 4.95
CD4021 3.95
CD4024 1.00
CD4025 .95
CD4027 .70
CD4028 1.40
CD4029 3.95
CD4030 1.35
CD4033 1.50
CD4037 .50
CD4040 2.70
CD4041 4.95
CD4043 1.70

Terminal
LLItStripsuu

1 Terminal 20

2 Terminal 6V

3 Terminal 60

4 Terminal 80

5 Terminal 100

6 Terminal 120
7 Terminal 140

160

9 Terminal 180

10Terminal 200

11Terminal 220

SCREW TERMINAL STRIPS

TERMINAL BOARD.
Higi. insulation bakelite with
twin screw terrnirals. Standard
replacement for most TV sets.
and many Other aPPikations.

2 SCREW TERMINAL 150
3 SCREW TERMINAL 200
4 SCREW TERMINAL 250

FLEXIBLE TERMINAL BLOCKS

99'

FLEXIBLE TERMINAL BLOCKS WILL CONFORM
TO IRREGULAR SURFACE AND CAN BE EASILY
CUT TO SIZE. LONG LEAKAGE PATHS ARE
PROVIDED BY THE MOULDED POLYETHELENE
INSULATION. BOLTS AND SLEEVES ARE OF
BRASS WHICH HAS BEEN NICKEL PLATED.

PANEL
LIGHTS

120Y PANEL LAMP
.11-10027R - Red
11.10027A - Amber

Built in resistor for 120VAC

Head diameter Vu"

919

TY**IPM
$1 49

I IA

PANEL LAMP FOR BAYONET

BASE LAMPS
D-10018 - Red Borne
J1.10019 - Green Dome
11.10020 - Amber Dome

MINIATURE

DELAY
RELAY

$198

6 VOLT
60 SECONDS

2 TERMINAL.4 .75
4 TERMINAL..$1.50
8 TERMINAL.42.95

a',36. SPEAKER TERMINALS. Spring loaded.
push-button terminals mounted on bakelite strip
for positive and instant connect/disconnect.
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High Power

EL. IF Ultra Low Distortion

ELECTRONICS LTD Amplifier Modules

UP TO 240 Watts!
HY5
Preamplifier

$2199

HY50
25 Watts into 80

$2895

HY120
60 Watts into 80

$5750

HY200
120 Watts into 80

$7950

HY400
240 Watts into 40

$9950

The HY5 Is a mono hybrid amplifier ideally suited for all applications Al common input functions
(meg Cartridge tuner. etc) are catered for internally the desired function is achieved either by a
rritrItiway switch or direct connection to the appropriate pins The internal volume and tone circuits
merely require connecting to external potentiometers (not included) The HY5 is compatible with ail

I
L P power amplifiers and power supplies To ease construction and mounting a P C connector is

supplied with each preamplifier
FEATURES: Complete preamplifier in single pack - Multi function equalization - Low noise Low

distortion High overload - Two simply combined for stereo
APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi - Mixers Disco - Guitar and Organ - Public address
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUTS Magnetic Pick-up 3rnV Ceramic Pick-up 30mV. Tuner 100rnV Microphone 10mV
Auxiliary 3100mV input impedance 47kt) at 1kHz
OUTPUTS Tape 100mV. Main output 500mV R M S
ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS Treble 12d8 at 10kHz Bass at 100Hz
DISTORTION 0 05%at 1 kHz Signal /Noise Ratio 68d8
OVERLOAD 38d8 on Magnetic Pick-up SUPPLY VOLTAGE t 1650V

The HY50 leads I L P s total integration approach to power amplifier design The amplifier features an
integral heatsink together with the simplicity of no external components During the past three years
the amplifier has been refined to the extent that it must be one of the most reliable and robust High
Fidelity modules in the World
FEATURES: Low Distortion - Integral Heatsink - Only five connections - 7 Amp output transistors

No external components
APPLICATIONS: Medium Power HiFi systems - Low power disco -- Guitar amplifier
SPECIFICATIONS: INPUT SENSITIVITY 500rnV
OUTPUT POWER 25W RMS into 8)! LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-161! DISTORTION 004n, at 25W at
1 kHz
SIGNAL, NOISE RATIO 75dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz.45kHz -31B
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 125V SIZE 105 50 25mm

The HY120 is the baby of ILP s new high power range designed to meet the most exacting
requirements including load line and thermiW protection this amplifier sets a new standard in modular
design
FEATURES: Very low distortion .- Integral heatsink - Load line protection -- Thermal protection -
Five connections - No external components
APPLICATIONS: Hi Fi .- High quality disco - Public address - Monitor amplifier -- Guitar and
organ
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV
OUTPUT POWER 60W RMS into 8!! LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-161! DISTORTION 004n, at 60W ai
I kHz
SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO 90d8 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 45kHz -3d8 SUPPLY VOLTAGE

35V
SIZE 114 50 85mrn

The HY200 now improved to give an output of 120 Watts has been designed to stand the most
rugged conditions such as disco or group while still retaining true HiFi performance
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown - Very low distortion - Load line protection Integral heatsink -

No external components
APPLICATIONS: HI.F1 Disco - Monitor -- Power slave - Industrial Public Address
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV
OUTPUT POWER 120W RMS into 8)! LOAD IMPEDANCE 4161! DISTORTION 0 05,, at 100W at
1kHz
SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 96 dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz 3dB SUPPLY VOLTAGE
 45V

SIZE 114 100 85mm

The HY400 Is I L P s Big Daddy of the range producing 240W into 41!, It has been designed for
high power disco or public address applications If the amplifier is to be used at continuous high power
levels a cooling fan is recommended The amplifier includes all the qualifies of the res: of the family to
lead the market as a true high power hrlidelity power module
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown - Very ow distortion - Load line protection - No external
LOT poner.is
APPLICATIONS: Public address - Disco - Power slave - Industrial
SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT POWER 240W RMS into 4t) LOAD IMPEDANCE 4161) DISTORTION 0 1% at 240W at
1kHz
SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 94dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 1OHz-45kHz - 3dB SUPPLY VOLTAGE
45V
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500rnV SIZE 114x100x85min

DOMINION RADIO
& ELECTRONICS COMPANY

A Division of DREECO Electronic> Limited

HY120 HY200 HY400

Fully protected against.-
*short circuit
open circuit

and *thermal shutoff

psi=lam
GUARANTEE
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ELNIA
ELECTROLYTIC AND TANTALUM CAPACITORS

RADIAL
LEAD

POWER
SUPPLY
TYPE

wv (sv)
of C 16 (20) 25 /32) T 50 (63) 80 (100)

1 .25
2.2 .25
3.3 .25
4.7 .25
10 .25 .25 .30 .35
22 .30 .30 .35 .40
33 .30 .35 .30 .40
47 .35 .35 .30 .40

100 .35 .40 .50 .60
220 .35 .40 .60 .70
330 .40 .50 .70
470 .45 .60 .80 1.00

1000 .60 .70 1.00 1.25
2200 .75 1.00
3300 1.00 1.35
4700 1.55 1.80

wv NO
of C 16 (20) 25 (32) 50 (63) 80 (100)

1 .25

2.2 .25

3.3 .25

4.7 .25 .25

10 .25 .25 .25 .30

22 .25 .25 .25 .30

33 .25 .25 .30 .30

47 .25 .30 .35 .40

100 .30 .30 .35 .40

220 .30 .35 .45 .60

330 .35 .40 .60

470 .40 .50 .85

1000 .60 .75

2200 .90

wv (sv)
of C 16 (20) 25 (32) 50 (63) 100 (125)

2200 3.75 5.00 8.80

3300 3.75 4.85 6.30 11.70

4700 4.15 5.25 7.40 14.40

6800 ------5.25 6.30 9.40 21.60

10000 6.65 7.25 13.50

15000 7.50 9.80 21.60

22000 9.20 13.50

33000 13.50

47000 15.30

PRICE INCLUDES MOUNTING CLAMPS

DIPPED SOLID TANTALUM

Capacitance Tolerance -20 +20%

DC Leakage Current ( uA) 0.02 or 1.0

wv NO
of C 16 1201 25 132) 35 (46)

0.22 .40

0.33 .40

0.47 .40

0.68 .40

1.0 .40

1.5 .40

2.2 .40

3.3 .40

4.7 .40 F .45

6.8 .40 .45

10 .50 .55 .60

15 .55 .60 .95

22 . .60 .75 1.56

33 .75 1.20 2.40

47 1.50 2.40

68 ' 2.40

100 3.00

ATTENTION !

SAVE MONEY ON VOLUME BUYS

RADIAL & AXIAL LEAD ELECTRO-
LYTIC CAPACITORS

100 of each value -LESS 10 %
1000 mixed values-LESS.15 °lc)
1000 of each value - LESS ,20°10

POWER SUPPLY CAPACITORS

25 of each value -LESS 10 '10
100 mixed values -LESS 15°l0
100 of each value - LESS 20%

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
50 of each value -LESS'10°10

100 mixed values -LESS15 °la
100 of each value - LESS 20°10

ALL ABOVE ARE PER UNIT PRICES
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Series
Uni-Directional Leads Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors (Type RPE)

Upgraded in Characteristics, with New Reduced Case Sizes

The RPE Series of capacitors are much smaller than the conventional industry standard series,
and lighter too. Also upgraded in characteristics, RPE capacitors can be used for a wider range

of applications.

The series also includes models which used to be available only with lug terminals.

FEATURES:  New reduced base sizes.

 Now offering a capacitance range to 22,000 uF.

 Standard capacitance tolerance of ±20%.

 Leakage current reduced to less than 0.02 CV or 3 mA

 Dissipation factor reduced 20 or 3O%.

RANGES OF RPE SERIES Rated Voltage

Capacitance

6.3-100V DC

470-22.000pF

Dimensions

Standards

022 4x25 030x50 (030x63)

JIS C 5141-1976 Characteristics W

--,,, V

p F
- 16 price 35 price 63 price 100 price

470

1,000

--

--

-- -- -- -- .88x 1.22

22.4x31.5
$4.40

-- .88x1.22
22.4x31.5 $2.50

.99x1.57
25x40

$4.90

2,200
.88x1.22

22.4x31.5
$2.80 .99x1.57

25x40
$3.50

1.18x1.97
30x50

$5.90

,---

3,300
.88x1.22

22.4x31 5
$2.50--.88x1.57

22 4x40
$3.50'

.99x1.97
25x50

4,700
.88x1.22
22 4x31.5 $2.90

.99x1.57
25x40

$3.90 1.18x1.97
30x50

$5.20 --
6,800

.88x1.57
22 4x40

$3.50
.99x1.97

25x50
$4.30 -- --

10,000
.99x1.57

25x40
$4.40

1.18x2.48
3Cx63

$4.90 --
15,000

1.18x1.97
30x50

$4.90 -- -- -- --
22,000

1.18x2.48
30x63

$5.90
_.- _____

fit

NI

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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TYPE AMS
Epoxy dipped

(GREEN)

NISSEI

H -w

F'

7

do

Extension of paint on leads I Strrn

Features

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

.0010 $ .15 $ .15 .047 $ .25
.0012 .15 .0082 .15 .056 .25
.0015 .15 .010 .15 .068 .25

.0018 .15 .012 .15 .082 .25

.0022 .15 .015 .15 10 .25
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

RADIAL
LEAD

POLYESTER FILM

CAPACITORS

Characteristics

4-- 40° - 85'C0 .eratin temperature range

Rated voltage 100V.DC

capacitance value 0.001 I./F. .22 OF

Standard capacitance tolerance -1- 10 ';'1)

Insulation resistance 20, 000MC2 Min.

Dissipation factor 1.09'6 Max.

* Lead wire being electrically welded to the electrode,
steady equal dissipation factor can be obtained.

*Completely protected against moisture by thorough coating
of epoxy resin, done by fully automatic vacuum dipping machine.

*Highly reliable capacitors, produced by our special way
and technique.

*Very light miniature type.

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

CAP
uf

PRICE
EA.

.0027 .15 .018 .20 .12 .30
.0033 .15 .022 .20 .15 .35
.0039 .15 .027 .20 .18 .40
.0047 .15 .033 .20 .22 .45
.0056 .15 .039 .20

11 1 1 1111 1 11 1 1 1

NON -POLARIZED CAPACITORS

1 uf 63V 5 .39
2.2uf 63V .49
3.3uf 63V .49
4.7uf 63V .59
6. Buf 63V .59
10 uf 63V .69
15 uf 63V .79
22 uf 63V .89

AX/AL
LEAD 1uf 50V S .39

2.2uf 50V .49
3.3uf 50V .49
4.7uf 50V .59

6uf 50V .59
Buf 50V .69

10uf 50V .69
12uf 50V .79
16uf 50V .79
22uf 50V .89
25uf 50V .89
33uf 50V .99

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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TRIMMER CAPACITORS RF COILS

SINGLES
0-100pf .25c DUALS
5-75 pf .25c 0-100 pf 0-200 pf . . . 35c
5-80 pf .25c 6-220 pf 6-220 pf . . . 35c
7-85 pf .25c 15-120 pf 15-120 pf . . 35c
20-130 pf .25c 20-200 pf 200 pf . . . . 35c
40-300 pf 25c 20-130 pf 30-200 pf . . 35c
0-50 pf 350-500 pf 75-110 pf . . 35c
AIR TYPE 79c

TWIST PRONG CAPACITORS
470 of -150V
470 of -150V

800 of -200V

400 of -350V

200 of -175V
60 of -175V
60 of -175V
500 of -40V

250 of -75V
250 of -75V
1000 of -40V

$1.25
$2.50
$2.50

$3.50

$3.50

4000 of -35V

1000 of -35V
1000 of -35V 3,95
2000 of -35V

250 of -35V
250 of -35V $4.50
1000 of -50V
500 of -50V

1000 of -35V $3.50
1000 of -35V

AM,

0.25uh 25c 10.0uh 25c
0.37uh 25c 20.0uh 25c
0.52uh 25c 27.0uh 25c
0.7uh 25c
0.83uh 25c 30.0uh 25c
0.9uh 25c 40.0uh 25c

50.0uh 25c
2.0uh 25c 100.0uh 25c
4.25uh 25c 180.0uh 25c
6.8uh 25c 225.0uh 25c

FILTER CHOKES

3.3 mh @ 250 ma
500mh @ 500ma
700mh @

.1;
.25c 3 Hy @ 100ma $1.00
.50c 3.5 Hy @ 100ma $1.00

500ma
750mh @ 250ma

1Hy @ 250ma

.50c

.50c
1.00

2.2Hy @ 100ma 1.00

4 Hy @ 100ma $1.00
25 Hy @ 100ma $1.00
50 Hy @ 50ma $1.00

ce1/4V

S&VV" PHILIPS AXIAL LEAD ELECTROLYTICS

3.3 uF-25V 15c 100uF-63V 25c
10uF-6V 15c 125u F -16V 20c
15uF-16V 15c 150uF-16V 20c
65uF-3V 15c 150uF-63V 25c
68u F -63V 25c

BUY 10 OF 1 TYPE - GET 2 FREE

COMPUTER GRADE

SURPLUS

7000uF @ 50V
MADE BY PYE

$4.95
10i ea. 101ea. DISC CERAMICS 101 ea. 104 ea.

3 500v 13.5 500v 30 500v

3.3 500v 15 500v 33 500v

5.6 500v 17 500v 33 500v

6 500v 18 500v 33 1Kv

6.8 500v 18 2Kv 39 5Kv

6.8 3Kv 20 6Kv 39 500v

7 500v 22 500v 39 2Kv

8 500v 22 500v 39 3Kv

8.2 500v 24 1Kv 40 6Kv

9 500v 27 500v 43 500v

10 500v 27 200v 47 500v

12 500v 27 500v 47 100v

13 500v 29 5Kv 47 500v

47 1Kv 70 509v 120 6Kv
47 2Kv 80 5C)v 121 500v 370 500v

51 6Kv 82 100v 127 500v 390 1.5Kv

56 500v 82 1Kv 130 4Kv 660 500v

56
050X v

82

91

61"v

500v
135

150

500v
500v

680
882

500v
500v

628 500v507 91 500v 160 500v 1000 200v

95 3Kv 170 100v 1200 500v

68 500v50:;

0

100

100

500v
1.4Kv

180
200

200v
500v

2200
2200

200v
500v

68 1Kv 110 4Kv 210 500v 2500 500v

68 3Kv 110 6Kv 320 500v 3900 5)0v

68 4Kv 120 5Kv 330 2.5Kv .005 500v
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PRECISION -METAL -FILM RESISTORS

100 ppm/°C 1%
Equivalent to MIL -R -22684B Type MFS

* High stability
Low Noise

* Excellent Temperature Coefficient
* % watt

47 150 430 820 2.2k 5.6k 15k 43k 100k
56 180 470 910 2.7k 6.2k 18k 47k 120k
68 220 510 1k 3.3k 6.8k 22k 56k 150k
82 270 560 1.2k 3.9k 8.2k 27k 62k 180k
100 330 620 1.5k 4.3k 10k 33k 68k 220k
120 390 680 1.8k 4.7k 12k 39: 82k 270k

330k
390k
430k
470k
500k

CLOCK MODULE BOX

$6.95
*BRUSHED ALUMINUM FINISH
*DIFFUSED BEZEL

PIHER

hridikaurva,1
Available in

10 K ohms
50 K ohms
100 K ohms

log or linear taper

Matching Knob

SLIDER

CONTROLS

60mm Travel

$2"ea.

59
(tea

Aratitzst
CONTROLS

MODEL TRAVEL

.11-10006 -10K 30mm
11-10006B - 100K 30mm
II -10006C - 500K 30mm
11-10006D - 1 MEG 30mm

Available in log taper only.
JJ-10007 10K 45mm
JJ-10007A - 50K 45mm
11-10007B - 100K 45mm
JJ-10007C - 500K 45mm
11-100070 - 1 MEG 45mm
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$149.,

$14.95
* 75 ohm

* Complete with

AC Power Supply

INDUCTION PICK UP COIL

$1.39
Just snaps over mouth piece!

ZENON STROBE

$3995

The longest lasting, most dependable strobe
ever developed.

We unconditionally guarantee everything
including flash -tube for 6 months. (And
we're the only ones to do soli.

No -drift feature controls flash -rate up to 10
flashes per second.

50'

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

2 GANG
SUPERHET VARIABLE

CONDENSER

Antenna Section 350 PF
Oscillator Section 125 PF,
w/trimmer

Counter -Clockwise Rotation

DOMINION Rtipili
on

RADIO &
LE,ECTcROs

,NICS COMPANY
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SINGLE
CONTROLS

sae

%4/440controls
DUAL CONTROLS

Front Rear

200 5K
100 500 5K
360 5K 500
470 5K 5K
500 10K 500
750 10K 5K
1K 15K 250K
2K 20K 200
5K 20K 20K
10K 20K 200K
20K 47K 47K
25K 50K 500
50K 100K 500
200K 200K 200K
1Meg 250K 15K
2Meg 500K 500

1/4 WATT

We have a full line of 1/2 watt
resistors that are mostly 5%
tolerance.

Cost per unit 31/24 ea.

Cost per 100 of type $3.20
Cost per 1000 of type . . . .$30.00

Front Rear

650K 750K
SINGLE w/Sw. DUAL w/Sw. TRIMMER

POTS
1M 200 500 ohm 50K 10K

1M 500 10K ohm 50K 500K 100
1M 50K 50K ohm 300K 100K 220
1M 500K TRIPLE 1M 500K 470
1M 1M CONTROLS 1M 3M 1K
2M 250 5M 1.5M 2.5 K
2M 50K 200 10K 10K 5K
2M 2M 10K 10K 500 10K

500K 5M 500 20K
1M 1M 1M 50K

100K
500K

CONTROL PRICES 1Meg
Trim Pots 39d ea.
Singles 49d ea.
Single with switch 594 ea.
Duals 694 ea.
Dual with switch 79d ea.
Triples 694 ea.

RESISTORS
EMITTER RESISTORS

.47 ohms 2 Watt 594 ea.
1.0 ohm 2 Watt 49ii ea.
.39 ohms 3 Watt 59d ea.
1.5 ohms 3 Watt 59i ea.
.2 ohms 5 Watt 594 ea.
3.3 ohms 5 Watt 49d ea.

'A WATT

We have a full line of 1/4 watt
resistors that are mostly 5%
tolerance.

Cost per unit 31/2i ea.
Cost per 100 of type $3.20
Cost per 1000 of type . . . .$30.00

4 SECTION CONTROLS

Your Choice
20 M
25 k
100 K

$11.39 ea.

1W 3.9k

3.3 4.7k

10 5.1k

33 5.6k

56 7.5k

82 1,.2k

100 12k

220 15k

270 16k

330 18k

390 20k

470 22k

560 27k

680 33k

1.5k 39k
2.7k 47k

56k 1.5Meg
68k 1.8Meg
150k 2.2Meg

180k 2.7Meg

1 & 2 WATT PRICES

Cost per unit .05
Cost per 100 of type . . 4.50
Cost per 1000 of type .41.00

390k
820k
1Meg

1.2Meg

4.7Meg
5.6Meg
15Meg

2W 3.3k
33 4.7k
39 5.6k
47 6.2k
82 6.8k
100 8.2k
180 13k
270 15k
330 16k
560 18k
680 22k
820 33k
1k 82k
1.5k 820k
1.8k 1.8Meg
2.2k 2.7Meg
2.7k 4.7Meg

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Page D13



DPDT Momentary
Switch

.69

SWITCHES
5 SECTION

PUSH SWITCH

6 pt
1 SPOT on/off
3 DPDT

WITH
KNOBS (1.95

DP3pos Slide Switch

4 SECTION

PUSH SWITCH

7 SECTION
1 DPST on/off
1 DPDT
1 DPDT
1 5PDT
1 5PDT
1 DPDT
1 3PDT

$1.75
3 POSITION

95

MINI MICRO
SWITCH

.79rl
PUSH SWITCH

ROTARY
SWITCH

25
LIGHTED

RESET SWITCH

$1.50

DPST
BULB NOT INCLUDED

SPST
Illuminated

Slide Switch

A 1,14

I ii
110 VAC. lamp

.49

3 POSITION - 2 POLE

ROTARY
SWITCH

35

SPST spring
return
slide switch

normally open

.35
HEAVY DUTY
SPDT C/O Toggle Switch

spring return, 1 way to center

.69

tal
.35
SPDT
SLIDE
SWITCH

2 POSITION -2 POLE

ROTARY
SWITCH

25

111W
Standard
Micro
Switch

NO or NC

75
3 SECTION

c PUSH
SWITCH

ENT on/off

PUSH SWITCH 1 DPDT on/off switch
5 4PDT

6 SECTION

$1.50

$.99

Push-push
Switches

SPST $1.49
SPDT $1.59
DPDT $1.69

ROTARY SWITCHES

%" D, 1%" long shaft. Ideal for
audio projects.

$1.89
5201. llposSP
5202. 12posSP
5203. 5pos2P
5204. 6pos2P
5205 3pos3P
5206. 4pos3P
5207. 2pos4P
5208. 3pos4P
5209. 2pos6P

3A, 125VAC

TOGGLE SWITCHES

SPST $1.39
DPDT $1.59
DPDTc/o $1.99
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Miniature Switches
SPDT TOGGLE SWITCH

$2.95
* 90 degree PC mount

* 2 amp 125 VAC
* PC terminals
* mfg by JBT

SF'DT CENTRE OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

$3.49
*spring return in one direction
only

* 5 amp 125 VAC
* solder terminals
* mfg by JBT

DPDT TOGGLE SWITCH

$3.75
* 6 amp 125 volt
* solder terminals
* mfg by C H

Oil

DPDT CENTRE OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

$375
* 5 amp 125 volt
..

* solder terminals '

!illilt, * mfg by C&K

DPDT CENTRE OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

$3 75
* spring return to centre
in one direction only
* 5 amp 125VAC
* solder terminals

t
* mfg by JBT

DPDT SPRING RETURN BAT
HANDLE TOGGLE SWITCH

*5 amp 125 volts
*solder terminalsii
*mfgby

$3.95
DPDT CENTRE OFF SPRING
RETURN BAT HANDLE

TOGGLE SWITCH

*5 amp 125VAC
*spring return to centre

in both directions
* solder terminals
* mfg by JBT

DOMINION SPECIAL

THIS SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
HIGH QUALITY PRECISION
SWITCHES(MOSTLY US MADE)
WILL NOT LAST VERY LONG
ONLY 10,000 PIECES AVAILABLE
ALTOGETHER, SO HURRY AND
FILL UP YOUR STOCK BINS NOW.
THIS NUMBER OF SWITCHES
NORMALLY LASTS FOR ONLY
TWO MONTHS.

3PDT TOGGLE

$
* 5 amp 125 volts

* solder terminals

* mfg by C&K

- ' '

3PDT BAT HANDLE
TOGGLE SWITCH

*amp 125VAC $5.95
* solder terminals
*mfg by JBT

3PDT CENTRE OFF SPRING
RETURN TOGGLE SWITCH

* spring return tc centre
in both positions
* 5 amp 125VAC
* solder terminals $5 91
*mfg by JBT 4

3PDT CENTRE OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

$5.95
* spring return to centre
in one direction only

* 5 amp 125 volts
* solder terminals
*mfg by C&K

4PDT TOGGLE SWITCH

$6.95
*5 amp 125VAC

* solder terminals

* mfg by JBT

4PDT CENTRE OFF TOGGLE
SWITCH

$6.95
* 6 amp 125VAC

* gold PC leads

* mfg by C H

DIP SWITCHES

tiffiTAY$

I 2 34 5 T

qe 1140101

I 2540111T4 I ItS4ISISTAI.

4 X SPST SLIDE $2.50 7 X SPST SLIDE $3.25
5 X SPST SLIDE $2.75 8 X SPST SLIDE $3.50
6 X SPST SLIDE $3.00 9 X SPST SLIDE $3.75

7 X SPST ROCKER DIP SWITCH

$1.95 Np.N.S-
LIMITED SUPPLY SQL

SPSTSPST GLASS REED SWITCH COMPLETE
WITH MAGNET

89i each
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Wire and Cable

ALL SPEAKER WIRE
IS POLARIZED

SPEAKER WIRE

22 GAUGE
AVAILABLE IN BEIGE,GREY,CLEAR
500 ft spool $12.50

4
14 GAUGE
CLEAR ONLY
500 ft spool $85.00

""\'' 12 GAUGE
CLEAR ONLY
500 ft spool $125.00

cents per foot

20cents per foot

30
cents per foot

TRY OUR NEW 12 AND 14 GAUGE WIRE FOR RUNNING YOUR HIGH POWER AMP
WITH -LESS LOSS!

PARALLEL LAMP CORD
Colors: Black., Brown, White.

18 GAUGE
CSA APPROVED

6
cents per foot

250 ft spool $12.50

SHIELDED WIRE

cents per foot

QUANTITY PRICE

500 ft $30.00 1000 ft $45.00

HIGH QUALITY SHIELDED CABLE
DESIGNED TO PROVIED NOISE
FREE SERVICE FOR ALL MICRO-
PHONE AND PA APPLICATION.
SHEATHED IN GREY VINYL
COVERING AND SPIRAL WRAP
SHIELDING.
YOUR CHOICE 3mm or 4mm OUTER
DIAMETER

CO -AXIAL CABLE

RG-58U

250 ft spool $25.00
50 ohm -ideal for CB

RG-59U
250 ft spool $25.00
75 ohm -ideal for TV 12

12 cents per foot

cents per foot

RG-8U 3 °cents per foot
250 ft spool $62.50
50 ohm -ideal for HAM and CB

HOOK-UP WIRE

.75
per 100 foot Hank

$1.95 for 3 X 100ft

HOOK-UP WIRE COMES IN A
VARIETY OF COLOURS AND
COULD BE 20,22, OR 24 GAUGE
STRANDED OR SOLID. JUST
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT AND WE WILL FILL
IT AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE.

PLEASE NOTE: IN VIEW OF CANADA'S NEW METRIC CONVERSIONS, ALL WIRE AND CABLE WILL BE SHIPPED IN ITS METRIC
EQUIVALENT IE 500 ft = 150 METERS

TV ROTOR WIRE

7
cents per foot

250 ft spool $15.00

STANDARD 4 WIRE ROTOR WIRE
WITH 1 CONDIJCTOR POLARIZED
FOR IDENTIFICATION

300 OHM TWIN LEAD

5
cents per foot

250 ft spool $10.00

STANDARD TWIN LEAD USED FOR
TV SETS ETC

DELUXE 300 OHM POLYFOAM

8
cents per foot

250 ft spool $17.50

DELUXE 300 OHM POLYFOAM WIRE
USED IN TV ,INSTALLATION -
LESS LOSS - WILL NOT CRACK
IN COLD

CSA TAPE

99 cents each

* 66 ft rolls

* LOW COST

* CSA AND UL
APPROVED

* BLACK ONLY
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TV QUICK CLIPS

22
cents each

50 pieces for $8.00

3 WAY - FOR QUICKLY ATTACHING
AND DISCONNECTING ANTENNA
WIRE TO BACK OF SET

HIGH VOLTAGE WIRE

6
cents per foot

100 ft spool $4.95

20 KV HIGH VOLTAGE WIRE
SUITABLE FOR TV REPAIR ETC.
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SPECTRO
Single Contact Bayonet Base

Volts
Amps. or

Watts
Candle.
power

Average
Life Bulb

Lamp
No.

2.4 .80 1.3 75 G.8 1491 .30
3.7 2.75 11.0 100 1.5 1874 4.80
3.0 .60 2.5 20 S.8 1651 .80
3.3 6.25 50.0 100 RP -11 1183 1.35
6.2 3.91 32.0 200 R13.11 1133 .60
6.4 2.63 21.0 200 S -B 1129 .40
6.4 2.69 21.0 200 S-8 1605 .25
6.3 1.02 6,0 500 0-6 81 .70
6.S 2.75 25.0 125 1.5 1489 3.65
6.7 1.90 15.0 500 5-8 1619 1.55
6.8 1.91 15.0 300 S.8 87 .40
7.0 .63 3.0 1000 0.6 63 .30
12.5 1.98 32.0 400 RP.11 1143 .80
12.S 3.0 50.0 300 RP11 1193 1.55

12.8 1.04 15.0 500 S-8 93 .35
12.8 1.35 22.0 500 S.8 1161 .70
12.8 1.44 21.0 500 S-8 1141 .35
12.1 1.80 32.0 200 S-8 1073 .35
13.0 .58 6.0 750 0-6 39 .3 5
13.0 20 W. - 300 R-12 1383 4.00
13.3 .59 4.0 L.L. 0.6 67 .35
28.0 .17 3.0 500 0.5 301 .65
28.0 .30 6.0 500 G-6 303 .70
28.0 .37 6.0 1000 0.6 623 .75
28.0 51 15.0 300 S.8 303 .80
23.0 .67 21.0 300 S-8 307 .70

28.0 1.29 50.0 300 S-11 311 .8 5
28.0 20 W. - 300 R-12 1385 5.95
34.0 .16 3.8 275 0-6 1223 1.3 5

T -I T.13/4 T-13/4

Midget Flanged Base

TL -13/4

Volts
Amps. or

Watts
Candle-
power

Average
Life Bulb

lamp
No.

1.35 .06 .01 500 T13/4 331 .60
2.7 .06 .04 6000 1.1 3/4 3311 .7 5

6.0 .04 .03 10,000 1-13/4 343 .70
6.0 .20 .10 50,000 T.13/4 332 .85
6.0 .20 .34 1000 T-13/4 321 .65
6.3 .20 .40 50,000 T-13/4 341 .65
10.0 .014 .008 10,000 T13/4 344 .75
14.0 .08 .50 750 T13/4 330 ..6..g
28.0 .04 .30 25,000 T-13/4 387 .60
28.0 .04 .34 1000 T.13/4 327 .69

Midget Grooved Base
Amps, or

Volts Watts
Candle-
power

Average
Life Bulb

Lamp
No.

2.3 .35 .21 10,000 IL -13/4 233 3.25
6.0 .20 .34 1000 113/4 337 .70
14.0 .08 .50 750 T13/4 336 .75
28.0 .04 .34 1000 T.134 334 .65

Midget Screw Base

Volts
Amps. or

Watts
Candle-
power

Average
Life Bulb

Lamp
No.

2.3 .20 1.13/4 1767 .70
6.0 .04 .03 10,000 1-13/4 342 .8 5
6.0 .20 .34 1000 113/4 1761 .70
6.3 .075 .22 500 T.13/4 1775 .7 5
24.0 .04 .34 1000 T-13/4 333 .6 5

Sub -Midget Flanged Base

Volts
Amps. or

Watts
Candle-
power

Average
Life Bulb

Lamp
No

5.0 .06 .029 100,000 T.1 662 1.05
5.0 .115 .132 40,000 1-1 718 1 25

0.5

RP -11

0.6

5-8

5.6

G-8

5.11

Candelabra Screw Base Lamps

R.12

T.5

T-4

Volts
Amps. or

Watts Colour Bulb
Lamp

No.
6 6 W. Clear 5.6 656-6V .70

12 6 W. Clear 5-6 654.12V ,70
24 17 A. Clear T-4 1841 1.05
24 6 W. Clear S-6 656.24V .70
32 6 W. Clear S-6 656-32V .65
44 6 W. Clear 5.6 656-45V .65
60 6 W. Clear 5.6 656.60V

120 3 W. Clear 5-6 356/3-l20V 5
120
120

6 W.
6 W.

Clear
White

S-6
S -6 656 W -656-120V/120V

-

 65
120 6 W. Red S-6 656/R -120V 6 5
120 7 W. Cleat C-7 7C7.1120V .60
120 7 W. White C.7 7C7/W-120V .65
120 10 W. Clear C7 1007.120V .65
130 6 W. Clear 5-6 656-130V .65
143 6 W. Cies. 5-6 656-145V .60
230
230

10 W.
10 W.

Clear
Clear

5-6
5.6

1056/1G -230V
1056/10-230V

1.38

T-2 (ASA #1) 1.2 (ASA #3)

Telephone Slide Base

1201411 (ASA #3)

Volts
Amps, or

Watts
End

Ft. Can.
Average

Bulb
Lamp

No.
4.0 .19 850 T.2 44)
6.0
6.0

.14

.040
900
100 L.L.

1.2
T.2

6A i g8
12.0 .035 200 L.L. T.2 1211 1.00
12.0 .10 900 LI. 1-2 12A
18.0 .040 500 L.L. T2 I841 i-88
24.0 .073 1900 L.L. 3-2 24C 1.00
24.0 .10 2200 1.1. 1.2 24D 1.00
24.D .035 500 L.L. 1.2 248 1.00
24.0 .035 500 L.L. T2(5) 24X 95 -
35.0 .040 750 L.L. T-2 3341 1.10
44.0 .10 3800 L.L. 1.2 488 1.10
48.0 035 700 L.L. 1.2 44C 1.1 546.0 .021 200 L.L. 1.2 1.10 -
53.0 .053 2200 L.L. T.2 MCI 1.05
60.0 .050 2200 1.1. 1.2 6041 1.15
120.0 .025 1500 L.L. 1.2(5) 120P111 1,30
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PRECISION MINIATURE
TOOL

SETS

PHILLIPS DRIVERS & ALLEN WRENCH

Popular size 5 -piece se
with two mini Phillips drivers and three
mini Allen wrenches.

SET.

MINIATURE NUTDRIVER SET.

--frt1=1:01=
Five pieces: 5/64", 3/32", 7/64",

1/8", 5/3  "

MINIATURE WRENCH SET.

5 -piece open end type. 1/8", 5/32",
3/16", 1/4", 5/16".

6 -PIECE JEWELLER'S KIT.
Finely crafted drivers of tempered steel
with free -turning barrels. Includes trans-
parent vinyl carrying case.

$3.95

4" DIAGONAL SIDECUTTERS. Quality
drop -forged steel with insul-grip handles.

$4.95

Top quality nickel plated and tempered
blades are used in all models. Each set is
packaged in a durable, clear plastic case.

$4.50

4111111111111111111111=4

PROFESSIONAL TOOL KIT.
Finest quality workmanship has been
built into this miniature 6 -piece kit.
Swivel type jeweller's barrel is highly
polished steel with precision chuck,
blades are hardened and tempered car-
bon steel. Kit consists of three minia-
ture drivers, one Phillips driver and one
needle -nose awl. Permanent plastic
stand with transparent top.

r...,
$4.95

Cuts or strips at any point. Tempered
steel, insulated handles. Pawl lock for
wire sizes 12 through 22.

$2.05
4" LONGNOSE PLIERS, with sidecutters.
Drop -forged steel with tempered nose and
cutting edges. Precision ground for close
tolerance. Insul-grip handles.

Page D18

$ 2.25

Includes 3 standard drivers in
small, medium and large sizes; 3 Phillips
drivers; one special tool with awl tip;
and one special tool with 'corkscrew'
tip. All tools measure 33A" long and
have colour coded hex handles. Torque
amplifier handle is 3" long. Complete
with unbreakable plastic carrying case.

$6.95

CRIMP/STRIP TOOL. Temper-
ed steel with insulated handles, this
handy tool will cut and strip all pop-
ular wire sizes from 10 to 22, and will
crimp on solderless lugs. DA" length,
assortment of lugs included.
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Jngarp

27 Watt
Soldering Iron

$5.95
7365 is an
excellent solder-
ing iron for beginers
and occasional
hobbyists. A variety
of replacement
tips are available.

No.7365

SOLDERING & DE -SOLDERING

EQUIPMENT

42 Watt
Soldering Iron
$9.95

$9.95
This sturdy iron is
an excellent sold-
ering iron for
students and the
more serious user.
A variety of
elements & tips
are available.

No.7791

41M)3 -WIRE

SOLDERING

IRON

45 Watt
3 Wire
Soldering Iron

SOLIDER $14.95F R A

The 145K is a high
quality, 3 wire
soldering iron that
is a must for the
professional. Tips
& elements are avail-
able.

No.145K

THREAD -IN HEATING UNITS

FOR 7791 IRON

LOWER TEMPERATURE
APPLICATIONS APPROX.
6000-650°F, 27W -120V.

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE APPROX.
7000-750°F, 42W -120V..

#7535 Vs" unit for thread -in
tips. 1.175"L, 312"D. For
temperature sensitive areas.
Uses lowest cost tips.

$4.59

#7235,'/e" unit for thread -in
tips. 1.175"L, .375"D. Higher
performance: uses lowest cost
tips.

$7.75

HIGH PERFORMANCE
APPROX. 8000-850°F,
50W -120V.

#7435, Vs" unit for thread -in
tips. 1.175"L, .375"D. For heavy
loads and high rate soldering.

$9.49

TIPS FOR 7365/779111RON CLAD ONLY)

LoOtir`="""i

7151/PL331 $1.69

1"L Pencil, 1/11"D.

7153/PL333
1"L Chisel, VirD.

$1.69

$1.69
7154 3/4"L Pencil,
1/8"D stepped to .068"D.
Iron -clad, silver-pltd.

$1.69
7155 3/4"L Chisel,
1/8"D stepped to .068D.
Iron -clad, silver-pltd.

#6943 for 8, 10 or 12 lead IC's in TO
configuration. Tip temp. approx.
700°F at 18W - .600"D.

#6948 New Slotted Bar design
melts solder on up to 16 pin
dual in -line IC's sirAuitaneousiy.
Approx. 570°F at 18W.
Iron -clad, nickel -plated,
pre -tinned.

SLOTTED BAR FOR IN -LINE IC'S

$4.95

$5.95

TIPS FOR145KORON CLAD ONLY)

#PL -111 and #111
Pencil, 3/4"L, 1/s"D.

#PL -113 and #113
Chisel, 3/4"L, 1/8"D.

$2.56

$2.56

#PL -114 Micro -spade, $2.56
1/8"D stepped to .056"D.

#PL -133 and #133
Long Taper Chisel,
3/4"L, 5/16"D, 150"P.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

$2.96

NEW

#PL -138 Tapered Needle
3/4"L, Ye "D

#PL -151 Screwdriver
3/4"L, .130"D, 130"P

#PL -153 Chisel
5/8"L, 3/16"D, .140"P.

#PL -155 Chisel
3/4"L, 1/8"D.
stepped to .060"D.

$2.56

$2.56

$2.56

$2.56
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SPECIFICATIONS:
ACCURACY: -12.5% at full scale
DUMPING FACTOR: Max. +10% Overshoot
COIL SUSPENSION: Pivot & Jewel Screw
DEFLECTION ANGLE: 90°
BALANCE: ±1% (Position Influence)
MA & A METER WORKING FALL: Horizontal to Vertical
IMPEDANCE: 60mV

1,000 ohm/volt

WIDE -VIEW PANEL METERS

RANGE MODEL No IMPEDANCE I PRICE
DC MICRO AMMETER

50-0-50 uA
0-100 uA

HJ 8803
HJ 8804

700 (ohms)
700

$11.95
$11.95

DC MILLI AMMETERS
0-1 mA
0-10 mA
0-100 mA
0-200 mA

HJ 8811
HJ 8813
HJ 8814
HJ 8815

100
6
0.4-0.5
0.4-0.5

$11.95
$11.95
$11.50
$11.50

AC VOLTMETERS
0-15V 7 HJ 8821 18k j $11.50

DC VOLTMETERS
0-10y
0-15
0-100V
0-500V

HJ 8831
HJ 8832
HJ 8834
HJ 8836

10k
15k
100k
500k

$11.50
$11.50
$11.50
$11.50

'S' -METER
HJ 8841 A 200 $11.50
ILLUMINATED 'VU' METER
HJ 8851 7.5k (3.9k) $12.95

DC AMMETER
0-15A HJ 8861 0.4-0.5 $11.95

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS Co.has a meter for almost any application.

MULTITESTERS

SPECIFICATIONS

DC Voltage
AC Voltage
DC Current
Resistance
Decibels
Accuracy
Batteries
Size & Weight
Accessory

250 MV and 50 uA DC ranges
for transistor circuitry.

The HJ 8081 fills the need for a
general purpose VOM in the me-
dium price category. Sturdy cons-
truction and an easy to read meter
face make this an ideal meter for
school use.

HJ 8081 $39.95

0.25, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1000 volts.
10, 50, 250, 500, 1000 volts.
50 uA, 25 mA, 250 mA.
7 K.n., 700 K n. , 7 Mix.
-10dB + 22dB + 20dB + 36dB.
DC ± 3%, AC ± 4%.
1.5 V (UM -3) x 2.
130 x 86 x 38 mm, 400 g.
1 pair test leads.

 IDEAL FOR THE HOBBYIST
 4K OHMNOLT DC
 2K OHNINOLT AC

11 RANGES

 2 JEWELS
 WHITE EASY TO READ FACE
 COMPLETE WITH TEST LEADS

HOBBYIST

MULTITESTER

300
250

voi's?5*

SPECIFICATIONS:

LSD

DC Volt

AC Volt:

DC Current
Resistance:

Decibels:

Dimensions:

HJ 8015 $26.95

- 5 - 25  250  500
- 10  50 - 500  1000

0 - 250uA, 250mA
- 600K 17000 ohm center)

- 10 dB to + 22dB
2'4" 3-0/16" x 1-1/6"
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$1078.00
LBO 508A
20MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE

The LBO 508 is a 20 MHz
oscilloscope with a 10 mVrcm - 20 V/Cm sensi-
tivity in 11 calibrated steps. The high intensity CRT
delivers excellent contrast while the regulated
high voltage supply provides stable brightness.

LBO 520
30MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE
with signal delay line and post deflection
acceleration C.R.T.

The newest addition to a growing family of Leader
Oscilloscopes. This 30MHz dual trace oscilloscope
has good bandwidth without sacrificing the high
sensitivity - 5mV/cm. It is specially suited for
display of wave forms generated in "high speed"
digital circuits such as those used in computer
equipment. The cathode ray tube is the high
briliancy type using the post deflection accelera-
tian voltage. The vertical amplifier includes a
delay hoe - a convenience in observation of the
pulse leading edge. Other features are provided
for a w de range of applications.

 Compact lightweight, horizontal package

 Add and subtract mode

 Beam Rotation

 Front panel x.y one touch operation

 Intensity Modulation

 Automatic and T.V. sync. triggering

The applications for this new outstanding oscil-
loscope are limitless. The LBO 508 is ideally
suited for research and development. production,
quality control. education and servicing

$1635.00

 Wide band - High Sensitivity

 Possible to observe the high speed pulse

 Large clear display with high brightness

 Portable compact type and improved facility

 Equipped with various functions

ami111111111111111111111111ma

LBO -310A

$315.00 t
t

LBO -310A
a SOLID STATE
OSCILLOSCOPE WITH
4MHz BANDWIDTH

An unprecedented Leader value... in a high quality, rug-
ged, low cost scope espeoally useful for in -shop
service. on-line production & short wave enthusiasts,
too. Offering AC/DC coupled vent and h'z't'l inputs,
it monitors waveforms to 450MHz on direct connec-
tion. Sweep range is 10Hz to 100KHz, 4 ranges,
cont. adjustable between steps. There's also a DC
to 4MHz Sart. bandwidth and there s a provision for
DC voltage level checks. Use in multiples, to view
several phenomena simultaneously.

LDC-823
DIGITAL COUNTER $675.00

LDC-823 is a digital frequency counter timer design-
ed to measure the frequency and period of a signal.
featuring a wide frequency range 10Hz-250MHz a
high input sensitivity I20mV) rms. and high resolution
to 8 digits The period function makes the unit out-
standing for video tape recorder service applications
This instruments can be used for adjustment. ter
and repair of audio instruments. AM FM radios. TVs.
CB radios, computer clocks. amateut-radios. elec-
tronic watches. and musical instruments etc. The
LDC-823 is small and portable A big bright fluorescenr
display assures easy readability of vaiues The green
display does not include eye fatigue even after an
extended period of viewing. Readout miscounts are
reduced by zero -blanking, unit -display (kHz. MHz
mSl and overrange display The use of LSI and MSi
in the internal circuits assures reliable performance
and less power consumption

LDC-823

$270.00

LTC 906
TRANSISTOR CHECKER

At last. A portable transistor checker that automatically
identifies emitter base and collector and gives an absolute
meter r4adout of gain and leakage All these tests are done
electronically without multiple button pushing or lead
switching.
The 906 also checks for good bad transistors in circuit and
provides an audible tone indication.
Its small size allows the unit to fit in pocket or tool case.
Battery operation gives it portability and line isolation

I

LSG-16

fta 'IC I

LSG-18
RF WIDE BAND
SIGNAL GENERATOR solid state

$199.00

Our newest. most versatile solid state signal gener-
ator that's perfect for service. hobby. education or
industrial use. Features an FET oscillator circuitry
for high stability performance plus en accurately
ceibratecl frequency die Frequency range is

100KHz to 100MHz and up to 3COMHz on har-
monics. The LSG-16 will also function as a marker
generator. when used in conjunction with a sweep
generator. for checking and aligning FIF and IF cir-
cols m TV. FM and communication -type receivers
and transmitters. The use of the LSG-16 is further
erended by provisions for accommodating a 1.

15MHz range crystal.

LAG -26

LAG -28
SINE/SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

$222.00

Here's a thoroughly reliable. advanced design
sine/square wave generator for audio and super-
sonic frequency range testing If ohers a low distor.
lion sine wave and a fast rising 10.5us1 square wave
to test tr.snmeni response Modulation and distor-
tion checks are made possible by the square and
sine wavy outputs that this instrument provides It

also synchronizes signals from an external source
and has a frequency range that extends to 200KHz
in 4 decade bands. Output impedance is 6000.
unbalanced. while calibration accuracy is at ±3%
It's a compact. useful instrument that proudly
carries the Leader name.

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

MEMBIFINE
II
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New from Sinclair
DM350 and DM450 Professional
Digital Multimeters.

High Accuracy and Resolution at Outstandingly Low Prices.

I

-"IIIIIIIIIPDM350 5239.95 31/2 DIG ITSIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

DM450 $339.95 41/2 DIGITS
OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE: -
'Lab quality specifications
'Lightweight and rugged construction
'Battery powered for portability
'Bench power supply optional
'Amazingly low cost through innovative design

'Six functions in 34 ranges
'8 mm LED Displays
'Fully protected
'High accuracy and stability
Pushbutton range selection

Both multimeters provide a total of 34 ranges with features unavailableon many high cost laboratory multimeters. In
addition to standard 10 MOhm input impedance, the basic DC range can be selected with an impedance greater
than 1000 MOhm - invaluable for work with micro power and MOS circuitry. Ultra wide current handling provides
1 nA resolution, and measurements up to 10A (20A intermittent) A diodetest facility givesdirect reading of forward
voltage drop AC frequency response up to 20 KHz copes with audio testing and design
Very high accuracy and stability -Guaranteedfor 12 months. The 3V,digit DM350 hasa basic accuracy of 0.1% The
4',4 digit DM450 has basic accuracy of 0.05%. Both use high stability A to D conversion techniquewith aminimumof
preset ad1ustments, enabling calibrations' stability to be guaranteed for 12 months
Fully protected Against accidental overload including AC line voltages (except 10A) The high impact case
provides protection and ruggedness All components are solid state and vibration -resistant
Slim styling for portability: Both feature a forward facing display, tilt handle, and push button selection. Only 1V,"
thick and less than 11/2 lbs Easy to slip into tool kit or briefcase Basic operation from C cells.
The DM350 and DM450 represent a breakthrough in Digital Multimeter Development. Their design utilizes many
state-of-the-art techniques for circuit component design, such as the use of thick and thin film resistors and
analogue and digital processing sections using latest mixed integration techniques whereby cmos. pmos and
Bipolar circuit elements can be produced on the same IC substrate. The combination of improved circuit
components with creative circuit design has enabled Sinclair to achieve lower assembly costs. lower test costs,
higher inherent reliability, resulting in instruments of quality previously unattainable at this price level.
Making a Choice. The Sinclair DM350 has been designed to provide the accuracy. resolution and dynamic range
needed for most lab and field requirements. When even higher performance is required the DM450 offers more -
and its 41/, digit scale length virtually eliminates the last digit resolution errors.

Each unit is supplied complete with a set of test leads and users manual

Optional Accessories
Carrying Case $32.50
AC Adapter $13.50
Rechargeable Battery $21.95
30KV High Voltage Probe $45.00
DM350/450 Service Manual ST.B.A.

All Sinclair Digital Multimeters are
fully guaranteed for 12 months from
date of purchase against factory
defects.

DM350 31/2 DIGIT
 Six Functions in 34 Ranges
 Accuracy to 0.1%

$23995

DM450 41/2 DIGIT
 Six Functions in 34 Ranges
 Accuracy to 0.05%

$33995
Technical Specifications

Ran
DM450 DM350

Accuracy Resolution Accuracy RSOilli1011

DC VOLTAGE

200,nV
2000mV

2V
20V

200V
t200V

0 05%r t 0 02%fs 10oV
0 05%r  0 01%ts 1000V
005%,  0.01%ts 100vV
01%r ±001%fs lmV
01%r t 0 01%f s 10mV
01%, .0 01%ls 100rnV

1%r t 0 1%fs 100oV
1%r  0.05%fs lInV
1%r  0 05%fs lmV

.25%1 t 0 05%fs tOmV

.25%r ± 0 05%fs 100mV
25%r t 0 05%fs IV

AC - VOLTAGE

200mV
2V

20V
200V
750V

50/60Hr DM450 di

0.2%r  0 1%rs 1000V
0.2%r  0 02%fs 100oV
0 25%r t 0 1%ts I mV
025%r t 0 02%fs 10mV
0 25%r t 0 02%ts 10OrnV

plays only 3% digits on 200re V range

0.25%r t 0 2%ts 10001
0.25%r  0 1%fs tmV
04%,  0 2%fs lOrnV
04%r ± 0 1%fs 100mV
04%r 10.1%fs IV

DC-- CURRENT

2siA
2011A

200pA
2m4

2OrriA
200mA

2000mA
10A

0.15%, t 0 1%fs 0.1nA
0 15%, 0.02%1s InA
015%r t0.02%fs 10nA
0.15%r t 0.02%fs 100nA
0.5%r ± 0 02%fs loA
0 5%r ±0.02%fs 100A
05%r ±0.02%fs 10130A
2.0%r t 0 1%fs lrnA

0.2%r t 0 1%fs tnA
0.2%, t 0.1%fs 10nA
02%,  0 1%fs 100nA
02%, 1'0 1%ts IpA
05%r f' 0 1%fs 10oA
0 5%r ±0.1%fs 100oA
05%r ±0 1%fs twA
20%r tO 1%fs lOrnA

AC - CURRENT 50/5014: DM450 displays only 3% digits
2pA

20oA
200pA

2mA
20mA

200mA
2000mA

'OA

0.3%,  0 2%fs I nA
0.3%, .0 15%fs 10nA
0.3%r  0 15%fs 100nA
0.3%r  0.15%fs loA
0 65%r t 0 15%fs 10srA
0 65%r ±0 15%fs 100oA
0.65%r t 0 I 5%fs 1mA
25%r st 0 15%ts 10mA

035%r t0.2%fs lnA
0 35%r ±0 15%ts 10nA
035%r tO 15%fs 100nA
0 35%r  0 15%fs loA
0 65%r t 0 15%fs loA
0 65%r ±0 15%fs 100s,A
0 65%r  0.15%fs 11nA -
2.5%r tO 15%ts 10mA

RESISTANCE

20011
2Is03

20k11
200k11

2000k1t
20M11

0.1%r ±0.1%fs 10m1
0.1%r ±0.02%fs 100m13
0.1%r ±0.02%fs III
0.1%, ±0 0214fs 1011
0.1%, 1'0 02%ts 10051
1.05r , 0.1%f s 1K12

0296, ±0.1%fs 100mSt
0.2%r ±0.05%fs 1S2

0.2%r ±0.05%fs 1003
0.2%r ±0.05%fs 100S1
0.214r ±005%fs lkSI
1.0%r ±0.1%fs 10k12

DIODE TEST

1221i
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The sin=lair PDM35
personal digital multimeter.
10-DAY FREE TRIAL
Your money refunded
If you are not totally
satisfied!

*31/2 Digits
21 Ranges
*Pocket Size

05 Functions
*Weighs 61/2 oz.
Low Cost

The Sinclair PDM35 gives ou all
the benefits of an ordinary digital
multimeter - quick clear readings, high
accuracy and resolution, high input
impedance. Yet it costs less than you'd
expect to pay for an analogue meter!

With its rugged construction and
battery operation, the PDM35 is
perfectly suited for hand work in the
field, while its angled display and
optional AC power facility make it just
as useful on the bench.

ONLY

8995
Features of the PDM35

31/2 digit resolution.
Sharp, bright, easily read LED display,
reading up to ± 1.999.
Automatic polarity selection.
Resolution of 1 mV and 0.1uA.
Direct reading of semiconductor
forward voltages at 5 different currents

 Resistance measurement up to 20 Ml 1.
1% of reading accuracy.
Compare it with an
analogue meter

The PDM35's 0/0 of reading compares
with 3% of full scale for a comparable analogue
meter. That makes it around 5 times more
accurate on average.

The PDM35 will resolve ImV against
around tomV for a comparable analogue
meter - and resolution on current is over 1000
times greater.

PDM35 Technical Specifications
19°C - 23°C

DC-- VOLTAGE
Reuse Resolution

x ,mV
x soV sonsV
x may lcoutV
x t000V IV

hem
Accrues Protean... toroodow.

Lo% ± I Count 140V 104113
to% ± t Count t000V toMO
t.o% ± I Count tocoV tohl0
o% ± t Count moo,/ toMO

AC v, VOLTAGE
Rome Resolution Amway Protective Pro. &spas.

x boozy t V t.o% ± a Counts scoV pHs - 5kHz

DC CURRENT
Range Resolution Accuracy Protection Voltage Bran,

x o..0A o.toA 1.0% ± InA asoV ImV per Count
 tuA tnA t.0% ± I Count tooV tmV per Count

acttA toa1 t.o% ± I Count 24oV ,mV per Count
x loonA toonA 1.0% Count ItoV ,mV per Count
x 1mA InA I.0% ± t Count 3ootA unV per Count
x toomA toonA t.o% ± t Count 5coniA unV per Count

RESISTANCE
Range Rroolsawn Asonney Protection

x ikO tO 1.5% t t Count 15V
 mkt) ton ,5% 1 t coma noV

tookla moo t.5% t t Count asoV
x IMO t.5% Count ssoV
x toMO tokO 2.5% t_ I Count 24oV

Automatic over -range indication by horizontal bars.

Adamantine
Croon

tmA
toopA

nanA
IAA

o.tuA

Accuracy is quoted as a percentage of reading.
All ranges except x i000V can be used up to
±1.599 without loss of accuracy. Resistance

ranges plrovide a diode test facility at 5 decade
steps of current.
Dimensions 6" x 3" X 14° ( 5 5MM X 75mm

X 35mm)

Weight 6i oz (18o gms)

Supplied with test leads, instructions, carrying
wallet.
PON 35 ACCESSORIES
9 -volt AC Adapter (POM35PS) 59.95
9 -volt Duracell battery 52.85
Deluxe padded carrying wallet
30KV high voltage probe 544.95

The PDM35's DC input impedance of
toMQ is 5o times higher than a zoktt /volt
analogue meter on the toV range.

The PDM35 gives precise digital readings.
So there's no need to interpret ambiguous
scales, no parallax errors. There's no need to
reverse leads for negative readings. There's no
delicate meter movement to damage. And you
can resolve current as low as o.in.A and
measure transistor and diode junctions over
5 decades of current.

The Sinclair
DM235 digital
multimeter

ONLY

149.95
Features

3i digit resolution
Large, bright, wide angle LED display

reading to ±1999
Automatic polarity selection
Industry standard toMo input impedance
o.5% of reading basic accuracy
Full multimeter facilities including ACS

current
Resistance measurement up to zoMft
Direct reading of semi -conductor forward

voltages at 5 different currents
Simple, unambiguous controls with readings

always in volts, mA or kit
Selection of all functions from a single input

terminal pair
Automatic decimal point placement
Automatic overrange indication
Operation from dliposable or rechargeable

cells, or from AC adaptor /charger

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

31/2 Digits
*Fully Portable

6 Functions
10 -Day Trial

Up till now, choosing a meter suitable for
use on the bench and in the field hasn't been
easy. Either you bought a bulky, bench
instrument that was awkward to carry around,
or a hand-held portable that was difficult to use
on the bench. The Sinclair concept is different
- by keeping the thickness down to only a
fraction over ti" (4omm) and the weight down
to under iilbs (65ogms), we've produced an
instrument that has all the advantages of
conventional bench meters, but packs neatly
into any tool kit or brief case.

AC Adapter 235AC-1
Carrying Case -235
3015V High Voltage Probe
NC -1 Rechargeable Batterypack

SCHOOLS - INDUSTRIALS - F.S.T.E. PRICING
AVAILABLE. QUANTITY PRICING ON REQUEST.

DM235 Technical Specification
-23 23*C

DC VOLTAGE
/now

Proemial kaptukoese
RIC R.' troV. .50v

wV

curacy

...v ...% Count t000V IoMg
acoV zocoalir t.o% ± t Count IcooV torn

tocoV tV t.o% ± 1 Count vacoV zoMn

DC = CURRENT
Rome Relation Accuracy

"'A t.o% ± I Count
aomA ionA I.o% ± t Count

acoenA tooµA to% ± t Count
t000ntA tmA t.o% ± t Count

Protection Voltage Barden
IA Fund rmV pa Count
to Fused unV pa Came
IA Fused ,mV per Count
IA Fused xmV per Count

AC ora VOLTAGE (Input impedance toMr2/ <5opF)

Arne
Programa

Protection Reausere
1.5% ± a asoV 3oHa - midis
14% ± to Counts 75oV 3oHa - okHo
14% ± a Counts 75oV malls - ItooHa
1.5% ± s Counts 750V 3oli1 - SeoHt

Ria. Resolution
aV InsV

soV t conV
soot/ t000,V
75oV tV

AC v, CURRENT

Rave Resolution A
ststA tuP. 1.3%7rount.

soenA 1 1.5% ± a Counts
sootnA .4% ± a Counts

iicloomA ImA z.5% ± a Counts

Proustian.
IA Fused
IA Fused
IA Fused
IA Mined

ProlomlY
Response

rift - midis
3oHs - zoklia
3oHz -
loHa - loath

RESISTANCE

Rein
auto

took
t000kta

soM

Resolution Amens°,
In to% ± z Count

Inn In% ± t Count
Ina° 1.0% ± 1 Count

iito 1.o% ± t Count
l°k° 24% ± a Counts

Preemies.
a5oV
250V
asoV
250V
25oV

Afamorring
Currant

1mA
toonA

touA
tpA

o.inA

Supplied Complete with test leads and
prods, and operator's instruction manual

59.05
$32.50
$44.95
$21.95
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LABORATORY MODEL
50 K OHM/V DC 10 AMP DC SCALE
HJ 8080 $64.95
Wide range settings allow professional performance in lab as well as field work.
High internal resistance minimizes the loading effect of the circuit under test for
more accurate readings.

SPECIFICATIONS

DC Voltage
AC Voltage
DC Current
Resistance
Decibels
Accuracy
Batteries
Size
Weight
Accessory

.25, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, 500, 2500 volts (50 K /volt).
5, 10, 50, 250, 500, 1000 (10 K /volt).
25 uA, 250 uA, 1 mA, 50 mA, 500 mA, 10 A.
5 K, 500 K, 5 M, 50 M (60 center scale).
-20dB, + 16dB, + 22dB, + 36dB, + 50dB, + 56dB.
DC ± 3%, AC ± 4%.
Penlite (1.5 V), BLW10 (15 V).
170 x 110 x 50 mm (6.7" x 4.4" x 2").
600 g (1.3 lbs).
Flexible Banana type test leads.

SQUARE VU METER
$4.95

Perfect for the hobbyist who is building
small amplifiers. Sturdy plastic case and
screw adjustment.

* 11/2" square

EDGEWISE S METER
$1.95
BASIC 1 mA meter movement can be rescaled
to meet almost any need. This meter is illuminated
and comes with 12V bulbs and wiring harness.

Fuses
Jana fuses are high quality protection
devices. Two series of fuses are pre-
sently available but we can offer on
special order all services and amper-
ages of fuses presently available in
North America. Both series are 11/4" x
1,." and 250 VAC.

$.79 package of 5

FAST BLOW
CJ 3170
CJ 3171
CJ 3172
CJ 3173
CJ 3175
CJ 3179

$1.89 package of 5

SLOW BLOW
CJ 3180
CJ 3181
CJ 3182
CJ 3183
CJ 3185

Page D24

.5A
1A
2A
3A
5A

10A

.5A
1A
2A
3A
5A

Spring Fuse Clip Test Clip Probes
$.10 ea.; $.49 pack 6

CJ 3306

, This is in a low cost,
multi -use fuse clip for
standard 1/4" diameter
fuses. Ideal for all Prin-
ted Circuit Board appli-
cations. Bulk or pack-
age of 6.

PANEL MOUNT FUSE HOLDER

Nifill1111111MIN

CJ 3300 $.99

Bayonet type, mounts in 1/2" (12.7
mm) panel hole. Accepts all 1'/4" x
1/4" (31.7 mm x 6.3 mm) fuses.

HJ 8037 $2.99 ea
Another handy technician's or
design engineer's tool for work-
ing on complex circuitry in dif-
ficult to reach spots. Bulk or
one red and one black per pack-
age. About 51/4" long (135 mm).

HEAVY DUTY SOLDERLESS TEST
PROBE $1.95 pair

NEW CJ 3334-B2
1 red & 1 black per pkg

INLINE FUSE HOLDER

CJ 3302
Automotive type accommodates all 1/4"

(6.3 mm) fuses from 543" (15.9 mm) to 11/4"
(31.7 mm).

HJ 8034-62 - 1 red & 1 black per pkg
Jumper clip assembly. 24" (61 cm) long
allows uses in many applications. The
probe clips are long enough to reach the
most difficult spots. Lead wire is very
flexible.
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Chassis

C

6000 SERIES

STEEL CABINET.
Black Chassis, Text Grey Cover.
Gauge: Chassis 18 GA, Cover 20 GA

Number

A
mm inches mm

B
inches

C
mm inches

6000-1 177.8 7 101.6 4 63 50 21/2

6000-2 203.2 8 139.7 5'/2 66.68 25/13.

6000-3 254 0 10 165 1 6'/2 79.38 31/e

6000-4 304 8 12 177 8 7 101 60 4

1000 SERIES

$5.49

$6.49

$7.95

$8.95

ALUMINUM CHASSIS. Painted Grey.
Steel Cover: Text Grey.

Number Gacge mm

A
inches

B
mm inches

C
mm inches

1000-1 20 101 60 4 80.96 31r. 50.80 2

1000-2 20 149.20 51/4 101.60 4 63.50 2'/:

1000-3 20 152 40 6 133.35 5% 69 85 214

1000-4 20 184 15 11/4 158 75 6' r 66 68 2,,

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

$3.95
$4.95
$5.95
$7.49

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Page D25



RACK MOUNT CABINETS
Sturdy rack mount cabinets steel constructed (satin black finish) c/w 19" front panel.

EC -18 Cabinet comes complete with adjustable chassis.

EC -16 Cabinet comes complete with brackets for mounting P.C. Boards.

Part No. Width Height Depth Panel Price Each

EC -16 16" 21/2" 9-3/4" 3" $29.95

E C -18 1 6" 5" 9-3/4" 6" $49.95

2'/2"

5"

STURDY POWER SUPPLY OR INVERTOR CABINETS
Sturdy 16 Ga. steel constructed cabinets (satin black) with 1 heat sink on each end. Size

7-1/8" x 41/2" x 1-3/8". Each heatsink is drilled for 2-T03 size transistors. Dissipation of

100W each. Available in two sizes.

Part No. Front Height Depth Inside Inside Price Each
Width Depth

TC1001 9-3/8" 41/2" 61/2" 71/4- $ 44.95
TC1002 13-3/8" 41/2" 714 - 11-3/8" TA" S 49.95

HANDLES CLEAR
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19" RACK MOUNTING PANELS

;

Available in Silver "S series" and
Black "B series". Anodized.

1935S 19" x 3.5" $2.25 included'

19525S 19" x 5.25" $2.59 Handles ndt

1970S 19" x 7.0" $2.95
1935B 19" x 3.5" $3.95

19525B 19" x 5.25" $4.95
19706 19" x 7.0" $5.95

Handles for 19525 and 1970 series only $1.95 pair chrome.

CABINETS

A

Number
A

mm inches mm

B
inches mm

C
inches mm

D
inches mm

l

E
inches mm

F
inches

Price
Each

5-3 165.1 6.5 215.90 8.5 50.8 2.0 27.94 1.1 83.82 3.3 132.08 5.2 $12.95

5-5 254.0 10.0 210.82 8.3 76.2 3.0 33.02 1.3 160.02 6.3 55.88 2.2 $14.95

5-7 355.6 14.0 210.82 8.3 76.2 3.0 33.02 1.3 160.02 6.3 55.88 2.2 $19.95

5-8 355.6 14.0 287.02 11.3 76.2 3.0 33.02 1.3 160.02 6.3 132.08 5.2 $22.95

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE H011E OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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CERESIST
3 -WAY TRANSFERS

000000000
94/1

000000
moilisi ICPADS(DIP)  + 

CERESIST is the sensational new 3 -way
material which takes the frustrations

 + 
out of making PCB layouts.

1 - only PCBs. Apply CERESIST direct-
ly to the PCB, buffing smoothly with
ballpoint pen where you desire the
pattern to be transferred. Lift the
CERESIST sheet gently, end firm down

work with fingerpad. Lines etc. can

be broken, butted, overlaid to meet
your requirements. The PCB can now
be etched directly in ferric chloride

bath.

Applied to paper, CERESIST renders
excellent "artwork" originals for
necative making. CERESIST also
transfers well to clear films for
positive transparencies & overlays.

There is no problem combining
CERESIST with other media (tapes
ink, lacquer etc.) if desired.

$199
Per Package

QUANTITY DISCOUNT:

FOR EVERY 10 CERESIST PACKAGES
YOU BUY, YOU GET 1 FREE

74/1
IC PADS (8 PIN)

76/1
IC PADS (10 PIN)

41
LINES, FINE

ocio
O 0
O 0
000

0 0
0 +

000

1111

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE HOME OF R.4DI0 & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

535 YONGE STREET
TORONTO 5. ONTARIO

00 00

93/1
IC PADS

(ROUNDED DIP)

$1.41.301 97/1
IC PADS

011101010101 (DIP, GUARDS)

44 011111000111
LINES, MED.

111110111000
46

LINES, THICK

50/1
ANGLES, THIN

50/2
ANGLES, MED.

76/2
MEDIUM PADS
(IN CIRCLES)

75/2
LARGE PADS
(IN CIRCLES)

02/1
EDGE CONN'S

64/1
TRANSISTOR PADS

(SMALL)

96/1
IC PADS

(COMPACT)

40
LINES
(THIN)

52/1ftt ANGLES
(THIN)

ttr 52/2
ANGLES
(THICK)

CZ) 18

4Z)
DOUBLE PADS

4On 20/2

60/1 Mea
THRU PADS  TRANSISTOR PADS

(MEDIUM)   61/1  TRANSISTOR PADS
(LARGE)
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CM/AVIONICS
TUN -0 -WASH
HEAVY-DUTY TUNER DEGREASER
The most popular tuner degreaser
used by servicemen.

Leaves no residue
Safe for plastics
Non -drift

$6.85
Cat. No. 2400 24 oz. Aerosol

COLOR TUNER CLEANER
CLEANER & LUBRICANT FOR
TV TUNERS
III Specifically formulated for

color tuners
 Non-flammable
 Non -drift
 Safe for plastics
Cleans dirty tuners thoroughly,
leaving a thin film of silicone
lubricant on tuner contacts.
Keeps tuners working smoother
and longer, because the lubricant
will not dry out. Protects contact
surfaces against corrosion.

Cat. No. TC-6 6 oz. Aerosol $2.10

SUPER FROST AID
LOCATES THERMAL
INTERMITTENTS
it Cools to -65°F

Leaves no liquid residue
1111 Safe for plastics
01 Non-flammable

$4.95
Cat. No. 1550 15 oz. Aerosol

SILICONE SPRAY LUBRICANT
Retains lubricity, even at high temperatures
Provides long-lasting protection
Will not "gunk -up"

A premium -quality all-purpose lubricant with
thousands of uses. Low -viscosity formula...
ideal for control shafts, pivots, small bearings,
etc. Provides corrosion protection. Also
helpful in reducing squeaks and rattles in
vehicles and has many household applications.

$3.25
Cat. No. SL -6 6oz. Aerusul

okiivraotecs
sopirr
Frost flid

g SILICONE

NO ARC

HIGH -VOLTAGE
ALL-PURPOSE
INSULATING SPRAY
111 Stops arcing and

corona shorts
II Withstands up to

25,000 RF volts
 No valve clogging
Cat. No.
501.1 2 oz. Bottle
630 6 oz. Aerosol

$2.79
$5.19

SILICONE HEAT SINK COMPOUND
Efficiently transfers heat from power
transistors to chassis.
High heat conductivity

Chemtronics Silicone Heat Sink Compound is a
very effective heat -conductive silicone material
used on power transistors and other semi-
conductors in television, radio and high fidelity
circuits. It provides maximum heat transfer
between semiconductors and heat sinks, for
maximum heat dissipation.

$4.75
Cat. No. SL -1 2 fl oz. Tube

LUBRIPLATE Cat. No. 105 13/4 oz. Tube
WHITE GREASE LUBRICANT
High-grade, industrial lubricant in a handy
tube for motors, gears, and bearings of all
kinds.

$2.50
imp LUBRIPISITE. ga

the origins WHITE LUBRICANT
for 4,..nribing Put otitis. 54,444 Of mgt.

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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PHOTO

RESIST

SPRAY
For Sensitizing Boards

A Negative Acting Resist
For coating printed circuit boards.,

Photo Resist is a high quality resist
which will cause less pin -holing and
has less sensitivity to white light at.
posure than other resists.

PHOTO
RESIST

PHOTO RESIST

Ne. PC1114-3 3 oz. spray can
No. PC104-111  IS so. spray can
No. PCtS4O I Wien
He. PCIIPISS  STRIPPER S oz. can
No. PC1114S-S  STRIPPER 1 gallon
NO. PCIH7-3  POSITIVE PHOTO RESIST 3 zie. spray can

POLY SPRAY
Polyurethane Insulator
For Coating Printed Circuits

POLY SPRAY is a polyurethane resin
for application to printed circuit as-
semblies. When sprayed on printed
circuits, it forms a smooth, homo-
geneous' transparent coating so as
not to obliterate color coding of
electronic components. It has ex-
cellent resistance to moisture and
abrasion and is suitable for con-
tinuous operation up to 125.C. Used
by original equipment I...factor-
ers, it should be used by all service-
men after a printed circuit repair
to insure satisfactory performance.

No. 1115111  POLY
IS os spray can
No.110 -20  POLY SPRAY
2 (*lion kit

KIT 650
Photo -Etch Kit for

Printed Circuits with

Negative Acting Resist

KIT 650 is a complete kit using a
photographic method to produce
professional quality printed circuits.
No dark mom is necessary. Con-
tains 2 photo -sensitized 3 x 4" phe-
nolic boards, a photographic test
negative & en ultraviolet light source.
Materials are included to make
negation of magazine layouts. Also
contains exposure glass, clamps,
developer, etchant, trays, resist re-
mover, drill rind complete instruc-
tions. Ideal for solid-state end Inte-
grated circuits. Packed in  display
box. Weight 3 lbs.

Na. 650Kit  Photo -Etch Kit for tingle -sided boards
with negative ening nen

POLY
SPRAY

$5.95

RESIST INK PEN
For Printed Circuit Boards

Injectorairs felt-tip RESIST INK PEN
makes resist circuits directly on
printed circuit boards. InrectoraIrs
pen enables the application of resist
ink as easily as if using any felt
marker pen. It is wadable in black
only, in fine and medium widths.
Dries instantly and remains until
removed with any resist ink remover
or fine steel wool. Blister -packed.

$6.25 RESIST INK PEN

$ 26o. o o P`'"
$3.50 No. PCifla  Blackimedium

$27.95
el...packed

$6.70

$2.20
tip. $2.20

PHOTO

RESIST

DEVELOPER
For Photo -Sensitized Boards

For Negative Acting Resist
PHOTO RESIST DEVELOPER is a

specially prepared solvent for de-

veloping photo resist images. It can
be used for printed circuits, semi-
conductor parts and electroplating
stopoff. Compatible with Kodak NPR
resists.

r2,11.-7

PHOTO RESIST
DeveLopy,

 .D1

PHOTO RESIST DEVELOPER PHOTO RESIST DEVELOPER
FOR NEGATIVE ACTING RESIST FOR POSITIVE ACTING RESIST

$68.25 No 028 13 or can $4.95 No. 133.2 2 or bottle $4.30
No. D2G 1 gallon can $28.50 No D3 -C 1 gallon $77.50

$31.95

KIT 750
Photo -Etch Kit for

Double -Sided Boards with

Negative Acting Resist

KIT 750 is a complete kit using 
photographic method to produce
Professional quality doubleeided
printed circuits. No dark room is

necessary. Contains two photo-
sensitized, double -sided 3x4- gloss
epoxy boards. Also contains exposure
glass, light source, developer, etchant,
trays, resist remover, a .040 drill bit,
flanged pins for registration of neap
titres end complete instructions.
Packed in a display box. Weight 3 lbs.

$47.50
No. 750Kit  Photo -Etch Kit lui doubt...sided boards

with now... irtinu iniii

RESIST INK

SOLVENT

For Printed Circuit Boards

RESIST INK SOLVENT is an excel-
lent solvent for removing inks.
markings and surplus flux. It is non-
flammable, non-toxic and evaporates
Quickly after use.

RESIST INK SOLVENT 
No. PC1911.2  2 el. glasS battle

KIT 500

For Printed Circuits

KIT 500 is a low cost kit that comes
complete with all materials to make
a printed circuit board. Consists of
two Copper clad boards, a resist ink
pen, resist ink solvent, a 6 oi. bot-
tle of etcher% a 1/16" drill bit and
a 5 a 7 a 2" plastic case in which
the boards are etched. Comes with
complete directions. Packaged on 
display card. weight 2 lbs.

No. SOO  Printed circuit kit

KIT 850 NEW

Photo -Etch Kit for
Printed Circuits with
Positive Acting Resist

KIT 850 is a complete kit using a
photographic method to produce
professional quality printed circuits.
Artwork made on clear mylar film
may be exposed directly on the 'anti -
tiled bards to produce M image.
No reversal is necessary. Kit 860 con-
tains one 3x46" and one 4x13" single -
sided sensitized boards, developer,
exposure gloss, clamps, etchant, trays
and instruction sheet. Also included
Is a 106" clear mylar, end a combine -
lion of pressure sensitive IS, 24 and
10 pin IC Pads, donuts, tape and one
etch resist pen with which to make artwork. KIT 850 IS COM-
PLETE INCLUDING A U.V. LIGHT SOURCE.

No. 11150KIt  Photo -Etch Kit for drwreoided boards
with positive acting rent

$2.4

$14.25

$31.95

16 oz. 32 oz.

ETCHANT
RCE SOLUTION DREECO etchant is

specially formulated
ktitaathict(A.Usiiiaa4 for all types of

CAUTION. USE IN VENTILATED AREA DO
NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. USE OF

copperclad pc
RUSSIA GLOVE, a APRON boards. Ideal forRECOMMENDED.
IT TAKEN INTERNAL/T.1MM?
VOMITING WTTN SALT A WATER.

.1 ICI if. hobbyists and
MUSTARD, OR GAGGING: CALL
PHYSICIAN rlimIEDIATTIY. IF
ACID COMES IN CONTACT r- technicians alike.
WITH EYES FLUSH WITH WATER
AND RINSE WITH WATER

e- Available in 16 and
CONTAINING tld BORIC ACID.

-
32 oz. bottles.

TnITTYPY't
DREECO ELECTRONICS LIMITED

16oz $2.25

32oz $4.25

160oz $14.95
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS LIGHT SENSITIZED COATED BOARDS

No. 8653

No. 8655

No. B656

No. 8657

No. 8658

No. 8659

No. 8663

No. B664

No. 8665

No. B666

CEM COPPER -CLAD COMPOSITE EPDXY LAMINATES

PC1-CEM
PC2-CEM
PC3-CEM
PC4-CEM
PC5-CEM
PC6-CEM
PC1-CEM
PCB-CEM
PC9-CEPA
PCIO.CEM
PC11-CEM
PC12-CEM

N."

X."
X."
N."
X."
X."
31."
X,"
N."
N."

1 oz. -one side copper
1 oz. -one side copper
1 oz. --one side copper
1 oz. -one side copper
2 01. -one side copper
2 01. -one side copper
2 oz. -one side copper
2 oz. -one side copper
1 oz. -two sides copper
1 oz.- two sides copper
I oz. -two sides copper
1 oz. -two sides copper

1 oz. COPPER CLAD BAKELITE LAMINATES-ole Side copper
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4

PC5
PC5A
PC5B

PC6
PC7
PC8

X."
X,"
N."
X.'
X."
X."

X."
N."
N."

XXXP bakelite
XXXP bakelite
XXXP bakelite
XXXP bakelite
FR4 epoxy glass
FR4 epoxy glass
FR4 epoxy glass

FR4 epoxy glass
FR4 epoxy glass
FR4 epoxy glass

3" x 4'/z"
4" x
6" x 9"

12" x 18"
Y' x

1.65
2.20
3.95
13.95
1.65

4" x 6" 2.75
6" x 9" 5.60

12" x 18" 18.50
3" x 41/2"
4" x

1.95
6" x 9" 3.75

7.50
12" x 18" 19.95

3" x 41/2" 1.40
4" x 6" 1.85
6" x 9" 3.50

12" x 18" 12.95
3" x 4'/2" 1.95

3916" x 6" 2.95
6" x 9" with 8.95

3%." edge
4" x 6"
6" x 9"5.95

12" x 18" 20.95
'2 or FR4 EPDXY GLASS BASE LAMINATES -one side copper

PC9 N." FRO epoxy glass 3" x 41/2" 1.95
PC10 J4'," FR4 epoxy glass 4" x 6" 3.50
PC11 X." FR4 epoxy glass 6" x 9" 6.95
PC12 X," FR4 epOxy glass 12" x 18" 23.50

1 oz. FR4 EPDXY GLASS BASE LAMINATES -two sides copper
PC39 X," FR4 epoxy glass 3%." x 6"
PC39A N." FR4 epoxy glass 6" x 9" with t2 5

rA," edge
PC40 X." FR4 epoxy glass 3" x 4w, 2.60
PC41 X." FR4 epoxy glass 4" x 6" 495
PC42 X," FR4 epoxy glass 6" x 9" 9.50
PC43 X." FR4 epoxy glass 12" x 18" 22.95
PC44 X2" FR4 epoxy glass 3" x 41/2" 1.65
PC15 X," FR4 epoxy glass 4" x 6" 2.95
PC46 N," FRO epoxy glass 6" x 9" 5.75
PC47 %," FR4 epoxy glass 12" x 18" 1$.40

1 oz. COPPER CLAD BOARD ASSORTMENT

PC652 3 boards, packed in a hanging package. 3.15

NEGATIVE ACTING RESIST

1 oz. COPPER -CLAD BAKELITE LAMINATES -one side copper

PC13

PC14
PC1S

PC16

'4," XXXP bakelite, sensitized
X," XXXP bakelite, sensitized
14." XXXP bakelite, sensitized
X." XXXP bakelite, sensitized

1 oz. FR4 EPDXY GLASS BASE LAMINATES -one side copper

PCSAS X," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
PCSES FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized

PC11

PC18

PC19

PC194

X," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
X." FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
X," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
X." FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized

lot. FR4 EPDXY GLASS BASE LAMINATES -one side copper
PCIS '4," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
PCSAS FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
PC1' S '4," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
PC12S X." FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized

*1 oz. FR4 EPDXY GLASS BASE LAMINATES -two sides copper

3" x 41/2" 1.95
4" x 6" 2.95
6" x 9" 5.75

12" x 18" 20.95

39(." x 6"
6" x 9" with 4.50

Th.," edge 11*00

3" x 41/2" 2.75
4" x 6" 4.95
6" x 9" 9.25

12" x 18" 31.95

3" x 2.95
4" x 6" 5.10
6" x9" 12.95

12" x 18" 34.95

PC3IS
PC3IAS X,"

FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized

39/4" x 6" 7.95
6" x 9" with 15.95

3N," edge
PC405 FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 3" x 41/2"
PC416

PC426

PC436
PC446

X."
X."
X,"

FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized
FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized

4" x6"
6" e9"

12" x 18"
3" x 41/2"

75g:66
13.50
41.50
2.50

PC456 '42" FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 4" x6" 4.75
PC466 '42" FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 6" x9" 9.50
PC475 %," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 12" x 18" 31.95

POSITIVE ACTING RESIST -1 oz. -one side copper
POSITIVE SENSITIZED

PC17P FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 3" x 41/2" 2.75
PC1111. X." FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 4" x 6" 4.95
PC1BP rR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 6" x 9.25
PC19AP 14," FR4 epoxy glass, sensitized 12" x 18" 27.95

TEM can be cut without heating. Has 3 times the flexural strength of XXXP.
'104 is flame retardant G-10.

NEW LIGHT SENSITIZED COATED BOARDS
NEGATIVE ACTING RESIST

CEM COPPER -CLAD COMPOSITE EPDXY LAMINATES

PC1-CEMS
PC2-CEMS
PC3-CEMS
PC4-CEMS
PCS-CEMS

'4," 1 oz. --one side copper 3" x 4ve
1 oz. -one side copper 4" x 6"

'4," 1 oz. -one side copper 6" x 9"
';," 1 oz. -one side copper 12" x 18"

2 oz.--nne side copper 3" x 41/2"

$2.25
$4.15
$8.25
$24.70
$2.55

PCE-CEMS ic."
Na"

PCS-CEMS X."
PC9-CEMS ii,"
PC'O-CEMS X."
PCMCEMS X,"
PC12-CEMS X."

2 oz. -one side copper
2 oz. -one side copper
2 oz. -one side copper
1 oz. -two sides copper
1 oz. --two sides copper
1 oz. -two sides copper
1 oz. -two sides copper

4"o6"$4.75
6" x9" $9.60

12" x 18" $27.45
3" x 41/2" $3.604"x6"$6.00
6" x 9" $12.70

12" x 18" $40.30

BREADBOARDS
PERFORATED PLASTIC BOARDS

Made of 1/16" XXXP bakelite with holes either regularly
spaced or staggered for transistors

HOLE PATTERN
.062 alternate

.062

.062

.093

093

.093

.042

.042

.042

.042

alternate

alternate

straight

straight

straight

IC Breadboard

IC Breadboard

IC Breadboard

IC Breadboard

3x4"

3x6"

4x8"

3x4"

306"

4x6"

304"

3x6"

4x6"

4x8"

2.50

3.25

4.15

2.25

2.95

3.95

2.40

2.50

3.15

3.95

"P" Pattern

NEW PERFORATED COPPER -CLAD BOARDS

Glass epoxy,
1 side copper.

No. 83418

No. B3419

No. B3421

No. 83423

"P" pattern, .042

size

holes .1"x.1", 1/16' thick, 1 oz.

no. of holes
3041/2" 29x44 $4.15

41/2"x6" 44x59 $8.25

41/2"x81/2" 44x84 $9.60

6x17" 59x169 $24.70''

BREADBOARD KITS
KIT 651
No. 8651 5.50
With KIT 651 you can build a low-cost circuit.
The perforated phenolic board allows yoU to
make circuit and component changes Quickly
and easily. Contains one unclad punched
board, 4 x 6 x 1/16", push -in terminals and
mounting feet. Hole spacing on board is stag-
gered to fit standard transistor leads. The
board may be cut and filed to fit I.C. sockets.
Punched with .062 holes. Packed in a hanging
display package. Weight 1 Jb.

 KIT 654
No. B654 5.50
Contains one 4x4" board with .093 diameter
holes. Insulated stand-offs and springc ip
push -in terminals. Board may be cut and filed
to size.

 KIT 671 (IC)
No. 8671 5.60
Contains one 4x6" perforated epoxy paper-
board with .042 holes, 4 plastic stand-offs, 4
screws and ten .042 flea clips.

NEW UNIVERSAL IC BOARDS WITH FINGERS
Pre -punched grids of .042" diameter holes on .1"x.1" centers for
IC's. Glass epoxy 1/16" board to fit 22/44 pin edge connector with
.156 center to center.

No. B3424

No. 83425

41/2"x81/2" $27.45

41/2091/2" $40.10
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ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

HOBBYIST and SCHOOL LEARNING BY DOING and LOTS OF FUN

30 Watt Soldering Iron Kit

A Jana first in another quality
kit. When completed it makes
a beautiful well made 30 W iron.
Instructions are very clear and
it makes a great teaching/
learning project.

Order Jana
Project Kit No. 34 $7.95

F.larnnl

LAMP

RELAY

A-Arnm.eter
V-Voltmetw

METER

MOTOR

MICROPHONE

SCR

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Llama 30W Soldering Iron Kit

1. MU I VIVIMi it., riLewLiuil I nLivimuLn
Novel circuit to remind you to turn your headlights off if they are left on when the ignition isoff.$ 4.25

2. BATTERY OPERATED FLORESCENT LIGHT KIT
Useful circuit that can be built into small (20 W max) fluorescent fixture in mobile vans & campers for 12 VDC

$14.25

3. BUG SHOO
Produces a sound to keep annoying bugs away.

$ 5.25

4.

A

CODE OSCILLATOR
Practice up your "Morse Code" with this simple project. $ 5.55

5. CRYSTAL RADIO
Crystal radio receiver picks up local AM radio stations.

$ 4.95

7. CURIOSITY BOX II
Great for parties - a novelty electronic item.

$ 7.25

8. DALLY LIGHTER
Time delay circuit for turning a light circuit off after a predetermined length of time. $ 5.75

9. DECISION MAKER
Novelty item - great for the junior electronic enthusiast $ 4.25

11. HI POWER 12 V DC FLASHER
Electronic signal flasher circuit for warning lights, etc

$ 7.25

12. PHOTO ELECTRIC NIGHT LIGHT
Night watchman - turns lights on at dusk and off at dawn.

$ 5.50

16. SINGLE CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN
Dancing lights are possible by connecting this to your HiFi and adding a light bulb

$ 5.75

17. ELECTRONIC SIREN
Police siren simulator.

$ 4.59

18. SHIMMER STROBE LIGHT
Shimmer light is great for special lighting effects. $ 6.25

19. TONE GENERATOR
Audio tone_generator produces different tones by "waving_your hand"

$ 5.59

26. ELECTRONIC SKEET GAME.
Test your skill at shooting the "bird". Random flight speed makes
it impossible to "Fix the System'I

$37.95
27. ELECTRONIC DICE.

Throw those dice. Instead of rolling dice now you can push a button.
Do it by use on electronic circuits.

$25.95

28. SUPER ROULETTE.
Improved, upgraded version of roulette wheel II. Simulates gradual
slowing down action of a real roulette wheel.

$18.95
29. F.M. MINI BROADCASTER.

Works well as a baby -watcher, eavesdropper or operating amplifier
remotely from source without interconnecting wires.

$21.95

PHONO
PICKUP

LOUD
SPEAKER

HEADPHONE

GROUND

GENERATOR

-o-
FUSE
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DRE
COLOR ORGAN KIT

COMPLETE KIT COMES WITH:

 CIRCUIT BOARDS
 ALL ELECTRONIC PARTS
 LINE CORD
 KNOBS
 FUSES
 NEW INSTRUCTION SHEET

500 WATT SCR 1500 WATT
TR1AC

$19.95 $29.95

5 TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

This five transistor amp puts out 1 watt &runs

on a 9V battery. Ideally suited to the begin-
ner on a limited budget.
Complete with pc board. $9.95

0-24 V, 1 AMP POWER SUPPLY

This regulated power supply has hundreds of
uses and is easy to build.
Complete with pc board. $19.95

LIGHT CHASER

Our latest kil.,sixteen LEDs that sequence in
an up, down, or uo-down motion.
Complete with pc board.

STROBE LITE

$24.95

Be the disco king in your neighbourhood
Easy to build. Control allows you to vary the

flash rate.
Complete with pc board.

ULTRA SONIC REMOTE CONTROL

$39.95

$16.95

Ideal for converting your
TV to remote or just as a
general purpose remote con-
trol (3 channels).

COMPLETE WITH:
 RECEIVER - 110VAC
 TRANSMITTER - 9VDC
 REMOTE TUNER MOTOR 110VAC
 REMOTE MOTORIZED POT 110VAC
 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
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4144 TAB BOOKS
YOUR BEST BUY IN ELECTRONICS AND DO-IT-YOURSELF BOOKS
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No. 1064

$8.95

HOW TO DESIGN, BUILD,
& TEST COMPLETE
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

If you ye always wanted to build your own speaker system, here s
a book crammed with everything you need to know to do d right the
first time! It contains a variety of ready -lo -build speaker system pro-
jects. horn simple speaker -in -a -box setups to complex multi -driver
systems. plus all the information even a beginner needs to design and
build his or her own.

This clear guide shows you exactly how a speaker works. how its
power and resonance are attained, and how speakers may differ from
one another. The author also reveals details on single and multiple
drive systems. crossover frequencies and networks, parallel net-
works, and voice cal inductance.

There are chapters on testing speakers and
components. speaker boxes, closed box systems.
reflex systems. labynnths and transmission lines.
omnidirectional speakers, multiple speaker ar-
rays. and much more. Its as thorough a book as
you'll find on the complete subject of speakers,
speaker systems, and enclosures

The author is a frelance writer whose articles
have appeared in all major electronics magazines

111 DIGITAL &
LINEAR IC
PROJECTS

$7.95
ill DIGITAL & LINEAR IC PROJECTS, by Don Tints. A practical sourcebook of
CirCuds for every taste-digital and linear-using off -the -shelf components
Complete specs and clear layout drawings are provided for every IC (including
phase locked loop IC's) featured, and detailed applications info including all
the values needed to make it work accompanies each circuit project. The
projects themselves, too numerous to mention, cover a broad spectrum that
touches every phase of electronics-audio, computers, radio, test instru-
ments, power supplies and regulators, and MANY more. Includes an Appendix
providing basic performance data and basing diagrams on 50 common and
uncommon IC's. 210 p., 275 ill. 1975

No. 780

88 PRACTICAL
OP AMP
CIRCUITS YOU CAN BUILD

$6.95
PRACTICAL OP AMP CIRCUITS YOU CAM BUILD, by George B. Clayton.

Amplifiers to integrates, log converters to function generators-here's a
comprehensive design digest of waking circuits for the 141 op amp...for
signal generation, for measurement, for signal. processing, for switch-
ing...even for timing. Covers loop gain, properties of op amps, resistive
feedback circuits, operational integrators, operational differentiators,
logarithmic converters, antilog converters, multiplier/dividers, power
generators, and all kinds of log circuits. There are easy -to -follow directions on
how to build hard -waking op amp circuits like phase -sensitive detectors,
precise rectifiers, comparators, free -running mulfivibrators, timing circuits,
sinusoidal oscillators, base function generators, triggered function
generators, and many more. 140 p., 120 ill. 1977

No.912

24 TESTED, $7.95
R EADY-TO-R UN GAME
PROGRAMS IN BASIC

Here is a unique collection of challeng-
ing and enjoyable games which can be
played on microcomputers as well as on
larger machines. All the items listed at left
are included; they're designed to improve
your reaction, calculation ability, logical
reasoning, the use of mathematical ideas,
and for just plain fun!

Each game is written in BASIC and is
accompanied by a detailed description and a
complete flow chart to make it easy for even
a beginner to run it.

Ken Tracton is the author of several
previous TAB computer games books as
well as others on electronic circuitry.

No. 1085

A PA141 des gas nary-hr-s,:t lee
tier volt CIMIllItiala ottlieDIP Ttaist.
mast, far Der sit oat u n end romp
truntstars slid Its . flahtiO fflatPam.

BulleNt Book of
Optoelectronic

Projects
48 PRACTICAL NEW PITOJECTSI

al. Choele's M. animas

Si PRACTICA',
PROGSAMS & GAMES

IN BASIC
rtagrart.. kg ererythma Scum tor, we
games to alaal,aEk atm la Cr'

MASTER
TRANSISTOR/'C
SUBSTITUTION
HANDBOOK

$10.50
MASTER TRANSISTOR/IC SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK, by TAB Editorial Staff. A
giant 518 -page one -stop, easy -to -use manual that gives you commonly
available replacements for over 80,000 U.S. and foreign transistors and
ICs -all listed alphanumerically-plus basing diagrams. Now you can
quickly look up virtually ANY part number and immediately find which of the sa
major manufacturers of general replacement parts makes it. And you can also
check out the basing diagrams for all listed units. It's a must to help you keep
abreast of the ever-increasing number of new transistors and ICs, plus those
forego parts numbers, equipment manufacturer's parts numbers, and "in-
house" parts numbers...all those specialized transistors and ICs on which you
can spend hours looking for a substitute

No.IN .970

LINEAR IC
APPLICATIONS
HANDBOOK

$8.95
UNEAR IC APPUCATIONS HANDBOOK by George Clayton. A practical, data-
packed manual that's chock -hill of applications and design data on hundreds
of linear ICs...with special emphasis on those used in signal measurement and
processing systems. It's full of authoritative info on operational amplifiers,
active filters, waveform generators, monolithic IC modulators and demod-
ulators, transconductance and variable -gain amplifiers, four -quadrant mul-
tipliers, timers, phase -locked loops, etc. If you're a technician, engineer, or
hobbyist who's serious about keeping up in electronics, and if you want
practical data showing you how linear ICs work and down-to-earth data on
how to use them in solving real -world problems, then you just can't go wrong
with this new guidebook. 280 p, 184 ill. 1977

No. 938

Build -it Book of
OPTOELECTRON IC
PROJECTS

$7.95
BUILD -IT BOOK Of OPTOELECTRONIC PROJECTS, by Charles K. Adams. A
48 -protect learn -by -building guide to the super -practical world of optoelec-
tronics...with thoroughly readable instructions on how to create everything
from an LED circuit monitor to an electronic stopwatch to an ultrasophisti-
cated pulse stretcher. from a digital tachometer to a two -level logic probe tort
garage nightlight You'll build state-of-the-art optoelectronics packages
loaded with goodies...like LEDs, LC0s, photodetectas, optcisolators and
photodiodes. Every project is original and unique, and comes with complete
parts lists, detailed circuit descriptions, circuit options, and loads of sche-
matics...plus complete Bataan all mechanical assemblies. Most of the circuit
components are standard -and can be used in project after project. 238 p.,
175 ill. 1977

No. 935

57 PRACTICAL
PROGRAMS & GAMES
IN BASIC $10.50

From anthmetic progression to statistical permutations to one -
arm bandits, here are 57 practical. useful and fun program designed
to help you really put your minicomputer to work!

Game programs include blackjack, one -arm bandii, craps. and
two space war games Math and accounting programs include com-
pounding, straight-line depreciation, statistical permutabons, instant
derivatives. and solutions for integrals-even a whole section of
geornetnc solutions for modem -day Euclids For history buffs, there is
a Day -of -the -Week program for any date back through 1753.

Each program begins with an introductory paragraph describing
its capabilities. and continues with a typical program sequence and
flowchart. All programs will run on any floating poen! BASIC.

The author is a veteran computer programmer with extensive
experience in developing software in venous languages for a wide
range of hardware systems.

No. 1000
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6 VOLT BATTERY CHARGER

- CSA approved
- 600 mA output

$4.95
This unit is designed to work

with the battery in the next
column, but don't let that

stop you. It can also be used
as a 6 Volt, 600 mA power
supply, or a 5 Volt regulated

power supply if you add a
No. L129 regulator chip.

6 Volt, 15 Amp/hr. Battery

- Rechargeable $ 1 4
- 6 Volts, 15 A/hr.
- Complete with acid
- Needs only charging
- Full instructions

.95

This 6 volt battery is perfect for motorcycles, scooters,
portable tools, toys, garden equipment, CB's, TV's,
and a thousand other things. Comes with the acid in a
dry state and must have distilled water added.

.1.VV.4SOLIO STATE TIMERS
APPLICATIONS

Eel.... TI. Soiao.ol Tim 11116--

TS Second
SOLID STATE AUTO

TIMER

Idormally Closed
S PS T Relay

PROFESSIONAL
TAPE MOTORS

$5.95
 110 VAC.
 CAPACITOR START
 REVERSIBLE
 314" DIAX 41/4- H.
 5/8" SHAFT

DIP IC
HEAT SINK

SOLDER LESS
BANANA PLUG

414

.41:n Pr.

1 red - 1 black

CASSETTE MOTOR

* OPERATES FROM 6-12 VDC

$3.95

This small motor is not
only useful as a cassette
replacement motor, but
is an excellent all-purpose
hobby motor.

AC ADAPTORS

$3.95 ea.

YOUR CHOICE
6V 100mA
9V 100mA

MINIA-URE HOBBY
MOTOR

.49 ea.
25 for $10.00
50 for $18.00

Small and compact, but
with very high torque for
its size. Has a million
uses. Operates from
1.5 - 9VDC.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
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Power Transformers
#24-10182-1
Pri. 110V
Sec. 56VCT 8 A. YOUR CHOICE

24V 2 A.

$14.956.3V 4 A.

#24-10182-2
Pri. 110V
Sec. 58VCT 10 A.

24V 2 A.
6.3V 4 A.

#24-10182-3
Pri. 110V
Sec. 64VCT 10 A.

24V 2 A.
6.3V 4 A.

These transformers are surplus from a large manufactuer. They were
originally used in high power amplifiers and stereo receivers.
Many more uses as well stock up now.

DUAL HEAT SINK

$3.95

7" X 4i" X 1i"

PREDRILLED FOR 2 TO -3 TRANSISTORS

This heatsink was used in the same amplifiers as thetransformer in the next column.

$8.95

#88015
Pri. 110V
Sec. 700V 150ma.

250V 5Oma.
13.5V 1.5 A.

This transformer was specifically manufactured to match
specifications with the 7984 transmitting compactron
tube. Perfect for hams and general experimentors.

COMPACTRON
TRANSMITTING TUBE

$3.50

MATCHES WITH #88015
TRANSFORMER ON THIS PAGE

TYPE DESCRIPTION

II

li
Disiessisss
II lodes

,,,...__'""'""
Class

sf Soli:* illi
.3

...

a 11A
4 Beam Power

Amplifier
12EU 2.875 1.562 13.5 0.58 CU Class A

Amplifier
Class C
Ampl I fier

25

81

2826500

28V
6V

$3.95
2A

500mA

Originally used in small receivers, these transformers are
ideal for small amplifier projects and general power suplies.

VHF TV TUNER

ADMIRAL No. 94C476 1

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
CENTER TAPPED

NAT.
CURRENT

IA

VOLTAGE

PRIMARY SECONDARY
117 II.3 CT $4.95

IA 117 12.8 CT $5.95

FILTER CHOKES
$ .99

#157Q 3.5H 150ma.
#155H 5H 50ma.

TAPE RECORDER
CONTROL CENTRE

11111111WN $1.99
This unit was originally used as a remote control for
custom instalation of tape recorders. The most useable
parts are the three flexable shaft extensions and knobs.
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CADMIUM SULPHIDE

:44

PHOTO RESISTIVE PHOTO CELLS

$1.25
500ohms-5k ohms

CLAIREX No. 705L
$2.95 400ohms-50k

SEMICOM No. 54-2A

12 DIGIT DISPLAY

$3.95
THESE DISPLAYS HAVE 12

DIGITS AND OPERATE FROM
A LOW VOLTAGE. A SURPLUS
DEAL FROM A CALCULATOR
COMPANY THAT'S A REAL
BARGAIN.

KEY BOARD

99i ea

A 25 SWITCH KEYBOARD
THAT HAS A VERY LIGHT
TOUCH. YET CLICKS WITH A
SOLID CONTACT. EASY TO
CUSTOMIZE WITH DECALS.

$1.25
100ohms-3kohms

CLAIREX No. 505 L

$1.25
1kohms-10k ohms

No. CSD3

so
6../i)0 AUTOMOTIVE NOISE F LTER KIT

F,q4

A HEAVY DUTY DUAL COIL
AND A CAPACITOR MAKE
A FANTASTIC NOISE FILTER.
COMPLETE WITH
INSTRUCTIONS.

110V PROJECTION LAMP

$ 1 95 ea

150W.
No. CAR

>\
PL -259 CONNECTOR

890
CAN BE SOLDERED OR
SOLDER LESS

* INCLUDES ADAPTOR FOR
RG-58

CANDELABRA BULBS.

390
40WATT ONLY

CANDELABRA BULBS.

39i ea.
TWO TYPES PVIALABLE
110V 15 WATT
Or

110V 25 WATT

c\I>
PL-259 CONNECTOR PILOT LIGHT

vn

89
CAN BE SOLDERED OR
SOLDERLESS

* INCLUDES ADAPTOR FOR
RG-8

I

$1.49
* 110- NO RESISTOR NEEDED
* SNAP -IN MOUNT

POLARIZED 12 VOLT CABLE
ASSEMBLY

* INCLUDES RECPTICAL
 INCLUDES FUSE HOLDER
& 2 AMP FUSE

$2.49
THIS CABLE ASSEMBLY IS

VERY COMMON IN A LOT OF
CB & 12 VOLT COMMUN-
ICATIONS EQUIPMENT COMP-
LETLY READY TO GO.

6X RCA PHONE JACK AUDIO
TERMINAL

PERFECT FOR ANYONE
BUILDING AMPLIFIERS,

$1 1 9.

TUNERS ETC.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
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1/2

84
183

183 Flat rubber cap plug, dead front construction. $.65
34 Flat rubber cap plug, side outlet, dead front $.65

construction.

86

ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTS

$1.29

86 Flat rubber cord connector matching caps.

264 273 259

250
for 12

264 Painted insulated staples, size no 5 only.
B -brown W -white.

273 Coppered insulated Staples, size no 5 only.
259 Coppered insulated staples, size no 7 only.

$1.29
471

471 Outlet winker -red bakelite 15- 1500 watts,
110-125 VAC.

$9.75
600

600 S.P. 600 W electronic Dimatrol.

137

$4.95
137 Lighted metal pushbutton, insulated.

Anodized gold.

$6.95
285

285 Handy mount transformer 10V, 5VA. 115 V
Primary.

292

296
292 Double coil bell. Uses 6-10V AC transformer

or 3-6 V battery.
296 Double coil buzzer. uses 6-10 VAC transfor-

mer or 3-6 V battery.

$5.95

$5.95

2 WIRE CHASSIS MOUNT
AC RECEPTACLE

l29i ea.
.N.

'9

"Y.

3 WIRE CHASSIS MCUNT AC RECEPTACLE

SNAP -IN MOUNT

790a SPECIAL
e.

89i
SNAP -IN MOUNT ea.
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Jai= POPULAR ACCESSORIES

STEREO PHONO PREAMP
AJ 1306
Jana Stereo Phono Preamplifiers enable the Hi Fi enthusiast to use his magnetic
cartridge with an amplifier that has only crystal or ceramic phono inputs.

5 SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response
Input Impedance
Max Input
Max Output
Gain
S/N Ratio
Transistors
Power Input
Dimensions

- 30HZ to 20KHZ (RIAA)
- 50K ohms
- 30my
- 1.8V (at 1% H.D )
- 10my at .5V output
- better than 60db
- 2S131758 x 4
- 117VAC

43/4 in. (12cm) H x 2% in.
(6.6cm) W x 11/2 in. (3.8cm)

CB CONNECTORS and

129

2 CONDUCTOR INLINE
MICROPHONE CONNECTOR

CJ 3154

$ 139

3 CONDUCTOR INLINE
MICROPHONE CONNECTOR

CJ 3152

ADAPTERS

$ 149
4 CONDUCTOR INLINE

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR
CJ 3150

REPLACEMENT CASSETTE

POWER CORD
AJ 1530
6 foot long, black line cord is the exact
replacement for the most popular type.

1 95
Ttahbelseetacpoer dr es eursseadn inp hmoinlloiosnwshoicf hpaorre-

both battery and electric operated. Hard to

find, but always needed.

990
2 CONDUCTOR CHASSIS

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR
CJ 3155

99°
3 CONDUCTOR CHASSIS

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR
CJ 3153

t\ionirl&

990
CONDUCTOR CHASSIS

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR
CJ 3151

79c

POWER SOCKET
AJ 1529
Chassis Jack to mate with Al 1530. Ideal
for replacement in cassette recorders and
for new installations in projects. Simply
strip the insulation from the wire ends,
insert into the hollow pins on the AJ 1529
and apply solder.

99'
CABLE CONNECTOR
CJ 3800 (PL -259)

99'
CHASSIS CONNECTOR

CJ 3804 (SO -239)

29'
ADAPTER FOR (RG-58/U)

CJ 3801

ADAPTER FOR (RG-59/U)
CJ 3802

TAPE PLAYER WIRING HARNESS

4

MODELS

CJ 3403

STEREO HARNESS CABLE
Stereo harness cables for use with your auto

tape player, when connected to external
power supply (base diagrams and stock num-
bers above). $2.95
UNIVERSAL MODEL
CJ 3096 Fits all tape players with pin type
plugs (4 and 5 pin). Complete with instructions.

$3.95

CJ 3402 V CJ 3404

-  
CJ 3401 ,

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE 110%1E OF R.4D10 & ELECTRo s/ PPL/ES
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MOBILE and BASE MICROPHONES

Booster Rooster
Amplified Base Station Microphone
AJ 1009A
New top performance, amplified base station
microphone. The Jana Booster Rooster has
variable gain and allows manual control of
volume by adjusting the control on the mic base.
Push to talk and talk -lock applications. 600 ohm
impedance  matches Hi or Lo impedance
transceivers or amplifiers. Ideal for PA systems
of all types.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response - 100 Hz 8 KHz

Output Level - -35 db 1 KHz
Maximum Output - 1.5 V
Amplifier Voltage Gain - 0-30 db
Power Source - 9 V battery (MN 1604)
Cable - 6 feet (1.8 m) coiled 13 wire, 1 shield)
Battery Life - 300 hours (continuous)
Dimensioni - 9" (23 cm) high and 5.3/4" (15 cm) x 3.11/16" (9 cm)

base size

Net Weight - 2 lbs (0.9 Kg)
Cable 4 wire (plus shield) coiled mic cable

NEW
$29.95

Low Impedance Mobile CB
Microphone
AJ 1007 $4.95
An economical replacement for transceivers
requiring a 600 ohm microphone. Tests
have proven this mic to be superior to those
within a similar price category. Supplied
without connector, so you can install your
own to match your set. For bath electronic
and relay switching.

Mobile Dynamic CB Mic
AJ 1008
This micropRone performs under the same
conditions as the Al 1012 It is an exact
replacement for those used with the Jana
KJCB32 transceiver series. The case is

made of high -impact molded plastic. Impe-
dance 50 I( ohms Cable terminated by a 3
conductor phone plug
rACIfwY ASTALIED AUK As shown. $4.95

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Feature -Packed Base Station Microphone
AJ 1011A
This new microphone is at present, the top feature -
packed base station mike, making it ideal where
applications demand a table top microphone. Will
match all PA applications. Relay or electronic
switching, Hi or Lo impedance, press -to -talk button
with locking position. Ideally suited for all types of
communications equipment. Finished in black and
chrome. Complete with cable. Install with CJ 3150
or CJ 3152 connectors.

$24.95

NEW
Condenser Mic $5.95
AJ 1050
Better gain and sensitivity compared to
regular CB min Omni. directional con
denser element For relay of electronic
switching Packaged with a 4 pm plug Liana
Cl 31501 for most radios

Sensitivity - .70 db @ 1 KHz
Response - 300 Hz - 5 KHz
Impedance - 600 ohms
Cable - 4 conductor plus I shield
Power - 1 5 V gentile fkiNI500

Mallory)
fl.1 IC, ks ,o4Mot.

NEW Noise
se Cancelling Mic $5.95

Designed for use in high NICAgiOunci noise
level areas like 18 wheelers boats etc
Dynamic 50 K ohm MN element For elec-

f ionic or relay switching Package with a 3
conductor phone plug (lana CJ 30221 for
easy assembly to our Aggressor KJ C8.32

1 radio

' SPECIFICATIONS
. Sensitivity - -57 db @ I KHz

Response - 300Hz - 5 KHz
Impedance - 50 K ohms
Cable - 4 conductor plus I shield

IC 10H, MS1411 I n Pt M. AS SIMM.

KJ 11101

$19.95

BASE STATION POWER SUPPLY
KJ 11101

13.8 V. AC Adapter for use with the KJ CB -32
Transceiver (or any 12 Volt DC operated equip-
ment). Precision regulated and filtered circuitry is
built in for constant current and no AC Hum.
Converts 110 VAC to 12 VDC @ 1.5 Amps. On -off
switch on the front end, two 5 -way binding posts on
the rear.

SOLID STATE
DC - DC CAR CONVERTER

.1.1 10529 - DC 9V 300MA
Now you can run your transis-
torized equipment from your 12
volt car battery! Just plug into your
cigar lighter and is ready to run
your tape cassette recorder, radio,
phono or transceiver.

NEW

$9.95

Maxi -Mod Power Mic
AJ 1055
100 - modulation is now possible
for all CB transceivers with our
Al 1055. 600 (low impedance)
omnidirectional condenser ele.
ment is designed to produce the
gain most sets require. The gain is
fully adjustable with the semi
recessed volume control. Powered
by 9 V battery (MN1604). $0.69

MAGNETIC MIC HOLDER WITH
DOUBLE SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE
KJ 11300

Mount your CB microphone on any-
thing, wood, metal, glass or plastic.
Powerful magnet clamps onto metal
surfaces without the use of the tape so
easy removal is possible but the
double -sided tape makes it great for
your padded vinyl dash.

SWR FIELD STRENGTH METER
Hi 8017A
Our most popular model. Measures
SWR to 3:1. When using the supplied
antenna, you can determine the best
antenna location on a vehicle and
relative R.F. power output to ensure
adequate transceiver performance.
Supplied complete with instructions.

$9.95

$24.95
KJ 11500
"Big John" is our new 1/2 wavelength fiberglass antenna.
Installation is completed in a matter of minutes. Each of the 4
elements is 106" (2.7 m) and constructed of solid white
fiberglass with the copper conductor embedded in the center.
These elements are tapered from 6 mm at the bottom to 3 mm at
the top to reduce wind resistance. 5.0 db gain.

KJ 11173
"Shot Gun" is a unique antenna providing the best features of
fiberglass and stainless steel antennas. The loading coil, located
at the top of the fiberglass portion was specially designed to
provide a flat SWR curve across the entire 40 channel band. The
antenna is tuned in length and inductance simultaneously by
adjusting the top stainless steel whip. The Shot Gun is packaged
with a swivel adapter to enable vertical mounting on any
surface. 50" (1.27 m( long. It will blast your signal all over the
country. Designed to accept all Jana mounts (see pages 53 and
52) or other 3/8" or 1/2" hole mounts. Use KJ 11172 coax
assembly.

KJ 11173
$9.95 KJ 11500

EXACT REPLACEMENT TRANSCEIVER ANTENNAS

Made to exact manufacturers' specifications for repla-
cement purposes. All have top quality brass sections
and chrome plating for maximum durability.

it $1.95

SPECIFICATIONS
IU

11203

Longueur
Maximum

Length

Longueur
Minimum
length

Sections
Qty Qtie

52"

6 5/fr

Base Ma.
Dia de Base 7/16"

$1.19

TEE CONNECTOR
C.1 3805 (M-358)
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TRANSCEIVER ACCESSORIES

$14.95
FIELD STRENGTH - SWR - WATTMETER

HJ 8018A
A handy unit to leave in your antenna line at all times to ensure
adequate transceiver and antenna operation. Measures R.F.
power output in 2 convenient scales, lOW and 100W. Relative
R.F. power output and field strength readings can be easily
determined when meter is used with supplied antenna. SWR
measurements from 1:1 to 3:1 with a frequency range of 1.5
MHz to 144 MHz. Supplied complete with instructions.

$5.50
ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR ELECTROMAGNETIC

FILTER
KJ 11297

The most wanted item amongst our noise suppression products.
Eliminates unwanted noise, caused by Alternator/Generator
systems. Specially designed, built-in, capacitive and inductive
devices cut-off noise pulses above 30 MHz. Installed inline on
the positive output terminal of the Alternator/Generator. Rated
at 100 amperes for 90% of the charging systems used on cars

and trucks on the road today. Complete instructions provided.

COAXIAL LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
KJ 11290 $1.99
Designed to fit any coaxial cable.
KJ 11290 employs a unique disc filter

to drain off static charge and lightning
induced voltage, continuously. There
is no effect on RF transmission up to
the highest power while static noise
and voltage breakdown is eliminated.

BACK AGAIN
BY POPULAR
DEMAND

$34.95

anal
CITIZEN BAND CHECKER

Hi 8022
This tester has been made to allow easy checking of

transceivers, operating in the 27 MHz citizen 1)and. The
compact design of this tester makes it ideal for use by mobile
stations.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Frequency. 27 MHz citizen band
Impedance: 50 - 52 ohms
Connector C1 3804 (S0-2391 UHF type
Meter 100 uA moving coil (pivot) Type 52 12501
Battery. 506P (9V) 1 ea

Dimensions. 81 a 117 a 179 mm
Weight: 780 g

MEASURE RANGE:

Wattmeter (POWER) 0-5 wafts laverrge powelt 10%
Standirg wave ration f/SWRI- I 1-11
Modulation degree meter C-100%
(average modulation degree): 10% (measurable power 1 watt min)

Relative field strength meter (RES)
27 MHz band ratio frequency oscillator Output 300 mV min (al no load)
Crystal activity test (Good or Bad method)
27 MHz band oscillator with audio frequency Modulation (RF with OF
oscillatipn about 1000 cis)
Low frequency oscillator freq. about 1000 Hz Output I V mm fat no load)
5 watt dummy load built-in.

CB FILTERS and SWR BRIDGES

$9.95

MINI -METER
HJ 8024

Outstanding hr in -line mobile operation as well as base station
use. Scaled to read SWR from 1:1 to 3:1 as well as percentage of
reflected power. Includes calibration adjust knob, forward or
reflected reading switch and mounting bracket for mobile
installation. Measures only 4 'A"W x 2'1"H x 2hi"D. weighs 7 oz

WITH CAR MOUNTING BRACKET

$6.95

ANTENNA MATCHER
H1 8025
Designed to help you radiate all the power yoJr CB transceiver is

delivering to your antenna. Tuning your transmission line to a
standing wave ratio (SWR) of 1:1 gives improved overall
operation. Helps reduce harmonic radiation and television
interference (NI). Power rated at 100 watts. Tunable antenna
impedance from 35 to 150 ohms. Dimensions 3,4"W x 2,4i"H x
2'.."D, weight 7 oz. WITH CAR MOUNTING BRACKET

LIGHTED CB DUMMY LOAD
KJ 11298 $1.49
Determines the presence and strength

of RF Power easily by the brightness of
the light. Also enables you to make
comparisons between transceivers
without actually going "on air",

$4.95
1

LOW PASS FILTER" ---
WI 8027
An excellent accessory item to reduce television interference
(NI) which may be caused by your CB transceiver. Sharply cuts
off frequencies above 30 MHz. Power rated at 150 watts.
Measures lust 4,/." W x H x 2,." D. Weight - 6 oz.

CA,
EP

$7.95

ANTENNA SWITCH
Hi 8026
Coaxial switch allows the transceiver to operate into one, two or
three antenna systems. Power rated at 150 watt . SWR at 27
MHz is less than 12:1.0 for CB use. Dimensions- 31/4"W x 21/2"
H 3,4" D. Weight - 7 oz.
NOTE: It may also be used for 3 transceivers and 1 antenna.

KJ 11172
16.4 feet (5 m) of RG-58 coax cable terminated with a 0 3800
(PL 259) on one end and lugs on the other. Specifically designed
for our Shot Gun (KJ 11173) but it will work with any antenna.

Maida $4.50

POWER SOCKET $0.17
AJ 1529
Chassis Jack to mate with Al 1530. local
for replacement in cassette recorders and
for new installations in projects. Simply
strip the insulation from the wire ends.
insert into the hollow pins on the AJ 1529

and apply solder.

$4.95

KJ 11170
Co -phasing harness specially de-
signed for 2 - KJ 11125 but
works well with other makes of
antennas. Made from low noise
RG-59/U. 0 3800 (PL 259) fac
tory installed on the common
end. Each side is 5 m (16.4') long

$4.95

KJ 11171
Co-pkasing harness specially designed
for 2 - KJ 11173 Shot Gun antennas but
work: well on other makes of antennas.
Made from low noise RG-59/U. Cl 3800
(PL 259) factory installed on the common
end and lugs installed on the end of each
leg or the harness. Each side is 4 m (13.1')
long.

$0.79
4 CONDUCTOR MUNE

MICROPHONE CONNECTOR
CJ 3150
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PLUGS JACKS & ADAPTERS

INN

RCA PHONO PLUG

LI:Lt=m $.10
AI

INSULATED
RCA PHONO PLUG

alitai=J $.20
A2 Red or BI eck

RCA PHONO JACK

$.15

ULTRS MI NI ATURE
PLUG

1111P- $.15
All

AB

CHASSIS MOUNT
RCA PHONO JACK

$.30
A7

ULTRA MINI ATM
LONG BARREL PLUG

11111-0., $.25
N2

ULTRA MINI ATURE
CHASSI S MOUNT JACK

011" $.15
Al S

ULTRA MINIATURE INLINE
LONG BARREL JACK

STANDARD PHONE PLUG

A2I Bl ack $55

$.35
Al?

SHIELDED PHONE PLUG

11i 1 - o
$1.49

A22

INLINE PHONE JACK SHIELDED INLINE
PHONE JACK

$.55 111 $1.49
A26 A27

STEREO PHONE PLUG 90 STEREO PHONE PLUG

$.89
A3I

INLINE stereo
PHONE JACK

NM $.99
A35

MINIATURE MALE INLINE
MIKE CONNECTOR

---C3S11 $.99
A39

$1.49
A32

STEREO PHONE JACK

$.55
A38

MALE INLINE
MIKE CONNECTOR

Mt% $.99
ABO

FINGER 'GRIP
RCA PRONG PLUG

$.15
A3

INLINE
RCA PHONO JACK

$.35
A8

MINIATURE PLUG

al= $.20
A13

INSULATED
RCA PHONO PLUG

$.35

DUAL
RCA PROMO JACKS

$.30
A9

SHIELDED
RCA PHONO PLUG

$.45
A5

(3=g=
SHIELDED INLINE

RCA PROMO JACt

11,E= $.45
AID

MINIATURE PLUG

itHEION,De $.35

CHASSIS MOUNT
JACK

VIP $.20
901 Closed Circuit

0902 Open Ci rcui t

90 STANDARD
PHONE PLUG

$1.29
A23

CHASSIS MOUNT
PHONE JACK

$.40
A28 Closed Ci rcui t

SHIELDEDP 1.668R EO

1-$789
A3;i

SHIELDED STEREO
INLINE JACK

Al"

CHROME MINIATURE
PLUG

5.50
AIE.

MINIATURE INLINE
JACK

$.35
AI9

CHROME MINIATURE
INLINE JACX

C ---1P1 $.50
A20

90 SHIELDED
PHONE PLUG

Ir

$1.29
A24

CHASSIS MOUNT
PHONE JACK

$.40
A29 Open Ci rcui t

CHROMED
BARREL PLUG

-^)

$1.99 A25

$1.49
107 A38 CIRCUIT CLOSING

STMEIPTTEsIll''

CHROMED BARREL
INLINE JACKlc= $1.99'

A30

36 STEREO 'f ADAPTOR

iee"9...cellicorammo

EPDXY STEREO
PHONE JACK

MIKE CONNECTOR TO
PHONE PLUG ADAPTOR

1V--.0 $.99
A41

MINIATURE MALE CHASSIS
MOUNT MIKE CONNECTOR

$.59

MINIATURE FEMALE INLINE
MIKE CONNECTOR

MIPEI $.89
AII9

MINIATURE JACK TO
ULTRA MINIATURE PLUG

$.99
A54

PHONE JACK TO
MINIATURE PHONE PLUG

A59

MALE CHASSIS MOUNT
MIKE CONNECTOR

$.59
5/8 - 27 *reed as
FEMALE INLINE
MIKE CONNECTOR

Y8.27 thred

$.89
A50

MINIATURE JACK TO
PHONE PLUG ADAPTOR

dris;i:sewlgar $.99
A55

MIKE CONNECTOR TO
PHONE JACK ADAPTOR

$.99

SHIELDED PHONO JACK TO
PHONO JACK ADAPTOR

011111M

$
A422

.99

$2.49
STERN Y ADAPTOR

0111".. $3.95

PHONO JACK TO
PHONO JACK ADAPTOR

$.99
AII3

PHONO PLUG TO
PHONE PLUG ADAPTOR

$1.49
A46 $.99 AB,

PROMO JACK TO
PHONO JACK ADAP.TOR

PKI.M.01

$.99 A48
MIKE CONNECTOR TO PHONO JACK TO
PHONE JACK ADAPTOR MINIATURE PLUG ADAPTOR

$.99
ASI

$.89
A52

ULTRA MINIATURE JACK TO
MINIATURE PLUG ADAPTOR

1:3=r0 $.99
A53

I" MINIATURE JACK TO
PNONO PLUG ADAPTOR

$.99
A58

PHONE JACK TO
PHONO PLUG ADAPTOR

ASO

$.99

PHONE JACK TO
PHONE JACK ADAPTOR

ARI $.99

JPKONE JACK TO ULTRA
MINIATURE PLUG ADAPTOR

EV=10' $.99
A57

ULTRA MINIATURE JACK TO
STANDARD PHONE PLUG

ftlin=10
$.99

A58

PHONE PLUG TO
PHONE PLUG ADAPTOR

aztEme==ate.

A62 $.99

MIKE CONNECTOR TO
PHONO JACK ADAPTOR

$.99
A63
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Canada's Most Popular Audio and General Purpose Connectors

Here are the latest additions to our line
of Hi-Fi and P.A. cable assemblies :

RCA plug - Bare Wires
W1 36" $1.09

W2 72" $1.49

W3 120" $1.79

RCA nluo - Spade lugs
W4 36" $.99

W5 72" $1.49

RCA glue - Alinator clips
W7 72" $1.49

RCA pluo - RCA pluo
WB 36" $1.19
W9 72" $1.49
W10 120" $1.79

RCA oluc - 90 RCA Plug
W11 72" $1.49
W12 120" $1.89

RCA nlun - RCA jack
W15 36" $1.09

W16 72" $1.49

2 RCA Plugs- 2 RCA plugs
W17 72" $2.49

RCA Plug - 2" phone °lug
W18 36" $1.09
W19 72" $1.49

RCA olun i"'nhone jack
W22 72" $1.79

MINI Plug - Bare wires
W23 72" $1.49

MINI nluo - Alinator clips
W24 72" $1.49

MINI plug
W25

MINI nluo
W26

- RCA nluo

72" $1.49

- RCA jack
72" $1.49

MINI clug - Mini plug
W27 72" $1.49

MINI plug - Mini jack
W28 72" $1.49

MINI pluo - i" Phone plug

W29 72" $1.49

MINI pluo - Phone jack
W30 72" $1.49

T" Phone plug -RCA Jack
W31 72" $1.49

0 "-Z7.37nft
5 PIN

ACTUAL SIZE

3 PIN
ACTUAL SIZE

ALLIGATOR CLIPS RCA PHUNC PLUG MINI PLUG

SPADE LUG6 RLA PHONL JALK MINI JACK

Complete Cable Assemblies for Hi-Fi
with European connectors

NO. CONNECTOR

W40 3 PIN DIN PLUG
W41 3 PIN DIN PLUG
W42 3 PIN DIN PLUG
W43 3 PIN DIN PLUG
W44 3 PIN DIN PLUG
W45 5 PIN DIN PLUG
W46 5 PIN DIN PLUG
W47 5 PIN DIN PLUG
W4B 5 PIN DIN PLUG
W4,1 5 PIN DIN PLUG
W50 4 RCA PLUGS

CABLE

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 2 COND & SHIELD

6' 4 COND & SHIELD

6' 4 COND & SHIELD

6' 4 COND & SHIELD

6' 4 COND & SHIELD

6' 4 COND & SHIELD

2" PHONE PLUG

t-177-2:4$
-0(.1%E.. JACK

CONNECTORS PRICE

2 PHONO PLUGS $3.95

2 PHONO JACKS $3.95

2 MINI PLUGS $3.95

3 PIN DIN PLUG $3.95

3 PIN DIN JACK $3.95

2 PHONO PLUGS
53.95

4 PHONO PLUGS $4.95

4 MINI PLUGS $4.95

5 PIN DIN PLUG $4.95

5 PIN DIN JACK $4.95

4 RCA PLUGS 54.95

FLEXIBLE "Y" CONNECTORS
W51 1 RCA PLUG - 2 RCA JACKS
W52 1 RCA JACK - 2 RCA PLUGS
W53 1 RCA PLUG - 2 RCA PLUGS
W54 1 MINI PLJG - 2 RCA PLUGS
W55 1 MINI PLUG - 2 MINI JACKS

$ L.49
$1.49
$1.49
$1.49
$1.49

3 WAY "Y" ADAPTER
SHIELDED "Y" ADAPTOR

$.89

2 RCA jacks parallel connected

SHIELDED 'Y"'V" ADAPTOR SHIELDED 'V" ADAPTOR

$.89 $.89

3 RCA jacks parallel connected
to one RCA plus.

2 RCA jacks parallel ,onnected
to one M" phone save.

DOMINION RADIO

ELECTRONICS CO
A Division of DREECO

Electronics Limited

CONTINENTAL

CONNECTORS

s e r±yi
elM

PINS MALE
INLINE CHASSIS
FEMALE MOUNT

2

$1.69
72M
Metal

$1.89
73F
Metal

2

3

$.69
56M
Plastic

$.99
5 811

Plastic

$.69
57C
Plastic

$.99 $.69
59F 66C

Plastic Plastic

6

$.99
6011

Plea tic

$2.29
76M
Metal

$2.39
70M
Metal

$1.19
61F

Plastic

$2.29
77F
Metal

$.69
67C
Plastic

$89
71C
Me t1
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Telephone Adapters and Extension Equipment
TELEPHONE INDUCTION BOX

4

COMPLETE WITH:
Solenoid
Speaker
Microphone $5. jy95 41'
Ring detector

This unit comes from a telephone answering ma-
chine. It is ideal for hams , CB, & hobby applica-
tions where you wish to connect to the telephone
without direct wiring.

Telephone Replacement Cable

GJ 7034 - 6 It (1.8m) CM
GJ 7035 - 25 It. (7.6m) $4.96
Exact replacement cables for telephone related equipment.
Modular plug on one end and 4 spade lugs (color coded) on
the other.

allat

V -1* -4.1.1111.11"1 Modular Telephone Adapter
GJ 7033 $3A9
This SO cm cable adapter allows older style equipment to be
connected to the new style modular lacks

Modular Telephone Extension
Cable

Modular Telephone Cable

Modular Telephone
Adapter NEANI

GJ 7032 $1.95
The GJ 7032 allows existing older style
wall jacks to be converted to the new
style modular jack so equipment using
new style plugs can he connected.

GJ 7038 - 15 ft. (4.58m) $4.95
GJ 7039 - 25 tt. (7.6m) $6.49
Designed for connecting telephone related equipment. Modu-
lar plugs on each end

GJ 7036 - 10 It. (6.m) $4.49
GJ 7037 -- 25 It. (7.6m) *am
The GJ 7036 and GJ 7037 can be used for portable and per-
manent installations. Both models will also allow 2 telephones
to be connected (or one telephone and one answering machine).

TELEPHONE JACK $1.19GJ 7007 - Telephone Jack. Ivory
To be used with telephone plug shown at left.
Permits telephone to be used in several rooms.
Four -prong jack with screw -type terminals and
two mounting screws.

TELEPHONE PLUG
GJ 7006 - Telephone Plug, Ivory $1.29
Gives standard telephone much greater mobility
in the home. Four -prong male plug has screw
terminals for fast convenient installation. Sup-
plied with mounting screws.

Flush Mount Wall

Jack

two

GJ 7031 $2.49
A must for new installations (rec rooms,
etc.) or conversion from old to the new.
Ivory colour, matches any decor. Very
easy to install.

30 FT TELEPHONE

EXTENSION CORD

GJ 7005 $5.95
Plugs into standard tele-
phone equipment or jacks
and plugs shown below. 3C
ft color -coded cable has

- telephone jack on one end
plug on the other. Ivory.

Surface Mount Wall
Jack NEW!

GJ 7030 $3.49
Designed to allow connection of 2
phones. Simple to install and small
enough to be hidden out of sight. Grey
color.
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ErvpIFE MAGNETIC
f,', 4 CARTRIDGE

$24.95

MARK IV
ELLIPTICAL

STYLUS

CARTRIDGE

f-lt,quency Response 18-22,000 Hz

27-20,000 Ho
. 3 dB

&Apt,' Voltage PP(
Channel at 5cm/sec
groove velocity

7.1 env

Channel Separation 25 dB
20Hz -10 KHz 15 dB
10 KHz -20 KHz

Tracking Force
in Grams

Itk to 2.3i

BSR CARTRIDGES

MONO CERAMIC #X5H

alb $3.95
STEREO CERAMIC #5X6M

$4.95 doe

PROFESSIONAL TAPE SPLICER
'APE S,IICEA

$3.95
TS1

CASSETTE and

8 TRACK DRIVE BELTS
FLAT 8 TRACK BELTS
617080
330 mm, (13 in.) die. 1/4" wide (6.4
mm)
617081
280 mm, (11 in.) dia. - Vle" wide
(4.8 mm)
6170112
280 mm, (11 in.) dia. 1/4" wide (6.4
mm)

$1.69

ROUND CASSETTE DRIVE BELT
617075

150 mm 5 9 in I dia
(2.4 mm l ound

$0.99

SQUARE CASSETTE DRIVE BELTS
617070
280 mm (11 in.: dia. 'Ire" (1.6
mm) square

617071
150 mm (6 in.' dia.

617072
240 mm (9.4 in.) dia.
617073
230 mm (9.0 in.) dia.
617074
255 mm (10 in.) dia.
617076
220 mm (8.8 ie.) dia.

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT
FJ 6001
This mounting is specially designed for versatility whey mounting CB
transceivers or car stereos. The kit contains: 6 brackets, 1 adjustable bracket

strap, 6 bolts, nuts and washers, 4 lock washers and 4 sheet metal screws.

SPEAKER
FADER
KIT

$1.19
FJ 6050
For controlling any one of 2 speakers or both, such as auto radios
and stereos. Rated at 1.2 watts continuous, 3.5 watts audio peak.
Complete with hook-up wires already soldered. Controller is
mounted on a deep etched plastic plate, c/w split knurled knob,
self -tapping screws for installing & instructions.

RADIO -TAPE SWITCH

FJ 6051
Exclusive to us. Many switches look like ours but won't do the
same job. For all applications: AM, AM -FM, 8 Track, Quad (discrete
and matrix), 2 speakers or 4 speakers and you can use this for
systems that cannot use the vehicle ground. Complete instruc-
tions included for all types of installations.

NEW $4.95

SLIDE TYPE
FADER

CONTROL

$3.95
FJ 6071
For controlling any one of 2 speakers or both such as auto radios and
stereos, by adjusting moving horizontal slider. Rated at 1.2 watts
continuous, 3.5 watts audio peak. Complete with hook-up wires
already soldered. Contrcller is mounted on a deed etched plastic
plate c/w knob, self -tapping screws for installing and instructions.

$2.95

SPEAKER CONTROL

FRONT ALL REAR

1

DELUXE

FADER
CONTROL

$5.95
FJ 6070
QUAD SPEAKER CONTROL
For controlling any two of 4 speakers or all such as 4 speakers system
of auto stereos, by adjusting two moving horizontal sliders. Rated at
1.2 watts continous, 3.5 watts audio peak. Complete with hook-up -
wires already soldered. Two controllers are mou lted on a deep
etched plastic plate, c/w two knobs, spare wires, self -tapping screws
for installing and instructions.
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 OTENCCI
ELECTRONICS LTD

3109.95
MM3 STEREO DISCO MIXER

MM3. STEREO DISCO MIXER. 3 Stereo sources and one microphone Slide volume controls Power Supply AC 117 V- DC9 Volts 60
Hz Input impedance. MIC 10 K ohm PHONO 47 K ohm. AUX 100 K ohm MIC talkover reduces music by 10 dB. Cross lade between
Phono inputs Headphone monitnr ill pn pprnony env 760 mm W x tr mm 0 X 115 mm H Net weight 2 Kg Built in rumble switch
Monitor all input channels

ROTARYSWITCHES CATV MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

CATV/M ATV
HARDWARE

4

C: 25N -F59.

NIlk
;IP

C a
...--- ' t $395

N -F59. MALE CONNECTOR. For use
with RG-59/U cable. Fits F-61, F -61A,
F-81 and F -81B Connectors. Ferrule
supplied.

.

$159
,d,i,,if 494

5201. 11 position. single pole
5202. 12 position, single pole
5203. 5 position, 2 -pole

a

.-...

.,
. N- F6 I A.

N-F61 A. FEMALE CONNECTOR. Fits
._

5204.6 position, 2 -pole F-59, 9A and F-56 connectors. COM-
5205. 3 position, 3 -pole N-9067. 75 OHM SPLITTER. Splits in- ,fete with nut and washer.

th..11\\BMV
5206.4 position. 3 -pole N-9 06 5. CA1 V MATCHING TRANS- coming 75 ohm line to dual 75 ohm
5207. 2 position. 4 -pole FORMER. Now you can match the im- outputs, for use with TV -FM combina-

Standard F-61 QC
5208. 3 position. 4 -pole .$1 89
5209. 2 oosition. 6 -pole

peciance of any CATV co -axial line to
the impedance of your TV or FM re-

$1'Ar,66. Same as above but with slim-
line li," casin g.

lion, etc. connectors,
metal casing.
N-9068. As above, 3 outputs. 4,95
N-9069. As above, 4 outputs. 595.

I &Inmn.,
leilffi#m N -F8 I. 6,--,

N -F81. FEMALE ADAPTOR. Mates
with F-59, F -59A and F-56 tonne,. tors,

A
MONO 8 OHM L PAD

$3.95

10 WATTS
B

STEREO 8 OHM L PAD

$4.95

10 WATTS

8 OHM AUDIO PADS

C

D

E

D
TWEETER CONTROL

$5.95

20 WATTS

C HEAVY DUTY MONO 8 OHM L PAD
$9.95100 WATTS

E

MID RANGE CONTROL

$5.95

20 WATTS

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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\PYWINEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

ANTENNAS

CH 7080

CH -7082

TOTAL ELEMENTS

VHF ELEMENTS

UHF ELEMENTS

BOOM LENGTH

TURNING RADIUS

MAXIMUM WIDTH

ACCEPTS MODEL
CH -0820
POWER PAK

37

16

21

108"

70"

10811

YES

The remarkable
new mini -size

Features Winegards exclusive
Silver Anodizing to protect from
corrosion and fading.

29

$44.25

AT1000
Basic Antenna Without Rotor or

Signal Amplifier
Recommended for: Locations with
strong signals on all channels and no
ghosting problems, and all stations in
the same basic direction.
Carton includes:  Antenna  3' Mast
and clamp  UHF -VHF Band Sepa-
rator  Mounting hardware for indoors
or out.

FM BOOSTER

CH -4054

TOTAL ELEMENTS 35

BOOM LENGTH 157n

TURNING RADIUS 93n

MAXIMUM WIDTH 108n

WINEGARD0 ELECTRONIC
TV ANTENNA

$147.25

With Electronic Rotor and Signal
Amplifier

Recommended for: Locations with
weak signals on one or more channels
and ghosting problems, or stations in
different directions.
Carton includes:  Antenna with built-
in signal amplifier and rotor  Rotor
control box  3' Mast with clamp
 3' cable with UHF -VHF Band Sepa-
rator  Mounting hardware for indoors
or out.

$57.50

AT5000
d

AT -5000
Recommended for: Indoor apartments
or home use up to 25 miles from
stations.
Carton includes:  Antenna  Floor -to -
ceiling pole assembly extends 71/2' to 9'
 25' cable with connectors  UHF -
VHF Band Separator.

$44.50
FM -3400: Soild state, 300 ohm
FM booster increases FM sig-
nals 15dB for improved FM and
FM stereo reception. Housed in
rugged steel housing input and
output thru no strip screw
terminals.

AUTO FM BOOSTER
B F-8809
0 Increases signals an average of

18 dB!
0 Amplifier hides away under dash.
0 On/Off switch and indicator

mounts on dash.

$38.25

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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.11
AudioMagnetics

.41,,,,,eivzz,uacs(va`c-'

etC)

CASSETTE
TAPES

Gk'7.1-1UP
7 pA6.,

ULTRA II C 60 $3.95 ea.

ULTRA II C 90 $4.95 ea.

THE FINEST TAPE AVAILABLE.
HIGH BIAS, STATE-OF-THE-ART.

Qk1/),
X HE C 60 $3.35 ea.
XHE C 90 $3.95 ea.

EXTRA HIGH ENERGY.
FINEST FERRIC -OXIDE FORMULATION.

NEW SUPER
HIGH DENSITY
MUSIC QUALITY

PS

v C-60 AUDIO MAGNETICS

SUPER C 60 $2.35 ea.
SUPER C 90 $2.95 ea.

690 ea.
i>5

89i ea.v
SC'ockG

V C-90 AUDIO MAGNETICS

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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CHROMDIOXID SUPER
The absolute peak of present-day cassette tecnnology!
 an even bigger gain 'n dynamic range for low and high frequencies
 a gain of up to 6 dB between 10000 and 20000 Hz
 extremely low modulation noise, typical for Cr02
 full advantage on every recorder with Cr02 swtch

REG. MSL

C-60 $6.49

C-90 $7.99

OUR PRICE

$5.99

$6.49

FERRO SUPER LH
For best results on machines which have been factory -adjusted with
tapes primarily of Japanese origin.

C-60
- C-90

C-120

REG. MSL

" $5.49
$6.49
$7.49

CUR PRICE

$4.95
$5.95

$6.75

THREE C-90 LH SM
CASSETTES

Special
NOW!

3 BASF LH SM C-910 Cassettes
in a hag!

$6.05
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FUJI CASSETTE
TAPES

FX-I
The Superior
Pure-Ferrix,
Low Noise,
High Output,
Normal Bias,
120.ps EQ Tape

F
BERIDOX

The Superior
High Bias
70ps EQ Tape

Complete compatibility with every
tape deck's chrome position

In spite of general industry stan-
dardization, there are still slight but
noticeable differences between
"chrome position" bias settings on the
equipment of different manufacturers.
Thanks to the relatively broad bias
curve of Fuji FX-II Beridox (Graph 6)
you will get optimum performance
from any tape deck set in the chrome
position: and, if you have a tape deck
with automatic chrome switching
capability, you'll be glad to know that
EX -11 cassettes are built with the
necessary detection recess.

REG. OUR
PRICE

C46 $4.95 $4.45
C60 $5.95 $5.35
C90 $7.94 $7.15

REG. OUR
PRICE

C46 $5.25 $4.75
C60 $6.25 $5.60
C90 $8.45 $7.60

Specifications

Available Length

FX-I
(Normal bias, 120 As EQ)

FX-II
(High bias, 70 ias EQ)

C-46: 68m(223 feet ) C-46: 68m (223 feet )
C-60: 90m (295 feet ) C-60: 90m ( 295 feet )
C-90: 135m(443 feet ) C-90: 135m (443 feet )

Physical Properties

Backing Material Tensilized Polyester
Thickness: Backing 1240.47 mil) 14 ( 0.47 mil)

Coating 60 0.24 mil) 60/(0.24 mil)
Overall 1814(0.71 mil) 1840.71 mil)

Magnetic Properties
Intrinsic Coercivity (Hc)

Retentivity (Br)

Squareness Ratio

Electromagnetic Properties

345 Oersteds

1520 Gauss

0.84

550 Oersteds

1400 Gauss

0.88

Operating Bias Current (4,000Hz) 100% 155%
Sensitivity (333Hz) + 1.5 dB +2.0 dB
Sensitivity Uniformity (333Hz) 0.3 dB 0.3 dB
Relative Frequency Response (8,000Hz) +2.0 dB 0 dB

(10,000Hz) +2.5 dB +0.5 dB
Output Fluctuation (8,000Hz) 0.3 VU 0.3 VU
MOL (333Hz) +4.0 dB +4.0 dB
S/N (1,000Hz) 57 dB 61 dB
Erasure Effect (1,000Hz) 74 dB 70 dB
Print -through (1,000Hz) 54 dB 54 dB

DISCOUNTS

Buy 10 assorted,
DEDUCT 5 %!

Buy 20 assorted,
DEDUCT 10%

DISCOUNTS APPLY TO
AUDIO TAPE ONLY

CCM>
FUJI PHOTO FILM
Magnetic Tape Division
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Mg1 videocassettes
Fuji Videocassette Specifications'

MIS Beridox

Physical properties:
Color Shiny Black

Polyester
15mm (0.59mil)
54im (0.20 nil)

Total 201.im (0.79mi1)

Backing material
Thickness-Backing

-Coating

Width 12.65
±0.01 mm

Width tolerance less than 6 pm pp

Breaking strength more than
4.0kg

Yield strength more than
2.5kg

Residual elongation less than 0.1%

Coating resistance less than 1 x
1010 n Isq

Magnetic properties:
Orientation Longitudinally
Intrinsic coercivity

(Hc) 7000e
Maximum retentivity 1,800 G

Squareness ratio 0.82

Electro-magnetic properties:
Video optimum

recording current
Video sensitivity
B/W video S/N
Color sensitivity
Color S/N
Audio sensitivity
Audio frequency
response

± 10%
± 2 dB
more than -2 dB
± 2 dB
more than -2 dB
± 2 dB

± 2 dB

Audmoutput vnilormity less than 1VU

VHS
Leader, trailer tapes:

Color ,
Transparent

Material Polyester
Length Leader & trailer

T-120 (Sm. hub) 170 ± 15 mm
T-60,T-30(Lge. hub) 150 ± 15 mm

BETA
Color Silver

Material Polyester -coated
aluminum foil

Length Leader tape 250 mm
Trailer Tape 70 mm

Thickness less than 45µm
Cassettes:
Material ,High-impact ABS

Size VHS: 188 x 104 x 25mm
(7-13/32" x 4-3/32" x 63/64")

BETA: 156x96x 25 mm
(6-9/64"x 3-25/32"x 63/64")

Models:
VHS Format
T-30 68m (223.1ft) 30min.
T-60 128m (419.9ft) 60min.
T-90 188m (616ft) 90min.
T-120 248m (813.6f0 120min.
BETA Format
L-125 42 m(125 ft) 30/15 min.
L-250 78 m (25010 60/30 min.
L-370 114 m (370 ft) 90/45 min.

L-500 130 m (500 ft) 120/60 min.
Note  Speoneat tons stinted to change anhuutnpuce

T-30 30 min. - 60 min. $21.95 ea

T-60 1 hr. - 2 hr. 24.95
T-90 1 .12 hr. - 3 hr. 29.95
T-120 2 hr. - 4 hr. 35.95

L-125
L-250
L -370
L-500

H13
type

30/15 min.
60/30 min.
90/45 min.
120/60 min.

Beridox
$ 16.95 ea

19.95
22.95
25.95

aubio

$24.95

K010DT
DOME TWEETER

The K010DT is designed specifically for use in

loudspeaker systems where the highest accuracy of
reproduction is essential.

The performance of the K010DT is characterized by:

very wide frequency range

smooth sound pressure response and excellent
dispersion

high efficiency

high power handling capacity

very low distortion

excellent durability

SPECI FICATIONS

Magnet: 9 oz. ceramic
Voice Coil: 1 inch

Aluminum Former
Impedance: *8 ohms
Resonant Frequency: 1000 Hz.

Sound Pressure
Frequency Range: 1500-20,000 Hz.

Sensitivity: 92 dB SPA for
1 watt, 1 M.

Power Handling: 10 watt sine wave
above 1500 Hz.**

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
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Celestion
Celestion Power Loudspeakers

HF20.1111H1000
DC50/100. HICEL. MH500

Model
Sensitivity

59L in dB at I metre E IA
for 1 watt input SensitivitVPower Free air Frequency While Pull( Average SR in dB at 30 feet gOice CalImpedance handling resonance response Noise Noise Sensitivine for 1 rnW input DiameterOhms Wails Hz Hz dB dB dB dB 14 MM price

DC50 Bar 16 50 100 8000 97 2 98 7 101 51 8 1 51 $79.50
oc100 8 16 100 100 8000 99 3 100.2 103 53.8 1 51 $109.50
HF20 8 16 101) 3000 20000 100 2 97 1 M1 51 8 1 51 $129.50
MH1000 8 16 25 910 10000 97.5 96.5 101.5 523 1.52 42 $59.50
HICEL

500

8 16 2 e 25 900 10000 98 4 986 KO 2IIMH1000

um'`M1.1

Price avail
011 request.

able

$129.50
Magnet Sy41.1

Printani Applications

Motor
Penile Unit Flux Total DimensionsWeight Weight Density Flux Weight Diameter Height
L8 KG LEI KG Gauss Maxwells LB KG IN MM IN  MM

DC50 1 00 0 4 3 75 1 60 11000 56000 603 230 4.60 117 3.30 86 Used in conjunction with MH500 horn to
DC100 250 1 4 7 00 3.10 17000 87000 800 3.60 550 140 375 95

reie
Guitar

nfotc
a

mod range end highs tot
end PA use

I -1F 20 2.50 1 4 710 3 10 17000 87000 9.00 4 10 5.125 130 6.50 165 High frequency reinforcement tor high power
Iwo and three way systemsMI41000 0 75 0.35 150 0.70 12000 70000 260 1.30 6.75 x 3 6 x 5.8 Upper mid and high reinforcementHICEL

6.60 3C10
172 x 92x 1138

17.5. 55x 7.6
for Gunar PA and Disco
SystemsWIN 500

7.50 3.50
445 x 140 x 193
18.0 . 8.0 a 22.0 Mid rev. horn
458 x 204. 560

HICEL
PRICE AVAILABLE

ON REQUEST

2W X

2 WAY 800Hz
100 WATTS @ $39.50

3WX
3 WAY 800Hz + 3000Hz
250 WATTS WITH
LEVEL CONTROL @

$69.50
Aloud
Cones have paper edge °Nese otherrnee elated
PE - Paper edge cone

CE
Centric ear cone

C Tenn cone with centric edge
A. Po.nce1 models have camber edge cones

SonsIdelty
All tudsosekers lasted in sealed enclosures
10" models 340 tuck inches - 56 lines
12' models 3900 cock inches 63 9 hires
15 and 18 models MOW cuorc.ncnes 1®8 knee
0050 and DC100 Ones units rested on MH500 horns
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M) MOTOROLA Piezo Ceramic
Speakers

2" x 6" WIDE DISPERSION HORN

KSN 1025A $24.95
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL

31/2" SQUARE SUPER HORN
KSN 1005A

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL

4-27kHz

103 db

1.9-40kHz

103 db

$14.95

2" x 5" WIDE DISPERSION HORN

KSN 1016A

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 102 db

$21.95

31/2" ROUND PIEZO TWEETER

$11.95
KSN 1036A

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 2-40kHz

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 97db

THE FACTS ABOUT PIEZO CERAMIC SPEAKERS
Bulky Magnet Structure Eliminated
by the use of a piezo ceramic driver,
thereby reducing the problems
caused by size, weight, and stray
magnetic fields.

No Voice Coil - since the piezo
ceramic driver uses no voice coil,
the reliability is greatly improved;
there are no rubbing voice coils
from warped cones or from con-
taminants in the air gap. The low
dynamic mass of the drive mecha-
nism gives the piezo ceramic speak-
er a better transient response than
can be obtained with a conventional
dynamic speaker.

Excellent Transient Response -
relatively pure response with mini-
mum of ringing provides "clean,"
pure sound with low distortion.

Low Harmonic Distortion-average
harmonic distortion of less than
1.5% contributes to the delivery of
superior sound fidelity.
High Impedance - over 500 ohms
at 1 kHz, and still above 20 ohms at
40 kHz, the piezo ceramic speaker
presents no added load to the ampli-
fier and rejects low frequency power
without requiring a crossover net-
work.

Long Term Stability - new, im-
proved drivers used in Motorola
piezo ceramic speakers are imper-
vious to normal humidity var ations,
stable to temperatures of 240°F
(115°C), and durable under a variety
of external shock, vibration, and
stress conditions. As a result of
these driver improvements, Mo-
torola piezo ceramic speakers are
capable of quality performance as
long as these devices are operated
within their design specifications.

Design Specifications - electric-
ally, these piezo ceramic speakers
appear as 0.34 mfd capacitors and

exhibit high efficiency (40-50%) in
converting electrical energy into
acoustical energy.

As capacitive devices, piezo ceram-
ic speakers have sLfficient voltage
sensitiv ty to be wired directly to,
and matched with, high quality dy-
namic speakers.
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ULTRAFLEX
LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIO

800W8 1000W81 1200W8

hi -compliance woofers

These driver units by RSC have been designed for use in sealed
enclosures in order to achieve optimum response and power handling
To take full advantage of the five years of research designing these
speakers, you are advised not to mix these components with any others
Specifications should not be changed Your cabinet must have no air
leaks caulk all seams and speaker frames Speakers are to be
mounted from the front and flush with the face of the baffle The grille
cloth should be an open weave material that you can breathe through
easily make sure the grille clears the speakers by at least 3 8'
Follow these specifications and you'll have speakers offering you
acoustical excellence

NUMBER TYPE SIZE RMS RES. PRICE
POWER

800W8 WOOFER 8" 35W 55Hz 34.95

1000W8 WOOFER 10" 40W 47Hz 4 9.95

1200W8 WOOFER 12" 45W 42Hz 4 9.95

MID RANGE
400-7000 Hz
40 Watts

$16.951 599

DOME TWEETER
3000 - 20 000 Hz
40 Watts

4" $11.95

FULL RANGE

48"

$22.95
DRE DC8

20
WATTS

RMS

These driver units by RSC have been designed for use in reflex
enclosures for optimum response and power handling. ipecifications
should not be changed. Your cabinet must have no air leaks other than
the vent .. caulk all seams and speaker frames. Speakers are to be
mounted from the front and flush with the face of the bathe The grille
cloth should be an open weave material that you can breathe through
easily ... make sure the gnlle clears the speaker by at least 3;i". We
suggest you bne the cabinet with two inches of damping material
making sure the front and vent are clear. Follow these specifications
and you'll have speakers delivering you acoustical exel!,oce

8
OHM

DRE DC12
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ULTRAFLEX
LOUDSPEAKERS

60 WATTS
RMS
A very economical
woofer with a very
good sound. A 1.5"
60 Watt voice coil
and foam surround
make for an excep-
tionally smooth bass
response as low as
18 Hz.

20oz. MAGNET

10" AIR SUSPENSION
WOOFER'

29.95

*20oz Magnet
*60 Watts RMS
*1.5" Voice Coil
1020B

39.95

No 1520

15" WOOFERS
AIR SUSPENSION

100 WATTS
RMS '

A brute for power!
Heavy-duty 2" voice
coil packs a real
wallop. Frequency
response from 1Hz
to 4kHz, Resonance
at 18 Hz. Get that
disco sound in your
own home.

18" HIGH POWER PROFESSIONAL
BASE REFLEX DRIVER
300W. RMS

Our very best. Giant
3" phosphor -bronze
voice coil and mass-
ive 78oz magnet
combine with a
sturdy ribbed
surround, all
mounted in a die-

78oz Magnet

2 WAY
40 WATTS

$11.95
CUT OFF 2400 HZ
SLOPE 6db/OCTAVE
POWER 40 WATTS RMS
IMPEDANCE..8OHMS
2WX-6-40

23!95
cast aluminium
frame for the finest
bass sound of all.
Write for complete
specs.

No SHP 1878

ULTRAFLEX CROSSOVERS
3 WAY
40 WATTS

$19.95
CUT OFF 700-2400 Hz
SLOPE 6db/OCTAVE
POWER 40 WATTS RMS
IMPEDANCE..8 OHMS
3 WX-6-40

89.95

54oz MAGNET

No 15540

12" AIR SUSPENSION
WOOFER

4915
*40 oz Magnet
80 watts RMS
2" voice coil

VULTAN 12

r 3 WAY
100 WATTS

$29.95
CUT OFF S00-4000 Hz
SLOPE 12db/OCTAVE
POWER 100 WATTS RMS
IMPEDANCE ...8 OHMS
3 WX-12-100

2 WAY 35 WATT BASS REFLEX

1 DRE-DC8 8" WOOFER reg. $24.95
1 ULTRAFLEX TWEETER reg. $11.95

REGULAR TOTAL $ 36.90

PACKAGE PRICE 29 95
COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS

3 WAY 50 WATT AIR SUSPENSION

1-1020B 10" WOOFER $29.95
1-M8 5" MID. RANGE $16.95
1-ULTRAFLEX TWEETER $11.95
1-3WX-6-40 CROSSOVER $19.95

REGULAR TOTAL $78.80

COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGE

PRICE

89.95

3 WAY 70 WATT AIR SUSPENSION

1-VULTAN 12 12" WOOFER $49.95
1-M8 5" MID RANGE $16.95
1-ULTRAFLEX TWEETER $11.95
1-3WX-12-100 CROSSOVER $ 29.95

$ 108.80

COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGE PRICE

94.95

150 WATT DISCO SYSTEM

1-15540 15" WOOFER
4-M8 5" MID RANGE
2-2X5" PIEZO TWEETERS
1-AD3WXSP

$69.95
$67.80
$39.90
$ 48.00

$225.65

COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGE
PRICE

189.95
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A00162/T 8/15 1000 25 Alum/Copper 10/25 FXD 300 10
20'
50;

AD0141/T 4/8 1200 25 Alum/Copper 5/ 1 FXD 300 10
20'
40t

AD0163/T 8/15 1000 25 Alum/Copper 10/ 25 FXD 300 10
tOver 4000 Hz 20'

50t
AD0140/T 4/8 1200 25 Alum/Copper 5/.1 FXD 300 10W

20W
40Wt

PHILIPS

AD01630T8

AD0163/T8

Impedance Resonant Voice Coil System Magnet System
Type Availability Frequency Dia. Material Weight Material

Number (a) (Hz) (mm) Type (oz/kg) Type

AD0140/T 4/8 1200 25 Alum/Copper 5/ 1 FXD 300

DOME TWEETERS

Loudspeakers

AD016378

Overall
Max Dome Weight
PHC Material (lbs/kg) Price
10W Polycarbonate 6/.25 $13.50
20W
40W;

'Over 2000 Hz

'Over 2000 Hz

'Over 2000 Hz

("Over 4000 Hz

;Over 4000 Hz

'Over 2500 Hz +Over 4000 Hz

CONE TWEETERS
AD2290/T 4-8 1300 18 Copper .95/.027 Ticonal 10 Paper No 22/.1 $9,95

4-8

AD2295/T8 4-8 1400Hz 14.5 Copper 05/.013 Ticonal 10 Paper No 15/.07 $9.95

AD0211SQ 4/8 370 35 Alum/Copper 16/ 42 FXD 300 60W' Textile Rim NA 2 2/1 0 $24.00
'Over 800 Hz Vented Form Textile Dome

DOME MID RANGE

Polycarbonate

Textile

Textile

Polycarbonate

1 1/ 5

6/ 25

1 1/ 5

6/ 25

$17.00

$15.00

$18.50

$13.50

AD0211SQ 4/8 370 35 Alum/Copper 16/ 42 FXD 300 60W" Textile Rim NA 2 2/1 0 $36.00
Vented Form Textile Dome

'Over 800 Hz
AD5060/SQ 4/8 210Hz 25 Copper 10/.25 FXD 300 40' Textile NA 1.8/.8 $24.95
AD5061/SQ 4/8 680 25 Copper 101/.25 FXD 300 30' Textile NA 1 5/.8 $19.00Over 1300 Hz

4" WOOFFR
AD4050/W 4/8 60 25 Alum/Copper 3/.06 Ticonal 15 Buytl Rubber NA .9/.42

5" WOOFER
AD5060/W 4/8 60 25 Copper 10/.25 FXD 300 10 Buytl Rubber NA 1.5/.7 $17.00
AD5061/M 4/8 85 25 Copper 10/.25 FXD 300 10W Textile NA 1.47/.67 $19.00
7" WOOFER

$27.00

AD7066/W 4/8 45 25 Alum/Copper 16/.42 FXD 300 40 Buytl Rubber NA 2.5/1.15 $20.00
AD7062/M 8 45 25 Alum. 11/.26 FXD 300 30 Buytl Rubber NA 1.5/.68 $16.50
8"

AD9710MC 8 50 25 Alum/Copper 14/.40 FXD 300 20 Treated paper No 2.5/1.3 $45.00with whizzer

ADS060SQ8
AD0211SQ8
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AD1260W

Impedance Resonant
Type Availability Frequency

Number (0) (Hz)

8" WOOFERS

Voice Coil System
Dia. Material

(mm) Type

AD081020/W 8 45 25

AD8061/W 4/8 42 25

AD8066/W 8 39 25

AD8067/W 4/8 32 35

AD80100/W 8 30 37.9

AD8067MFB 4 38 34

10" WOOFERS

AD1065/W 8 20 25

AD102050/W 8 25 35

AD10100/W 4/8 25 50

AD10240/W 8 25 50

AD1065/M 8 55 25

12" WOOFERS
AD12600/W 8 25 25

AD12100/HP 8/15 60 50

AD12100G 8 45 50

AD1265/M 8-15 45 25

AD12100M 8 45 35

AD0601

AD80100W

Magnet System White Overall
Weight Material Max. Cone Cone Weight
(oz/kg) Type PHC Rim Avail. (lbe/kg)

Copper 10/ 25 FXD 300 20 Treated
Fabric

Alum/Copper 11/.26 FXD 300 30 Buytl Rubber

Alum/Copper 16/.42 FXD 300 40 Buytl Rubber

Alum. 16/.42 FXD 300 40 Buytl Rubber

Alum/Coppe 20/.566 FXD 300 40 Foam

Copper 16/.42 FXD 300 50 Butyl Rubber

Yes 2.0/ 9

NA 1 5/.8

NA 2.5/1.15

NA 2.9/1.3

Yes 5/2 25

No 2.9/1.3

Copper 16/ 42 FXD 300 30 Buytl Rubber NA 4 0/1 8

Copper 20/.566 FXD 300 50 Foam Yes 5/2.3

Copper 37/1 05 FXD 300 40 Buytl Rubber NA 6.6/3 0

Alum/Copper 40/1.13 FXD 300 70 Foam Yes 7.9/3.6

Copper 18/.45 FXD 300 20 Accordian paper No 3.3/1 5
with whizzer

AD70601W

Price

price not
available

$24.00

$28.50

$38.00

$3E.00

$38.00

$53.00

price not
available

$75.00

$80.00

$53.00

Alum/Copper 11/.30 FXD 300 40 Foam NA 3 3/1 5 $45.00

Copper 37/1 FXD 300 50

Alum/Copper

Copper

Copper

40/1.13 FXD 300 75

Textile NA 7.2/3.27
with

Treated Paper NA 8/3.6

16/1.5 FXD 300 25 Accordian paper No
with whizzer

30 Accordian paper NA
with whizzer37/1 FXD 300

AD10240W

4/1.8

7.3/3.3

AD15240

$75.00
$75.00

$48.00

$75.00
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PHILIPS

ADF700

AD3WXSP

(150W)

THREE-WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK CONNECTIONS
(Use for systems with woofers 8" through 15".

Connections shown at right are for

ADF500/4500/8 (ADWXA) Use 8 ohm
tweeter, 40W system.

ADF700/3000/8 Use 8 ohm tweeter,
60W system

ADF700/2600/8 Use 15 ohm tweeter,
8 ohm mid -range and woofer, 80W
system.

Impedance Resonant Voice Coil System Magnet System White Overall
Type Availability Frequency Dia. Material Weight Material Max Cone Cone Weight

Number (n) (Hz) (mm) Type (oz/kg) Type PHC Rim Avail. (lbs/kg) Price
AD12650/W 8 20 35 Alum/Copper 20/ 56 FXD 300 60 Butyl Rubber NA 4.0/1.8 $52.00
AD122050/W 8 19 35 Copper 20/ 566 FXD 300 50 Foam Yes 4.0/1.8 $75.00
AD12100/W 4/8 19 50 Copper 37/1 05 FXD 300 40 Buytl Rubber NA 7 0/3.2 $80.00
AD12240/W 8 20 50 Alum/Copper 40/1 13 FXD 300 70 Foam Yes 8/3 62 $80.00
12" WOOFER ( Special motional feedback system application )
AD12100/MFB 4/8 19 50 Copper 37/1 05 FXD 300 60 Buytl Rubber NA 7.0/3.2 $75.00

15" WOOFER
AD15240/W 8 19 50 Alum/Copper 40/1 13 FXD 300 80 Foam Yes 90/4 08 $80.00

PASSIVE RADIATORS

Type Size Surround Cone Mass Added Mass

AD10000 10" Foam Roll Up 14 gr 55 gr. $16.50
AD12000 12" Foam Roll Up 24 gr 40 gr $20.00
AD8000 8" Roll Up 7 gr 24 3 gr $13.50

CROSSOVER FILTERS
Type

Number
Crossover

Frequencies
Impedance

(Ohms) Lo
Slope/Octave

Med. High Features
Rating
(Watts) Price

TWO WAY
AD2WXA also ADF2400/8 2400Hz 8 6dB 6dB 40 $9.00

AD2WXB also ADF1600/8 1600Hz 8 6dB 12dB 40 $11.75

ADF3000/8 3000Hz 8 6dB 12dB 70 $11.75

ADF1500/ 8 1500Hz 8 6dB 12dB 70 $11.75
THREE WAY
AD3WXA also ADF500/4500/8 500/4500Hz 8 6dB 6dB 12dB 40 $21.00

AD F600/4000/ 8 600/4000Hz 8 18dB 12dB 12dB Variable controls 60 $21.00

AD3WXSP 700/3600Hz 8 12dB 12dB 12dB All air coils, polyester 150
capacitors

$48.00

ADF700/2600/8 700/2600Hz 8 12dB 12dB 12dB 100 $22.50

ADF700/ 3000/8 700/3000Hz 8 12dB 12dB 12dB 100 $22.50
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DYNATFICINICo

BS -514-3 BS -514-6 BS -514-12 CX
BS -514-12 BS -515-20 CX

MODEL NO. SPEAKERS CERAMIC MAGNET VOICE COIL MAXIMUM

OUTPUT (WATTS)
IMP

(OHMS Price
BS -614-3 5%," In -door 3 oZ 34" 5 8 $4.50
BS -514-6 5/" In -door 6 oz. 1" 4.8 $6.50
BS -514-12 AIR SUSPENSION 12 oz 1" 4.8 $9.95
BS-514-12CX 59" CO -AXIAL AIR SUSPENSION 2 -way 12 oz CO -AXIAL 1" 25 4-8 $15.95

BS-514-20CX 15N" woofer 2" tweeter)
20 az CO -AXIAL 1" 4-8 $21.95

A 8

MODEL NO. SPEAKER MAGNET IMP.
OHMS

AIR SUSPENSION DUSTCOVER
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT
(WATTS)

Price
A 8.9-6903 ' 6" x 9" replacement 3 oz 8 no yes 5 $6.50
A BS -6903-4 6" x 9" replacement 3 oz 4 no yes 5 $6.50
A 115-6906 6" x 9" replacement 6 oz 8 no yes 10 $7.95
11 BS -6910 6" x 9" deluxe 10 oz. 8 yes no 15 $11.50
C 113-6912CX 6" x 9" CO -AXIAL 12 oz. 8 yes no 25 $15.95
C 8,9-61120CX 6" x 9" CO -AXIAL 20 oz. 8 yes no 35 $19.95

MODEL NO. SPEAKER MAGNET IMF.
OWNS

AIR SUSPENSION DUSTCOVER
MAXIMU
OUTPUT
(WATTS)

Price

0 IS-6920FX 6" x 9" deluxe CO -AXIAL with urethane

foam edge and black wrinkle finish

20 oz 4-8 yes no 35 $25.95

E 8S -6920T 6" x 9" deluxe 3 -WAY speaker with

woofer. tweeter and mid -range. urethane foam

edge. black wrinkle finish.

20 oz 8 yes no 45 $32.95

F 88-69200 6" x 9" super deluxe 4 -WAY speaker

with woofer, mid -range and 2 tweeters.

urethane foam edge, black wrinkle finish

20 oz 8 yes no 50 $44.95

C
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Auto speakers

6 oz. ceramic magnet.

6 oz. ceramic magnet.

Auto Speaker Baffles

  
40,

51/4" METAL

2.50

                                                                                                                                                              

V

4x 10" METAL $2.50
Deluxe metal grille coated with
a flat black vinyl for the sporty
look.

                                              s                                                                                                                         

5 x 7" METAL

$2.50
514" PLASTIC

$2.25
Super deluxe snap -on black
plastic soft pad with specially
designed chrome tweeter open-
ing. For 5Y4" speakers.

..doono111101 1111111111111110ohni.

.411111111011111111111111110111111111N11111111iii

11110101111110111100111111111111111111111111111111'

7911111111111111111101110!"

For the economy minded, a
flat surface mounting grille,
black in colour. For 5" x 7"
speakers.

5" x 7" PLASTIC

$1.95

Flat, black, economic, low
profile grille made of painted
metal for 6" x 9" speaker.

6" x 9" METAL

$1.95

6" x 9" PLASTIC

$3.50
Custom super -deluxe durable
plastic with soft vinyl padded
surface and specially designed
chrome -plated opening for the
tweeter in co -axial speakers.
For 6" x 9".
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44eM-Souftee

AUTOMATIC
REVERSE

DIN NOSEPIECE

TONE CONTROL

POWER ON/OFF
VOLUME CONTROL
BALANCE CONTROL

(PUSH)

TAPE DIRECTION
PUSHBUTTON

PLL
PH ASP LOCK LOOP

IC CIRCUITRY

EJECT
PUSHBUTTON

FM/MPS STEREO
INDICATOR LIGHT

TAPE DIRECTION
INDICATOR LIGHTS

MS -8540
IN -DASH CASSETTE STEREO TAPE PLAYER
WITH BUILT-IN AM/FM-FM MULTIPLEX RADIO

RADIO BAND SELECTOR
AM/FM/FM-MPS

TUNING
CONTROL

LOCKING REWIND LOCKING FAST FORWARD

REGULAR L 

$299.95

OUR PRICE

$249.95
 ADJUSTABLE SHAFTS - 5 POSITIONS
N 6 Watts RMS Per Channel - 35 Watts Music Power
 Frequency Response - 50 - 10,000 Hz
 Size. 7" W x 13/4" H x 53/4" D

REGULARLY

MS -7350
THE REWIND ONE OUR PRICE

$169.95 -0= --""SPECIFICATIONS:

$199.95

 30 Watts Music Power -5 Watts RMS per Channel
 Frequency Response - 50 - 10,000 Hz
 Size: 63/4" W x 13/4" H x CA" D
 Automatic Stop and Eject at End of Tape
 Automatic Switch -over to Radio Mode at End of Tape
 Adjustable Shafts

IN -DASH CASSETTE STEREO TAPE PLAYER
WITH BUILT-IN AM/FM-FM MULTIPLEX RADIO

14404CATOR

sa.aer '"c"' `*". "/LEM 1444144C, 140144.4440

144.01C41011

C.PUTOMA TIC EJECT

11444241, C.4.313 4

C(414141104

MS -7260
THE
COMPACT
ONE

SPECIFICATIONS:

REGULARILY

$199.95

OUR
PRICE

$149.95 MF
 33 Watts Music Power - 5.5 Watts RMS Per Channel

Frequency Response - 50-10,000 Hz
Size: 6-3/4" W x 1-5/8" H x 4-7/8" D

 Automatic Stop at End of Tape
 ADJUSTABLE SHAFTS

NITCHAB-L)
MUTE

TAPE
INDICATOR LIGHT \

IREDI

POWER/VOLUME
CONTROL

TONE
CONTROL

MANUAL
EJECT

LOCKING PE

PLL
PHA. LUCK LOW'
,11, IL CIRC1.1110

MIA
INDICATOR LICHT
1GREEP,

NCSEPIECE
SHORT CHASSIS

Mr DEEP
15/8" HIGH

BALANCE
CONTROL

AM/FM OCAL.,
PUSHBUTTON PUSHBUT ON TTUNING

CONTROL
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DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
A Division of DREECO Electronics Limited

THE HOME OF R.4D10 & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

535 YONG E STREET - TORONTO. ONT.
M4Y 1 Y5

Name

Address

Apt. No. or R.R. No.

Town/City

Postal Code Prov

please indicate
Mastercharge ( ) or Chargex ( )

B x

Card no. DATE

ORDER BLANK
DATE 19

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
I DO NOT FILL IN)

SHIPPED VIA

AMT.

RE FUND

OWING

Expiry date

Signature

MI MIT
INK

111101TITT

MIMEO
STOCK

ISMIONTO

NISCNIPTION
(Uwe Manufacturer's Keene Whenever Pessibie)

Pala: Each,
Foot, Se, PCIII,
Roll, 1.1.9 Etc.

TOTAL NICE
SOLLARS I CENTS

f

'

I

TOTAL

September,

0 0 : IF ML111:114G10 I I1 v a .CE

- Minimum
- All merchandise
- All nricps

1979

mail

subiect

order, $10.00
subject to prior sale.
to chance without prior notice.

Oneroo Res.denis ONLY ADD 7°'. SALES TAX

POSTAGE AND INSURANCE

AMOUNT ENCLOSED
.._

- All orders over $75.00 shipped prepaid.

THIS CATALOGUE CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS CATALOGUES

POSTAGE AND HANDLING CHARGES:

Consult with your local postmaster for prevailing postage rates. If you
ora unable to oscertaint what the charges will be, please include about
10% extra to cover postage and handling. We will refund any over-
payment.
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DD -210 Dead Accurate Speed Control For Live Accurate Music

EXPERIENCE THE DYNAMIC
PRECISION OF DIRECT DRIVE

SPECIFICATIONS

MOTOR 6 pole DC
COreleSS

WOW AND FLUTTER

RUMBLE

Less than 0.08%
WRMS

Better than 65 dB
(Din 131

$269.95
POWER SOURCE 120 V AC, 60 Hz

POWER CONSUMPTION ' 5 Watts
DIMENSIONS width 440 mm

depth : 350 rnrn

height 131 mm

WEIGHT 6.5 Kg

AUDIO REFLEX
10, ii bra- a ml

BUY ANY COMPLETE SYSTEM OF RECEIVER, TURNTABLE, & SPEAKERS
AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT.

The Transparent Series.
The SB-410 is a two way bass
relies system incorporating a
10- long throw woofer and a 3"
tweeter for a balanced, musical
output The system is rated at 40
watts

$179.95pr

The 5EI-610 packs the big sound
of the 710 11110 a more compact
boa with a power rating of 60
watts The unit has a low re-
sonance 12' woofer and a 5"
midrange and 3" tweeter for an
uncompromising high and.

A passive radiator supplements
the bass output of th s 50 wall
two way system. The 38-510 has
a 10" long throw woofer. an 8'
passive radiator and a 3 tweeter
to cover the extreme hinges of
the musical spectrum

$429.95pr

The 0E1-710 *Audio Reflex's Woof the line model
featuring a 15" high compliance woofer and a 100
watt power rating. A cloth edged midrange and a
tweeter with a lightweight diaphrarn combine to
provide a clean, transparent response

$229.95pr

Power Handling Frequency Response Cabinet Dimensions Finish

SB-710 100 watts 35 - 20,000 Hz t 3 dB 271/2" x 181/2" x 141/2" All units

SB-610 60 watts 45 - 18,000 Hz ± 3 dB 25" x 143/4" x 11 Ye" have durable

SB-510 50 watts 55 - 18,000 Hz ± 3 dB 25" x 131/4" x 9'1" simulated wood

SB-410 40 watts 55 - 18,000 Hz ± 4 dB 211/4" x 1131/2" x 91/8" finishes
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AR164.... SOUND REPRODUCTION PERFECTED IN AN
ADVANCED STEREO RECEIVER

$399.95

111010 REFLEX
you'll hear a lot from us

AUDIO SECTION
POWER OUTPUT

POWER SANDWRII:

TONE CONTROLS:

FILLERS

LOUDNESS.

NPUT:
ISonsIthav/ImpatIMMM

5D welts csanner min t/ S
both channels Prlven al 0 ohms
at KHz man no MISS Man° 2,
Matorlion

20 Hi to 40 IOU

*,Ddb at 100.
10dOM 400 Nx

I KHz
:;21,::
5 10de at 10 KHz

Hap -600 al 10 KHz
Low -WM al 100 Hz
 &Mal 190 Hz. 4.. Glee 10K Hz

PHONO10ERAMIC1 25000
1M ohm
PHONO 2 5t/W 50K O..

APE t50mV
MIC 25 mV

OUTPUT 'APE 700 oWSLINonms
ISertalytthy/Impeammal
SPEAKER A B A12 PHONES

FM TUNER SECTION
TUNING RNGE BB MHz to 106 MHz

PRESEY

ntglIFITTRVATIO tS6'
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 50d6 19n 1.100
SELECTIVITY. BOab
IMAGE REJECTION:

STEREO SEPARATION. 313,b111,11z1
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
CONTROL  150Y,

AM TUNER SECTION
TUNING RANGE: 525K. to 1650 KHz
SENSITITIVV: 2501,
IF REJECTION 20de
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 50de

GENERAL
POWER SOURCE:
DIMENSIONS'

WEIGHT

190 yeas 00 NZ
201/5-1561 mml

1/ 8.3/4'. 114 men)
115/81340.01

24 1es 110 9 1ig I

AR -620 A highly musical receiver finished in brushed
aluminium with a wood grain sleeve

$289.95

1111010 REFLEX
you'll hear a lot from us...

SPECIFICATIONS

AMPLIFIER SECTION
80.61 ouIPut per channel - 20W la IK Hz both

channels driven. B ohm 1060
T H 13 Al rated output - Better Man 0 2%
I IA cbstortmn al rated output - 0.15%
Damping lector mto ohms - 35
Signal In noise ratio Phono - BO 05

Aux - 95 05
Channel separation - 1K Hz - 50 db

-1p1( Hz - 45 clla

AM TUNER SECTION
Usable sensmvsy

5,gnel to nose ratm

- 3001V
- 30 00
- 50 35

FM TUNER SECTION
UsabIe senbt.e.ty 13000 S /NI - 2 0 p V
Capture ratio -1 5 db
Separation 1K Hz - 40 db
Setect.siis - 65 db
T1.11:10, IKHz Mono - 0 15%

Stereo - 0.25%
5.901110 not. ratto Mono - 68 05

Stereo - 65 db

GENERAL
POWER SOURCE: 120 voits 130 Hz
DIMENSIONS: 17  NO x 5 t H a 101. 0
WEIGHT: 18 le,

EQ-1 10 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EQUALIZER FOR ABSOLUTE

CONTROL OF YOUR SOUNDS

AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR SILVER

$229.95
SpetIlleatIons

FreQuendV 86619Ons9
S gnat to Noise Ratio
00181 Harmonic 0.00010n
1,.lermodular DisloiTon
Rated Output
Maximum Output
Output Impedance
Input Impedance

10 Hz - 50 KHz 1 DB
85 dB
005%
0 1%

2 von RMS
9 volts RMS before clipping
600 unbalanced
100 K unbalanced

Octave Centres

RAdAIntlarl Cut
Max.rellm Gam

InPotS/Outputs

31 5 FIT 83 HZ. 125 Hz.
250 Hi. 500 Hz. 1000 Hz.
2 KHz. 4 KHz. 8 KHz.
16 KHz
-12 dB
 12 dB
2 in. 2 out, tape in. tape Out

Power Requirement 120 volts. 60 Hz
Consumpbon 15 watts max
Oirnenstons 16h' 54'
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What's On

To date, none of the monochrome
cameras which have emerged
specifically for home use have been
terribly well designed. None are
available with electronic viewfinders,
which would employ a cathode raytube
in the eye piece, instead of simply an
auxiliary lens, making them rather
difficult to use unless one is filming
right beside the TV set. Even at that, a
tightly framed shot is largely a matterof
luck. The one stop lenses usually found
on these cameras are all but useless if
one wishes to use exposure creatively.
The intent with these cameras appears
to have been to sell something to the
VCR owner who would like to do some
of his or her own programming, but
can't get a third mortgage on the dog to
spring for a full colour system.

COLOUR YOUR WORLD
The colour cameras, at least one

seems to be available from every VCR
manufacturer, are full featured, high
performance systems in many ways
comparable to professional -type
portable cameras. Most are relatively
small and light, and much has been
copied from industrial designs to make
them very "humanly engineered". You
won't see the CBC shooting the
national news with them . . . because
they won't let anyone into the studio
while they're at it . . . but most of these
"home" systems are capable of results
every bit as good as those that come
over the airwaves.

If you remember to take the cap off
the lens.

There are two distinct groups of
colour cameras: those with optical
viewfinders, more sophisticated
versions of the types found on the
monochrome models, and those with
full electronic finders, which is the
arrangement found, in the industry, on
anything other than a surveillance
camera. One thing to keep in mind,
though . . . something which all the ad
literature fails to make mention of . . .

while the camera tube sees in colour,
the recorded image is in colour, and
your set may be in colour, the
viewfinder CRT is black and white. This
poses a few immediate problems, for
while you can use the finder to get
things composed, exposed and
focussed up, you can't tell if the colours
are right, and the delicate green of great
Aunt Remora's charming countenance
may wind up a shocking flesh tone on
playback.

The reason that the camera cannot
always get the colour right on its own is
largely due to theambient light in which

it is being used. Very few light sources
actually produce pure white light. We
may see it as white, because the human
eye quite regularly "fools" itself for
convenience sake. However, common
incandescent light is slightly orange,
sunlight is tinged with varying degrees
of blue, depending upon the
atmospheric conditions and the time of
day, and the standard "cold white"
fluorescent mind sterilization tubes are
a bit on the green side. The tint of the
light, naturally, will shift thecolours of a
subject around slightly, as far as the
camera is concerned.

To compensate for the variations in
lighting colour, most cameras are
equipped with some sort of colour
temperature control. The simplest is
just an "Indoor -outdoor" switch. Those
with a bit more control are continuously
variable pots. If a wider range or more
accurate control of the colour
temperature is required, filters can be
screwed into the front of a camera's
lens; however, these are a drag,
because they are quite expensive and
usually 4orgotten on or off the camera at
a critical moment. If the colours are not
"just so ', they can be compensated for
with the TV set's adjustments on
playback.

Having worked remote camera now
and then, there is one feature which
seems worth more than just a passing
mention. Most of the current crop of
colour cameras look like over grown
super eight movie sets, with the lenses
and finders in the usual places.
However, there are a few, puzzling
though they may seem, with the finders
upfront. Witness the JVC G-71US as an
example. Now, if you have ever been the
victim of the screening of a home movie,
you may have noticed that one of the
more interesting things it did for you
was to make you slightly sea sick,
because most home make flicks jump
all over the place. Inherent in the"super
eight" style of camera is the latent
inability of most people to keep the
nasty things steady. If you want to prove
this to yourself, take a couple of bricks
and hold them infront of your face while
walking around. This should illustrate
two important points. One, that you
can't see through bricks, and two, that
there is little mechanical stability in
ones arm when it is in this particular
position.

The best place to put a camera if it
must be "hand held" is on the shoulder.
With a bit of practice, a camera thus
supported can be held almost as steady
as if it were atop a tripod, even while
walking around. However, this does

present a slight problem if one isto peer
through a conventional, rear mounted
view finder. Hence, the front mounted
eye piece . .. a very valuable feature if
you plan to do a great deal of hand held
camera work.

GET YOUR OWN
Most of the cameras listed here

actually work with a single, low voltage
power supply. Some do not. This is very
important if you plan to use your
camera with a portable VCR in the
future. While only a few manufacturers
have released portables for the 1/2"

cassettes to date, undoubtedly most of
the others will have done so within the
next year or so. Since the portables run
entirely on batteries, if your camera
needs a bunch of different voltages to
operate, voltages usually supplied by
the AC powered circuitry in the power
supply box, they won't be at all happy
together.

By the time this column wends its way
through the editing staff, the deletion
dart board and the printers, this list may
well have been rendered incomplete.
The VCR manufacturers are churning
out new models so fast that many are
actually obsolete by the time they reach
the ends of their production lines.
However, here is what exists at the
moment ... that is, my moment, which is
actually your moment as it was three
months ago, before your moment was..
oh, never mind.

TOSHIBA
The TA -11 is a black and white

camera with a zoom lens, and a peculiar
sort of optical finder. An internal mirror
arrangement permits actual through
the lens viewing, in a system similar to
that used in a thirty five millimeter still
camera. The only negative aspect of
this is that the optics siphon off some of
the light that would otherwise be bound
for the pick up tube. A microphone is
built into the camera, right above the
lens. One interesting point: while the
lens does not have a full set of stops, its
usual f/2.5 apertu re can be closed down
to f/8 or f/11 for shooting in bright light.

The IK-12 is a full blown colour
system. It comes with an optical finder,
but this can be replaced by a fully
electronic one, if desired, at any time.
The standard lens is a 25 mm f/1.9, with
stops, and a variety of other lenses can
be had, including a 18 to 108 mm zoom.
There is a built-in mike in the usual spot.
The detachable hand grip is one of the
better designs for a camera having a
front mounted finder. A meter on the
rear panel indicates whether sufficient
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Panasonic's PK200

The PK300 is similar to the 200 model
except it offers zoom.

light is available for automatic shooting
at any given aperture. A "HUE" pot and
a two position lighting switch are
provided to set the colours upto suit the
user's taste.

If He had meant for us to have green
faces, He would have given us a Tory
government sooner.

Toshiba also has the IK-1610, which
appears to be designed for use with its
V-5530 portable Beta recorder.
Presumably, it will work with any
machine. Physically, it resembles a
large movie camera, with a rear
mounted finder. Its features are similar
to the I K-12, and the available options
include an auto iris zoom and an
electronic finder.

HITACHI
Hitachi has one camera, the GP -5,

but its several available options make
it quite versatile. The rear mounted
viewfinder can be either of the optical or
electronic type. If a simple lens is used,
the automatic sensitivity control will
adjust the camera for an acceptable
picture. Those wishing a bit more of a
hand in the destiny of their tapes can
install a more elaborate lens, complete
with full iris and zoom. A directional
mike is mounted on the front of the
camera, over the lens. The colour
temperature adjustment is a

continuously variable control.

PANASONIC
Panasonic's line of cameras includes

two colour machines, the PK-200 and

PK-300. Both have front mounted
finders, optical for the 200 and
electronic for the 300. Both cameras
have built-in light meters, externally
accessable colour controls, and three
position colour temperature switches.
Built-in mikes are also among the
features. The major difference between
the two units is the lenses provided: a
simple 25 mm f/1.8 forthe PK-200, and a
television type 6:1 zoom for the PK-300.

RCA
RCA has four (count 'em) cameras,

two monochrome and two colour. The
BW003 is an ultra simple black and
white, with non-adjustable lens and a
flip -up optical finder. Both beasties
have built-in mikes, and moulded on
hand grips.

The CC001 is a full colour job, with a
standard lens and optical finder; which
is front mounted. There is a two position
colour switch, and a pair of knobs to
adjust the overall hue. The traditional
condenser mike protrudes from the
front of the camera, above the lens. This
camera is also available as the CC002,
which has a 6:1 zoom lens and an
electronic finder.

Jvg
The daddy of the VHS system has two

colour cameras available, the G-31US
and the G-71US (Who comes up with
these numbers?). Both are usable with
either console or portable recorders,
and can be used with their own 12 volt
rechargeable battery packs. The hand
grip is similar to TOSHIBA's, and is
somewhat easier to use than the
conventional pistol type. The f inders on
both models are front mounted. A
switch is provided to defeat the age
circuitry, for complete manual control
of exposure. The G-31 US has an optical
finder and a fixed focus, 25 mm f/1.8
lens. The G-71US has an electronic
viewfinder and an auto iris 6:1 17 to 102
mm zoom. Both the zoom and the f inder
can be added to the G-31US at a later
time if desired.

ZENITH
Zenith has three cameras available.

The basic monochrome unit is
undoubtedly the simplest of the lot. It
does not have an internal mike, but a
separate hand mike is available as an
option. The lens is un-stoppable: one

RCA's deluxe home video kit, a Selectavision

VCT400 and CC002 colour camera, and of course, cassette to record on.
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What's On

Simulated TV Picture

G-71US colour camera with electronic viewfinder.

Sony's camera

size fits all. The rear mounted finder is of
the flip -up, optical variety.

The two colour cameras, KC -1000
and KC -1250 appear identical to the
two versions of the HITACHI GP -5
camera, except for all brown cases, as
opposed to the latter's black and silver.
This is handy if you want to fashion co-
ordinate your video apparatus.

SONY
Sony undoubtedly ha3 a camera

about somewhere, but, to date, it has
proven a bit elusive. Upon requesting
some data concerning it, I rece ved the
photo of the hand held portable shown,
a full colour unit designed especially for
use by people who are two separate
gorillas. More on this as it develops.

While they have their place, many of
the consumer cameras are a bit
disappointing. For one tring, they are
very expensive, and, over all, are not as
well engineered as they might be. This
is especially true of the black and white
models, most of whict- are simple
enough to be used by an eight year old,
and may well have been designed by
one. As such, one of the things you can
expect to see in this column in the
upcoming months will be a bit on
rejuvenating some of the I ass expensive
industrial cameras for home use.

Next month, a quick look at video
discs: stereo for the deaf. Until then,
stay tuned.

Zenith's KC 1250 with electronic
viewfinder and 6:1 zoom lens.
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REPLACEMENT PICTURE TUBES
Famous Super Chromacolor® picture

tubes in a range of sizes to replace a
total of 80 industry types. Plus
Sunshine® and Cinebeam picture
tubes to fit almost any brand of color

TV. And Zenith black & white picture
tubes to replace 401 other types of B & W tubes.

ZENITH QUALITY PARTS
All the parts you need, from bel fuses

to TV knobs. The star is the Zenith
Instant Parts Program (ZIP). It puts
the 100 most used replacement parts
at your fingertips, in a specially

designed, compact rack. ZIP makes
inventory and re -ordering fast and easy for you.
Also, Zenith now offers a line of capacitors, resistors,
integrated circuits and universal semi -conductors and
a full line of universal needles and cartridges.

Major Appliances Div.,
Ackland' Ltd.,
1725 Quebec Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
Phone -1-604-879-4631

For quality you can depend on.
in replacement parts and accessories -

all in one convenient place

B.R.E. Electric Ltd.,
5544 -5th Street S.E.,
Calgary, Alta. T2H 1L3
Phone -1-403-253-7171

Your Zenith Distributor
has the parts and
accessories you need in
one convenient place
your Zenith One -Stop
Shopping Center.

REPLACEMENT RECEIVING TUBES
A complete line of more than 1,000

Zenith quality tubes . . . the same
tubes as used in Zenith original
equipment. Built to operate with
great reliability - to cut your callbacks.

And they have the long life needed
to increase the satisfaction of your customers.

ZENITH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
Here are just a few! Quad, stereo and

monaural headphones. Broadened line
of outdoor antennas featuring 13 all -new
Super Chromatenna models. Complete
new Chromatenna indoor antenna line.

Antenna rotors. Three grades of batteries in
a wide range of sizes. Electronic chemicals, including tuner
degreaser, tuner cleaner, circuit cooler and
tape head cleaner. Cascptte and 8 -track recording tape
cartridges and record care products. A full line of test
equipment & service aids.

Beside parts and accessories, your Zenith Distributor
has the specialized "know how" to help solve tough
service problems. Come in or phone today.

YOUR LOCAL ZENITH DISTRIBUTOR:

B.R.E. Electric Ltd.,
14840 -115th Ave.,
Edmonton, Alta. T5M 3C1
Phone -1-403-455-7171

Major Appliances Div.
Ackland, Ltd.,
1155 Sherwin Rd.,
Winnipeg. Man. R3H OV1
Phone -1-204-633-6679

Zenith Radio Corporation
of Canada Ltd.,
1020 Islington Ave.,
Toronto. Ont. M8Z 555
Phone -1-416-231-4171

Zenith Radio Corporation
of Canada Ltd.,
900 Bout St. Martin 0.,
Chomedey, Lay. PO
H7S2B6
Phone -1-514-663-0430

Waldele Limited,
Station Street, Bon 339,
Amherst. N.S.
Phone -1-902-667-3308



Dick Cartwright comments on Zenith technical hints
and CEASA's Planned Protection Programmes.

ON JUNE 11-13 the Zenith Radio
Corporation held their June Open
House with the new line introduction.
As usual with these Zenith get-
togethers the dealers present were
most enthusiastic. As always Zenith put
on an incredible spread. The main
course, courtesy of the Holiday Inns,
was good. The desert table was
delectable. I now know why a large
proportion of Zenith dealers are a
fraction overweight. I was tempted, but
I turned away. It is quite obvious that the
System 3 had been a great success.
How else could they have afforded such
a presentation? (Burp -p -p)

I spent a considerableamount of time
with Mr. Glen Andrews (Service) and
Mr. Hall (President), but by mutual
agreement it was decided that I should
go back on the following Monday (the
18th) to discuss in detail the techniques
of the new System 3. On June 18th I

arrived with screwdriver in back pocket
and was quickly transferred to an old
friend, George Hess, who promptly
wafted me into the Service Dept. (a
credit to Zenith - roomy, airy, well
lighted, well staffed, and a most
congenial and relaxed working
atmosphere).

George pointed out to me the major
differences between the first and
second System 3 chassis, and the more
this extremely talented technician
described the new circuitry, the more I
realized that the state of the art was not
just advancing, it was progressing by
giant leaps, leaving your reporter way
behind.

It was suggested to me by Glen
Andrews and seconded by George
Hess, that the magazine should print,
perhaps under another by-line, the
technical hints published regularly by
the Zenith Radio Corporation, and I can
assure readers that these tips, carefully
filed, can save the practicing bench

technician many hours of diagnostic
research. I have to agree with Mr. Glen
Andrews and George that theycould be
of great assistance to the independent
technician. Unfortunately, the usual
restrictions on space prevent us from
printing them.

ONTARIO ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS ASSOCIATION
(OETA) NEWS:

The Annual Convention of OETA was
held on June the Downtown
Holiday Inn, London, Ontario. I

unfortunately was unable to attend, but
reports received from one of the
directors informed me that there had
been only one change in the Board of
Directors - Mr. Van lhinger was
elected as the new Treasurer of the
organization, replacing Mr. Hans
Kupfer. I have had no news release on

this Convention, but Mr. Len Longman,
upon being queried about possible
association with CEASA (Canadian
Electronic Appliance Service
Association) stated that no direct
association is planned at this time,
however they are prepared to recognize
CEASA and co-operate in any way that
will be beneficial to the industry.

TORONTO NEWS:
The MTTSA (Metropolitan Toronto

Television Service Association -
Toronto Chapter of OETA) have
announced a General Meeting. will be
held at the Airport Holiday Inn,
Toronto, on September 26. This
meeting is open to all interested
technicians. Philips will demonstrate
their video disk and a new TV converter.
,cor further information please contact
MTSA. This should be an extremely
nformative meeting, as believe it or not,

ZENITH FALL SEMINARS - NATIONWIDE:
THE DIRECT ACCESS TUNER AND THE ELECTRONIC POWER
SENTRY (K LINE)
Calgary, Alta.
Victoria, B.C.
Kelowna, B.C.
Vancouver, B.C.
Edmonton, Alta.
Sudbury, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.
St. Catharines, Ont.
Kitchener, Ont.
Regina, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask.
Winnipeg, Man.
Toronto, Ont.
These seminars will be conducted by our old friend George Hess, who is nationally
recogrized as one of the finest educators in the field of domestic electronic
servicing.

It is possible that times and dates will be changed. Contact your local Zenith
representative for up to date information.

Sept. 10-11
Sept. 17
Sept. 19
Sept. 24 thru 28
Oct. 1-2
Oct. 10
Oct. 22 thru 26 (There will be an audio
lab in the evenings of these days. This
will be hands-on seminar.)
Oct. 29-30
Nov. 1-2
Nov. 5 thru 9
Nov. 12-13
Nov. 15
Nov. 19 thru 23
Nov. 26 thru 30
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Service News
the video disk will in the foreseeable
future be in an extremely competitive
position with the video cassette
recorder.
CEASA ANNOUNCES PLANNED
PROTECTION PROGRAMMES

A few months ago Mr. Bill White,
General Manager of CEASA, hinted to
me that an income protection, old age
security, pension plan was in the works.
He asked me to keep it confidential as
the plan at that time had not been
finalized. However a few days ago Mr.
White informed me that the plan was
now ready for presentation, and in view
of the great interest that this plan
should generate in the independent
service field I have decided toquote him
almost verbatim.
"Over the years the security of the
Independent Electronic and Appliance
Service Technician in Canada has
become more precarious. Company
health, sickness, disability and pension
plans are not available to the technician
who decides to 'go it alone' nor to the
small service businesses serving the
many towns and cities of Canada.
Recognizing this situation, the
Canadian Electronic and Appliance
Service Association is introducing
Planned Protection Programmes to its
members (including Provincial Service
Associations) this Fall. Taking full
advantage of group purchasing power,
CEASA will start off the programme
with four distinct security offerings.
(1) Planned Income Protection
"Available to CEASA members and
their employees, the benefits include a
monthly income of up to $1,500 for life,
if necessary, when injury prevents the
member from working. Returning to

work on a part-time basis (half regular
time or less) after receiving benefits for
injury, a member will receive half his
regular salary for up to six weeks. When
sickness prevents a member from
working, a monthly benefit of $1,500
maximum will be paid for up to five
years.
(2) Life, Accident and Family Life
Insurance.
"This policy covers association
members, their spouses, employees
and children. Maximum insurance
coverage is $100,000.
(3) Legal Fee Insurance.
(4) Group Pension Plans.
"Financial consultation and individual
planning for retirement are part of the
plans. Flexibility is the keynote.
Portability is built into every pension
programme. Continuous monitoring of
the overall group pension programme
is carried out by financial consultants
- experts in the pension field. There
are no lock -in provisions and
contributions can vary from $25 to
$9,000 per person per year.
"All contributions and earnings in a
pension plan are deductible from
personal income tax. The tax write-offs
to an employer company may be
greater than those for a standard
pension plan.
"Provisions can be made under Group

Profit Sharing plans whereby
separate plans may be provided to cater
to the different needs of the
participating member companies. The
member can select his own retirement
date (not necessarily 65). The younger
the participant, the greater the amount
of pension provided by the plans.
"Because of the flexibility, CEASA
members have both the opportunity
and facility to personally arrange their

own retirement security. This is not so
in company pension plans where the
maximum pension is decided by the
management.
"The company selected to underwrite
the CEASA pension plans has
extensive experience in the group
pension field with responsibility for
hundreds of pension plans.
Look at the benefits
"An annual contribution of $2,500 to a
CEASA pension plan starting at age 35
will pay the member an annual pension
for the rest of his life, (starting at age
65), of a minimum of $30,019. A person
receiving this pension to age 90 will in
those 25 years receive over $750,475 for
an original investment of $75,000 -a
10 -fold increase. A nice return on
investment!
"Smaller annual contributions and
shorter time periods yield comparable
annual pensions."

For information regarding this
protection plan, please contact: Mr. Bill
White, General Manager, Canadian
Electronic & Appliance Service
Association, Suite 804, 45 Wynford
Heights Cres., Don Mills, Ont. M3C 1L3.

COMMENTS
As a retired TV serviceman I am

delighted that at long last a nation-wide
organization has inaugurated a

protection plan for the independent
service technician.

I personally know a number of
technicians who are approaching
retirement age and are beginning to
wonder how they will manage on the
Canada and Old Age pensions.
Congratulations to CEASA for taking
the initiative.

All the best.
Richard Cartwright.

Just a small sample of Zenith's
technical tips.

CHANNEL SELECTOR ROTATION SLUGGISH: 51986 HOSPITAL RECEIVER

To ensure smooth rotation of the channel selector at low line voltages,

production has added a k -watt, 10 ohm resistor (63-10559-24) and a

47 mFd, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor (22-7152-07) in the control

section A-7562 power supply as indicated in the partial schematic below.

The added capacitor provides additional filtering, thus raising the

average DC voltage output to the motor control relay. The resistor

added reduces the chargeourge current. These components may be added

in the field as indicated in the pictorial diagram, if a fix is

required. Except for a mall quantity of reworked power supplies which

will resemble the pictorial, production models will have a different

printed circuit board layout, and will be labeled A-7562-01.

19KC54 SR10 Page 66

DRAWINGS ARE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE

FUSE
FX1

CLEAR SLEEVING

ADD RESISTOR(RX1)
63-10559-24
BELOW FUSE

ADD CAPACITOR ICA
22-7152-07 OBSERVE POLARITY

A-7562 POWER SUPPLY

TX1

L)
FX1 CRX1

1

C

1-1 C4 RX1
VIO _ _L _

KX1

SCHEMATIC MANUAL CHANNEL CHANGE
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SPECIAL $149
MODEL 244 MOBIL/COMM

POWER SUPPLY

COMMUNICATIONS POWER WITH MORE
THAN YOU EXPECTED.

Duty & FST Included. Chargex (Visa) accepted.
Ont. residents add 7% Sales tax. Shipping extra.

Hickok has made available a lab -quality, regulated
power supply with the heavy duty -capability required
for transceiver service. Over design in construction,
and human engineering guarantees long service life
and ease of use not available in cheap power supplies..

The Hickok Model 244 Mobil/Comm Power Supply
features:

. Full voltage range - 10.5 to 14.5 Vdc.

. 3 Amp continuous output.

. Built in current limiting handles any surge - even a
short circuit.

. Self -recovering overload protection no reset required
- LED overload indicator.

. 5 way binding posts provide versatility and speedy
hook-up.

. Fully isolated outputs +, -, and chassis ground.
.2-1/2" Volt/Ammeter - with standard 13.8 V
indication marked for easy set-up.

SPECIFICATIONS
Output

Voltage: 10.5-14.5 V dc, continuously variable.
Current: 3 Amp. a 13.8 V dc.
Protection: Self -recovering short-circuit cur-
rent limiting.
Ripple: less than 10 mV.
Regulation: 0.5% - no load to full load.

Metering
Voltage: 10.5-14.5 V dc. ± 2% F.S.
Current: 0-3.0 A, = 3% F.S.

General
Power 105-125/210-250 V ac, 50.400 Hz, 100
watts.
Dimensions: (Not including handle or feet)
81/2"w x 3l/2"h x 6"d (21.6 cm x 8.9 cm x 15.2
cm).
Weight: 4 lbs. (1.8 kg).

Also available: complete line of Hickok Test Equipment
including: 15 MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope, Digital Multi -
meters, Function Generator, Transistor Testers, CB Service
Test Equipment, etc. Please write for detailed information.

H. ROGERS electronic initnrinenti ltd.
P.O. Box 310, 595 Mackenzie Avenue Units 1 & 2.
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5. Tel. (416) 683-4211

III MINIMMI= 1111

111 111j

I II
NEW PORTABLE 15 MHz 111

111 DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
II I

3 WAY POWER SUPPLY - 120V AC - 11-30V DC - Rechargeable Ni-Cad's

Be ready for the most difficult service calls with this versatile, I ghtweight
oscilloscope. Operates for ur to two hours on internal Ni-Cad battery, and the

 3attery recharges while you run the scope on AC line power.
 Fully automatic triggering

FEATURES:  2 mV vortical sensitivity
 LIgM weight - Only 10 pounds

ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: Combination 1:1 and 10:1 switcha:3Ie probes
and vinyl carrying case.

For more information contact Metermaster, 214 Dolomite Drive. Downsview,
Ontario, M3J 2P8. (416) 661-3190

HAW

Metermaster 
R.H. NICHOLS I

Toronto (416) 661-3190 Montreal (514) 337-0125
Edmonton (403) 432-7746 Ottawa (613) 238-7(107

IIII MI I. III III NI
Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card.

MODEL SP100
UNIVERSAL OSCILLOSCOPE PROBE KIT

fir`
I I 1 I I 11°FE I I

SP100

Switchable X1 & X10 Attenuation Factor
APPLICATION OTHER KEY FEATURES

I swechapla or and CoI allanuation facto allows the  100 MHz Bandwidth
Model SP100 Unneersal Oscilloscope P -one Oil to
away a e.cle view, ot ,_ser apolusons 1p addbor a  Ground Reference Can Be
Urdu. reference s.1., ocean', anisette the 0,11- Activated At Probe Tip

Icecope Mut 10 be grounded at the taro -De Tqa rnts
,it ,dtnetes 910000 'e4,1. '°'-.." '''' '  Break Resistant Center ConductorCRT 'spay It elso Sank's., a pos.., means of trace

nennktab'h S'''''' ''''''''.." " ''''''''' "'  Wide Compensation Rangeeach probe Se lo further enhanu its versateh, These

'c'de ' ' C Na' "s""ng n. "C ""°' .''''' Slender. Flexible Cableikwk and tnnener tool Specrfical,ons are excellent

lugged net 'kende 00e1111/OC1101, further adds to the 1 5 Meter Length
Isetuiness of each SPIDO This Is wl,eved througt, a
flak resetant (tArairlated re.re) center conductor. el-  Sharp. Heavy Duty Tip (13t,IC Pin Diameter)
actn strain rem! et connecter and prop, head M-
engesaxl a IINC pin diameter In Fits All Oscilloscopes

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

SP100 DUAL SWITCHA.BLE X1 -X10 REG. $46.08 $35.00 EA.

WE ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPES AND COLINE PROBES.

BCS ELECTRONICS LTD.
980 Ain., St Urn! .?.5. Downaview. Ontario Mal 2S2. Tel: (416) 661-5586

Circle No. 18 on Reader Service Card. Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card.



Solar Power
From Satellites

SPlar power satellites could provide a real alternative to ground -based
solar collector arrays as an infinitely renewable energy source. Brian
Dance studies the possibilities.

WORLD-WIDE DEMAND for energy is
growing at around 5% per year. Although
conventional power stations using fossil
fuels (coal and oil) are now backed -up
by nuclear power stations, both fossil
fuels and our supplies of fissionable
isotopes are being depleted. Some action
must be taken to provide for our energy
requirements during the next century
fast breeder reactors have been suggested
since they generated fissionable fuel, but
some people think the associated
environmental hazards are unacceptable.

Controlled nuclear fusion produces
little radioactive waste and could use
readily available hydrogen from the sea.
This method is attractive in principle but
despite twenty years scientific study has
not yet produced useful power.

SOLAR SATELLITES
Other sources of power, such as the
waves of the sea, geothermal sources,
photoelectric converters etc have

Solar power
Satellite power

6

§=-1

Fossilcc
fuel power

been suggested but the most ambitious
proposal yet made is for a number of
huge satellites (often called 'Powersats'
or 'Sunsets') to be assembled in space.
They would convert the energy of
sunlight into electrical energy which
would be sent to the earth as a

microwave beam. At the receiving
station the energy would be convert-
ed into power suitable for feeding to
our electricity grid.

This solar power satellite idea is
perhaps the most complex and expen
sive proposal yet made by our civiliza-
tion.

US WORK

Some immediately obvious difficulties
include the problem of converting
many megawatts of power into a

focussed microwave beam, the possible
effects of the beam on people, animals
and plants and its effect on the
ionosphere and our weather. But the
potential benefits are so great that the

1980 1990 2000 2010
Calendar Year

2020

The graph at left shows
how the cost of electricity
generated from the burning
of fossil fuels (coal, oil)
will increase over the next
two decades. The cost of
solar power derived from
the proposed satellites is
likely to become an
economic alternative within
15 years.
The graph at right indicates
how the cost of a solar
p owersatell ite system varies
depending on the diameter
of the receiving antenna
(Rectenna) on earth.
Optimum cost per kW is
obtained from an antenna
of about 700 m diameter.

United States National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA)
and the US Department of Energy have
provisionally allocated 15.6 million
dollars for work on the project up to
1980, at which time it will be com-
pared in detail with other possible
energy sources. Now a bill is being
considered by Congress which would
increase the amount by 25 million
dollars for the fiscal year beginning
in October 1979.

Boeing Aerospace, Varian Associates,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of
California and the Raytheon Company
of Waltham, Massachusetts are some of
the companies contracted to work on
the project.

Although the US Department of
Energy actually manage the funds for
the Solar Power Satellite project, NASA
is deeply involved with the development
of new launch vehicles required for
putting huge payloads into orbit. NASA
has already established a Solar Power
Satellite Office.

10
Power received
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Solar Power From Satellites
The idea of a solar power satellite

was first proposed just over ten years
ago by Dr. Peter E. Glaser. His suggestion
was not taken very seriously at first,
but NASA investigations in 1971/2
showed that it would be a feasible pro-
ject. At the present time there is enor-
mous interest in the USA in solar power
satellites and campaigns are being organ-
ised to encourage the Government to
proceed with the work with great haste.
Peter Glaser leads a group of industrial-
ists known as the "Sunset Energy
Council"; this Washington based Council
was formed on solar power satellites.
Naturally electronics manufacturers are
well represented on this Council (includ-
ing General Electric, RCA and Westing-
house), since such a project could bring
a vast amount of work to the electronics
industry.

CURRENT IDEAS
The proposals currently being consider-
ed are for a number of huge solar power
satellites each providing a power level
of some 10 000 MW and weighing some
108 kg (100,000 tonnes) with an area
of about 100 km2.

In order to place such an amount of
material in orbit, it has been estimated
that one would require a few launchings
per day of huge Space Shuttle type
vehicles over a period of a year or so.
Boeing Aerospace are studying the
possible effects of such launchings on
the environment which will far out-
weigh the flights of Concorde. Launch
and recovery problems may be consider-
able and the choice of rocket fuel may
be limited by considerations of the
resultant atmospheric pollution.

A solar power satellite would operate
in geosynchronous orbit: this means
orbiting at a rate calculated to keep the
satellite apparently stationary above a
point on the earth's surface. The receiv-
ing station would always be in a direct
line -of -sight from such a satellite which
could supply microwave energy for over
99% of its operational life. The other
part of the time is spent with the
satellite in the shadow of the earth, so
it cannot supply power at this time.
However, such eclipses of a power
satellite would occur only for short
periods when it is late at night in the
region of the earth being served when
electricity demand would normally be
quite low.

A satellite in geosynchronous orbit
receives at least six times as much solar
energy as a similar collector on earth
(although a figure of nearly twenty
times is more typical). A 10,000 MW
solar power satellite could supply all of
the electricity requirements of New
York City. About forty-five such
satellites would be required to match

the present electrical generating capacity like cavity
of the USA. Smaller satellites providing
outputs down to 2500 MW could be
economical propositions for some areas.

If it is decided to proceed with the
construction of one or more solar power
satellites, hundreds or even thousands of
people will be working in space on the
project.
ENERGY CONVERSION
SYSTEMS
A number of forms of energy conversion
have been studied for possible use in a
power satellite, but two basic forms
seem to be currently in favour. In the
photovoltaic type of satellite, an array
of perhaps 14 x 109 solar cells would
be emp:oyed with a total area of about
24.8 km in length by 5.2 km in width
(129 km2). These cells would convert
the energy radiated from the sun into
a direct current.

Another possible system is known as
the Brayton heat engine satellite; it
would employ a series of four huge
parabolic -dish reflectors, each about
5.6 km in diameter and similar to the
reflectors used with conventional micro-
wave aerials. The whole satellite would
stretch some 23.7 km across space. The
parabolic reflectors would collect the
energy from the sun and wculd direct it
into a 'solar furnace'. Each reflector
would consist of thousands of steerable,
extremely thin plastic reflectors which
would direct the energy into a dome -

Solar -cell power arrays may be inefficient

absorber or solar furnace
located near each dish.

Helium gas operating in a closed loop
could be heated in the solar furnace
cavity so that it passes through gas
turbines and would then flow through a
space radiator where the heat from the
gas would be passed to the radiator for
dispersion into space. The space radiator
could employ a liquid metal loop with a
helium/liquid metal heat exchanger. A
liquid alkali metal, such as potassium,
would suffer little contamination in
space. The gas turbines would drive a
dynamo. As there would be no gravitat-
ional force in the region, the turbo-
generators could be entirely supported
by gas bearings.

Power satellites using other types of
conversion are possible. The possibility
of using thermionic electricity does not
seem to be in the running at the moment
owing to low efficiency, waste heat
rejection and the cost of the materials.

Both the photovoltaic and heat
engine systems seem to be possible,
although each has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In both systems the
electricity produced would be beamed
to the earth as microwaves. The Boeing
study concluded that the weight of
either type of satellite would be of the
same order, namely 80,000 to 110,000
metric tonnes for a 10,000 MW satellite.

Although the photovoltaic system is
less complex, the currently available
solar cells are expensive to produce and
are believed to be less efficient than
thermal cycle engines. In addition, Bray-
ton heat engines have already been
operated very successfully on the earth
using 7 m diameter reflectors to generate
large amounts of electrical energy.

At the present time it seems that a
photovoltaic system using silicon cells
is most in favour. Unfortunately they
are subject to radiation degradation,
but this can be corrected by suitable
annealing. It seems likely that silicon
solar cells which have spent much time
in the region of the Van Allen radiation
belt would require re -annealing before
use in their geosynchronous orbit.
MICROWAVE
POWER GENERATION
The conversion of some 10,000 MW of
power fed in as a direct current into the
required 2.45 GHz microwave beam is
no easy task. Varian Associates are bas-
ing their plans on the use of 70 kW
klystrons cooled by heat pipes for
microwave power generation in the
satellite. It has been estimated that each
satellite transmitter would employ some
250,000 70 kW-klystons in its 1 km
diameter transmitting array. However,
Raytheon favour the use of 5 kW
"amplitron" devices which are crossed
field amplifiers of the magnetron type.
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Solar Power From Satellites
The power transmitter design is large-

ly dictated by the fact that it has been
decided to limit the maximum power in-
tensity in the ionosphere to 230 W/m2
(23 mW/cm2), since this is the best
estimate of the limit below which
localised heating of the ionosphere by
the power beam can not exceed the
heating occasionally produced by
natural effects. Incidentally, the
fraction of the complete atmosphere
heated by the combined power beams
of even a large number of solar power
satellites will be extremely small.

THE MICROWAVE BEAM
It is intended that the microwave
power beam from the satellite used to
convey energy to earth would use a

frequency of 2.45 GHz and would be
focused on an array of receiving aerials
on the earth over an elliptical area of
some 12 km by 8 km in size. The receiv-
ing area would resemble a chain link
fence mounted in stripes high enough
above the ground to allow agriculture
and animal grazing beneath the aerials.

It has been suggested by Ralph Cher-
noff of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
that a phased array of aerials on a
satellite of a diameter of about 1 km
could produce a suitable beam to the
earth. Large phased transmitter arrays
are required in order to produce a

narrow beam which can be accurately
directed. There may be two transmitters
per satellite.

At the receiving station the micro-
wave beam would be converted into
direct current. A grid interface conver-
ter would then change this current into
a high voltage alternating current of the
mains frequency used in that region. It
is probable that part of the power
would be used to electrolyse water at
the receiver site so as to generate the
oxygen and hydrogen required for
liquefaction for use as rocket fuel.

Earthbound experiments at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory have used a con-
ventional communications receiver oper-
ating at 2.45 GHz as a beam source to
direct power onto a tower at a distance
of over 1.6 km. A receiving antenna was
mounted on the tower; it consisted of a
phased array of dipoles with each dipole
connected to a diode rectifier and
smoothing capacitor, the output being
connected to a direct current load. An
efficiency of 82.5% was obtained at a
level of over 30 kW, the efficiency being
defined as the direct current power
delivered divided by the rf power trans-
mitted. These experiments, which were
performed a few years ago, almost
abolished any doubts about the feas-
ibility of obtaining high efficiency
power transfer through the use of a
microwave beam.

Space Shuttle type vehicles may be used to ferry materials to a 'factory' in a near earth orbit
constructing a power satellite, the completed structure being moved later to a geosynchronous
orbit.

A solar power satellite receiving
station could also use a suitable array of
dipoles and diode rectifiers; such a

system is often referred to as a 'rectenna'
or 'rectifying antenna'.

Accurate direction of the power
beam from the satellite is essential for
optimum efficiency. An error of only 1
second of arc in the direction of the
beam will produce an error of about
174 m at the ground from a satellite in
a geosynchronous orbit at 36,000 km
above the earth.

A "retrodirective" technique is em-
ployed in which a signal transmitted
from the ground station is used to
measure and correct for any mechanical
inaccuracies in the transmitting antenna.
It is desirable that the wavefront emitted
from the 1 km diameter transmitting
antenna should be planar to within
±3 mm (±1O° phase error) for optimum
efficiency. It is probably impossible to
obtain such mechanical perfection, but
the phase front can be electronically
controlled by distributing a reference
phase synchronisation signal to all of
the sub -arrays from a common source
on the antenna and comparing this
signal with the signal transmitted from
the ground.

Rectenna costs have been found to
be a major factor in the overall cost of
transmitting the power from the satellite
to the grid. Owing to the shape of the
beam intensity pattern on the ground,
one can reduce the size of the antenna
array somewhat in order to reduce the
cost per kW collected. In other words,
the outer parts of the beam contain so
relatively little energy that one cannot
collect it economically. The graph on
the right (page 11) shows a definite
minimum in the cost per kW of the

collected power for various rectenna
dimensions.

ASSEMBLY LOCATION
Boeing Aerospace have studied the
possibility of assembling the parts of the
solar power satellite in low earth orbit
and then using the power available from
the satellite itself to provide electric
propulsion into a geosynchronous orbit.
The main advantage of an assembly in
low earth orbit is the reduction in
rocket fuel requirements from 2.1 tons
per ton delivered to a geosynchronous
orbit to a mere 0.25 tons per ton. This
greatly reduces the cost of launching the
solar power satellites.

However, there are quite a number of
disadvantages of assembly in low earth
orbit, some of which are not easy to
quantify. Boeing Aerospace feel the
main disadvantage of low earth orbit
assembly is the relatively long time
(about 6 months) required for moving
the satellite assembly from low earth
orbit into geosynchronous orbit. This
delay represents interest chargeable on
the cost of the satellite assembly, etc.
and interest charges on such enormous
amounts of money cannot be ignored.
Nevertheless Boeing feel that the
reduction in the rocket fuel costs make
assembly in low earth orbit the best
technique.

Other problems associated with
assembly in low earth orbit include the
radiation damage of the solar power
satellite components and solar cells
during the relatively long time they
remain in the Van Allen radiation belts,
the problem of converting the assembled
satellite into an electrically propelled
unit, the risk of collisions with man-
made objects in the low earth orbit and
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Solar Power
during the relatively slow spiralling
passage from low earth to geosynchron-
ous orbit, the upper atmosphere drag
affecting the construction work.

HAZARDS
The proposed 10,000 MW beam directed
onto the receiving antenna should
produce an intensity of some 230 W/m2
(23 mW/cm2) at the centre of the rec-
tenna and about 10 W/m 2 at the edge of
the ellipse. It is rather surprising that
the 230 W/m2 level corresponds to
about the level of natural radiation
incident upon the ionosphere. Investig-
ations have been made into techniques
for reducing the amount of radiation in
the side lobes by some 45 dB so that the
intensity outside most of the main
rectenna area is seldom more than 0.1
W/m2. Offshore rectennas have been
proposed for use in areas of high popul-
ation density.

It is claimed that birds and aeroplane
passengers would be able to pass directly
through the main beam without any
harm, owing to the low beam intensity.
Presumably aeroplane passengers would
be fairly well screened from microwave
radiation anyway by the metal body of
the craft. Peter Glaser has commented:
'I have made a standing offer to provide
the wine and salad to anyone who pro-
mises to eat that duck that flies through
the beam - cooked or not!'

Biological tests are to be con-
ducted to ascertain. if a microwave beam
of .230 W/m2 produces any effect on
birds and flying insects at the 2.45 GHz
frequency. Similar tests will be perform-
ed at 10 W/m2 on plants and animals.
One wonders whether biological tests at
much higher intensities have yet been
performed.

Perhaps it is rather remarkable that
the rectenna arrays will be suitably
elevated to permit frost -free farming or
other re -use of the land area. The field
strength below the rectenna should be
less than the currently recommended
maximum US exposure level of 0.1
W/m2.

Experiments are planned to test
the effect of very high power microwave
beams from the huge Arecibo antenna
on the ionosphere. These experiments
will be carried out with the express
purpose of checking that the solar
power satellite beam will not produce
any deleterious environmental effects.

HEAVY LIFT VEHICLES
The cost of the launch vehicles for plac-
ing heavy parts in low earth orbit ready
for assembly forms one of the major
items of a solar power satellite budget.
The Boeing study assumed that a new
launcher known as the 'Heavy Lift
Vehicle' will be developed which should
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Rocket
type

Time

late

Vanguard 1950's

Thor 1960's

early
Saturn 1970's

Space Shuttle 1980's

Heavy Lift Vehicle

Dollars/kgm Typical load

1.1 x 106 9 to 14 kg

22 x 103 450 kg

1.4 x 103 110,000 kg

330

20-30 500,000 kg

Approximate cost of lifting material into earth orbit at various times.

be able to put material into earth orbit
for a cost of about 20 dollars per kg.
Without such a heavy lift vehicle, the
whole solar power satellite project
would become economically impossible.
The enormous fall in the cost of putting
material into earth orbit is well illustrated
by the table above.

The heavy lift vehicle could either
have wings like the Shuttle (in which
case it could land on the ground like an
aeroplane even without using any of its
motors) or alternatively it could be a
vehicle without wings rather like the
Saturn rocket which would have to
return to earth by splashing down in
the sea. It seems likely that the type of
vehicle without wings will be
favoured for heavy loads according to
current ideas. The Boeing report shows
a Saturn type vehicle 72.98 m in height
and 32.68 m in diameter at its base.

THE EUROPEAN OUTLOOK
The energy requirements of Europe
have been studied by the OECD and it is
felt that about fifteen 10 000 MW solar
power satellites could supply all of
Europe's requirements for 1980. (The
total number required for the world has
been estimated as about sixty-nine.)
The total developmental cost (not in-
cluding operation) of a solar power
satellite has been estimated as being of
the same order as the total investment
already made in North Sea oil by
European nations.

The problems in Europe associated
with a solar power satellite programme
are not identical with those in the USA,
largely owing to the different population
densities. In the highly industrialised
regions of Europe (where power con-
sumption and population densities are
greatest), there is normally little land to
spare for the huge rectenna arrays to-
gether with any surrounding safety
areas which may be desirable. The low
electrical power demand in rural areas
and the high cost of conveying power -
over large distances may render it
uneconomic to place rectenna arrays in
these rural areas, so some compromise
must be sought in choosing the optimum
regions for the siting of rectennas.

It is, perhaps, quite amazing that the

USA has set a limit of 10 mW/cm2 as
the maximum safe exposure of people
to microwave radiation, whereas the
upper limit in the USSR is one thousand
times smaller, namely 0.01 mW/cm2. It
is certainly true that exposure to in-
tense, non -ionising radiation at radio
frequencies can produce internal heating
of biological tissue and this can produce
damage if the heat cannot escape rapidly
enough for a reasonable equilibrium
temperature to be obtained. However,
scientists are not yet certain whether
other adverse effects than those due to
mere heating are also present when
personnel are exposed to intense micro-
wave beams. In Western Europe the US
standards are applied in radar stations,
etc., but it would seem to be highly
desirable that the biological effects of
microwaves be more intensively inves-
tigated so that various countries no
longer have a factor of one thousand
differences in their safety standards.

INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE
Work on solar power satellites is one of
those major technological enterprises
which should stimulate international
participation and co-operation. The
microwave beams can be received in all
countries with latitudes between about
65°N and 65°S without any great loss
of efficiency. The beam is virtually un-
affected by even the heavy rain clouds
so often found over many parts of the
earth.

One may feel that the use of solar
power satellites would not be an
economical proposition in countries
where the population density is not very
high. However, one should remember
that once a number of solar power
satellites have been placed in geosyn-
chronous orbit, the cost of placing any
other such satellites in orbit will be
much reduced.

One must not forget the disadvantages
of establishing a world-wide solar power
satellite system. Such a system would
inevitably cause interruption of com-
munications on the 2.45 GHz frequency.
However, the enormous power radiated
from a power satellite would result in
considerable interference not only in
the 2.45 GHz band, but also in a relative -

Continued on page 64 . .
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ETI Special Book Service
Now you can order these Sam's books from ETI. See page 52 for details.

SECURITY ELECTRONICS (2nd Edition)
by John E. Cunningham. Reflects the recent advances in fighting burglary with electronics security
systems. Covers Intrusion detection and alarms, object detectors. hugging and debugging devices.
computer protection, and personnel identifiers. Planning of complete systems for home. auto, plant.
or office are all included. 192 pages: 51/2 x 81/2, softbound (ISBN 0.672.21419-9) c 1977
No. 21419

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (2nd Edition)
by Irving M. Gottlieb. Examines the regulated power supply and provides information that the
technician. radio amateur, experimenter, and service personnel can readily use Updates the prog-
ress made In semiconductor devices since 1971. 272 pages, 51/2 v Be:, softbound (ISBN 0-672-
21482-2) © 1978
No. 21482

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK (20th Edition)
by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff. The latest edition of the book which has for years been
recognized as the most complete and accurate direct tube substitution guide available. Now contains
over 6000 receiving tube substitutes, nearly 4000 monochrome and color picture tube substitutes.
over 300 industrial substitutes for, receiving tubes. over 600 communications and special purpose
substitutes, 1400 American substitutes for foreign receiving tubes, and 1100 foreign substitutes for
American receiving tubes. Now made even more useful by the addition of tube basing diagrams. Thus,
in addition to being a comprehensive guide to substitutions. the book also serves as a handy reference
to tube pin numbers for quick operation checks. 112 pages; 5Vx x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN:
0-672-21405-9) © 1977
No. 21405

UNDERSTANDING TUBE & TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
Detailed information on the operation of tube and transistor circuits. Covers vacuum tubes,
semiconductor devices, power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators. transistor circuits, and pulse
circuits. 224 pages (ISBN 0-672-20169-0) ic0 1968
No. 20169

IC OP -AMP COOKBOOK
by Walter G Jung The first book of its kind to be published. Covers not only the basic theory of the IC
op amp in great detail, but also includes over 250 practical circuit applications. liberally illustrated.
Organized into three basic parts, introduction to the IC op amp and general considerations, practical
circuit applications, and appendixes of manufacturers' reference material. 592 pages; 51/2 x 81/2;
softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-20969-1) © 1974
No. 20969

TTL COOKBOOK
by Donald Lancaster. A complete and detailed guide to transistor -transistor logic Explains
what TTL is. how it works, and how to use it Discusses practical applications, such as a digital counter
and display system, events counter. electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter, and a digital tachometer.
336 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN. 0-672-21035-5) © 1974
No. 21035

IC TIMER COOKBOOK
by Walter Jung. Provides an excellent introduction to the field of IC timers by presenting a collection of
various circuit -recipes" useful in applying the devices. Arranged in three parts, the first part gives
basic and generalized information. Part II, the applications section, is the -meat" of the book and
includes over 100 different circuits for a wide range of uses Part III contains reproductions of
manufacturers data sheets. second -source manufacturers, and more. This book is a valuable refer-
ence for the hobbyist, the technical or engineering student, or professional 288 pages; 51/2 x 81/2:
softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21416-4) 1977

No. 21416

CMOS COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. Tells all you need to know to understand and profitably use this inexpensive and
genuinely fun to work with digital logic family. First an explanation of what CMOS is, how it works, and
how to power it, plus usage rules, state testing. breadboarding. interlace, and other basics is given.
Then a minicatalog of over 100 devices. including pinouts and use descriptions is given Subjects
covered include gate fundamentals. tri-state logic, redundant logic design techniques. mi. itivibrators,
nonvolatile memory techniques. clocked Jk and D flip-flop. counter and register techniques. op amps.
analog switches, phase -locked loops and much more. A must for the student, hobbyist. teacher.
technician, or engineer who wants to learn about CMOS. Filled with practical applications 416 pages;
554 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21398-2) © 1977
NO. 21398

555 TIMER APPLICATIONS SOURCEBOOK, WITH EXPERIMENTS
by Howard M Berlin Deals with the many applications of the popular 555 timer 'chip." Uses for
voltage regulation, control. sequencing are covered as well as the more usual trninc and signal
generating functions. With many useful circuits and 15 detailed experiments 160 pages; 51/2 X 81/2:
softbound. (ISBN 0-672-21538.1) Oi 1976
No. 21539

TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK (17th Edition)
by The Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff. Allows anyone to obtain accurate transistor substitution
information in a matter of seconds. Lists replacements for over 19,000 American and foreign bipolar
transistors. The replacements listed include those selected by a computer as having matching
electrical and physical parameters plus those recommended by manufacturers of general-purpose
replacement transistors 544 pages, 51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN. 0-672-21515-2) c 1978
No. 21515

AUDIO IC OP -AMP APPLICATIONS (2nd Edition)
by Walter G. Jung. This second edition describes the methods for realizing the full potential of IC
operational amplifiers for audio use. By mastering the facts presented here, the reader will find that IC
op amps can be effectively applied to audio use in a wide variety of circuit applications. Features an
entirely new section on audio characterization of device distortion and noise performance. 208 pages.
51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN' 0-672-2t558-6) © 1978
No. 21559

LINEAR IC PRINCIPLES, EXPERIMENTS, AND PROJECTS (2nd Edition)
by Edward M. Noll. An introduction to one of electronics most exciting devices-the integrated circuit.
Discusses semiconductor theory, internal and external circuitry, differential and operational
amplifiers, multipurpose ICs, digital ICs. and applications of linear ICs in commercial, industrial, and
test equipment and in home -entertainment audio. a -m, fm, and television. Includes an intriguing
collection of school, laboratory. and home construction protects for experimenters. 51/2 x 81/2:
softbound. (ISBN 0-672-21568-3) © 1978
No. 21558

HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
by Alexis Badmaieff and Don Davis. A "do-it-yourself' book providing a wealth of information on the
construction of high -quality, top -performance speaker enclosures. Contains detailed drawings and
instructions for building the various base enclosures. Includes infinite -baffle, bass -reflex and horn -

projector types as well as combinations of these. 144 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound (ISBN 0-672-
20520-3) O. 1966
No. 20520

99 ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
by Herbert Friedman. Offers a wide variety of electronic proiects using solid-state components.
Choose from audio, automotive, ham, swl, motor control. musical, photography, test equipment, and
remote -control types of projects. 128 pages; 51/2 a 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-20818-0) © 1971
No. 20919

SEMICONDUCTOR REPLACEMENT GUIDE
by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff, Gives general-purpose replacements for over 15.000
semiconductors used in entertainment -type electronic equipment. These general-purpose replace.
ments are produced by the following 7 semiconductor manufacturers: General Electric, International
Rectifier Mallory, Motorola, RCA, Sprague, and Sylvania. 256 pages; 81/2 x 11, softbound. (ISBN:
0-672-21092-4) © 1972
No. 21092

IC CONVERTER COOKBOOK
by Waiter G. Jung. Written for the practicing engineer, technician, hobbyist. or student, this book will
be an invaluable working guide to the understanding and use of IC aid and d/e converters The three
parts of the book are concentrated on tie basic principles and theories of data conversion; converter
application including circuits that are complete working entities with specified part numbers and
component values; and an appendix of manufacturers' catalog sheets, part number cross references,
and list of manufacturers. 576 pages; 51/2 x 91/2; softbound. (ISBN. 0-672-21527-6) © 1978
No. 21527

BUILD -IT BOOK OF FUN AND GAMES
by Rudolf Graf and George Whalen. 411 the projects in this book are designed for fun and game
applications. The projects include a sight n' sound metronome, an electronic football game, a stereo
balance meter, a sound -activated switch, and a metal detector. All have a parts list. construction
information, diagram, and suggested applications 96 pages; 54: x 81/2; sof tbourd. (ISBN'
0-672-21219-6) © 1975
No. 21219

COMPUTERS

THE CHEAP VIDEO COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. A complete guide to super low cost alphanumeric and graphic microprocessor.
based video displays. Contains complete construction details on a seven IC circuit that dramatically
slashes the cost of getting words. op -code. and graphics out of a microcomputer and into a television
set. Includes thoroughly documented and debugged software Enables you to produce virtually any
alphanumeric format, including scrolling 24 lines by 80 characters. and virtually any graphics format.
including high resolution 256 x 256 mode and four-color graphics. Also contain: complete details on
transparency techniques that let you compute and display at the same time with sigh throughput 288
pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound (ISBN: 0-672-21524.1) O 1978
No. 21524

TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK
by Don Lancaster. An on -depth coverage of tv typewriters (M's)-the only truly low-cost rnicrecompu.
ter and small -systems display interface. Covers M terminology, principles of operation, tN configura-
tions. memories. system design. cursor and update circuitry and techniques, hard copy. color
graphics, and keyboards and encoders. 256 pages; 54: x 61/2; softbound.(ISBN 0.672-21313) C' 1976
No. 21313

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK
by Witham Barden. Jr The Zilog Model Z-80 represents a microprocessor that is extremely sophisti-
cated and attractive to many computer users. This handbook will provide the current user and the
prospective user with essential information on the technology of the Z-80 Organized into three
sections. the first section concentrates on hardware, the second on software, and the third on
microcomputers built around the 2-80 304 pages. 51/2 x 81/2, softbound. (ISBN 0-672-21500-4) ©
1978

No. 21500

THE 8080A BUGBOOK5: MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING AND
PROGRAMMING
by Peter H. Pony. David G. Larsen, and Jonathan A. Taus The principles. concepts, and applications
of an 8 -bit microcomputer based on the 8080 microprocessor IC chip. The emphasis is on the
computer as a controller. Cows the Vilf fundamental tasks of computer interfacing: (1) generation of
device select pulses; (2) latching of output data, (3) acquisition of input data; (4) servicing of interrupt
signals. Intended to help develop the skills needed lo use an 8080 -based breadboard microcomputer
system BUGBOOK0 is a registered iradernark of E 8 L Instruments, Inc.. Derby, Connecticut 06418.
476 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound (ISBN: 0-672-21447-4) © 1977
No. 21 447

8083/8085 SOFTWARE DESIGN
by David G. Larsen, Peter R. Rony, Jonathan A. Titus. and Christopher A. Titus. A detailed approach
to assembly language programming for 8080 or 8085 -based zomputers. Covets basic and advanced
instructions, mathematical manipulations. number -base conversions, command decoders, arrays
and tables. interrupt programming, and more. With complete. tested programs in standard
mnemonics. 336 pages: 54: x 81/2; softbound (ISBN 0-672.21541-1) 19;8
No. 21541

Continued on page 53.
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NO. TITLE
TITRE

21419 Security... 8.5oz $7.95

21482 Regulated... lloz $13.25

21405 Tube Subst... 6oz $3.95

20169 Understanding. 13oz $7.25

20969 IC OP AMP. 24oz $17.25

21035 TTL Cookbook... 13oz $12.75

21416 IC Timer... 12oz $13.25
21398 CMOS Cookbook... 16oz $13.95
21538 The 555 Timer.. 7.5oz $7.95

21515 Transistor sub... 22oz $7.95

21558 Audio IC OP 9oz $10.50

21568 Linear IC print... 14oz $12.75
20520 How to build spkr.. 6.5oz $6.75

20818 99 electronic 12oz $5.75

21092 Semlcond. Repl.. 10oz $5.50

21527 IC converter... 22oz $18.75

21219 Build -it ... fun ... 5oz $5.50

21524 Cheap Video... lloz $7.95

21313 TV Typewriter... lloz $13.25

21500 The Z80 12.5oz $11.95

21447 8080A Bugbook... 16oz $13.95

21541 8080/8085... 14oz $12.75

21483 Your own comp. 4.5oz $2.75

21486 Getting acq. 12oz $11.95

21459 How to pgm. 16oz $11.95
21512 Using the 6800 8oz $9.25

21404 Microcomp. primer. 9oz $10.50
21351 How to buy... 20oz $13.25

F3 Comment cons. 10oz $11.40
F168 Calcul et real. 13oz $13.70
F48 50 Jeux talc.... 6oz $10.05
F187 Technologie des circ. 13oz $17.15

F125 Initiation micro. . 16oz $12.30
F37 50 Montages thyr. lloz $17.75
F30 Tables de Mixage ... 5oz $12.30
F124 30 Montages d'alarme 5oz $8.65

F27 Bases d'elect.. 7oz $10.50

F14 Les (eux 7oz $14.15
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ETI Special Book Service (CONTINUED)

YOUR OWN COMPUTER
by Mitchell Waite and Michael Pardee. This book can be your key to the fascinating world at home
computers. Now that computers are available for about the price of a good stereo system, personal
computers will soon be used to regulate energy in the home, to regulate spending habits, and even to
provide entertainment for the family. The authors have written this book to introduce the novice to
home computers and to reveal the potential of these technical marvels. 80 pages; 5% x 81/2; softbound.
(ISBN: 0-672-21483-0) © 1977
No. 21483

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH MICROCOMPUTERS
by Louis E. Frenzel. Learn about microcomputers in an effective, lowcost manner! The essential
information contained in this book has been compiled especially for engineers, technicians, scien-
tists, and others who need to know about microcomputers. It will also prove invaluable to those who
want to learn more about hobby and personal computing. This self -instructional book will aid you to
obtain an in-depth knowledge of microcomputers, using the Microcomputer Learning Laboratory
described in the book. 288 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21486-5) © 1978

No. 21488

HOW TO PROGRAM MICROCOMPUTERS
by William Barden, Jr. This book explains assembly -Language programming of microcomputers
based on the Intel 8080, Motorola MC6800, and MOS Technology MCS6502 microprocessors. Basic
concepts, including number systems and operations, basic computer operation, and computer codes
are examined in the first chapters. Microcomputer architecture and operation are discussed. Assem-
bly language programming is noted. The author concludes with a number of useful precanned
operations. 256 pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21459-8) © 1977

No. 21459

USING T'HE 6800 MICROPROCESSOR
by Elmer P1913. No special background in digital electronics is necessary to enjoy the 6800 micro-
processor. This book will acquaint the reader with the hardware and software of the 6800 "fun"
machine. It will guide the reader through the conception, configuration, writing. and running of a
variety of programs that demonstrate the piiactical use of a 6800 system. Features fifteen
information -packed chapters with an appendix which includes a detachable programmer's card. 176
pages; 51/2 x 81/2; softbound (ISBN: 0-672-21512-8) © 1978
No. 21512

MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER
by Mitchell Waite and Michael Pardee. Introduces the beginner to the basic principles at the mi-
crocomputers. Discusses the five main parts of a Computer-Central processing unit, memory,
input/output interfaces, and programs. The important characteristics of several well-known micropro-
cessors are given and a chapter is included on programming your own microcomputer. 224 pages; 51/2
x 81/2; softbound. (ISBN: 0-672-21404-0, © 1976
No. 21404

HOW TO BUY & USE MINICOMPUTERS & MICROCOMPUTERS
by William Barden, Jr. Discusses these smaller computers and shows how they can be used in a
variety of practical and recreational tasks in the home or business. Explains the basics of minicomput-
ers and microcomputers, their hardware and software, peripheral devices available, and the various
programming languages and techniques. Includes selection, buying, and programming your own
system and gives detailed descriptions of currently available systems. 240 pages; 81/2 x 11; softbound.
(ISBN: 0-672-21351-6) © 1976
No. 21351

Please see page 52 for price and ordering information.
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COMMENT CONSTRUIRE
BAFFLES ET ENCEINTES ACOUSTIQUES

,a, eanoon,

Las amateurs de reproduction sonore a haute Welte devenam de plus en plus
nombreux, eauteur a realise cet ouvrage clans on bur essentiellement pralique, a

&Mgt les types les plus couranls denceintes experimenters par dee fumes optician.
sees en se bornant principalement aux modeles facilement realisables par un ama-
teur. SOMMAIRE Le Haut -Parlour electrooynamique Fonctionnement electrique
du Haut -Parlour Fonctionnement aCouStrque du Haut-Parleur Baffles ou ocrans
plans. Coffrets clos. Enceinte, acoustrques a ouvertures. Encerries diverse, En.
cerntes Bass -reflex Enceinte, a papillon Comment choisir un Haut-Parleur.
Realisations pratiques d'enceintes et baffles. Reglage dune enceinte Filtres pour
haul -parlour Caracteristiques des haul -parlours abtuellement disponibles

Un vol Orocne 112 p 65 schemes former 15  21 couv couleur

4. edition. CALCUL ET REALISATION DES TRANSFORMATEURS
178 pages.

lomat 18 a 24,
94 figures. ear Ch. Malawi F 168

II est bon de savoir comment calculer un transformateur, mais it est
profitable de gagner du temps, tout en &anent divers risques d'erreurs,
et dest pourquoi cet ouvrage groupe un certain nombre d'abaques.
grace auxquels ['elaboration des transformateurs est largement
facilitee.

Extrell de la table des metliree

Le trenslorrnateur ifleetrique - Le redressemerd des courents alternates - Le nitre. 
Les redresseurs I semi -conduct... Les Inductances de enrage - Le celCul des trans-
formateurs Les ...ans....tours L'elatiorerlon des amplifier... ELF. - Le
ekul des rrenstorrnereurs B.F. Le realisation des rranstormareurs a - des Inducrences

Trenslormateurs specie. - Cornelis pour la realisation - Les relies et lour .1.1.

50 jeux F48
avec vatre calculatrice electroniqus

par E. Schlossberg et J. Bradman

Dune tres belle presentation. ce hum
propose pour la premiere fors en France 50
jeux inedits. tous differents. bases sur rem-
old dune calculatrice de poche. Leur vanete
est fella odd est possible de iouer seul ou
a pluSieurS. OVOC une ou plusieurs calcula
vices de tous modeles. Cerlarns jeux s'appa-
rentent au a solitaire a. a la reussite ou
patience, au poker, au bridge. au monopoly

.

dautres font appel aux calculs et a la
manipulation des nombres. Les auteurs ont
aussi voulu susciter la creativite de chacun
pour diversifier. perfectionner, et ainsi mieux
personnaliser les mutt.

Format poche 13.8 a 20. 128 pages

"'°' TECHNOLOGIE DES CIRCUITS IMPRIMES
formai 16 . 14 98 1,gures

nes nornbreuses
onotooraphes par J. -P (Ehmlobee F187

L'auteur commence par examiner les materica de base isolants
cutvres, resistances, condensateurs, supports at connecteurs divers.
dotes qua it 'raise de l'etablissement dun projet sun papier. II est
ensure question des methodes de report direct sur cuivre sans opera-
tion de pnotogravure, puis de la realisation du negatif. puis de la
photogravure, dest-a-dire du report sur le cu.., a partir du negetif.
dun endun protecteur.

Extralt de la WIG des melons

Las mate.. (isolani cuivre: support.. resostancas condensateurs: connocteurs) 
Etabliesement du projet Le passage direct sur curve - Realisation du netastif pour
photogravure Le raped sur cure par photogravure - L eithoua du bursae - Le mon-
tage du circuit  Modification dun circuit term. Evolution et petspactives craven,

P. MELUSSON
INITIATION A LA MICROINFORMATIQUE

LE MICROPROCESSEUR F125
Grace au developpernent des technologies Chi des Circ... .ivanres a aPoare'rl
maintenant possible de oeneficrer dans le domain . Grand Public de realisations
iusque-la resethees aus ordinate:RS cot... 91 vOlumineus
- Le microprocesseur a pu ainsi lane son apparition li devient la piece maitresse
d un microordnateur de conception economic'. Son sysreme comperlant des
circuits integres clefoncliOns COMpleseS sous un Lambe volume
- Ce pont:ice rneme de realisation condusl a des possibolites d appiications dans
tous les barnacles - Les telecommunications le radar les transmissions 14 les
aUtramelrsmes industruals I Op,deleCtrOnique et la s.gnalisation electrrque
eleCtrO-manager I automobile la televiSion la recess medicate la radiophone etc

- Le microprocesseur sera bienrett i instrument de - la goalie de la vie

Un volume brioche de 136 pages 80 Pgures 1Ormlif 12 165. sous COuverture
pe,PCulee

s- r- 50 MONTAGES ELECTRONIOUES A THYRISTORS

par W. Sorokine F 37
W. Sorokine soul 1.18 a faire la conneissance des thyristors au ra-
vers de lours applications. Le rneilleur moven d'y parvenu est de rea
liser sci.mtene. earn les quelques cinquante montages proposes,
ceux qui sont utiles. ou qui simplement excrient la curiosne gadgets
auto. allumage electronique, orgues lum,necx, relais divers. chargeurs
automatiques. alimentations stebilisees.
Cheque mo'stage est accompagne dun schdma de principe. dun plan
de cab age. et de tous les details propres a en faciliter le chola et la
realisabon. memo on debutant n'eprouvera aucune difficulte

faire du hon travail.

Ethan do le table des erstierse
3 appethils pour Passel des rhyme.. diodes et macs 9 gadgets pour automobiles -
5 allumeges eiecuoniques  8 moues ou duv luminous - 14 circuits de temporisation
6 relics or reguleteurs de temperature - 4 chergeurs di batter.. 4 alimentations stab,
Use.

SIEGFRIED WIRSUM

TABLES DE MIXAGE
ET MODULES DE MIXAGE

F30

OUVRAGE TRAOUIT DEL ALLEMAND Pun A. CORDRAY

r:e penis livre contient I essenthei de lous ieS Probler,es eOe. er 'and es aPPareils de
sage

ExTean DU SOMMAIRE
Sources de Signe. Connearons FoncliorneMert des ladles de nu sage Peri,.
tables Modules Elements so..., nes tables de Mrsage Ainent,lions hallehea
semi. SiereOphOnie

Un volume Procne 144 pagea tom., /_. ,r. 5 -uu,eriure cot,lque

F JUSTER

30 MONTAGES ELECTRONlOUES D'ALARME
1A4

.1.eres,era ious des.,e, I 5e cOLeger Lunlre
Fles v .es

.ncenures cugae el es eaus c est -..dire moot le monde
E %TRAIT DU SOMMAIRE
Alarmes pour divers usages Ale mes OblOelecirs.mques Alarm.s de temperature.
Sirens eleerroniques Alamos a [newts lOgiques Alarnses a CacuitS integtes
Detect.eur de lumen ei de gat

Jn voowne Procne 120 pages former 12 16 5 COuvefltire =deur

L. SIGRAND - F2XS

BASES D'ELECTRICITE
ET DE RADIO-ELECTRICITE

pour le radio -amateur et I'exploitant

F27

Ime est ecril pour les candidate radioarnare.irs pour leur perrnettre n apprendre
'es principes essentials d eileclricile et de radio qu ,Is dO,venl connaltre pour passer
eur examen et ails le veulent par le Suite aborder des ouvrages d'un nive. plus
Wein. Cet ouvrage nest vat encombre de notion s cornpliquees ou Mors programme
qui tout en Want IntereSSEinteS par ellesrnernes pourraient decourager le debutant
Oar Lane abondance de mat ere qu 0 pour rail etudier plus ,ard
C'eel un instrument - de travail simple dui con.prend ouatre parties , Eieciricite
2 R.I.-electric. 3° Passage des tubes aus riansostors 4° Complements

r/ume nercne 112 ptneS ro,n, 15 2, Co,ver:,,re

B. FI9HIERA

LES JEUX DE LUMIERE

et ettets sonores pour guitares electrique

tr &farms)

F14

Au tours de tetra troisierne edmon. totalernent refonetue at adgmentee. I auteur
reserve une large place a la description prangue des prirctpaux leas de lUrniere.
Les effets sonore, Pont pas pour autant ere recites. pursq08 la deusierne poetise est
reserves aux montages vibrato tremolo. boills de distoruon. etc.
Les descriptions soot trailer's dans on esprit pia.. des plans de cablages Coo
photographies des listeS Ce composants gurde,onl les amateurs memo debutants.

un ouvrage de 128 pages !floret 15 21 122 schemes er Oustranons. sous
couverfure pliad,ChrOrnie peltIculee

Voir le page 52 pour formule d'inscription et autre information propre 3 votre commande.
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Subscriptions

The ETI newsstand
rate is $18 a year.
With a subscription
you pay only
$14 dollars!

Please use the card to order your subscription
OR SEND a cheque, money order, Chargex, or Master
Charge information, to Electronics Today Magazine, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 161.

Allow 6-8 weeks to receive your first issue.

Special Libraries Offer
Dear Librarian:

Electronics Today is a magazine aimed at electronics enthusiasts of all levels,
from beginner and student, to teachers, technicians, and engineers who are
professionally involved in the field. Something else you should know is that we
are a Canadian magazine, and we've been around for years now. That means
we not only have editorial related to electronics, we have information relating
specifically to Canada. The ads too are Canadian, and we find our readers read-
ing these intensely to find out where to get what in their own country.

In deciding whether to give us a shelf space, you no doubt have to decide
if enough of your patrons will be interested in us. If you take Popular Elec-
tronics or Radio Electronics, then that decision has been made, for our
readers are in many ways similar. In fact, our reader survey and letters we receive
indicate that many readers not only like us better, they've "switched" from the
"other two"

Please then accept our free "evaluation subscription" offer. We will send you
the next 7 issues free, so you can see how we do.

Thank you.

Mail to: Library Offer, ETI
Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M4H
1B1.

Librarian:

Library:

Address:

Offer valid until Sept 30th 1979.
Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for first issue to arrive.

NEED MORE
INFORMATION?

HERE'S HOW TO GET IT

1
Fill in the attached card with your name,
address, etc.

2Circle the appropiate Reader Service number
for further information about advertised

products.

'4 Mail the card and the advertiser will send you
'" literature free of charge. If the card has been

removed, or if you want the information in a
hurry, phone or write direct to the advertiser
and refer to the ETI issue and page number.

YOUR
COMPANY
CLASSIFICATION
(IF APPLICABLE):

A. Manufacturer
B. Retailer
C. Government
D. R&D
E. Servicer/I nstaller
F. Distributor/

Representative
G. Educational

Institution

IN THE
FIELD OF:

1. Computer and
Related Equipment

2. Communications
Equipment and
Systems

3. Navigation, Guidance
or Control Systems

4. Test & Measurement
Equipment

5. Consumer Products
6. Industrial Controls

& Equipment
7. Components and

Subassemblies
8. Other (Please

specify on the card)

YOUR MAJOR
JOB FUNCTION
(IF APPLICABLE):

A. Buying
B. Technologist
C. Educator
D. Not employed in an

electronics -related
field

E. Engineering
F. Technician
G. Management
H. Sales
I. Other (Please

specify on the card)

WHAT INTERESTS
YOU MOST
ABOUT ETI? (YOUR
FAVOURITE
FIVE OR LESS):
A. Audio
B. Video
C. Ham Radio
D. Shortwave World
E. Service News
F. Components and

Technology
G. Reports on the

Electronics Industry
H. Microcomputers
I. Softspot
J. Projects
K. News Digest
L. Other (Please specify

on the card)

ran
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Enjoy reading about electronics? Choose
from the informative Babani Series and
order using card!
Is electronics your interest? Then get into it more deeply in the special areas of your choice. Electronics
Today carries a range of electronics books published by Babani Press and Bernards, amongst which are
those described below. (If someone has already used the card, write to Electronics Today Magazine, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd, Toronto, Ontario M4H 1 B1)
For Sam's books, and French language technical publications, please see ETI Special Book Service: Pages 51 to 53.

IC 555 Projects
 Every so often a device appears that is so useful than one wonders how life
went on before without it. The 555 timer is such a device
 It was first manufactured by Signetics, but is now manufactured by almost
every semiconductor manufacturer and is inexpensive and very easily
obtainable.
 Included in this book are Basic and General Circuits, Motor Car and Model
Railway Circuits. Alarms and Noise Makers as well as a section on the
556,558 and 559 timers,
 An invaluable addition to the library of all those interested in Electronics.

Price $4.30 including 304 postage and handling.

52 Projects Using IC741
 IC741 is one of the most popular. inexpensive and easily obtainable
devices available to the home constructor It is also extremely versatile and
can be used in a great number of various applications
 This unique book, originally published in Germany. shows fifty-two
different projects that can be simply constructed using only the IC741 and a
few discrete components
 An Invaluable addition to the library of all those interested in electronics.

Price $2.70 including 30$ postage and handling.

Mobile Discotheque Handbook
 The vast maturity of people who start up "Mobile Discos" know very little
about their equipment or even what to buy. Many people have wasted a
"small fortune" on poor, unnecessary or badly matched apparatus
O The aim of this book is to give you enough information to enable you to
have a better understanding of many aspects of "disco" gear
 The approach adopted is to assume the reader has no knowledge and
starts with the undementalshopefullytheexplanationsgiven are simplified
enougg for almost anyone to understand but please not that this is by no
means the full story
 The book is divided into six parts - Basic Electricity, Audio, Ancillary
Equipment, Cables and Plugs, Loudspeakers, Lighting Equipment and the
information has been considerably sub -divided for quick and easy
reference.
Price $4 60 including 304 postage and handling

28 Tested Transistor Projects
 Mr. Richard Torrins is a well experienced electronics development
engineer and has designed, developed, built and tested the many useful and
interesting circuits included in this book
 Some of the circuits are completely new and. to the best knowledge of the
author, unlike anything previously published while others many bear
similarity to more familiar designs
 The projects themselves can be split down into simpler building blocks,
which are shown separated by boxes in the circuits for ease of description,
and also to enable any reader who wishes to combine boxes from different
projects to realise ideas of his own
 Most of the circuits are very economical on the use of componentsand in
many cases the semiconductors employed are non -critical. commonly
available and inexpensive types.

Price $3.15 including 304 postage and hanglong

First Book of Transistor Equivalents
and Substitutes
 Shows alternatives and equivalents to many popular transistors made on
Great Britain. U.S.A., Europe, Japan and Hong Kong etc
 Companion Volurneto BP14 - SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES
 An invaluable addition to the library°, all those interested In Electronicsbe
they amateur or professional.

Price 52.30 including 304 postage and handling

Second Book of Transistor Equivalents
and Substitutes
 Shows alternatives and equivalents to many popular transistors made in
Gt. Britain, U.S A., Europe, Japan and Hong Kong etc
 Companion Volume to BPI - FIRST BOOK OF TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS AND SUBSTITUTES
E Atl invaluable addition tothelibraryof ad those interested in Electronics be
they amateur or professional.

Price $3,55 including 305 postage and handling,

Radio Circuits Using IC's
 This book describes integrated circuits and now they can be employed in
receivers for the reception of either amplitude or frequency modulated
signals. The chapter on amplitude modulated lam.) receivers will be of most
interest to those who wish to receive distant stations at only moderate audio
quality, whilst the chapter on frequency modulation tf.ml receivers will
appeal to those who desire high fidelity reception of local v h.f. stations
possibly with stereo (and even quadropgony at some future date) Stereo
decoder circuits and the devices available at present for quadrophonic
circuits are discussed. Voltage regulator devices are also covered because
they are so convenient in all varicap tuned receivers and because they have
so many applications in all types of circuit
 Brian Dance os a highly experienced author who regularly contributes to
whey of the popularelectronic magazines that are available both in the U.K.
and overseas.
 An extremely valuable addition to the library of all Electronicsenthusiaats

Price $4,80 including 300 postage and handling.

50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects
 Field effect transistors (F.E.T '5) find application n a wide variety of
circuits The projects described here include radio f requencyamplif iers and
converters. test equipment and receiver aids, tuners. receivers. mixers and
tone controls, as well as various miscellaneous device's which are useful in
the home.
 It will be found that in general theactual F.E.T.used is lot critical and mary
suitable types will perform satisfactorily. The F.E.T is a low -noise, highgain
device with many use. and the dual gate F E.T is of palicular use for mixer
and other applications
 This book contains something of particular interest for every class of
enthusiast - sholwave listener. radio amateur. experimenter or audio
devotee.
 A valuable addition to the library of all electronic errhusoasts

Price 53 85 including 305 postage and handling

Popular Electronic Projects
 Included in this book area collection of the most popular types of projects
which. we feel sure, will provide many designs to interest all electronics
enthusiasts All the circuits utilise modern, inexpensive and freely available
components
 The 27 projects selected cover every wide range and are divided into lose
basic areas- Rado Projects, Audio Projects, Household Projects and Test
Instruments
 An interesting addition to the library of both the beginner and more
advanced constructor
Price 55 10 including 305 postage and handling

Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recording
 Eiectron c Music is the new music of the 20th Ceniury it plays a large pad
in "Pop" and -Rock" music and. in fact, there is scarcely a group withoutsome

sort of electronic synthesiser or other effects generator.
It is possible with relatively simple apparatus to create compete

compositions using electronic and sometimes son -electronic musical
sources
 This book sets out toshow how Electronic Music can be made at homewom
the simplest and most inexpensive equipment It describes how the sounds
are generated and how these may be recordsd to build up the heal
composition
 With the constructor in mind, several ideas are given to enable a small
studio to be built including a mixer and various sound effect units.

Circuits are included for VCO5, VCAs. Envelop. Shapers, VCFs. Active
and Passive Wears, Fuzz. Noise Generators. Metronomes and a 10 -Note
Programmable -Sequencer etc.

All the onits shown have been successfully built and used by the author
and most of the projects can be built by the beginner
 An unusual. Mscinating and highly rewarding application of electronics
Price 54 50 including 304 postage and handling

IC LM3900 Projects
II The pu-pose of this book is to introduce the LM3900 to the Technician,
Experimenter end Hobbyist. It provides the groundwork for both simple and
more advanced uses and is considerable more than lust a collectionof simple
circuits or protects.
 The LM3900 is different from conventional 'Op -Amps% it can be used for
many of the usual applications as well as many new ones. It is one of the most
versatile. inexpensive and freely available demos on the market today.
 The book is divided into six basic sections -

Introduction
Audio Applications

Simple Linear Applications
Simple Digital Applications
Signal Generator Circuits

Special Applications
 The LM39c1 can do much more than is shown here - this is lust an
introduciion magination is the only limitation yogi this useful device, but
first the made- must know the basics and that is what this book is all about.

Price $4.80 including 305 postage and handling

1st Book of HI-FI Loudspeaker Enclosures
 Contains 26 practical designs and over 40 drawings to enable the
enthusiast to construct his own Hi-Fi Loudspeaker enclosures.
 Includesthis following types of enclosures -
Corner Reflex, Bass Reflex, Exponential Horn, Folded Horn, Tuned Port.
Klopschorn Labyrinth, Tuned Column, Loaded Port, Multispeeker
Panoramic etc.
II Also covers general construction hints and embellishing of cabinets as
well as a considerable amount of other useful information.
 A must for the library of all audio enthusiasts.

Price 53 05 including 304 postage and handling

50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits
 The author of this book, Mr. R.N. Soar, has compiled 50 interesting and
useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of
electron... using one of the most inexpensive and freely available
components - the Light Emitting Diode (L E D
 Also includes circuit's for the 707 Common Anode Display.
 A useful book for the library of both beginner and more advanced
enthusiast alike.
 Companion volume to book No. BP36 - 50 CIRCUITS USING
GERMANIUM, SILICON & ZENER DIODES by the same author

Price $3.05 including 30$ postage and handling.

Handbook of IC Audio Preamplifier &
Power Amplifier Construction
 sho..s what audio IC's are, as well as how to use them.
II includes practical constructional details of various IC and Hybrid
IC/Transistor designs of about 250mW to 100W output.
 this book is written by the very experienced and popular author Mr. F.G.
Bayer who deals with the subject in four parts.
Part I Understanding Audio IC's
Pert II Preamplifiers, Mixers and Tone Controls
Pert III Power Amplifiers and Supplies
Pail IV Hybrid Circuits
 An ideal book for both beginner and advanced enthusiast a ike.
Price $3 15 including 300 postage and handling

50 Projects Using Relays SCR's & Trlacs
II Relays, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's) and bi-directional triodes
(1 RIACso have a wide range of applications in electronics too*. These may
extend over the whole field of motor control', dimming and heat control:
delayed. timing and light sensitive circuits and include warning devices,
various novelties, light modulators, priority moicators. excess voltage
break.. etc
 In this 000k, the very experienced and popular author - M. F.G Payer -
has given tried and' practical working circuits which should present the
minimum of difficulty for the enthusiast to construct.
 In most circuits there is a wide latitude in component vetoes and types,
allowing easy modification of circuits°, ready adaptionol them to individual
needs
 An ideal book for both beginner and advanced unthusiast alike.

Price $4 05 including 30$ postage and handling

50 Projects Using IC CA3130
 The CA 3130 is currently one of the more advanced operational amplifiers
that isaverlable to the horneconstructor. This
a higher level of performance than many other devicesand that it often needs
fewer ancillary components,
 In this book Mr. R.A. Pentold has designed anti developed a number of
mteresting and useful projects which aredivided inicifivegeneral categories.
I audio Projects
I/ R F Projects
III Test Equipment
IV Household Projects
V Miscellaneous Projects
II An ideal book for both the beginner and more advanced enthusiast alike.

Price $3 15 including 30$ postage and handling.

Electronic Projects for Beginners
 In this book the newcomer to electronics will end a wide range of easily
made projects, many complete with actual component and wrung layouts
furthermore, a number of projects have been arranged so that they can be
constructed without any need for soldering and, thus. avoid the need for a
soldering iron
111This book which is written by the veryexpenencedauthor Mr. F .G. Payer is
divided into four sections -

1 "No Soldering" Projects
2. Miscellaneous Devices
3. Radio and Audio Frequency
4 Power Supplies

II An absolute 'must' for all beginners in electronics
Price $4e0 including 306 postage and handling

50 CMOS IC Projects
 CM OS IC's are probably the most versatile rangeof digotal devices foruse
by the amateur enthusiast. They are suitable for an extraordinarily wide
range of applications and are now also some of the most Inexpensive and
easily available types of I.0
 In this book Mr. R.A Penfold has designed and developed a number of
interesting and useful projects which am covided onto four general
calagones
I Multnibrators
II Amplifiers and Oscillators
III Trigger Devices
IV Special Devices
 An ideal book for both tne beginner and more advanced enthusiasts alike

Price 53.10 including 304 postage and handling

Electronic Calculator Users Handbook
 An invaluable book for all calculator users whatever their age or
occupation. or whether they have the simplest or most sophisticated of
calculators.
III Presents formulae, data, methods Of calculation, conversion factors etc
with the calculator user especially in mind. often illustrated with simple
examples.
Includes
 The way to calocrlate, using only a simple Ions function calculator
Trigonometric functions (sin, cos, tan)
Hyperbolic functions (surly cosh. tanh)
Logarithrns, square mote and powers,
 A comprehensive section of conversion lacIors covering such common
conversions as length, area, volume and weight etc through to more
specialised conversions such as viscosity, illumination, and cargo shipping
measures etc.
 Formulae and data for VAT, discounts and rnark up. currency conversion,
interest, solutions of equations. binary and octal numbers, areas and
volumes. statistics and mathematics etc.
Price $320 including 304 postage and handling.
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ETI Project

Up/Down
Presetable
Counter
ONE DIGIT LESS THAN YOUR
HAND, BUT IT CAN STILL COUNT
MORE.

WITH A LITTLE thought you can
dream up endless applications for our
little counter. The most opvious is
using it as an event counter, and in
this respect it is without peef. In add-
ition, you can add suitable gating
to make frequency counters, timers,
tachometers and so on.

We chose Intersil's ICM7217 A
because of the options and features
it offers the user.
Apart from being a 4 -digit counter -
latch -decoder driver needing no external
components except the displays, it also
is an up -down counter and can be preset
to any number. In addition, it has a
separate register which also can be set to
any number and comparators which give
outputs when the counter is equal to
the register and when it is zero - all in
one IC!

CONSTRUCTION
The unit is built on two small pc boards
which are connected together with short
links of tinned copper wire. Be careful
to orientate the IC correctly as it is

expensive!

TT 7 T T 77777 V
Fig. 1. The positioning of the displays and
the links which must be installed before
the displays.

Fig.2. The component overlay for the
main board. The common connection from
each of the thumbwheel switches goes to
the track next to the other connections.

*4 digit
*up/down counting
*drives LEDs directly
*latch
*presettoble
*second register
*equal and zero outputs
*Ill to 2MHz
*511 operation

The preset system is designed to use
a 4 digit BCD thumbwheel switch
(closed = '1') but individual switches can
be used if required. Invit is in BCD,
therefore the switches will have the
weighted values 8, 4, 2 and 1. If the
preset is not needed then the diodes can
be left out. If a preset is needed, but
always to a fixed number, links can be
inserted to replace the "on" switches
and the other diodes left out.

COUNT INPUT.....4111
STORE $410

UP/DOWN!
RESET

LC

For pcbs for this project please contact:
Spectrum Electronics, 38 Audubon St. S.,
Hamilton Ont. L8J 1J7, or B & R Elec-
tronics, P. 0. Box 6326F, Hamilton,
Ont. L9C 6L9. A parts -only kit is available
from Northern Bear Electronics, P. 0. Box
7260, Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 4J2.

TO THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES

§§§§g 88800,0

1111111111111111

000*40i0
EQUAL

11...CARRY/BORROVV

(1)41.0V
C2 CONTROL
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Up/Down Presetable Counter
- HOW IT WORKS -

This section is normally How it Works but
as it is only one IC there is not much to be

said!

Count Input - Pin 8
The counter is incremented or decremented
on the leading edge of this input. A

schmitt trigger is provided with a 500 mV
hysteresis on a 2V trigger point. For high
speed operation, or operation from a
digital output, delete R2 and Cl and short
out RI. Maximum frequency of operation
is about 2 MHz.

Up -Down - Pin 10
If this pin is left open or taken to +5V the
counter will be incremented by the count
input. If it is taken to OV the counter will
be decremented by the count input.

Reset - Pin 14
If this pin is left open or taken to +5V the
counter is free to be incremented or decre-
mented. If it is taken to OV the counters
will be reset to zero and held there until
reset is taken high again.

Store - Pin 9
If this input is left open or taken to +5V
the latches are "closed" and the inform-
ation which was in the counters at the
time the store input went high will be
remembered, decoded and displayed. The
counters can be reset, incremented or
decremented without affecting the display.

If it is taken to OV the counter contents
will continuously be displayed for as long
as this input is at OV. Any change in the
counter contents will be shown on the
display.

Load Counter - Pin 12
This is a 3 level input. If it is left open the
counter works normally. If it is taken to
+5V the counter is loaded with the BCD
data which is set on the thumbwheel
switches. If the latch is open, this number
will also be displayed. If this input is
taken. to OV the BCD I/O pins become
high impedance. If a 3 level input is to be
controlled by other logic outputs they
must be tristate devices.

Load Register - Pin 11
This is also a 3 level input. If it is left
open the counter works normally. If it is
taken to +5V the register is loaded with
the BCD data. If taken to OV the circuit
goes to a low power state with the multi-
plexing oscillator stopped, the display off
and the BCD I/O pins in a high impedance
state. The operation of the counter is
unaffected except that there is no display.

Display Control - Pin 20
This is also a 3 level input. If it is left
open, leading edge blanking occurs. If all
digits are zero then all are blanked. If it is
connected to +5V the display is completely
blanked irrespective of the value. If taken
to OV all digits are ON irrespective of value.

SPECIFICATIONS -

Number of digits

Readout

Maximum frequency

Input impedance

Output drive

Supply voltage

Supply current
low power mode
all eights

4

LED

2MHz

100k

1 TTL load

4.5 - 5.5V

500µA
100 mA

cDUNr

s5V0

OVO

1006

PARTS LIS 1

RESISTORS all 1/2W, 5%
IR1 100k
R2 1M

CAPACITORS
C1 33n polyester
C2 IMO 35 V tantalum

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 ICM 7217A
D1-D16. 1N914
DISPLAYS DL704

MISCELLANEOUS
PC boards Fri 591A, ETI 591 B

PCB patterns for this project on page 27.

cl

DI D16

74
-e" 14

14

BCD 0 s

oiccoi,on II

OCC,C04%

MCm01, 4

CARRY BORROW,

5 Os 2

ECIUALO--

Miff -js
UP/CSOINNO

010-1
LC

kM0

23

27

22

av
2

21

ICI
1CPAM7A

Iw 26 tt

WW1
01.704

'01704

01043
0004

DWA
0004

Fig. 3. The circuit diagram for the counter board.

Scan - Pin 13
The internal multiplexing frequency is

nominally 10 kHz giving a digit repetition
rate of 2.5 kHz. With a 20 pF capacitor
from this point to OV the frequency drops
to 5 kHz and with 90 pF it is about 1 kHz.

BCD I/O - Pin 4-7
This is a multiplexed data port, normally
an output which can drive 1 TTL load. II
becomes an input when either LC or LR is
at +5V. Pin 7 is the least significant bit.

Digit Drives - Pins 15-18
These are used both to drive the LEDs and
to provide data indicating which digit is
being presented at the BCD I/O port. Pin
18 is the least significant digit.

Zero - Pin 2
If the value of the counter is zero this out-
put will be at OV.

Equal - Pin 3
If the value of the counter is equal to the
value of the register this output will be at
OV.

Carry/Borrow - Pin 1
When the counter goes from 9999 to 0000
or from 0000 to 9999 a 500 ns positive
pulse occurs on this output. This is
connected to the count input of a second
unit when an eight digit display is needed.
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Shortwave World

Far East Listening

Tune in the Far East now that conditions are best. John Garner tells
where to look.

THIS MONTH WE WILL give some
times and frequencies for shortwave
stations broadcasting from Asia. Some
of these stations are fairly easy to log
but many of them will be quite difficult
to catch. West Coast listeners will have
a much easier time hearing some of
these than those living in the East. Since
propagation conditions are now at a
peak, it would be a good idea to try and
hear some of these now. In a couple of
years they will be much moredifficultto
pick up.

As I mentioned in the European
country survey a few months ago,
stations often change frequencies, so
by the time you read this, some of the
stations may have switched bands. All
frequencies given are in kilohertz and
all times are in GMT.

BANGLADESH
Radio Bangladesh, Research Wing,
Directorate General, 23/7 Shamali (B -
Block), Dacca 7: or P.O. Box 2284,
Dacca. English language broadcasts at
0445-0515 on 15402, 17890, 21685; at
1230-1300 on 15285 and 21670; at 1815-
1915 on 11765 and 15285.

BHUTAN
Radio National Youth Association of
Bhutan (NYAB), P.O. Box 1, Thimtu.
This is a very low powered station and is
one of the difficult ones to log. They
have English at 0840-0930 on Sunday
on 7040 (1st Sunday Of the month 0900-
0930); and at 1315-1330 on Wednesday
on 4690. Good luck with this one.

BRUNEI
Radio Brunei, Department of
Broadcasting, Brunei Town. Radio
Brunei has an English Service at 0300-
0500; 1200-1430; and 2200-0030 on
7215 kHz. This is only a10 kW station so
It also is quite difficult to receive.

BURMA
Burma Broadcasting Service (BBS),
Director, General Information and
Broadcasting Department, BBS
Building, Prome Road, Rangoon. 50 kW
stations broadcast in English at 0200-
0230 on 7185; 0700-0730 on 9730; and
1430-1600 on 5985.

CAMBODIA
Voice of the United Front of
Kampuchea, 28 Av. Sandech Choun
Nath, Phnom -Penh. This station
broadcasts in Cambodian at 0400-
0500; 1100-1500; and 2300-2400 on
4908 and 11950v (Note: v after a
station's frequency indicates that the
frequency varies). They also broadcast
in Vietnamese on the same two
frequencies at 1030-1100 and 2230-
2300.

CHINA
People's Republic of China - Radio
Peking, Peking. You should have no
trouble hearing this powerhouse. Their
English transmissions to North
America are on the air at 0000-0100 and
0100-0200 on 15115, 15520 and 17680;
at 0200-0300 on 15115, 17680 and
17855; 0300-0400 and 0400-0500 on
11685, 12055, 15300 and 17680; 1200-
1300 on 11685.

CHINA
Republic of, (Taiwan) - Voice of Free
China, Broadcasting Corporation of
China, P.O. Box 24-38, Taipei. This
station is quite well heard here at times.
English is broadcast at 2130-2230 on
9510, 9600, 11860, 15225, and 17720; at
2140-2240 on 9685, 11825, and 17890.

INDIA
All India Radio (AIR), P.O. Box 500,
New Delhi 11000. This station is usually
best heard in the middle of winter but

with the improved propagation
conditions lately it has been heard in
the spring and fall as well. There are
also a number of domestic services of
All India Radio but they are much more
difficult to hear than the external
service shown here. English is
broadcast at 1000-1100 on 11770,
15190, 15205, 17705, and 17387; 1330-
1500 on 11810, and 15335; 1745-1945
on 9715, 11620, 15165,and 15190; 1945-
2045 on 9912, 11620, 15165, 9755 and
11875; 2045-2230 on 9912, 11620,
15165, 9535 and 11740; and at 2245-
0115 on 7215, 9525, 9535,11770,11815,
15110, and 15235. The best frequency I
have found is 11620 between 1745 and
2045.

INDONESIA
Voice of Indonesia, P.O. Box 157,
Jakarta, Jawa. The Foreign Service
transmits in English from Jakarta at
0100-Q200 on 11790 and 15200; also
from 0800-0900 on the same
frequencies as well as 1400-1500. There
are also very many regional stations in
Indonesia which many DXers like to try
to pick up. There are enough stations in
Ir-1onesia to fill a whole column -
perhaps we will attempt to this at a
future date.

JAMMU & KASHMIR
(Indo-Pakistan disputed territory)
A couple of toughies here but perhaps
with excellent reception conditions and
a lot of luck you might hear something
from these two stations. Radio
Kashmir, Srinagar, Kashmir, India; or
P.O. Box 38, Post Office Tawi, Jammu,
India. The Home Service is in
Urdu/Kashmiri and English. Try at
0100-0200 and 1230-1700 on 3277;
0215-0430 on 4860; and 0700-0930 on
6110. Jammu also relays All India Radio
at 0100-0215 and 1130-1734 on 3345;
0230-0430 on 4950; and 1030-1200 on
5960. Continued on page 69 . .
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_DNIK QRM
Why are so many people failing the Ham test? Bill Johnson, VE3APZ discusses.

A few months ago I complained that
not enough people were writing to me
to let me know what they think of this
column. Reader's letters are always
welcome at this desk, because, without
them, I don't know whether my words
are falling on deaf ears, apathetic ears,
or no ears at all, or whether they are
viewed as being so far off the mark that
they aren't even read. Well, you readers
have certainly made your views clear. It
seems that, of those who have written,
the majority look for QRM first when
ETI lands on their doormat. Those who
complained were i n the minority, and I'll
do my best to see that they are satisfied
in the future. The majority of criticism
received was from the RSO and
affiliated societies.

Interestingly enough, most of the
commentary received on the air at my
station has been highly complimentary.
I don't know whether this is due to the
fact that people feel they must be polite
when addressing an audience or
whether it reflects the activity status of
those that are with me versus those
against. Certainly saying something to
somebody in a letter is much easier than
direct confrontation, even if separated
by the ether.

A refreshingly different approach to
the criticism that I have received was
taken by one localamateur. Hesaid that
I was too kind to those I have previously
criticized, that I didn't speak out at the
issues hard enough. My intention here
is not to irk those whose actions I feel
are wrong, but to offer constructive
comments to all members of the
amateur fraternity.

ABOUT NEW AMATEURS

It is to the general amateur fraternity
that I am addressing myself this month.
The topic is the extremely high failure
rate of new candidates for
amateurdom. Recent results from
Toronto sittings of the amateur,
advanced amateur, and digital amateur
examinations have shown that
something is very wrong in the way we
are training the newcomers to our
hobby.

Amateur radio is one of the very few
hobbies that can be found in this world
of ours that require specific
ETI CANADA-SEPTEMBER 1979

examination of its participants by a
government agency before they can
become active participants. Other such
hobbies include shooting, flying and
driving (to most people the latter is a
form of survival, not a hobby). Let us
take shooting as an example. Here, the
consequences of somebody doing it
without the required training and
testing could be a corpse. It is not nice
to be killed by a rifle, especially if the
person pointing it didn't really mean to
harm you. Flying has its safety
requirements also, and there is a larger
amount of pure skill required to fly a
plane than shoot a gun. Therefore a
higher degree of training and
examination. In flying, you basically
have to convince a flying instructor to
certify you as fit to display your
capabilities to a government inspector.
If you crash and kill the government
inspector during yourflighttest, it won't
look good for the flying club. As far as
driving goes, it seems that all you have
to do to get a driving license is to write
English and convince a government
inspector that you are no worse that
other people already on the road.

So we see that the degree of testing
varies directly as the risk lo the general
public's safety. There is, however,
another element involved. As radio
amateurs, we have the power to cause
transcontinental interference of a

gigantic scale. We could make
broadcasting impossible, render spy
communications unreliable, or cause
satellites to go out of control, simply by
misadjustment of our transmitters. An
amateur sitting at the end of a busy
runway in thick fog could cause a
jetliner crash of such proportions as to
cause the grounding of all such planes
pending the finding of a solution to
amateur radio (probably closing us all
down). The same effect could be had by
thoughtless use of portable
transmitting equipment while a

passenger in a big aircraft. The problem
is, amateur radio is everywhere.

So governments have a right to
expect amateurs to be a fairly
competent bunch of individuals. And
radio clubs should present their
stude'its to the DOC with a feeling of
pride, knowing that they have done a
thorough job of training them.

D)

Something is wrong. If the radio
inspectors of late had been flying
inspectors, they would all be
unentwining themselves from sheets of
bent aluminum.

Who is to blame? Can it be that the
radio inspectors are asking too many
technical questions? Or are the radio
clubs failing to properly prepare their
fledglings? The answer can easily be
determined by listening to the
newcomers on the air. I still remember
the first time I went on the air, very
nervous, and made lots of mistakes. But
I listened to what everybody did, and
followed suit. Soon I was one of the
crowd. It seems that today, most
newcomers getting on the air for the
first time haven't got a clue how to
operate an amateur station. Their
operating procedure is atrocious, their
manners sadly lacking. They really
don't know what it is all about. As far as
technical ability goes, some of them
would find it hard to know which way to
turn the knurled ring on their mike
connector to disconnect it! It seems
that they are all CBers that saw the
greener pasture on the amateur bands,
and just wanted the quickest route to it.
The clubs, innocently enough, saw this
tremendous increase in the popularity
of amateur radio as some kind of a
reawakening, and beefed up the
seating accommodation accordingly.
The radio club code and theory class is
now a huge room filled with people
hardly paying attention, and those that
are there with a sincere interest can't
get the attention they need. From my
visits to various amateur radio clubs last
fall during code and theory sessions, it
seems that, as far as morse code
training goes, only lip service is paid to
it. All I can say is, thank God we still have
the code requirement, because it really
separates the ones who just go to the
classes from those who persevere at
home with their own oscillator. At one
class I visited, only 30 characters were
sent in an entire two hour class.

Some mention has been made of the
accoustics of the hall where the DOC
recently held a Toronto examination.
The code received by the students was
so ecno-filled that the poor students
could not understand it! Little was said
by this commentator about the

Continued on page 63 . .
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Reed Switches III

Reed switches can be combined
with solid-state electronic
components to provide extremely

reliable and maintenance free
circuitry.

REED SWITCHES AS LOGIC
ELEMENTS

The reed relay is almost an ideal
buffer between solid state devices and
higher power output elements. The
winding impedance and current levels
are well suited for the collector or

INPUT

INPUT
2

Fig. 19. The reed relay as an AND gate.
Each coil can produce % a 'flux unit, and
an output is obtained only when voltages
are applied to inputs.

INPIUT

INPUT
2

Fig. 20. Reed relay OR gate. Either coil
can close reed switch.

emitter circuits of standard transistors,
and it can also be driven by many IC
elements.
With the "pico-reed" switch, a

single pole relay is available in a
dual -in -line package, making it both
physically and electrically compatible
with integrated circuit components.
And as reed relays become smaller
their operating speeds increase, so that
a pico-reed relay can be made to fol-
low 1kHz pulses .

Reed switches find use as logic
elements for adverse environments.
They are capable of a wide variety of
logic functions including AND, OR,

Final article in this
three-part series
describes reed switch
applications.

EXCLUSIVE OR, and NOT
operations. The relays can be used to
construct flip-flop circuits, and these
can be used in binary, binary coded
decimal and decimal counters, ring
counters, up -down counters and shift
registers.

Whilst operating speed is very
considerably slower than with solid
state logic elements, there is not the
same necessity for precise voltage and
frequency regulation, nor the
susceptibility to voltage transients.
And for these reasons reed relay logic
circuits are becoming increasingly used
in industrial equipment.

An extensive range of reed relay logic
elements have been available. Each
individual reed switcha is surrounded
by bias coils, and these in turn share a

reed switches are surrounded by bias
coils, and these in turn share a
common input winding coil. By
adjusting the ampere turns level to
both input winding and the individual
bias windings, a multiplicity of
functions can be obtained. A
permanent magnet can also be used in
this type of logic element to provide
memory or latching functions.
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Practical Guide to Reed Switches Part III

When designing reed relays as logic
elements, the amount of magnetic flux
that is required to close the relay is

regarded as one flux unit. Thus a two
input AND gate consists of one reed
switch surrounded by two windings
each of which can generate one half a
'flux unit'. (Fig. 19).
It is possible to expand the concept

to produce three, four or five input
AND gates by providing a separate
winding for each input, such that each
winding provides -kth of the total
required flux.

An OR gate is produced by providing
two windings either of which can be
energised to the level of one flux unit,
(Fig. 20). Thus a voltage in either
winding can cause the relay to close.
Again, as with the AND gate, a

number of windings may be used
provided each one can provide one full
flux unit.
The basic OR gate can be used as an

exclusive OR gate simply by reversing
the direction of one winding. In this
application if either one or the other
winding is energised then the relay will
close, but if both are energised then

the resultant magnetic fields will
cancel out and the relay will remain
open.

Inverted operation is provided by
using relays that are magnetically
biased into normally closed operation.
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Fig. 22. How a 'memory' may be
incorporated in a matrix element.

Cross -bar matrix switching is readily
achieved oy using a double wound
relay, in which each winding provides
half a flux unit, at each selection
point, i.e., Al, A2, A3, etc., (Fig. 21).
The appropriate relay will close
whenever both coils of any given relay
are coincidentally energized.

The cross bar switching system may
be used with a magnetic or electrical
memory if required. Fig. 22 shows
how two reed switches can be used,
together with a latching winding, to
provide an electrical memory in a reed
relay cross bar switching system. In

_OS100

00

0001 Q0

Vo
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0

0

7

0

0

O

Fig. 21. Cross -bar matrix switching, the appropriate relay will close whenever both coils of
any given relay are coincidentally energised.

this form the matrix will remember
the inputs after they have been
removed, until the latching power
supply is interrupted.

A

ov

FIG. 23

The low operating current cf the
actuating coil is well within the
collector current rating of practically
any transistor (and most linear
integrated circuits). Many simple
practical circuits can be constructed
using a single transistor and a reed
switch.

The circuit shown in Fig. 23 is

commonly used to open or close a
relay when an external circuit is made
or broken. It is commonly used in
simple burglar alarm installations.

In operation, the transistor cut off
by a short circuit across points 'A' and
'B' (shown as dotted lines). Because
the transistor is cut off, the reed relay
operating coil in the transistor's
collector circuit is not energized, and
the relay contacts are open.

If the short circuit is removed from
points 'A' and 'B', the transistor is

biased on via the 15k resistor, the
relay coil is enernized and the reed
switch is closed. Current consumption
of this circuit - whilst the relay is

de -energized - is less than one
milliamp.

The circuit shown in Fig. 24 has a
similar function to that of Fig. 23,
except that the relay will close when a

OV
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short is placed across points 'A' and

It is often necessary to arrange for
the relay to remain closed even though
the actuating signal is only
momentary. This can be done by using
an actuating coil containing two reed
switches, and using one of the reed
switches to short out the transistor the
moment the coil is actuated - Fig. 25
refers.

A very sensitive circuit that can be
used as a moisture sensing switch is

shown in Fig. 26. This circuit has a
gain of well over 2500.

The relay will close whenever the
resistance between points 'A' and 'B'
falls below a few hundred thousand
ohms. The 100k potentiometer is not

ov
FIG. 26

an essential part of the circuit, but
may be included as a 'sensitivity'
control. The current consumption of
this circuit, when the relay is

de -energized, is less than one
micro -amp.

Any of these circuits (Figs. 23, 24,
25, 26) may be combined with the
Triac actuating circuit shown in Fig.
27 and used to switch very high
current loads.

For example the moisture sensing
circuit shown in Fig. 26 can be
combined with the Triac switching
circuit to energize a large motor driven
pump. If necessary, three reed

switches may be combined in ore
energizing coil to switch three Triacs
in a three phase circuit. Using th,s
principle loads of several hundred
Amps may be switched without using
a single contactor.

An unusual application for a pair of
reed switches is shown in Fig. 28.

FIG. 27
This circuit can be used to switch a

common antenna to either a

transmitter or receiver. As the capacity
between the contacts on the open reed
is less than 0.2 pF, the system may be
used at very high frequency.
Time delays of up to 10 seconds can

be obtained using the simple circuit
shown in Fig. 29. The delay is adjusted
by the 50k potentiometer. It is not
practicable to obtain longer delays
than 10 seconds by increasing the size
of the capacitor.

MERCURY WETTED
CONTACT REAYS

The mercury wetted contact relay
overcomes the problem of contact
bounce that is inherent in the dry reed
switch.

The construction of the mercury
wetted switch is shown in Fig. 30. It
consists of a glass encapsulated reed
which has one end immersed in a pool
of mercury. The other end of the reed
is capable of moving between two sets
of stationary contacts. The mercury

RECEIVER

FIG. 29

flows up the reed by capillary action
and wets the surface of the fixed and
moving contacts. Thus a mercury to
mercury contact is maintained whilst
the contacts are closed.

The resistance of mercury is very low
and contact to contact resistances of
mercury wetted switches rarely exceed
50 milliohms. This is somewhat less

SUPPORTING
LEADWIRES

NORMALLY
CLOSED
CONTACTS

NORMALLY OPEN
CONTACTS

_ARMATURE

MERCURY POOL

Fig. 30. Construction of a mercury
wetted reed switch.

COMMON

-
ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER

TRANSMITTER

Fig. 28. Here reed relays are used to switch a common antenna to either a receiver or
transmitter. As the capacitance between the reeds is less then 0.2pF, the arrangement
may be used at very high frequency.
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than if the contacts were permanently
soldered together!
The mercury wetted switch may be

opened and closed in a similar fashion
to its dry reed counterpart. Operating
times are typically 10 milliseconds at
normal coil current, falling to three
milliseconds at twice the normal
ampere -turn rating. The release time is
typically four milliseconds under any
conditions.

Apart from their high current
carrying capacity, mercury wetted
reeds have extremely long life since
contact erosion is eliminated.

The disadvantages of mercury wetted
reeds are poor resistance to shock and
vibration, and the need to mount the
reed vertically.
DEVELOPMENTS

A lot of sophistication has gone into
reed switches, particularly towards the
use of plated material.

Nickel -iron reeds combine optimum
magnetic characteristics with the high
internal damping that is required to
minimize contact bounce; but the
material is by no means an ideal
conductor, and because of this, high
resistivity losses within the switch are
appreciable at high current loadings.
Plating with gold or copper substan-
tially reduces many of the undesirable
characteristics of the nickel -iron reeds.
This plating reduces the effect of skin
resistance which can be appreciable at
high frequencies, and if the plating is

. continued from page 59.
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Fig. 31. How to make a four stage shift register if you were stuck on a desert island
with only reed relays.

continued right to the ends of the
external lead -outs - it virtually
eliminates the thermal emfs generated
when a copper wire is soldered to a
nickel -iron reed in a conventional reed
switch.
Another problem is that of reed
switch contacts failing to separate,
especially after they have been held
closed for long periods at high temper-
atures. This is caused by molecular
migration and the resultant metallic
bond cannot be broken by the low
separating force available.

Reed switches are in use in a variety
of industries. The auto industry in

particular has used reed switches in
fuel injection and ignition systems.
The security industry appreciate the
re' iable maintenance -free service that
can be uobtained. Machinery manu-
fazturers use reed switches in applic-
ations in which adverse environments
preclude open switch contacts.

For what other type of switch can
remain static for twenty years and
then work perfectly the first time that
it is actuated?

problems that daily plague the CW
operator - static, QRM, etc, that were
well tested at this examination! Any DX
operator will tell you the difference
between perfect sounding CW and DX
CW!

It appears that the clubs have been
caught off -guard by the DOC's policy of
preparing each examination afresh.
Instead of programming the students
for the correct answers, they must be
taught to think for themselves, because
that is what amateur radio is all about.
Sometimes there are no textbook
answers, just grounds for experiment-
ation. And if all we have for amateurs in
twenty years from now are the
programmed learners that are now
graduating (sic) from amateur classes,
who will do the experimenting?

LESSON OF THE MONTH
Notice to all Amateurs: This is YOUR

column. If there is a point of technical
interest, operating practice, etc. that
you think would be of benefit to
amateurs in general, please feel free to
send it in to ETI at theaddress at the end
of this article.

Q: Why can I sometimes hearanother

two metre repeater coming through our
local machine?

A: I n 99.99 percent of the cases where
another conversation appears on the
local repeater, the incoming station is
not another repeater, but another user's
direct transmission to a distant
repeater. Unless a repeater owner has
deliberately put up a station with its
transmitter on another's input
frequency, it is not physically possible
for a repeater to repeat another
repeater. (The above incident could
only happen if adjacent repeated
councils assigned according to
different plans, but this is almost never
the case). In all the years I have been an
amateur I have only heard of this
happening once, and that was between
two 450 MHz repeaters that were in
different jurisdictions and on opposite
sides of a mountain range. There was
also no firm plan for the 450 band at the
time. At present, 146, 220, and 450 all
have weil-standardized plans.

What you are actually hearing then, is
the distant station's signal which was
intended for reception by his local
repeater. It arrives at your repeater by

some strange propagation phenom-
enon, and appears as a regular signal.
During reception of these signals, you
will usually only hear one signal, as the
other may be in a different enough
location not to benefit from the
propagation. On rare occasions, you
can hear both sides of the conversation.

QRM LETTERS
Thanks to T.F. of Mississauga who
wrote to say hi. Hope you get yourticket
soon. How about trying the digital exam
first?
Also to the Georgian Bay Amateur
Radio Club, whose monthly
publication "Feedback' was very
interesting. It didn't list their regular
meeting nights, but you can get more
information if you are interested in
amateur radio and live in the Georgian
Bay area by writing to: - Georgian Bay
Amateur Radio Club, PO Box 592,
Owen Sound, Ontario. N4K 5R1.
Please send your comments, letters of
encouragement, poison pen letters,
etc, to QRM Letters, ETI Canada, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M4H
1B1.

73 'till next month.
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Solar Power From Satellites
. continued from page 50.

ly wide frequency band around this
region and in frequencies which are
harmonics of 2.45 GHz. Apart from this
problem, increased radio frequency
noise is likely to be produced by the
microwave energy absorbed by the
ionosphere which results in a raised
electron temperature in this region.
There would also be interruptions in the
radio frequency communications links
with aeroplanes or satellites whilst they
cross the microwave beams from the
power satellites, but doubtless other
frequencies or laser beams could be used
to overcome this problem.

It seems likely that the equivalent of
1000 or more Saturn V launches would
be needed to place one solar power sat-
ellite into geosynchronous orbit. The
total mass sent into space in a project
of this type would easily exceed an
astounding 106 tonnes/year!

It has even been advocated (by the
L-5 Society, 1620 N. Park Av., Tucson,
Arizona, 85719) that the materials al-
ready in space should be used to make
most of a solar power satellite in order
to minimise transport costs.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
A maintenance vehicle would be needed
to maintain and re -supply solar power
satellites in geosynchronous orbits -
possibly a couple of journeys to each
satellite per year. If many solar satellites
were in use, a maintenance base in geo-
synchronous orbit would be justified
- especially as it could be used to main-
tain communications satellites and other
non -power craft.

During the construction phase of a
solar power satellite (either in low earth
orbit or in a geosynchronous orbit)
living accomodation must be provided
in space for the workers. As the cost of
human labour in space will be exceed-
ingly high, intensive studies are in pro-
gress to promote the automatic assembly
of large structures in space.

MICROWAVES FROM ICELAND?
The Icelandic Government are currently
looking into the possibility of marketing
electrical energy generated from their
abundant geothermal sources. This
energy would be converted into micro-
waves and distributed to the industrial
nations by satellite. A consultant with
Rockwell International, Dr. Krafft
Ehriche, proposed this idea in 1969,
but objections to its development in-
clude the high incidence of earth-
quakes in Iceland and the fact that the
country cannot itself pay for the
developmental work involved.

In order to develop this system,
Iceland would require a primary energy
power plant, a transmitter array system,
a power relay satellite and distributed
receiving plants. A transmitter power of
3,000 MW is proposed with a possible
expansion to 7,000 MW. Perhaps it is

rather amazing that the use of under-
ground nuclear explosions has been
suggested for increasing the amount of
hot rock for steam production.

A transmission frequency of 2.4 GHz
is planned with phase shifters to main-
tain beam coherence in the event of
thermal stresses or minor earth pertur-
bations. More than 67 million antenna
elements would be -required extending
over a 65 km2 area. The satellite would
be positioned over the equator directly
south of Iceland in geosynchronous
orbit. It would have a surface area of
1.5 to 4 km2 consisting of finely polish-
ed surfaces which would act as passive
reflectors of the microwave energy.
The transmitted beam would be only
16.4° above the horizon, but the satellite
could relay energy to Western Europe,
Africa, nearly all of South America and
the Eastern coast of the United States.
Rectenna systems of some 25 km2
area located near industrial centres
would receive the power. An end -to -
end transmission efficiency of between
51% and 67% has been predicted.

Artists impression of a 'Rectenna' used to receive and convert the microwave energy, from the
power satellite, to usable electric power.

CONCLUSIONS
The need for a non-depletable energy
source for the next century is un-
iisputed. Many scientists believe that if
the necessary funds are made available
quickly, energy could be provided by
solar power satellites by about the mid -
1990's. The estimated cost of solar
satellite produced power is 1700 dollars
/kW as against 1400 dollars/kW for
power from conventional nuclear power
generators. However, the effective cost
of satellite generated power will decrease
with time, since solar satellites require
no fuel and relatively little maintenance.
In addition, the cost of fossil fuels will
doubtless continue to rise as sources are
depleted. The trend of rising fuels costs
and falling solar satellite power costs is
illustrated in the graph, but obviously
all cost estimates are subject to wide
variations.

The possibility of power transfer
over large distances by satellite is well
illustrated by the Iceland geothermal
power example. However, one of the
objections to power satellites is that of
security. If a nation relies on solar
power satellites for a major part of its
energy, how could its factories operate
if its power satellites were destroyed in
a war? At the present time the main
objection to the speeding up of the solar
power satellite programme seems to be
environmental health and safety con-
siderations together with the problems
associated with rocket launching and
recovery operations and the enormous
cost of the complete project.

The construction, in space, of equip-
ment the size of a city is quite beyond
our present experience. It is not, how-
ever, so very far beyond the present
state of our art as to be a practical
impossibility. No new technological
developments are required - only an
expansion of current technologies. First
of all we must break through the psy-
chological barrier which has convinced
us that it is virtually impossible to put
a satellite the size of a city and the
weight of a battleship into orbit.

If you had perhaps 1,000,000
million dollars to spend, would you
choose to use it on a multi -solar satellite
power project, relief for the under-
developed countries, cancer work or
perhaps some other project? Sooner or
later decisions of this type must be
made about the solar power satellite
work. It seems likely that many vital
decisions will be made in the USA when
the results of the 1980 status report
requested by NASA and the US Depart-
ment of Energy are known.

The author is indebted to Mr. William
A. Rice of Boeing Aerospace, Seattle,
for the information and photographs
which he has kindly provided for this
publication.
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Teachers'Topics
A philosophical discussion: are CMOS and students compatible.

THIS MONTH we'll deal with a to-
pic brought up by several teachers
who have written at various times
wanting to know whether it was a good
idea to get into using CMOS ICs for lab-
oratory demostrations and experiments
by students. They recognize that
students are going to give them casual
handling, and worry whether the
famous static sensitivity of CMOS will
result in piles of blown chips.

BLOW THAT MYTH
First, let's get rid of the myth that a

CMOS IC will have its inputs damaged
by static. It won't! All commonly
available chips have input diodes for
protection against this problem. (Fig.1)
What you can do is blow the input
diodes by connecting a low impedance
source (can supply lots of current) to
a CMOS input, the voltage of which
source is outside the power supply
range. For example, suppose you
have a CMOS circuit running on a 10 V
supply, and you connect a12V supply to
one of the inputs, you blow one diode.
The most frequent mistake in this
respect is to turn off the power supply
to a CMOS chip before a signal
generator has been disconnected (see
Fig. 2.) Anyhow, if you knew you
had blown the diode(s) at that stage
you might as well throw the chip away
before it mysteriously dies from static
and causes much puzzlement. Since
you generally don't know, it would be
much more beneficial to take pains not
to blow the diodes in the first place,
and spend only a little energy worry-
ing about tatic-concious handling.

CMOS - YES!
On the other side, CMOS has many

great benefits over all other logic tech-
nologies in teaching purposes. Conti-
nuing with the previous depressing but
important matter of damage, CMOS is
actually extremely forgiving and
flexible. Power supplies from 3 to 18V
are fine (at very low current too), and
CMOS outputs can be shorted to one
another and to either supply with gene-
rally no ill effects: That's robust!

Input

Fig. 1. CMOS input static protection.

Dd

PHILOSOPHY: INFORMATION
PROCESSING

It is my personal conviction that the
most pressing task in teaching
electronics is to do so from the angle of
"information processing". From lowly
crystal radio to complex computer,
there's always some information going
through the circuit as a voltage, current,
or represented as 1s and Os (in turn

voltages or currents), and the function
of the circuit is to process the informa-
tion. One could go so far as to say that
"electronics" is used only incidentally,
although currently we have no other
venicle for such "processing".

The importance of such an angle in
teaching is apparent when looking back
over the developments of say the last
three or four decades. It may be seen
that the commonly used devices have
changed from those requiring alot
of attention just to make them do one
simple thing (tubes: needed biasing,
correct plate voltage etc, just to am-
plify a voltage) to multi -function com-
ponents nearly foolproof to apply to
complex tasks. Engineers constantly
are working towards more and more
ideal devices. That is to say devices
that behave in some straightforward
manner, with as few practical limi-
tations as possible. This thinking
has brought us the op -amp which has
nearly infinite input impedance, nearly
zero output impedance, and is nearly
oscillation proof. Stay away from
"non-nearlies" and anyone can design
with op -amps. So the trend is toward
ideal components, and towards
components which are "sub -systems",
and even systems in themselves.

Taking another approach, "infor-
mation processing" teaching is im-
portant for it's ability to take into
account the future. Suppose 30 years
ago you learned about tubes and tube
circuits. Now you are confronted with
a two -chip superheterodyne radio to
try and figure out. Is it understandable?
So much better insight would have been
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Teachers'Topics

gained if provided with the "informa-
tion" or "signal processing" aspect of
the superhet principle, with tubes,
(being the amplification devices of the
day) used as examples.
CMOS-THE PURE

Today's example of this very pheno-
menon is the task of teaching students
about logic. Let them learn the prin-
ciples of Boolean algebra, gates, flip-
flops, etc, uncomplicated by what
voltages are what. CMOS used for ex-
perimention provides the least added
complexity, its logic levels are OV for '0'
and the positive supply for '1', there are
no fan -out considerations, and no noise
problems. Additionally, CMOS' low
power consumption has allowed much
higher function densities, ie: more
amazing feats per chip, compared, for
example, to TTL. Complex counting,
arithmetic, keyboard, latch and dis-
play functions are available as single
chips enabling better visualisation of

Lo -Z

Signal
Generator

Current

Input Protection
Circuitry

overall system operation, and fewer
interconnections.

CMOS also interfaces nicely with
linear ICs (op amps etc), especially
the 4016/4066 and related analog
switches, which make fascinating ex-
periments. Digital to analog (and
A/D) convertors are easily implemented
with the aid of a handful of resistors,
a counter and an op -amp.

MORE INFORMATION
Three major "standard" lines are

available, RCA's 4000 series, Moto-
rola's 14500 series and National's
74C00 (same functions and pins as

7400 TTL) series. All are of course
made by other manufacturers, includ-
ing each other for many parts. Each of
the above companies has a very
complete CMOS Databook, which in-
clude applications notes and "how-to"
tips. National's book is also available at
Radio Shack.

Positive Supply
Line

Rest
of
Circuit

Power
Supply

Fig. 2. How to destroy protection diodes by mistake.

Write to Teachers' Topics, Electronics
Today Magazine, Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 161.

All letters we publish will receive a
free subscription (or extension) to ETI
for the school library or department
of your choice.
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jaltia
Distributors stocking
Jana Projects:

A-1 Electronics
ISLINGTON, ONTARIO

Arkon Electronics
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Atwater Electronics
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

Brant Electronic Supply
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

Carsall Industries
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

Robert J Buckland Co
LONDON, ONTARIO

Dominion Radio Ltd.
TORONTO, ONTARIO

General Electronics Co.
WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO

Gladstone Electronics
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Heath Company
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

JerryS T.V.
SARNIA, ONTARIO

Kesco Electric Supply Ltd.
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO

Kingston Electronic Supply Ltd.
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Lighthouse Electronics
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Lamp Land Ltd.
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO

M.I. Supply Co. Ltd.
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Neutron Electronics Ltd.
GUELPH, ONTARIO

Niagara T.V.
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO

Northwestern Electronics Supply
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

Orion Electronics
KITCHENER, ONTARIO

Provincial Electronics Distributors
LONDON, ONTARIO

Radio Trades Supply Ltd.
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Sonic Northern
SUDBURY, ONTARIO

Teltronics Ltd.
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

D. R. Walling Co. Ltd.
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

Waterloo Electronic Supply
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Western Radio Supply Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Westown Electronics
TORONTO, ONTARIO

If you cannot find Jana
Projects in your area,
contact Jana Industrial,
1777 Ellice Ave.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3H OW5



You can master
complex electronics
and mimic the strange
bird's erratic sound
with this complete
Jana kit!
You can duplicate the cry of the
Road Runner and create many
other unusual audio effects
with the Jana Road Runner kit.

All the necessary control
parts for the Road Runner sound
effects generator are in the
Jana kit, including some that
are not commonly available.
Clear, step-by-step instructions
help you become an expert
electronics technician.

After building several Jana kits, you may
become good enough to design your own
devices. But even advance students will
have trouble duplicating the functions of
the Road Runner and some other Jana
projects without obtaining Jana's unique,
very ingenious chips, diodes, and other
tiny marvels.

Check out Jana's growing list of
electronic projects that are entertaining,
useful...and always instructive.

   1          41° 001 * *  

Jana Electronic Projects are available through Cam Gard Supply
and other distributors across Canada (partial list on facing page).

is b

1 if

tI

1 I
4rfit-

;SUPPLYLTD.
AL

Vancouver  Kamloops  Calgary  Edmonton  Red Deer  Regina
Saskatoon  Winnipeg  Halifax  Fredericton  Moncton

Jana kits for many useful
and entertaining
purposes.
1. Automatic Headlight

Reminder
2. Battery Operated

Fluorescent Light
3. Bug Shoo
4. Code Oscillator
5. Crystal Radio
7. Curiosity Box II
8. Dolly Lighter
9. Decision Maker

10. Fish Caller
11. Hi Power 12V DC Hasher
12. Photo Electric Night Light
13. 6V Power Supply
14. 9V Power Supply
15. 0-20V Power Supply
16. Single Channel Color Organ

17. Electronic Siren
18. Shimmer Strobe Light
19. Tone Generator
20. 5 Transistor 1 Watt Amplifier
21. Tube Continuity Checker
22. Xenon Strobe
23. 3 Channel Color Organ
24. Loudmouth Siren
25. Roulette Wheel
26. Electronic Skeet Game
27. Electronic Dice
28. Super Roulette
29. FM Mini Broadcaster
31. Shoot Out
32. Road Runner -
33. Love -O -Meter
34. Soldering Iron Kit
35. Audio Power Watt Meter

For institutional 'nquiry
contact

industrial
1777 Ellice Ave.. Winnipeg, Man. R3H OW5 Phone: (204) 786-3133

Circle No. 17 on Reader Service Card.



ETI Softspot

Calculator Football
A football simulation program from Les Schweitzer in Surrey BC.

SINCE I AM an avid football fan, I de-
veloped a football game simulation for
both the HP9831A (which operates in
12k BASIC), and the Commodore
PR100. Needless to say, the Commo-
dore version is somewhat simplified.

In essence this program uses a ran-
dom number generator to decide yards
gained by a team. After sixty 'plays' the
game ends and you can determine the
score by accessing the proper memories.

Each team gains possession of the
ball at the thirty yard line and has five
downs to score a touchdown. A touch-
down is scored when the ball has been
carried to the 110 yard line. The two
teams are designated '1' and '-1'.

As stated there are sixty plays, these
can be altered in lines 44 and 45 of the
program. Similarily the offensive factor
can be changed in lines 22, 23 and25.

EXECUTION
1. Key;

i) F FP 0
ii) F CA

2. Load program;
(lines 00 to 70)

3. Initialize;
i) 110 M5
ii) 7 EE 77 M7
iii 9 EE 99 M9
iv) 1 M8
v) log (date (ie DDMM.YYYY)) MO

4. Run program;
i) GO TO 00
ii) R/S
Display will indicate net yards gained

or lost. At this point the following
information can be retrieved;
MR 2 yard line of scrimmage
MR 1 down no.
MR 6 total number of plays
MR 8 team in possession (1 or -1)
MR 3 1 team score
MR 4 -1team score

R/S will continue game.
iii) Touchdown code;
Display will show 7 EE 77
For MR 8 = 1 key 7 F M+ 3 R/S
For MR 8 = -1 key 7 F M+ 4 R/S
iv) Team change code; display will
show 9 EE 99
Key R/S to continue.
v) End of game code; display will
show error sign. Winner determined
by recalling scores.

INITIALIZE
VARIABLES

Y=30
T=1

START

D=D+1
P=P+1

CALCULATE:G
Y=Y+G

FLOWCHART

VARIABLES:

Y = Yard line
D = Down number
P = Total number of plays
G = Yards gained this play
T = Team number

NO

YES

DISP TEAM

CHANGE CODE
(HALT)

T.D. KEY

SEQUENCE

T=Tx-1
Y=30
D=0
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Calculator Football
PROGRAM

DISP E DISP E D I SP [(EY_  _

8:3 0 3 5 2 4
91 1 63 25 9 52 49 MR

51 2 M 95 26 8 1 5lei 1

:32 3 2 1 27 F 1

81
51

4
5

1 84
82

28
29

M+
2

:53 5
5:3'2

81 6 1 13 :30 R 15 5+ S I F'
21 7 F 52 31 MR 14 55 GOTCI
:34 8 + :32 32 2 7 :3 5 6 6
81 9 1 5 33y, 71 4
21 10 F 52 :34 MR 14 5:3 GoTo
E:4 11 + 7 2 :3 5

5 91 59
7:3 12 5 '9 5 :36 = 7 :3 60 6
52 1:3 M R 15 37 S K I F' 52 61 m R
91 14 14 :38 GOTO 61 62 7
21 15 F 73 39 6 1:3 53 R S
33 16 101. 81 40 1 52 64 M R

1 17 F' 52'. 41 M R 62 65 :3
51 18 FRAC:: 73 42 6 94 51;
51 19 M :35 43 51 67 M
91 20 73 44 6 52 5:3 :3
74 21 91 45 52 59 m R
72 22 95 46 = 63 70 9
91 23 0 15 47 SKIP

. . . continued from page 58.

Azad Kashmir Radio, Muzaffarara-
bad, Azad Kashmir, via Pakistan. This
one broadcasts in Urdu and Kashmiri at
0100-0434, 1415-1834 on 3915; 0600-
0934 on 7625; and 1200-1400 on 5950.
Lots of luck.

JAPAN
Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK), 2-2-1
Jinnan, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 100. Well,
after a couple of very difficult stations
we come now to a very easy one to hear
and one with some interesting
programming in English. Radio Japan
broadcasts in English to North America
at 0130-0230 on 15270, 17725, 17825,
and 21640; and at 2345-0045 on 15270
and 17825. They also have a General
Service with English for 15 or 30
minutes every hour on the hour. Some
of the evening frequencies for this
service are at 2200, 2300 and 0000 on
15195, 15310 and 17755; 0100, 0200,
0300, and 0400 on 17755, 17810 and
17880.

KOREA
(Democratic People's Republic)
Radio Pyongyong, Korean Central
Broadcasting Committee, Pyongyang.
This North Korean station has English
transmissions to North America at
1100-1250 and 2300-0050 on 3890,9977
and 11532.

KOREA
(Republic Of)
Radio Pyongyang, Korean Central
(KBC), P.O. Box 150, Seoul. You can

hear English from South Korea at 0730-
0800 on 7275, 9640, 11810, 15350 and
15570; 1000-1030 on 9580 and 11725;
1600-1630 on 6480, 9720, 9870 and
11830; 1800-1830 on 11830 and 15255;
and 0230-0300 on 7275, 9640 and
15350. Both Korean stations are heard
in North America with some degree of
regularity.
LAOS
Lao National Radio, Royaume de
Laos, B.P. 310, Vientiane. This
country's English transmissions are
aired at 0100-0130, 0600-0630 and
1330-1400 on 7145. This is a 10 kW
station and is heard from time to time
here.

MALAYSIA
The best bet here is Radio Malaysia,
Head of General Services, Department
of Broadcasting, Angkasapuri, P.O.
Box 1074, Kula Lumpur 22-10. They
have English at 0625-0855 on 6195,
9750 and 15295. It is heard quite often.

MALDIVES
Radio Maldives, Maldive Islands
Broadcasting Service, Department of
Information, Male. This is another
difficult catch with English aired at
1500-1730 on 4740.
MONGOLIA
Radio Ulan Bator, CPO Box 365, Ulan
Bator. The Foreign Service to S.E. Asia
and the Far East is on at 1220-1250 on
6383, 12010, and 12070; at 1715-1745 on
8890, 17785 and 17860. This one won't
be easy.

NEPAL
Radio Nepal, Department of
Broadcasting, Kathmandu. With a great
dean of luck and good propagation you
might hear this one in English at 1435-
1520 on 3425 and 5005.
PAKISTAN

Radio Pakistan, World Service, P.O.
Box 443, Karachi. This one is a fairly
easy catch with English at 0230-0245 on
17830 and 21590; 1100-1115 on 17662
and 21655; 1600-1615 on 17640,17665,
21485, 21545 and 21755. Included in
these programs is a slow speed English
news broadcast.
PHILIPPINES
There are three good stations in the
Philippines which are heard here quite
often. - Far East Broadcasting Co
(FEBC), Box 2041, Manila. The FEBC
has English at 0000-0300 on 11855 (to
0045), 17810 and 21515; 0800-1000 on
11765; 1245-1530 on 15440; and 2300-
2400 on 11890, 15450, 17810 (from
2345), and 21515
Radio Veritas, P.O. Box AC -373,
Quezon City; or P.O. Box 939, Manila.
This is a religious broadcaster with
English at 0000-0030 on 15135, 15275
and 17710; 0300-0330 on 15260,15275,
17710; 1130-1200 on 9590, 11805 and
15165; 1300-1330 on 9590, 11955 and
15165.
The Voice of America, Public
Information Office, Washington. D.C.,
20547, USA also broadcast from the
Philippines on a number of
frequencies. They usually identify with
"You are listening to the Voice of
America from the Philippines".
SINGAPORE
Radio Singapore, Department of
Broadcasting, Ministry of Culture, GPO
1902, Singapore. English is broadcast
from 2230-1630 on 5010, 5052 and
11940.

SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation
(SLBC), Superintendent of Engineer-
ing, Transmitters, Sri Lanka
Broadcasting Corporation, Overseas
Service, P.O. Box 1510. Torrington
Square, Colombo. Usually best heard
in the winter, the SLBC has English at
0030-0230 on 6005, 9720, and 15425;
0230-0430 on 9720 and 15425; 1030-
1130 on 11835,15120, and 17850; 1230-
1500 on 6075, 9720 and 15425; and
1845-1915 on 11800, 15120 and 17850.
The Voice of America also broadcasts
from Sri Lanka.

THAILAND
Radio Thailand, Thai National
Broadcasting Station, Public Relations
Department, Bangkok. Another rare
one. Radio Thailand has English
Continued on page 73
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The

Funof
Elect-
ronics

0 0 0 0 0
\cl\

GEiGEg

WHAT DOES IT DO?!! WHAT DO YOU MEAN
WHAT DOES IT DO? WHY, OBVIOUSLY
IT EH AH COMPUTES!! THAT'S WHAT
!T DOES.

IT'S A NEW LIE DETECTOR I I INVENTED MYSELF
IT MAKES USE OF THE WELL- KNOWN "PINOCCHIO
EFFECT" AND MEASURES MINUTE CHANGES IN
THE LENGTH OF YOUR NOSE THAT OCCUR
WHEN YOU LIE'

I SPENT FOUR MONTHS BUILDING THIS COMPUTER FROM SCRATCH -
CAREFULLY WIRING IT TOGETHER', CHECKING AND RECHECKING EACH
THEN I CONNECTED THE POWER SUPPLY BACKWARDS AND FUSED EVERY 1
!AST PART ON THE BOARD

YOU MUST UNDER-
- STAND THAT I

FEEL OBLIGED TO
KEEP UP WITH THE
LATEST TECHNOLOGY
SO WHEN THEY CAME
OUT WITH THAT
DIGITAL ORAL THERM-
OMETER, I HAD TO GET
ONE, EVEN THOUGH
THEY ARE A LITTLE
LARGE

WELL FRED I FINALLY GOT AROUND
TO BUILDING A LIGHT ORGAN
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hg,
ETI's new classified advertising section allows you to reach
30,000 readers nation-wide. For as little as $15 (there's a 20
word minimum) you can promote your business from coast
to coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly printed words, your per-
manent address and telephone number, and your money (no
cash please). Make your cheque or money order payable to
ETI Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 'Overlea Blvd, Toronto,
Ontario, M4H1B1.
There's no charge for including your postal (or zip) code. If you
want to test reader reaction you can include 'Dept. ETI' as
part of your address (free of charge).

WHAT DO WE DO?
We typeset your words (and put the first word and your com-
pany name in bold capital letters).
If we get your message by the 14th of the month, it will appear
in ETI 1'/2 months later. For example, if we receive it by Nov-
ember 14th, you (and thousands more) will see it in the Jan-
uary issue.

NORTHERN BEAR ELECTRONICS, Box
7260, Saskatoon, SK. S7K 4J2. ETI 591:
UP/DOWN COUNTER (parts only) $39.95
Add $1.00 P/H. Sask. add tax. FREE Flyer.

SPECTRUM ELECTRONICS; Quality pcbs
& Complete kits; Ont. Res. add 7% PST;
Box 4166D, Hamilton, Ontario, L8V 4L5;
ETI 593 kit: $33.20; 812 kit: $10.55; 490
kit: $21.55; 603 kit: $24.55; ETI Wet:
$3.90; 591 A&B: $3.70; 138: $11.35; 556:
$11.10; Write for free price list.

AMPLIFIER KITS: 140W Class AB Stereo
w/Pre-Amp. and power supply $129.00;
60W Class A Mono $58.00; 70W Class AB
Mono $41.00; I.C. Stereo Pre -Amp. W/Mic
Mixer $43.00. L.E.D. Power Level
Indicator: 10 Steps: $26.00, 18 Steps:
$56.00. Free Flyer: AUDIOVISION, Box
955, Stn. B, Willowdale, Ont. M2K 2T6.

SPECIAL! 1000 pieces for $ 20.00.
Choke - capacitor - diode - hardware
insulator - rectifier - relay - resistor -

transistor - speaker - switch - transformer -
zener - etc. Money back guarantee. Free
flyer & sample on request. SURPLUS
ELECTRO-QUEBEC, 2264 Montee Gagnon,
Blairsville, P.Q., J7E 4H5.

J&J ELECTRONICS LTD., P.O. Box 1437 E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Surplus Semi-
conductor Specialists. Do you get our bargain
flyer? Send $1.00 to receive the
current literature and specials and to be
placed on the mailing list for future publica-
tions.

$1.00 Unusual Canadian and American parts
and surplus catalogs. Hundreds of bargains.
ETCO, Dept 087, 183G Hymus, Pointe Claire,
Que.

CIRCUIT boards etched drilled plated,
delivery from stock. 555-6.50; 072-2.45;
650A-8.10; 650B-3.00; 650C-1.85; 138
-9.25; ETI WET -2.95; 591A-3.10;
591B-1.65; 556-10.85 We carry boards from
February 1977, write for full list. Terms: -
50c post & pack; 7% Ont. Tax; Cheque or
M.O. with order, no C.O.D. B&R
ELECTRONICS, Box 6326F, Hamilton,
Ontario. L9C 6L9.

EPDXY Caps -100/1.50, Slide Switches -
5/1.00. $10 Min. + .50 P&H. S.A.S.E for
list. ELECTRONICS, Att. C. Musott, Box
65, Whitecourt, AB. TOE 2L0.

HOBBY Services. Novel construction plans,
P.C. boards, complete kits and all associated
services. Write for free information.
TEKNIKIT Associates, 301 Flora St.,
Carleton Place, Ontario. K7C 3M8.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Ham radios -
18 Sheldon Avenue North, Kitchener, Ontario
N2H 3M2. Telephone (519) 579-0536. Write
for giant catalog, free of course!! (VE3EHC)
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ETI Project File
Updates, news, information, ETI gives you project support

PROJECT FILE is our department dealing with
information regarding ETI Projects. Each month
we will publish the Project Chart, any Project Notes
which arise, general Project Constructor's
Information, and some Reader's Letters and
Questions relating to projects.

PROJECT NOTES
Since this magazine is largely put together by

humans, the occasional error manages to slip by us
into print. In addition variations in component
characteristics and availability occur, and many
readers write to us about their experiences in
building our projects. This gives us information
which could be helpful to other readers. Such
information will be published in Project File under
Project Notes. (Prior to May 78 it was to be f ound at
the end of News Digest.)

Should you find that there are notes you wish to
read for which you do not have the issue, you may
obtain them in one of two ways. You can buy the
back issue from us (refer to Project Chart for dateof
issue and see also Reader Service Information on
ordering). Alternatively you may obtain a

photocopy of the note free of charge, so long as

ISSUE
DATE
June 78
June 78
June 78
July 78
Aug 78

July 78
Aug 78

July 78
Aug 78

July 78
Aug 78

Aug 78
Dec 78

Aug 78
Aug 78
Aug 78
Sept 78

Nov 78
Sept 78

Nov 78
Sept 78
Oct 78

Nov 78
Oct 78

Nov 78
Sept 79

Oct 78
Apr 79

Nov 78
Nov 78
Nov 78
Dec 78

Feb 79
Mar 79

Dec 78
Feb 79

Dec 78
Feb 79
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ARTICLE

your request includes a self addressed stamped
envelope for us to mail it back to you. Requests
without SASE will not be answered.

Write to: Project File
Electronics Today International
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
TORONTO, Ontario
M4H 1B1

PROJECT CHART
This chart is an index to all information available

relating to each project we have published in the
preceding year. It guides you to where you will find
the article itself, and keeps you informed on any
notes that come up on a particular project you are
interested in. It also gives you an idea of the
importance of the notes, in case you do not have the
issue refered to on hand.

Component Notations
and Units
We normally specify components using an
international standard. Many readers will be
unfamiliar with this but it'ssimple, less likely to lead
to error and will be widely used sooner or later. ETI
has opted for sooner!

Audio Analyser
Ultrasonic Switch & Neg.
Phone Bell Extender & Neg.
Proximity Switch
Neg.
Real Time Analyser MK II (LED)
Neg.
Acc. Beat Metronome
Neg.
Race Track
Neg.
Sound Meter & Neg.
Note: N
Porch Light & Neg.
IB Metal Locater & Neg.
Two Chip Siren & Neg.
Audio Oscillator
Neg.
Shutter Timer
Neg.
Rain Alarm
CCD Phaser
Neg.
UFO Detector
Neg.
C,D
Strobe Idea
NoteA
Cap Meter &Neg.
Stars & Dots
CMOS Preamp & Neg.
Digital Anemometer
Neg
Note:C. D
Tape Noise Elim
Neg
EPROM Programmer
Neg

ISSUE
DATE
Jan 79 Log Exp Convert.

Feb 79 Neg

Jan 79 Digital Tach.
Feb 79 Neg

Jan 79 FM Transmitter
Feb 79 Neg

Feb 79 Phasemeter & Neg
Feb 79 SW Radio
Feb 79 Light Chaser & Neg
Mar 79 Tape -Slide Synch
Mar 79 Synth. Sequ.
Mar 79 Dual Dice
Apr 79 Solar Control
Apr 79 Audio Compressor
Apr 79 Wheel of Fortune
May 79 Light Controller
May 79 AM Tuner
May 79 VHF Ant.
June 79 Easy Colour Organ
June 79 LCD Thermometer
June 79 Light Show Seq.

July 79 Note C
June 79 VHF Ant. 2
June 79 Bip Beacon
July 79 STAC Timer
July 79 Two Octave Organ
July 79 Light Activ. Tacho
Aug 79
Aug 79
Aug 79

Firstly decimal points are dropped and
substituted with the multiplier, thus 4.7uF is written
4u7. Capacitors also use the multiplier nano (one
nanofarad is 1000pF).Thus 0.1uF is 100n, 5600pF is
5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p6, 0.5pF = Op5.

Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8M ohms is
1M8, 56k ohms is 56k, 4.7k ohms is 4k7,100 ohms is
100R, 5.6 ohms is 5R6.

Kits, PCBs, and Parts
We do not supply parts for our projects, these

must be obtained from component suppliers.
However, in order to make things easier we co-
operate with various companies to enable them to
promptly supply kits, printed circuit boards and
unusual or hard -to -find parts. Prospective builders
should consult the advertisements in ETI for
suppliers for current and past projects.

Any company interested in participating in the
supply of kits, pcbs or parts should write to us on
their letterhead for complete information.

READER'S LETTERS AND
QUESTIONS

We obviously cannot troubleshootthe individual
reader's projects, by letter or in person, so if you
have a query we can only answer it to the extent of
clearing up ambiguities, and providing Project
Notes where appropriate. If you desire a reply to
your letter it must be accompanied by a self
addressed stamped envelope.

ARTICLE

Audio Power Meter
Two Octave Organ
Light Act Tacho.
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relating to each project we have published in the
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the article itself, and keeps you informed on any
notes that come up on a particular project you are
interested in. It also givei you an idea of the
importance of the notes, in case you do not have the
issue refered to on hand.

Canadian Projects Book

Audio Limiter
5W Stereo
Notes N, D May 79
Overled
Bass Enhancer
Mooular Disco
G P Preamp
Bal. Mic. Preamp
Ceramic Cartridge Preamp
Mixer & PSU
VU Meter Circuit
Headphone Amp
50W -100W Arno
Note N May 79

Metal Locator
Heart -Rate Monitor
GSR Moni'or
Phaser
Fuzz Box
Touch Organ
Mastermind
Double Dice
Reaction Tester
Sound -Light Flash
Burglar Alarm
Injector -Tracer
Digital Voltmeter

Key to Project Notes
C:- PCB or component layout
D:- Circuit diagram
N:- Parts Numbers, Specs
Neg:- Negative of PCB pattern printed
0:- Other
S:- Parts Supply
T:- Text
U:- Update, Improvement, Mods
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UFO DETECTOR: OCT 78
Some comfusion arose in trans-

cribing the authors original manu-
script. The schematic and parts list are
correct, but the pcb overlay is not. R19
and R20 on the overlay should be R3
and R4, respectively.

On the overlay replace R2 and R3
with jumper wires. R1 and R4 on the
overlay are R1 and R2 in the schematic
(36k).

PCB NEGATIVES
In 1978 we ran a centre section in

the magazine covering PCB negatives,
every once in a while. Although a few
readers appreciated this effort, on the
whole we felt that the cost of this
special section was better applied to
other areas. Hence we will not be cont-
inuing this series.

PLEASE NOTE: WE CANNOT
ANSWER PROJECT QUERIES
BY TELEPHONE,

MARKETPLACE: ETI's space for
free advertising from readers will
return next month. For details on
how to get your ad into ETI
please refer to previous issues.

. continued from page 69.

programming at 0415-0515 on 9655,
11905; 1055-1155 on 9655 and 11905;
and 2330-0155 on the same
frequencies.

VIETNAM SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
Radio Hanoi (Viet Nam Radio -TV
Commission), 58 Quan-Su Street,
Hanoi. This station is heard quite
frequently here. They have English on
the Voice of Vietnam at 0900-0930 on
7470, 10040 and 12035; 1530-1625 on
7470, 10040 and 12035; 1800-1855 on
10040 and 15008; and 2030-2125 on
10040 and 15008.

So there you have twenty-four Asian
countries to try for. I have not included
countries in the Near East or Middle
East. These will be treated in a separate
column. Also stations in the Asiatic
portion of the USSR have not been
included. Radio Moscow has a number
of transmitter sites throughout Asia.
Listening to the Soviet Union will also
be reserved for another column. Good
luck with your attempts to log the above
stations.

There will not be a receiver review this
month. However next month we will
have survey of all shortwave receivers
available. So stay tuned to ETI.

Until next month 73 and good
listening.

746f%

OF
TRANSISTOR

GUIDES

OK ETI - I don't want to be in the dark about tran-
sistor specs any longer - send me THE KING. Here's
my $8.95 plus .45 for postage and handling. (That's
$9.40 if your calculator battery is flat, or 2 for $18.80)

 Cheque enclosed. DO NOT send cash.
 Bill Mastercharge. A/C No.
 Bill Chargex.

Expiry Date

Signature

P O. BOX 6enEfec ironic-3 ALBERT TT2H2HARY
WESTERN CANADA'S ELECTRONIC C NTRE

--- JANA KITS
KIT No. 1 Auto Headlight

Reminder
2 Battery Operated

Fluorescent Light
Kit $15.95 ea

3 "Bug Shoo" $ 5.49 ea
4 Code Oscillator $ 7.49 ea
5 Crystal Radio $ 5.99 ea
7 Curiosity Box II $ 8.49 ea
8 Daily Lighter $ 6.59 ea
9 Decision Maker $ 5.49 ea

10 Fish Caller $ 6.49 ea
11 12V Hi Power

Flasher $ 8.49 ea
12 Solid State Night

Light $ 7.95 ea
13 6V Power Supply $13.79 ea
14 9V Power Supply $13.79 ea
15 0-24V 1A Power

Supply $29.95 ea
16 Single Channel

Color Organ 300
Watts $ 8.49 ea

17 Electronic Siren $ 5.89 ea
18 Shimmer Light Kit $ 9.95 ea
19 Tone Generator $ 6.69 ea
20 5 Transistor Amp Kit

1W RMS $13.75 ea
21 Tube & Continuity

Checker $ 3.89 ea
22 Xenon Strobe $19.95 ea
23 3 Channel Color

Organ $24.95 ea
24 Loudmouth Siren $13.75 ea
25 Roulette Wheel $15.95 ea
26 Electronic Skeet $37.95 ea
27 Electronic Dice $33.95 ea
28 Super Roulette $28.95 ea
29 FM Mini

Broadcaster $29.95 ea
31 Electronic Shoot-

out $13.75 ea
32 Road RunnerSound

Effects Generator $13.75 ea
33 Love -O -Meter $18.95 ea
34 30W Soldering Iron

Kit $ 9.95 ea
35 Audio Power Watt

Meter $21.95 ea
P. C. Boards are Available for above Kits.
ORDER 10 or More Kits DEDUCT 10%

LINEAR TRANSISTORS --
LM301AN .49 ea 2N705 1 12 ea
LM304H 1.40 ea 2N706 76 ea
LM307N-14 1.08 ea 2N1613 63 ea
LM308N 1.33 ea 2N2222A 33 ea
LM311H 1.33 ea 2N2484 83 ea
LM3115P 1.33 ea 2N2646 80 ea
LM319N 4.11 ea 2N2712 .36 ea
LM324N 1.33 ea '2N2904 .49 ea
LM334H 3.33 ea 2N2906 ..29 ea
LM339N .89 ea 2N2907A .29 ea
LM343N 2.19 ea 2N3054 1.49 ea
LM381N 2.90 ea 2N3055 1.00 ea
LM386N 1.89 ea 2N3417 .24 ea
LM391N-60 3.20 ea 2N3442 2.80 ea
LM391N-80 3.60 ea 2N3565 .25 ea
LM555N .59 ea 2N3567 .25 ea
LM556N 1.12 ea 2N3702 .21 ea
LM7O6APC 2.59 ea 2N3704 .21 ea
LM7C9CN .49 ea 2N3819 .33 ea
LM720N 1.66 ea 2N3904 .113ea
LM4136N 1.93 ea 2N3906 .18 ea
LM723CH 1.05 ea 2N4249 .36 ea
LM741CH .86 ea 2N4250 .21 ea
LM741CN-8 pin .47 ea 2N4401 .21 ea
LM796CH 1.75 ea 2N4403 .21 ea
LM1436CH 2.33 ea 2N5401 .47 ea
LM1458N-8 pin .60 ea 2N5458 .79 ea
LM1495N-14 2.27 ea 2N5525 .40 ea
LM2917N 4.35 ea 2N6041 3.47 ea
LM3900N .92 ea 2N6111 1.21 ea
LM3909N 1.59 ea

8 Pin
14"
16"
18"

$ 4.4903

I.C.SOCKETS Low profile
.25 22 Pin
.30.24 "
.34 28"
.39 40 "

SEND CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
DO NOT SEND CASH. CHARGEX
(VISA) ACCEPTED.
Further Prices Available Upon Request

Send $2.00 For Copy Of Catalog
Orders under $25 add 51 Post & riancldng

Minimum Order $10.00 Please
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

.08 ea
55 ea
64 ea
.92 ea

ETI CANADA -SEPTEMBER 1979
Circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card.
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General
Information
For Readers

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped enveloped, and the reply can
take up to three weeks. These must
relate to recent articles and not involve
ETI staff in any research. Mark your
letter ETI Query.

Projects, Components,
Notation
For information on these subjects
please see our Project File section.

Sell ETI
ETI is available for resale by
component stores. We can offer a good
discount and quite a big bonus, the
chances are customers buying the
magazine will come back to you to buy
their components. Readers having
trouble getting their copy of ETI could
suggest to their component store
manager that he should stock the
magazine.

Back Issues and
Photocopies
Previous issues of ETI-Canada are
available direct from our office for
$2.00 each. Please specify issue by the
month, not by the features you require.
The following back issues are still
available for sale.

1977 1978 1979
February miediraillift January
May February February
June March March
July April April
September May May
November June June

July July
August August
September
October
November
December

We can supply photocopies of any
article published in ETI-Canada, for
which the charge is $1.00 per article,
regardless of length. Please specify
issue and article. (A special con-
sideration applies to errata for
projects, see Project File.)

LIABILITY: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all constructional projects referred to in this edition will operate as indicated efficiently and properly and that all necessary
components to manufacture the same will be available, no responsibility whatsoever is accepted in respect of the failure for any reason at all of the project to operate effectively or at all
whether due to any fault in design or otherwise and no responsibility is accepted for the failure to obtain any component parts in respect of any such project. Further no responsibility is
accepted in respect of any injury or damage caused by any fault in the design of any such project as aforesaid.

FINGERS TO DONUTS

No. 650Kit

KIT 650
Photo -Etch Kit for

Printed Circuits with

Negative Acting Resist

KIT 650 is a complete kit using a
photographic method to produce
professional quality printed circuits.
No dark room is necessary. Con-
tains 2 photo -sensitized 3 x 4" phe-
nolic boards, a photographic test
negative & an ultraviolet light source.
Materials are included to make
negatives of magazine layouts. Also
contains exposure glass, clamps,
developer, etchant, trays, resist re-
mover, drill and complete instruc-
tions. Ideal for solid-state and inte-
grated circuits. Packed in a display
box. Weight 3 lbs.

 Photo -Etch Kit for single -sided boards
with negative acting resist

Omnitronix ltd. .71!
1,11 6113 .393 i. OS 822692

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card.
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)c> FRONT LINE I
Scopes to

LBO -520 DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

(.) o 00

LBO 520

choose
from!
LEADER has a family of 'scopes for your
measurement requirements. Engineered for
fast and easy portable operation with front
panel controls, logically located and

grouped. Highly reliable P.C. boards are
employed for long term maintenance -free
dependability. LEADER Test Instruments
have become synonymous with excellence
of performance, dependability and value.

* Bandwidths 10 MHz - 30 MHz
* Sensitivities . .1mV/div - 10n-N/div
* Z modulation

Delayed time base

* X -Y operation
* TTL compatible
* Delay line on input

Represented
in Canada
by:

2 YEAR WARRANTY
Put a LEADER scope to the test

Available in Canada at authorized LEADER distributors.
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